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ZINES!

SURRENDER TO THE INCREDIBLY STRANGE URGE . . . TO CREATE YOUR OWN ZINE!

From V. Yale, former co-publisher of RE/Search
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**From The Editor**

**WHAT IS A ZINE?**

- Alt.Culture: “An independent, not-for-profit, self-publication...” The name ‘zine’ comes from an abbreviation of the punk-era ‘fanzine’ (itself a corruption of ‘magazine’, which itself dates from post-war Hollywood)."
- Factsheet Five: “A small handmade amateur publication done purely out of passion, rarely making a profit or breaking even. Sounds like ‘zine’.
- Weird Flower #6: “What separates a zine from a magazine is not only budget, but the quirkiness, the individuality, the spirit and yes, even the unavailability that made finding a good read make your day. Maybe this is an overly romantic view, but zines were/should be honest, raw and exciting.”
- New Musical Express: “Why write a fanzine? Boredom, anger, yearning, excitement, hope, egotism, to sell ‘em, to corrupt other less fortunate mortals to your brilliant taste, to care, create, caress, carp, to find your own alternatives, to communicate, to wander freely off at multi-tangents, stumble blissfully over historical mistakes and express yourselves... unfettered by commercial constraints, necessities, good taste, deadlines, libel suits, love of position, power, money... When people mock and ask me why I love fanazines so much, I just laugh knowingly and say, ‘Have you considered the alternatives?’”
- S.F. Examiner: “The name ‘zine,’ short for ‘fanzine,’ a science-fiction fan magazine, may be new, but small, self-published pamphlets and newsletters date all the way back to Ben Franklin’s Poor Richard’s Almanac, which was launched in 1757. Dadaist manifestoes of the early 1900s continued the trend and started a design style adopted by many of today’s zine editors. Science-fiction zines proliferated in the 1920s and ’30s, followed by punk rock zines in the 1970s. Today’s zines cover political rantings, sex and sexual politics, hobbies, music, movies and just about every other topic that’s conceivable—and many that aren’t.”
- Junk Mail Backlash: “There’s no money to be made and no fame to be had. There’s no wages, bosses, advertisers or deadlines, so there’s nothing to temper the style or encourage any filler. It’s the only truly free press that there is.”
- Homegrown: “The simplest zine is one sheet of legal-sized paper copied on both sides and folded three times, trimmed and stapled to make a 16-page ‘mini’ zine. This can be produced in one night, and part of its appeal is the diminutive size. Zines have negated the necessity for hours of careful, anal-retentive editing and adherence to perfectionistic production standards. In zines, message again assumes ascendency over form.”
- Arthur Crenan: “Every child begins life as an artist, and every great artist is a born provocateur.”
- Mimi Parent: “Knock hard—life is deaf.”

**Empowered by the “DO IT YOURSELF” (DIY) philosophy of the punk rock revolt of the ’70s, thousands of dissatisfied, savvy malcontents are expressing their authentic thoughts and feelings via the cheapest print medium available: xeroxed zines. There are other affordable means of independent communication, including stickers, flyers, posters, newsletters, home-made cassettes, 7” vinyl singles, and pixelvision filmmaking using discontinued Fisher-Price cameras whose “film” is a cheap standard cassette tape. However, the zine remains the fastest, most conveniently reproducible and effective means of getting a substantial message across.**

Why zines? They are a grassroots reaction to a *crisis* in the media landscape. What was formerly *communication* has become a fully implemented *control process*. Corporate-produced advertising, television programming and PR campaigns dictate the 21st century, “anything goes” consumer lifestyle. TV networks, newspapers and magazines have been taken over by a handful of business culture financiers who co-opt and exploit any emerging “youth revolt” as soon as it begins to manifest. The oft-lamented homogenizing effect of worldwide mass media is now a *reality*.

Investigative journalism in mainstream media is a thing of the past, and even when corruption in politics or business is exposed, the revelations are immediately forgotten—there is no *follow-up*. Gone are the budgets for in-depth reporting which brought us Watergate and the Civil Rights movement; instead, the emphasis is on simulated depictions of “real life” crime—the weirder, the better. “Truth” has been replaced by ever-escalating thresholds of fleshly titillation and violence, while the real crime is, naturally, underreported: domestic violence against women. It’s not considered newsworthy; it’s too commonplace.

Zines are often produced by illicit means, but many also challenge copyright laws and outdated legalistic notions involving intellectual property ownership. As a rule, they appropriate newspaper articles, magazine headlines and photos—all without permission. Sometimes with this contextual change the inherent absurdity of an article or photo speaks for itself; on other occasions the “found” materials require modification. For example, “Snoopy” and “Family Circus” cartoon strips, with hilarious, sexually-explicit text replacing the original dialogue, have been circulating uncredited in an underground zine format for years. Every “official” comic begs for such *improvement*.

Techniques of collage and detournement occur quite naturally to anyone armed with scissors, glue stick, a pen and a sense of humor. With few resources, one can puncture a million-dollar ad campaign: lampoon a political candidate or mock a $10,000 Calvin Klein billboard with a 10-cent sticker. Many zines, in fact, contain stickers to encourage activism. And with today’s widespread access to a home computer and Photoshop software, no image is safe from a seamless act of sacrilege. (“Want a photo of the Pope consorting with a sheep? Easy!”)

Innovative appropriation can have its price, though—particularly if the creators are courageous enough to make themselves identifiable. Zines such as BUNNYHOP and Hey There, Barbie Girl! have been
subjected to censorship-by-threat-of-lawsuit and suffered destruction, while the creators of intentionally over-the-top, provocative zines like Boiled Angel and Pure have been prosecuted and convicted in criminal courts. Those who despise liberating thought continue to use vague “obscenity” definitions in their pinch-nosed crusades against artistic freedom of expression—particularly during election years.

Possessed of a certain cachet these days is the medium of the “e-zine” (a zine published solely on the Internet). But censorship on the net is already a reality; the FBI has used the Internet to entrap persons suspected of being “kiddy porn” voyeurs. Who would voluntarily consent to submitting their communiqués to a pay-as-you-go, centrally controlled surveillance system? To date e-zines also seem to be quite superficial: too “cleanly” presented, and lacking in randomness and collage elements—the cut-up factor—which makes paper zines puzzling, sometimes messy, yet endearing and multi-dimensional.

Proponents of the e-zine extol its instant availability, easy updating, alleged ecological advantage and its cheapness as it takes advantage of cutting-edge technology. “The Net is free!” (That is, until you get your monthly phone and credit card bill.) The Internet has been hailed as the communications innovation of the glorious future; the business section of every daily newspaper has a “news” story promoting it. While arguably every person’s web site is a zine, and there are plenty of optimistic projections about how e-zines will replace paper zines, nevertheless, access to computers and scanners is still for the privileged few, and part of the appeal of a zine is its power to grant a voice to the most underprivileged in society, including citizens of high school age who have few resources. Desktop publishing programs demand a certain sophistication, whereas a paper zine can be created overnight with virtually no “art training” or computer expertise. Also, e-zines lack the human touch—many paper zines are personally hand-colored and accompanied by handwritten letters bearing drawings. Browsing e-zines on the World Wide Web could potentially net rewarding information, but as of this writing the most uncompromising and subversive zines are only available on paper.

Zines are difficult to locate; there is no central source or network (although Factsheet Five makes a marathon attempt). Zines demand the personal communication inherent in a relationship—and personal communication always requires energy, sensitivity, thought, foresight and time. Having credited TV, magazines, newspapers and most radio, zine creators have discovered a vast resource of time that can be used to some very satisfying and creatively prankest ends. And when one is forced to work at a job, the challenge remains as to how to maximize one’s personal benefit from the situation, since these days all jobs are temp jobs. Some zine creators have even stooped to sabotage (boss: “What the HELL could have happened to that computer file?!”), and this provides material for a future zine. Many a zine has been produced at a job, or helped to counteract job alienation.

Zines provide pure inspiration and encouragement to create one’s own radical culture and ideas. Among some high school and punk rock circles, the creation of a zine has become a modern-day rites of passage, and the proliferation of zines by high-schoolers (one of the least privileged classes) is heartening. The tragedy of the zine movement is the lack of accessibility to back issues. Some of the greatest zines ever produced are virtually impossible to obtain today—in e.g., SCAM by the uncompromising punk provocateur, Iggy (who steadfastly refused mass media attention); hundreds of zines associated with feminist Riot Grrrl activism; or the earliest issues of Dishwasher by Dishwasher Pete—notable for having pranked David Letterman by sending an impostor in his place to appear on the latter’s overrated TV spectacle.

It is a general principle that consorting with mass media has a damaging effect upon any attempts at social revolution. The sole person to exploit mass media on his own terms has been the Unabomber—and his attempts at revolution are questionable, to say the least. Whenever major media report about anything cutting-edge or ground-breaking, they misrepresent it. This technique of reportage was partially described over a century ago: “Damned by faint praise.” It is no coincidence that when features on “the zine revolution” appear in the press, the political potential of zines is downplayed in favor of the novelty/cuteness angle. With few exceptions, the zines which receive the most publicity are ones serving the status quo value system. Allegedly “cutting-edge” zines that promote “ironic” sexism, homophobia and racism (supposedly to “push the reader’s buttons and make people think!”) simply reflect conservative mainstream values, where shock for shock’s sake has become a commonplace marketing technique.

If communication can be viewed as food, then everything the mass media serves has been depleted of nourishment by corporate self-serving agendas. Amidst this landscape of lies, the zine movement has arisen everywhere like hydra of discontent. Finally original, fresh and truthful communication between individuals is proliferating on a massive scale. This is a movement without leaders or spokespersons, and there are no rigidifying standards dictating what may or may not be presented.

As a response to media being irrelevant and generally misleading, idiosyncratic personal publishing has proliferated en masse. This has been facilitated by the technology of the stand-alone photocopier, which grants access to cheap or free printing. Since photocopying came widely available in the ’70s, over 50,000 zines have emerged and spread in America alone—mostly through the mail, with little publicity. Flaunting off-beat interests, extreme personal revelations and social activism, zines directly counter the pseudo-communication and glossy lies of the mainstream media monopoly. For many, zines have provided a purpose to a life which formerly appeared hopeless or nihilistic; as one zine creator put it, “Zining is life, and I know I would die without it.” (Iohnah Novales, YAWP!)

A Situationist slogan once declared, “In a society that abolishes adventure, the only adventure is in abolishing that society.” The best zines participate in that adventure.

—V. Vale, San Francisco, 1996
AL HOFF publishes *Thrift SCORE*, the zine about thriftin’ (subscription $4, sample copy $1 plus two stamps from PO Box 90282, Pittsburgh PA 15224). Articles such as “Can ’70s Clothing Hurt You?,” “How to tell Alpaca from Acrylon” and “75 Things I Hate About Shopping in Thrift Stores” enlighten and inspire fellow thrifters. A San Francisco native with a degree in film, Al Hoff now lives in Pittsburgh in a large old tiki-and-treasure-laden house with her husband Pat Clark.

♦ VALE: Why did you publish *Thrift SCORE*?
♦ AL HOFF: First of all, I always “thrifted,” but it increasingly became more of an obsession—I went from once a month to every weekend. There’s so much great stuff to be retrieved out of thrift stores, yet no one discusses this as a concept or a lifestyle. Thrifting involves many different groups of people: poor people, art people, students. I had friends who thrifted a lot; one day we were talking and realized that no one had ever written about thrift ing: “Hey, someone should write a book!”

A few months later I had a “temp” job and during work I started making notes on what might be interesting topics to cover. I also raised “issue” questions like “Why is something valuable when it’s at the mall, but not at the Salvation Army?”

♦ V: Also, certain objects then undergo a transition from the thrift store to the antique store—
♦ AH: Right—why is something “junk” in one place and “collectible” in another? Thrift stores provide the necessities of life for poor people: is it ethical for more affluent, privileged art student types to be snatching things away from them? If I buy 25 lunch boxes, am I part of this problem?

In the fall of ’93, my husband remarked, “There’s a million people who would read a zine about thrift ing.” I said, “No way—everybody does a zine! Also, I don’t know how to get it out there. I just don’t want to do it.” I was completely resistant to the idea. Then I got a free on-line account. On New Year’s Eve I had nothing to do (that’s pathetic!), so I started cruising these teenage groups and asked them, “Would anyone be interested in reading a zine about thrift shopping?” I just threw this out there in cyberspace. Half a dozen kids wrote back: “Ohmigod, I would just die if somebody did a zine about thrift ing!” This was like throwing a ball out into the universe and having it bounce back.

My motivation isn’t to propagate some underground cause; my reason for publishing is to talk about buying too much completely cool stuff that you don’t really need.

I printed 100 copies of my first issue. Within eight months it had become a “hot” zine; I found myself getting lots of attention. In retrospect, I had missed an obvious point: most people who do zines also thrift, so I immediately got a lot of attention from other zines. This was great; people were very positive. If you print something about your musical taste or political opinions, people are more divided. Thrift shopping has more of a general appeal; it doesn’t matter what
bands you listen to, you still go to thrift stores.

**V:** You had almost overnight fame—

**AH:** A lot of it was luck: producing something at the right time and place. The zine community is so huge and vibrant, with the alt.zines group on the Internet and Factsheet Five as a key publication. All of the mass media want to tap into this “zine thing.” When I started publishing, I hadn’t read a zine for years except Murder Can Be Fun, and I only got that because the publisher sent it to me for free. I was completely out of the zine loop; I didn’t have a clue.

There are an infinite number of zines and it’s impossible to track them all. A lot of people aren’t interested in funneling their zine through Factsheet Five or any central point, and that’s sad. There are a handful of zines that get a lot of exposure and distribution, and getting a good plug in one of them can be just as helpful as a good review in Factsheet Five. A few zines are well-known outside the zine community, such as Ben Is Dead and Bunyhop, which you see at Barnes & Noble. These have glossy covers and look more like magazines. There’s a lot of discussion as to whether these qualify as zines; you could write a whole book on the politics of zines. I don’t actually know any zine creators in my town, but for two years I’ve been following all these discussions on the Internet—all these rants about what constitutes a true zine, what is punk, and who is “selling out.”

**V:** What are some of the issues involved in “selling out”?

**AH:** People complain if you make money, that’s considered bad; if you solicit ads and make a profit, that’s considered bad. If you sell something you’ve written to a publication that’s considered too mainstream; that’s bad. And parleying your zine into a television appearance or a book deal means you haven’t remained “true” to the Alternative/Underground/Free Press ideal.

However, these are not issues for me. Personally, I’ve never worried about whether I’m on the “cutting edge.” My motivation is not to propagate some underground cause; my reason for publishing is to talk about buying too much completely cool stuff that you don’t really need. Tonight I was watching a TV interview with a man who got a heart transplant and behind him was a knick-knack shelf with the most amazing 12” statue of Elvis Presley—I couldn’t stop staring at it.

**V:** That’ll be in a thrift store someday—

**AH:** Maybe sooner than you think!
V: When did the term “thrifting” begin? Many years ago, people used the term “sale-ing” (as in going to garage sales)—
AH: I just heard that term last year for the first time. I can’t trace the etymology, but I started using “thrifting” as a verb at least 10 years ago. The ‘80s was all about turning nouns into verbs; it’s no longer “to have an impact on,” it’s “impacting.” I guess “thrifting” is an abbreviation of “thrift shopping” (which is a mouthful) or “going to the thrift store to shop.”

I didn’t get a computer until the fall of ‘93, and four months later I put out a zine—that computer made it possible. That’s why we have so many zines now; the technology is at people’s fingertips and it’s so easy. It takes a lot more effort to do a zine on a typewriter or to write one by hand. I still do a lot of cutting and pasting because I don’t have very sophisticated software, but I’m at that terrible point where I can no longer be creative by hand—now all my writing is done on the computer. And the more you do it, the faster you get!

I don’t have a scanner, even though they’re a few hundred dollars now. I’m still pretty primitive; I cut out pictures and glue them down onto sheets of paper. Some zine people get horrified: “You glue the photos down?” [laughs] I’ll get a scanner someday. But if I won the lottery, I’d buy one of those really fancy xerox machines with collating, stapling—the whole thing. The downside of zines is that copying is becoming cheaper, plus the cost of paper is going up. No one makes a profit, and sometimes the more zines you sell, the more money you lose! Personally, I hate to charge more than a dollar—it’s a nice, fair number. I sell five sheets of paper (folded in half and stapled) for a dollar. Some people charge two dollars for that much paper, but I think that’s kind of a rip-off.

V: What about your time?
AH: All my time and thought and insight are completely free! Like everybody else, I do this for pleasure. There’s so much fun to be gotten from feedback; it’s affirming to write something and have people respond: “What you wrote was great!” That’s worth more than money.

A big motivating factor is: I love getting mail. When you do a zine (unless you’re someone like Jim Goad) the mail you get is all positive. People don’t take the time to write unless they have something nice to say. Every day someone sends me something nice and congratulatory.

V: How do you pay the rent?
AH: I’m married. [laughs] I used to work; I had a long series of stupid temp jobs and then I had a “real” job for five years. It was a temp job that turned into a real position with a growth software company—I started at the bottom and could have gone to the top. I was overpaid and slated to become a “big success” at this job—but I hated it! Finally I quit. When we moved to Pittsburgh, which is a cheap place to live, my husband got a good job and I said, “Remember those two years when you were unemployed and I worked? Now it’s my turn not to work.” In theory, there was going to be an equal exchange of labor time, but I think I passed my deadline on that!

My husband is completely supportive of what I do. For years I was miserable doing “the wrong thing” and I sort of stumbled on doing “the right thing.” Now I’m extremely lucky. I have such respect for people who have a full-time job and put out a decent zine; I frankly don’t know how they do it. I have mucho free time and still can’t get Thrift SCORE out on time! It’s so much work: answering mail, writing articles, going to the Post Office—whatever.

It hasn’t been bad, though—the zine pretty much supports itself. If you send me a dollar, that pays for my actual printing and mailing costs. And if someone orders five at once, I make a really slim profit because then it costs less to mail. Stores that sell it
on consignment get a discount, so I don’t really see any profit from them, but then again I’m not really in it for profit. But it’s not running me into the ground.

I may not have a job now, but I do a lot of housewifely things to compensate. I iron my husband’s shirts and make dinner. Actually, I’m not a very good housewife. I grew up in the ’70s in San Francisco and was completely indoctrinated with feminist ideals of what women should do. They shouldn’t be housewives, they shouldn’t stay home and make dinner—my mother’s idea was: “If I don’t teach you these things, you won’t be trapped into doing them!” In Pittsburgh, if you tell people you’re a housewife and stay home, they say, “That’s great!” But in San Francisco people give you a boatload of grief: “Why don’t you have your own career? This seems wrong.”

I moved to Pittsburgh because I knew it would be easier and cheaper to live, and because it had the best thrift stores I’d ever seen. I refused to move to any suburb—I just can’t live there. I moved to a relatively stable city where I could surround myself with things.

**V: What kinds of things?**

**AH:** I’m looking at three armchairs, a Barcalounger, a velvet couch, the top halves of four manikins, some of those horrible dashboard dolls whose heads bob up and down on springs, a piggy bank that looks like Bert from Sesame Street, a metal picnic basket, and a rotary phone from the ’70s that looks like a white donut—it cost three dollars in Akron, Ohio. I have a table from an old diner, lots of shoes and plastic dinnerware. Our new house has a metal sink, and when we moved here I immediately broke a china plate in it. I thought, “I’m going to get some cool plastic dinnerware from the ’50s—Melmac.” It was incredibly popular and was made in all these weird shapes and colors. I thought it would be hard to find; people told me it was highly collectible: “In New York it’s going for $35 a plate!” But in a month’s time I found over a hundred pieces; it comes in these enormous grab-bags for two dollars a bag.

**V: Is it really lightweight?**

**AH:** No, it’s fairly heavy—that’s what distinguishes it. It has almost the same heft as china, and it’s very hard. I recently did a test: I threw a Melmac bowl and a ceramic bowl from a third floor window. As you might imagine, the ceramic bowl shattered beyond repair while the Melmac bowl was completely unharmed!

**V: What colors does it come in? White?**

**AH:** It doesn’t usually come in white, because white plastic looks cheap. Because it was so easy to make in any color, the manufacturers went nuts with colors. Yellow, green, blue, and pink pastels are very common. I have a few black pieces, which are a bit unusual. It was literally made in a rainbow of colors. I wrote a history of Melmac by researching ’50s magazine articles in the library and no sooner had I finished than I discovered a book published by one of those “collectibles” presses. It said, “Melmac is hot! It’s a ’50s collectible that no one has discovered.” It had price lists in the back and a bowl was supposedly worth $15. In all fairness, the author had done a lot of research. A lot of what he had written was almost identical to what I had written—he had consulted the same sources.

**V: How do you do your research?**

**AH:** I do most of it at the library. If there’s a new book on a subject, I go to Barnes & Noble and just sit there all day, read it, and take notes. Since I stopped working, I won’t allow myself to buy any new books. It’s ridiculous—I can’t spend seven dollars on a new book, but I can go out this weekend and spend $20 on used books because they have cool covers (even though I’ll never read them). There’s no logic to this at all—well, in theory the used books are a better deal, even if I never read them—they’re 25 cents apiece. New books are very expensive; even a supermarket novel is seven dollars. I never buy those new, but once in awhile I do read them; anything that makes the best-seller list goes to a thrift store—guaranteed! You’ll see Jurassic Park in every thrift store you visit.

I keep lists of books; if I see a book that looks interesting, I’ll make a note of it in a little notebook. Occasionally, the most unlikely book (a very specialized book that maybe sold five copies when new) shows up at a thrift store and when you find it, that’s a great score! Not only have you beaten the system (you didn’t pay $30 for it), but you got it by mining this tiny vein—there’s maybe three copies out there in thrift stores, and you got one of them.

I need a cutlery tray right now. And rather than spend three dollars for a new one at the hardware store, I will wait (and I can wait as much as two years) until I find the one I want at a thrift store for 50 cents.

**V: Don’t you also collect ’50s etiquette guides and cookbooks?**

**AH:** Lynn Peril won’t like this, but I buy them to cut ’em up for clip art—they have great photos and illustrations. I do not feel good about this; I try to pick books that are in bad shape or are less than a dollar—forlorn copies where some kid has ripped out a page or scribbled in it.

I have a huge collection of pulp paperbacks; those are still easy to find. I buy them for no other reason than the great covers—a lot of times the pages are disintegrating. We just bought a house and I’m going to figure out some way to display them so you can see a whole wall of these covers. It’s a shame when they sit
in bookcases—all you can see is the spines. I have many, many decorating plans, but none of them ever come to fruition.

♦ V: Why not?
♦ AH: Because I just keep buying stuff—I don’t put the time into doing anything except buying! I have mountains of fabric that I’m going to “do something with” someday; I have lots of extra furniture. Whenever I buy a new chair, I have to throw an old one away!

♦ V: Maybe you’re responding to some previous imperative of want in your childhood—
♦ AH: I was thinking about that today: “Why do I have this need to have so much stuff?” But as a child I wasn’t deprived of anything. I think I just have a love of objects. I take tremendous comfort in being surrounded by objects. My living room looks like the set of Sanford and Son, with all this stuff piled up on other stuff. Remember how he would shuffle around looking for something: “I know it’s here somewhere.” That’s my house.

There are things that I truly need, like I need a cutlery tray right now. And rather than spend three dollars for a new one at the hardware store, I will wait (and I can wait as much as two years) until I find the one I want at a thrift store for 50 cents. And that’s a true need—something functional. I also have any number of collections that have to be supported. If I see something I already have one or two of, then I have to get it. I always have to start new collections because the old stuff disappears.

♦ V: What do you mean?
♦ AH: I’ll start collecting something and then never see it again. China’s like that—I’ll be collecting one pattern and then bam—it completely disappears. Other times something gets priced out of my budget—I have very strict price guidelines. I used to buy metal lunchboxes; I thought they had great imagery on them, I’m extremely susceptible to other people’s interests. Since starting Thrift SCORE, people have written to me: “Look at my collection of this!” and I’ve been completely converted on the spot. I never thought about belt buckles before, but somebody sent me a

There’s this complete reverse snobbery: “I got this totally cool thing for no money, and the lady said it had been there for months!” The more discarded and cheap something is, the better the score in terms of bragging.

People say, “Gosh, it’s really political what you do: shopping at thrift stores. It’s anti-The System.” In a way it is, because you’re not buying what they’re telling you to buy now . . . but I know I’ll be buying it 20 years from now!

and you could put stuff in them, plus there was that nostalgia from my childhood—whatever. But those became collectible, and now lunchboxes in thrift stores are $15. There’s no way I’m going to pay that, so I don’t care about lunchboxes anymore. Then I’m missing one need, so I have to come up with a new one! [laughs]

photo of these bad, cheesy belt buckles from the ’70s with bikers on them, etc, and I thought, “Those are so cool!” Now I regret all the years I wasn’t looking for belt buckles, because I missed so many when I wasn’t aware of them. Eight-track tapes and paint-by-number paintings are other recent “conversions.”

I’m not a collector who’s willing to pay whatever it takes to complete the collection—I can drop anything, anytime! My “needs” are completely artificial; I only create them in order to have a reason to go thrifting and in order to be sated. When I visit a thrift store, I have to leave with something, and I have to feel it’s something I truly wanted and needed. So “the more you need, the more you buy; the more you buy”—

♦ V: —the happier you are? Is that true?
♦ AH: Absolutely. And the scary thing is: there’s nothing “alternative” about this; this is what we’re all conditioned to do by our culture. Advertising creates artificial needs that we buy into—we go purchase that thing, and we’re “fulfilled.” That’s essentially the mind game I’m playing with myself. People say, “Gosh, it’s really political what you do: shopping at thrift stores. It’s anti-The System.” In a way it is, because you’re not buying what they’re telling you to buy now . . . but I know I’ll be buying it 20 years from now! [laughs] I haven’t shaken off that cultural training to shop.

I justify what I do by telling myself that it’s pop culture studies, or I need something for researching an article. I’ll rationalize: “It sat there for a month, and nobody else will buy it if I don’t.” I try to justify each purchase by making it serve some loftier purpose. But the truth is: I just like to buy things!

♦ V: But you did successfully resist buying a shirt-ironing machine as big as a refrigerator—
♦ AH: I didn’t buy that because it was too big and bulky and weird. Besides, it was really my husband who wanted that, and I don’t always play fair so I talked him out of it! He used to collect thousands of weird records and they were all over the house, so about five years ago I said, “That’s it! No more weird
records! You can only buy a record if you actually play it.” Then, of course, Incredibly Strange Music came out and those records became worth a fortune overnight. He said, “All the people in this book are so cool. They’re doing exactly what I was doing and you made me stop!” The funny thing is, after the books came out I became re-obsessed, and then I began buying records. They are still stacked up mostly unplayed.

♦ V: Do you have a good turntable?
♦ AH: I had my turntable from the ’70s and thought, “I should get another one as a back-up, because I’m concerned they’re going to disappear.” I was looking at cheap ones in stereo stores for $100, thinking, “Next time I get a temp job, I’ll buy one.” Then I saw a beautiful Technics turntable at a thrift store for $40, and it looked absolutely unused. Forty bucks is a lot for me, but I was in a mood and I bought it. I ended up calling J&R Music World in New York and found out it was still in stock for $500! I went to a vinyl store to have the needle inspected, and the guy said, “This is a really expensive needle—just clean it.” I didn’t have the heart to ask how much a new needle cost, because I didn’t know if that meant $20 or $200. And you can’t buy those needles used.

♦ V: You bought something high-tech—
♦ AH: It was a good deal and a lot of my friends were envious. Envy is another big part of thrifting! Most people who thrift have friends that thrift, and part of the thrill is finding the cool things before they do, whether it’s on the same trip (and you got to that part of the store before they did), or you went out on your own and got something. A lot of it is about gloating; there’s this complete reverse snobbery: “I got this totally cool thing for no money, and the lady said it had been there for months!” The more discarded and cheap something is, the better the score in terms of bragging. It’s the complete opposite of the guy who tells you how much his Lexus cost.

Most of my friends have similar tastes, so it’s a friendly competition. It’s a high compliment if you tell me about something you thrifted and I’m a little envious. It won’t affect our friendship, but it’s always there as an undercurrent! The first time I visited Lynn Peril’s and Candi Strecke’s apartments, I was going, “Oh, you have one of these? I have two of ’em.” We talked about how many we have and how little we paid for them. After Lynn Peril and Johnny Bartlett got back from their honeymoon trip to Arizona, they invited me over to show off all the cool stuff they had found. I “ooed” and “ahhed” appreciatively—it’s all part of the game!

♦ V: They scored some “regional” finds—
♦ AH: That’s true; stuff does vary from place to place. San Francisco has a lot of souvenir shock which people obviously brought back from the Far East, such as bad little plastic Chinese lanterns or weird sculptures carved out of this yellow-brown wood from the Philippines. Because of the large Asian community, people are going back and forth carrying souvenir gifts or presents for their families or whatever. You’d never see any of that in Pittsburgh because there aren’t communities to support it. In California there are probably more Hawaiian shirts because there’s a lot of vacation traffic between the two states. The Southwest offers more Western or cowboy stuff.

Big cities are not usually the best places for thrift shopping. On my last trip to San Francisco I hit a lot of thrift stores. It’s sad—the Goodwills are trying to go upscale with lots of new merchandise, and the Salvation Army is, too. St. Vincent de Paul is still okay, but you really have to search every single section to find something—and usually when you do, it’s in the wrong section! I did a lot better out in the suburbs.

♦ V: What can you get in Pittsburgh that’s special?
♦ AH: Pittsburgh has amazing demographics for thrifting. It has had a very substantial, stable middle class for a long time. These people had disposable incomes; they were the first in their families to have any kind of money at all, and they bought a lot. As second-generation Americans, they wanted all the most “American” stuff, and in the ’40s, ’50s, and ’60s they just stocked up.

Pittsburgh is full of enormous houses that people lived in their whole lives. They fill up their houses, then die or go to a nursing home, and their suburban kids show up and take everything straight to the thrift store. There’s an incredible amount of domestic goods from bygone eras: curtains, kitchenware, furniture, and even clothing.

Pittsburgh has an aging population and all those people are dying right now! This is in contrast to a place like L.A. where people moved to; they tended to
show up with just a suitcase or a car, leaving most of their stuff behind. They left it behind in places like Indianapolis or Pittsburgh or Iowa. A lot of other cities are more transient; people don’t acquire a lot of stuff. I saw a statistic that said Pittsburgh has the highest percentage of “stay-put-ers” in the nation—on the average, people move to a house and stay there for something like thirty-seven years! And that’s the average! So in that respect, Pittsburgh is a great place to thrift.

I think thrifting should be a democratic exercise that’s about luck and fate. I have lucky days and unlucky days . . . It’s harder for me to see someone buy something from underneath my fingertips when I know they’re just going to resell it for a profit.

There’s no trendy scene in Pittsburgh. The hot cities have lots of hot people, all wanting the same thing. There’ll be a million college kids all looking for gas station shirts; there’ll be more vintage clothing stores, and there’s more knowledge about all this stuff. Whereas here . . . sometimes when I think about trying to make a living by recycling stuff I find at thrift stores, a mantra goes through my mind: “If only I could get this to New York!”

V: But aren’t there people who already do that—who sweep regularly through town and pick everything clean—

AH: I call them “pickers.” I had a woman “picker” write me from Austin, and she was really smart about her justifications; she thought them all out. Sometimes pickers have their own stores or they work for the owner of a vintage store or even someone overseas. These people can walk into a thrift store and know what will sell in another place for considerably more money; a polyester shirt that sells for two dollars here can be resold in New York’s East Village for $40. So they sell it to the East Village store-owner for $10, and everybody makes a profit.

I have a problem with this because I think thrifting should be a democratic exercise that’s about luck and fate. I have lucky days and unlucky days, and if someone gets there before me, that’s no big deal if I think they got something they truly want—that’s fair, they got there first. It’s harder for me to see someone buy something from underneath my fingertips when I know they’re just going to resell it for a profit—they’re not buying it for the actual love of the object itself or to enjoy the object.

What I particularly hate is people who negotiate with a thrift store ahead of time for a specific thing, with the result that the thing never makes it out to the floor. It may even be something they personally collect, but I still don’t think that’s fair! For a thrift store this means guaranteed sales; they’re not stuck with something that may remain on the retail floor for months. They’re in a weird business; they have incredibly high turnover—more so than a department store. They have to move stuff in and out fast. So if they can sell something out the back door, that saves them time and money. I doubt they care whether or not this is “ethical”; they’re in business to make a profit or to raise money for charity.

I used to buy a lot of curtains at this one thrift store—almost every time I went, there’d be great curtains from the ‘40s and ‘50s. Then they just disappeared. I thought, “Maybe this is just one of those weird cycles,” but I was still mystified—like I said, there’s plenty of big houses with old ladies dying in them, and the curtains are the first thing to go. One day I was downstairs near the back door and I saw this guy who owns a vintage store walking out with an armful of curtains. Instantly I knew what had happened. All I could do was stare at his retreating back and put a hex on him!

V: Well, what else could you do?

AH: My only revenge is to not patronize those vintage stores, even if they have something I really want. I have my price limits and I won’t exceed them. It doesn’t make more stuff appear in the thrift stores, but that’s all I can do. Then I get into “shifting ahead.”

V: What does that mean?

AH: Vintage stores tend to stock things that have already been earmarked as “collectible.” These things start back in antiquities and work their way up to the present; there’s always a cutoff point where stuff is not considered collectible. Right now, depending on what city you’re in, we’re up to either the ‘60s or the ‘70s. In New York, stuff is already up to the ‘80s—maybe even the ‘90s! That’s scary.

It’s hard to stay ahead. If there are no more ‘50s curtains left, then fine—I don’t have to have them anymore. I’ll pick something else that I know I can still afford. I’m thinking of starting a Gulf War t-shirt collection because I know they’re out there and nobody wants them right now. There are some completely insane ones that 10 years from now are going to seem amazingly weird. Something like that has no market right now, so I’ll just “shift up” to them—fine. And it’s not like I want to get it ahead of time so I can make a profit on it later, it’s just so I can have something that’s available to me. Again, it’s that whole process of creating needs.

V: Well, if you spend too much money on something, you feel ripped off and end up feeling bad—

AH: Exactly—especially if you don’t actually need the thing. The pleasure is in the hunt and in “How low can I get it for?” If it’s a paint-by-number painting, I have no need for it, so it has to be priced low enough so that I essentially get it for nothing.
you have all this freedom to recreate an identity. You don’t have to answer to whatever the mainstream or “alternative culture” media say you’re supposed to be wearing or buying this year. And it’s so easy and cheap to be constantly shifting your taste.

♣ V: *Can you describe your past apartments?*
♣ AH: We had an apartment in a Washington, D.C. neighborhood that was “in transition,” going from Middle-class Black to Crack War. We would often order pizza, and our front door opened into our living room which was just packed with stuff. Every inch of the wall had something nailed to it; shelves were overflowing; all the mannequins were dressed up. And the look on the faces of the delivery guys was always better than the pizza—they didn’t know what to make of what they saw. They would ask, “Are you artists? Is this place a museum? What do you do?”

These were mostly young kids who hadn’t had much exposure except to their own little circles. Not to wax sociological here, but people from lower-middle class or working class backgrounds are indoctrinated to strive toward some ideal “look” in home decor—perhaps the way things look on TV. Having matching furniture is very important! But none of our old furniture matched; there were all these kooky juxtapositions of objects. These kids didn’t understand why, if you have a job, you don’t have furniture that matches. They just wondered why you have so much junk.

My place is quite eclectic. I have admiration for people who can put together rooms with a theme or a feel; Lynn Peril’s place is great. She and Johnny work with a 1945-65 time range, and they have little “theme” areas: a pin-up area, a little drag-racing area. They have a lot of different stuff, but it’s arranged so there’s a cohesive feel to the whole apartment. I was very impressed when I looked at all their little shelves and cubbyholes. Lynn was very specific when she told me, “We don’t buy too many things past the ’60s.”

I, on the other hand, collect stuff from every era. There’s cheap plastic things and nice furniture all mixed up. That’s why it looks like Sanford and Son; it looks like you walked into a junk shop where everything’s higgly-piggly. I’m not very good at arranging.

Actually, I think you should also give things back to thrift stores! . . . You should never steal from thrift stores. If you steal a tiki god, you’re doomed!

Because I’m not committed to one time or look, everything is all mixed up. And I’m not very neat, whereas Candi Strecner is very neat—her place is spic-and-span. I try, but I just can’t do that. I come home from
the thrift store, take what I bought out of the bag, and find the nearest empty space—that’s my Decorating in Action! Stuff gets lost; there’s so much on display that you can’t see it all. Friends will spot something and ask, “Oh, did you just buy that?” and I reply, “No, that’s been there for two years.”

V: That’s selective perception—
AH: Probably sensory overload—your brain just can’t take it all in! The main thing that’s fun about doing my zine is getting complete affirmation of this aberrant behavior. People write me: “You understand. You’re so cool; you’re not insane. You’re perfect.” And they say this because they’re essentially in the same position that I’m in. They write, “I thought I was insane; everyone who knows me thinks I’m insane. I can’t tell you how glad I am that there are other people out there like me.”

V: Thrifting is better than therapy, and cheaper too—
AH: Actually, it’s not cheaper—readers are usually encouraged to go out and buy more! But instead of therapy, which goes up in thin air, they’ve got stuff left over—souvenirs.

One of my projected goals for the zine was to establish some kind of forum: I would be some sort of central clearing house of information for like-minded people. They could write and share their stories, and (like I said before) a lot of it is about gloating, boasting and being competitive. There’s nothing like showing off (through the zine) in front of several hundred people and saying: “Look what I bought!” And people do write in and share information: “This is what I collect, and this is why it’s cool. Here’s how I got started . . .”

The main thing that’s fun about doing my zine is getting complete affirmation of this aberrant behavior.

I get an amazing number of submissions and letters from people who are eager to talk, and I get these “therapy” letters where people start nine pages by saying, “I’ve never had anyone to talk to about this.” Then follows page after page of descriptions of things they’ve bought. People send photos and I vicariously share their lives. I write back and say, “Good score!”—I’m going to have to trademark that phrase.

V: So what things did you start to collect after other people told you about them?
AH: Like I said, I recently started to collect belt buckles. Julee Peelee sent me a photo of four of them laid out against black velvet, and they looked like nice jewelry or art objects. I had despaired eight-track tapes my entire life, having grown up in the ’70s when eight-tracks were these horrible, clunky things that had a million problems—songs stopped in the middle; they jammed. But I met Russ Forster, who publishes 8-Track Mind, just because we had a common interest in going to thrift stores. When I sat down and read his zine I was instantly converted: “Ohmigod, you’re right—eight-tracks are so cool!” I immediately went to a flea market (it was Sunday and the thrift stores were closed), found one of those eight-track players shaped like a dynamite detonator and a handful of tapes, and that was it!

V: You scored—those are getting hard to find.
AH: Wasn’t that strange? That’s weird thrift karma! I was so willing to “convert” that fate sent me that detonator for three dollars.

V: “Thrift karma”—that’s another term for your Thrift SCORE Glossary.
AH: Actually, I think you should also give things back to thrift stores! Because then things come back to you. There’s more to my code of ethics: you should never steal from thrift stores. If you steal a tiki god, you’re doomed!

V: Do you plant objects back in the store?
AH: I usually dump them into the donations box. This reminds me—there’s a guy who makes art and then sneaks it back into thrift stores. He buys the frames from thrift stores (keeping the price tag on),
creates paintings and then puts them into the frames. He sticks a note in back (with a self-addressed stamped envelope) that says, "I made this art. Please write to me." Then he takes his art back to the thrift store and hangs it on the wall with the other paintings. This is the kookiest project—

V: That's certainly outside of the "fine art" economy—
AH: He's an art student at a well-known California art school. He actually sells work under his real name, so he does this giveaway work under a pseudonym in order to not devalue his own work. He also photographs his art when it's back hanging in the thrift store—that makes the project complete. A few people have actually responded to it. He's completely playing with the idea of what a thrift store is—its meaning and economy and purpose.

V: That's the opposite of Jim Shaw and his Thrift Store Paintings show and book—
AH: I bought his exhibition catalog and there's no text in it at all, just photos. I sent him some questions in care of his publisher and he graciously wrote back and answered them. I printed them in Thrift SCORE. His answers were great. He was very much aware that he was a trained artist and that this was a kind of art he couldn't even do himself (because he couldn't undo his training). And he had strict price limits as to what he would spend on paintings. He ended up being pretty cool.

I went to the library and could not find any background on Jim Shaw. I could find reviews of his exhibi-tions (which were mostly incomprehensible; they didn't talk about where the paintings came from or why he was doing it; it was all: "In our post-Marxist society, the idea of art is . . ."). I asked him obvious questions like "When did you start buying them? Why did you start buying them? How much did you spend on them? If you go on a vacation, do you stop at thrift stores?" His answers were all perfect. Of course he had that dilemma: "I was doing this personally for years, and now that I've made it public, I've created this artificial market for amateur paintings. I've priced myself out of my own hobby! I've created a weird value problem that wasn't there before." I have a soft spot in my heart for him because he wrote back!

In Boston a Museum of Bad Art opened up which seems to be flirting with similar issues regarding good and bad taste. I read that they did a summer exhibit at someone's estate on Long Island and all the artwork was hung from trees.

V: But that sounds a bit self-conscious and ironic—
AH: "Irony is the curse of our generation"—that's a paraphrase of a line from an REM song: "Irony is the shackles of youth." At first I thought, "I never knew he was singing that—that's so smart!" Then I wondered, "Is he saying that ironically?" I got confused.

I know I'm an irony victim; I'm going to be cursed the rest of my life. My only justification is that I was ironic before it was "in." Irony is being mass-market-ed now on TV, so there has to be a pendulum shift away from that. We'll be like those aging hippies sitting in a Berkeley coffee shop 10 years from now being ironic, and a table of 20-year-olds sitting next to us will be going, "Gawd, they're so outdated!"

I try to have genuine affection for things. I do buy things just because they're so unbelievably awful, but I try to take the approach of "Where do they fit into cultural history? What are they saying?"

V: Do you ever buy something because you think it's "cute"?

AH: To me "cute" is a negative word; people used it in high school and I had a lot of problems with it. It reminds me of walking into a Hallmark card store with someone's grandma—when she says something is "cute," you have to lie to agree with her.

V: I'm thinking of a ceramic statue of a chihuahua with big brown eyes, begging—

AH: I have one of those! I bought big-eyed dog statues for years, but now they're "in"—in fact, I just saw one of my sad-eyed dog figurines on MTV; it was behind the veejay. I thought, "Uh oh—time to take it to New York!"

Here's an example of how my irony has shifted around. I always bought those big-eyed things (mostly repro paintings of Keane, Gig, Eden, etc) just because of how they looked—they were absurd, but there was something so great about them. They've been piling up in corners for years. Our new house has this long narrow hallway you have to walk down to get to the bathroom, so you can't avoid it. I had an idea to line the entire hall with these paintings (and I always buy only the sad ones, not the happy ones) so it'll be a Hallway of Sorrow (like in Night Gallery).

One night I had this epiphany while staring at them: the saddest thing on earth is an "I Love You This Much" statue that somebody threw away!

Then I thought of those "I Love You This Much!" statues of people with their arms outstretched. They're about four inches high. There's a whole series of them: "World's Greatest Grandma," "World's Greatest Fisherman," and there's one of a guy with these beseeching eyes and arms outstretched saying, "I Love You This Much!" I see these all the time, and I thought of having a shelf of them at the end of the Hallway of Sorrow—you go through all this sorrow, and there's this embrace of love at the other end—this antidote!

After I started buying these "I Love You This
Much” statues, I discovered that there’s an incredible diversity in them. Now I’ve got many variations of men, women, children and animals. One night I had this epiphany while staring at them: the saddest thing on earth is an “I Love You This Much” statue that somebody threw away! Here I was thinking this was going to be the happy part of the hallway, when in fact it was even more sorrowful. Imagine somebody giving you that as a gift, “I Love You This Much,” and then you ditch it! So now I’m completely confused again.

V: Objects do speak.

AH: I’m always wondering why things are, why they happened, where they came from, and who had them. I’m obsessed with dead fads. My new one is the Bicentennial; I’m stockpiling memorabilia from that. Obviously, I hated it when it came around the first time, but now I’m seeing it everywhere in thrift stores—there’s so much of it and it all got ditched! It was pitched on TV as this great testament to democracy, and millions of people bought it, and now everybody is throwing it all away. They’re looking at it, going, “This tin tray with the Bicentennial logo on it is just a piece of shit—it’s not worth anything!” So now I’m interested in it, because next year is the 20th anniversary of the Bicentennial—I’m going to have a party, and I’ll have all the stuff I need to celebrate the 20th anniversary of the 200th anniversary of this country.

V: Talk about meanings collapsing in on each other: the postmodern condition—

AH: That’s the old “Pop Will Eat Itself” line.

V: What’s your “take” on all this fashion which recapitulates the ’60s and ’70s?

AH: Retro fashion is a whole other area; there are blatant ripoffs of designs from the ’60s and ’70s, but they’re all slightly off. At a certain Goodwill (which is in too good a neighborhood, therefore it doesn’t have enough “junk” in it), a young girl/worker put together a “retro” rack so other kids could go directly to it and shop. I was flabbergasted at how ignorant this girl was. There was so much fake old stuff on the rack, like striped t-shirts from last year that were produced to mimic striped Brady Bunch t-shirts of the ’70s. I thought, “Can’t you even tell by the label, or anything?” There was also ’70s clothing that our mothers threw away; I thought, “I know you weren’t born then, but young people didn’t wear this stuff!” (Like, your aunt wore this to the mall.) Not everything from the ’70s has a cachet; if a garment is crappy, ugly, and poorly designed, just because it’s made of polyester doesn’t make it okay!

In the late ’60s/early ’70s polyester was a good word, then it became a bad word, and now it’s a good word again. Five years ago I was in a D.C. mall, and I saw a young kid wearing a leisure suit. I’m one of those

“Nothing can shock me; I’ve seen it all” types, but I did a complete double-take—I couldn’t believe it. Suddenly I felt like I was getting old, because I just didn’t get it. I had to overcome this urge to walk up to him and give him a lecture!

Imagine a Mad magazine theme park: “Come to Real City where you experience getting mugged and shot at—only at the end you get your wallet back!”

V: But every time I’ve seen you, you have looked quite stylish—

AH: You saw me on two special occasions! My friends and I are trapped in what we perceive as the cool clothes of our youth, and we will continue wearing those. I’m not shifting “with the times.” When I was in high school, I started to buy my own clothes, and they were in two categories: 1) punk or new wave or alternative, e.g.: tight black pants and mohair sweaters, and 2) mini-vintage-fashion: ‘40s and ‘50s clothing. And those are the same kind of clothes I still buy.

One of the highlights of my high school years was getting a pair of black jeans—I special-ordered them from a store, and my legs were so skinny that they weren’t tight enough, so I spent an evening making them absolutely skin-tight. I still wear stovepipe black pants like every suburban mom—I’m trapped in that. If an occasion is “nice,” I’ll dig out a vintage dress and put it on. Also, in the early punk days people wore vintage dresses, sometimes with black tights and big chunky shoes. Three years ago, every teenage girl was wearing outfits like that, and so was I— I’d never stopped wearing ‘em!

V: These days, a lot of people wear Farmer John bib overalls—

AH: That’s a new weird trend of the ’90s: it’s the “I want to look as bad as possible” fashion. Punk had elements of that, with clothes being ripped and torn, but
it had a certain panache. But kids today in these enormous clothes—nobody looks good in overalls. They are so unflattering; they’re just work clothes that old guys wear.

I know—anti-fashion is fashion; I just have to accept that. I wish I knew more young people; sometimes I see someone in a thrift store and I want to go up and ask, “I don’t understand why you’re buying that; I wish you’d tell me. I want to understand why you’re wearing that dress like my aunt used to wear.”

V: It seems like super-baggy clothes have been trendy for almost seven years, and that’s a long time—

AH: I think they’re finally on the way out. That’ll be the next invasion of bad clothing into the thrift stores: that, and all those awful sports jackets bearing the names of college basketball teams. I’m afraid I’ll be wading through all this stuff next year: extra-extra-large t-shirts and enormous pants made for someone who weighs 350 pounds . . . and then 15 years from now some shop in New York will be reselling them for $150 to the next wave of kids who go: “Gawd, I wish I was young in the ’90s—that was a really cool time!”

Retro-culture has very much become mass culture. Urban Outfitters—are they insane or what? I visited one in San Francisco and my head exploded—there was too much to think about, and I had to leave. Actually, they threw me out because I took a photo without asking permission. I was photographing this mannequin that was wearing $200 worth of clothing that I could have bought for $10: a polyester jacket from the ’70s, a t-shirt and some jeans. That place is extremely strange: “We’re gonna make this place look like a bomb hit it!”; it’s filled with suburban kids trying to buy urban decay. That urban decay stuff—you can live it for a week and it gets old fast; there’s nothing glamorous about it. But it’s sanitized urban decay—it’s Disneyland!

Imagine a Mad magazine theme park: “Come to Real City where you experience getting mugged and shot at—only at the end you get your wallet back!” Ana Marie Cox wrote a great piece on Urban Outfitters in her zine, Noiseless. I read her article, so I was kinda prepared when I went in, but nothing really prepared me for it in person. And it’s expensive. What’s even more upsetting was: that was where Woolworths was located, and I used to hang out there all the time—I loved that place. When you walked in the front door there was the most awful smell from the food counter with the popcorn and the weenies that rotate around and around. For a while it was the largest Woolworths left in the United States. I remember it so vividly, and now it’s redecorated to look like it’s deteriorating, with exposed beams—that’s pretty scary.

There’s still an old Woolworths-type store in Pittsburgh: G.C. Murphys. They sell really cheap underwear. They used to have a meat counter as well, and the smell of that as you were shopping for underwear was unbelievable! They stocked all these off-brands, including types of cereal you’d never heard of before: “Where did this come from?”

V: Small change of subject: did you check out the Riot Grrrl zines when they were first happening?

Most popular music is just about the male experience, while the female experience is usually “I love him so much.”

AH: When I left San Francisco I was fed up with “alternative culture”; I was sick of all these posing people. I moved to DC where there was no youth culture, but I read about Riot Grrrl in Sassy and the New York Times—a completely wrong source—and thought, “Wow, I was doing that when I was a teenager, except we didn’t have a name for it. Now these girls are organized and militant.” I was interested in their ideas: “We’re trying to establish a voice in the alternative culture which is so male-oriented. We don’t want to be so-
and-so’s girlfriend; we want to have our own band!” I was very encouraged by it. Since getting into the zine scene, I've had support from some of the Riot Grrrl zines. I think it's great; it's so much more amazing than anything that was going on when I was a teenager.

Now “alternative” has become “normal,” and it’s all a big mess. I respect the fact that zine people are able to network with one another and share similar experiences and disseminate them through zines or the Internet. Fifteen years ago it would have been very hard for me to find 20 people across the United States doing what I was doing, or thinking about my particular interests. In '81 I worked briefly on Idol Worship (later Beano), an early zine by women who weren’t trying to be groupies—just writing about bands they liked. Most girls I knew then wore short skirts and high heels and went to see alternative bands as members of the audience. Now girls have to be in a band, and god forbid anyone should try and pick ‘em up!

I don’t know if the relations between the sexes have evolved that much; I know they’ve changed. But I think that plenty of smart women still make really stupid romantic choices. However, I’m kind of estranged from contemporary sexual politics; I can observe them but I don’t have to negotiate them anymore. So many things have changed; even acceptable meeting-and-greeting behavior seems to be different. If you say something, it can be perceived as harassment; if you compliment someone’s hair, you’re an evil male patriarch objectifying that person. None of these were issues for me; I would have felt flattered if someone said, “Your hair looks nice”—I would have written about it in my diary! But still, everyone’s human; if you have a new sweater on and you’ve just done your hair, you’re disappointed if nobody mentions it. [laughs]

◊ V: Riot Grrrl-influenced bands write about situations and points of view that have almost never been expressed in song before (or in print, for that matter)—

◊ AH: I think it’s great. Most popular music is just about the male experience, while the female experience is usually “I love him so much” or in the victim category. It used to be such a novelty to see a woman playing in a rock band, but the ability to play a musical instrument is not gender-based—all you need are basic motor skills and some imagination and creativity. There are thousands of all-girl garage bands now; in the future you won’t even notice if a drummer is a woman or not. Girls will get arrested for throwing TV sets out the window of their hotel; the gender line will be completely blurred. They’ll probably sell out to the major labels, too—just like the guys!

◊ V: ... How have things changed since you started thrift shopping?

◊ AH: I think more young men thrift now than ever before, and are far more conscious of filling personal space with stuff that reflects them. For teenage boys, there’s no longer any social stigma about going to a thrift store and buying a bunch of paintings to hang on their wall. It’s part of the “alternative as mainstream” trend, and much of this has been pitched to kids on MTV or in magazines. The earlier assumption was that men who cared about the interiors of their apartments were homosexual. Incidentally, my readership is split fifty-fifty between men and women.

When I started to thrift, as a teenager in high school, it was for clothing—that was a major empowerment about my own independence. It was me spending my own money (the little money I made from baby-sitting) and buying what I wanted—as opposed to my mother taking me to a department store and then having to battle: my mother saying, “Well, I’m paying for it so you’re going to get this.” Once you cross that line and say to your parents: “It’s my money; I can buy what I want,” then you can start establishing your identity. The girls in my high school wore Farrah Fawcett hairdos, designer jeans, and Candies (high-heeled mules with a strap across the toes—real “hooker”-looking, not a “classy” shoe); I purposely went out of my way not to look like them. I think I was identifying with the emerging punk subculture.

Q: “Do you think you’ll be happy living in Pittsburgh for the rest of your life?”

A: “Just as long as people keep dying and throwing things away!”

The next big change in life comes when you move out of your parents’ house. You have this epiphany: “I can create my own space.” What was so liberating about thrift shopping was: you’re already completely out of the loop as to what the culture is telling you to buy. You can ignore the ads in the Sunday paper telling you how your bedroom should look, and give up striving for that. You can go to thrift stores and pick and choose among thousands of options. Suddenly you’re aware that there are no rules: it’s just about buying things you like. You put them together and get this incredible feeling: “This is my space that’s unique to me.” If you decorate out of thrift shops, there’s no way anyone
The Andy Warhol Museum

[The Thrift Army gets up at 4:00 AM to visit the Andy Warhol Museum looking for “stuff.”]

I don’t know that Andy Warhol thrifited, but he was certainly an inveterate collector of “good” stuff and crap (this is important)—so we’ll credit him that obsession. But look—we don’t get many international high-art culturally bally-ho to-do’s here in the ‘Burgh, especially for the most famous person ever to leave Pittsburgh as fast as he could and the Museum was free for the first 24 hours.

We did a kinda SoHo Boho night owl thingie and hit the AWM at 4:40 AM. I envisioned that just the few of us would be rattling around the seven-floor museum in the still of the night. WRONG! Let’s talk GEN-X-Plosion! Wall-to-wall flannel, carefully designed facial hair, docs, and lots of “Andy-homage” look—silver hair, tin foil accessories, Warhol-related T-shirts, sunglasses and cross-dressing. After about 15 minutes (really!)—most of ‘em cleared out and we could browse in relative peace.

With over 500 pieces on display, there’s bound to be something for everybody—mylar balloons, 30-foot tall Mao, homo-erotic art, cute kitty drawings, Jesus punching bags, black & white, color, 3-D and all the “famous” stuff—Cappell’s Soup, Elvis, Marilyn—actually on the wall and not just 3” x 3” on the pages of Vogue.

We were psyched to check out the “stuff”—the AWM is the repository of all Warhol’s time capsule boxes—cardboard boxes into which he just threw stuff and sealed when full. Only one was emptied and on display—and it did appear to be full of the flotsam and jetsam of his NYC life. You can peer through a glass divider in the library to this wall of time capsule boxes. Some of us salivated openly at the thought of all that undiscovered “stuff.”

To represent all that Warhol collected in his life (a lot got auctioned after his death), they had a glass case full of goofy metal windup toys—none played with and some still in boxes. Another case had a random sampling of collectibles— Fiesta plates, feathered fan, cookie jars, jewelry and a Howard the Duck watch (still in packaging). Another case had about 40 fabulous women’s shoes from the ’50s and ’60s (which had been used in a painting, but then Warhol had a “shoe thing” too). The creepiest was the glass box full of Warhol’s wigs. Ick.

Overall Grade: B (Missing a certain weirdness factor and a sense of humor to make it an “A”—it was a little museum-y)

The Andy Warhol Museum, 117 Sandusky, Northside/Downtown, Pittsburgh (412) 237-8300. Not a huge museum (one to two hours visiting time), research library (make something up), film theater, photo booth (make your own art), coffee bar, gift shop (which was curiously NOT open), restroom, water fountain, leather sofas, white walls, etc.

——from Thrift SCORE #2

else in the whole universe can have the same room as you! It’s completely about you.
It’s empowering to shop at thrift stores. It’s certainly economically empowering. You don’t have to overspend; you can just buy what you want when the price is right, and save an amazing amount of money. I’m shocked when people buy things new, like sofas that cost $400. Saving money is always empowering! And you’re out of the fashion loop. There are fashions in how we live our lives: “You should dress this way, your house should look this way, your car should look this way.” The manufacturers constantly change these rules so they can sell more stuff. Once you leave that behind—that’s it; you’re free! You can sit through the TV commercials knowing they’re not going to affect you.

V: So you watch TV—
AH: About six or seven hours a week—that’s channel surfing time, not including videotaped movies. I’m an amateur student of pop culture, so I have to occasionally be tapped into mainstream media: “You have to know the enemy!” I read People magazine and enjoy it without any guilt—I want to know what happened to Kevin Costner’s 20-year marriage (it was an age-old story; he lost it to some hula dancer). If you’re going to be in a thrift store rescuing past trends, or re-appreciating a Keane painting, then you need to be tapped into mainstream culture. You should know why stuff disappeared, where it went, what took its place and what could be coming. If you understand how pop culture works this year, you can understand how it’s always worked.

If you understand that there are fashions for certain things—be it patriotism, colors, or cartoon characters—then you’ll be a much better thrifter. The more knowledge you have about a subject, the more you’ll appreciate it. For example, the more I know about the Bicentennial, the more amazing the “Bicentennial TV” becomes—the TV had a woodgrain finish with signatures from the Declaration of Independence etched into it! If you dropped in from planet Mars and saw that, it wouldn’t mean anything to you, but the more you know about our culture, TV, the Bicentennial and how horribly commercialized it got (just how absurd it got), then with each bit of information, that TV becomes a more amazing artifact. The fact that somebody would etch the signers of the Declaration of Independence onto a TV...and with no irony? Somebody did that seriously, and you were supposed to feel good about your country when you bought that!
V: Do you think you'll be happy living in Pittsburgh for the rest of your life?
AH: Just as long as people keep dying and throwing things away! Who knows where a person will end up? I decided that it's too much effort to live in a big city. It's not as hard as it used to be to live in more obscure places, because information and other things are more widely disseminated now. I lived for years in San Francisco and didn't have many friends, but now that I've left, not only do I have better friends there (we have stronger connections and much more in common) but when I go back and visit, I have two weeks of quality time with them.

With e-mail, I speak to John Marr and Candi Streeker and Lynn Peril almost every day and it's weird—after the course of a year, I know them. I corresponded with Candi and Lynn before I ever met them; John Marr and I met back '81. He took me thrifting in Oakland and turned me on to pulp paperbacks; we've been friends all these years. In the insular world of zines, my biggest claim to fame is the fact that I know John Marr!

V: Why did you change your name to "Al"?
AH: I just hate the name Alison; I never liked it. It didn't suit me; it seemed like a Laura Ashley flowery dress/flowing hair kind of name. When I first put out the zine people got confused about my gender (like it really mattered?) but that seems to have cleared up. I still get mail addressed to "Mr. Al Hof" but it's not an issue to me. And if people think you're a guy it's no loss—guys always get more authority and credibility.

There's a lot of log-rolling in the zine community—that's a term I read in Spyle magazine. You know those recommendations you read on the dust jackets of books? Spyle would find a quote from Kurt Vonnegut saying, "John Updike's new book is the best novel of the year!" Then they'd find a matching quote from Updike: "Vonnegut's book is the best I've read all year!" It's mutual back-scratching or quid pro quo. A lot of that goes on in the zine scene: "This is my friend's zine and it's highly recommended!" But that's how the world turns.

I have my own standards; I won't give anyone a plug unless I can stand by it. (Of course, if someone wants to give me a plug for no reason, that's okay!) But it's not such a big deal—at the very worst, someone sends somebody else a dollar for a zine and they're disappointed. This is such a small risk compared to all the fun and insight you can get from reading a zine which you know has only been printed in a few hundred copies, collated and stapled by hand with love and care, and sometimes even hand-colored. It's like belonging to a very special secret society!
POLYESTER SHIRTS—What were they?
Made from 100% synthetic materials designed to simulate satin, silk, and even cotton (albeit with a shiny and slightly spongy feel), these shirts were de rigueur for many men and women. They had wide, long lapels and the really scary ones were cut to fit close to the body. The most memorable polyester shirts screamed with outrageous multi-colored patterns—swirls, paisleys, Egyptian, Roaring '20s, Bicentennial and nature motifs, photographs and neck-to-waist full landscapes. People knew the wearer was Mr. Casual or Mr. Swinger or Ms. Kooky. Oh, and they were wash-n-wear. Danger Element: Highly flammable, would melt upon contact with flame, hangnails would snag easily on fabric, did not “breath” as natural fabrics do, often reducing Mr. Swinger to Mr. Sweaty-N-Stinky.

ELEPHANT BELLS & FLARES—What were they?
The '70s saw the '60s bell bottom refashioned with a looser thigh and increasingly wider pants leg. Also, by the mid-'70s, the once “outre” bell-bottomed look of the '60s had been toned down, and flares were worn by suburban moms in polyester knits (like Mrs. Brady) and natty pin-stripe lawyers in suits. The early '70s bells featured a do-it-yourself trend where swatches of groovy fabric could be sewn into trouser legs to give them even more dimension. As high heels became standard, the bells grew wider and longer to cover the increasingly high shoes. Danger Element: It was possible to trip inside your own pants leg, you could trip over the flap of your other pants leg, they got caught in bicycle chains.

TIGHT JEANS—What were they?
Jeans for men and women were to be worn TIGHT at the waist, hip, buttocks, crotch and thigh. Ideal tightness revealed all that nature had intended to remain secret and mysterious. Danger Element: It was hard to sit down, and once seated, you were apt to be very uncomfortable with coarse denim seams digging into your soft thighs and genitals, zippers often gave up under duress and split (if worn without underwear, the functioning zipper presented other hazards). It was discovered (and widely reported and apparently largely ignored) that men wearing tight clothing about their reproductive area increased their body temperature in “that area” and consequently had markedly lower sperm counts. Women, too, were prone to “female trouble.”

SPandex DISCO WEAR—What was it?
This shiny stretchy fabric was fashioned into shirts, halter tops, tank tops, t-shirts (with a discreet flare) and full body suits for the disco/roller disco set and prostitutes. Though an early relative of the ubiquitous “body/exercise wear” of the '90s, this fabric came in a few colors (red, black, white, blue, glitter) and was considered evening wear. Danger Element: All the inherent dangers of a synthetic fabric (see POLYESTER SHIRTS) and too tight clothing (see TIGHT JEANS).

HOT PANTS—What were they?
These arrived as a “fashion sensation” in 1971. They were super short short shorts worn bare-legged, with knee socks or with tights in the winter (!). They were manufactured from many fabrics including denim, silk, satin, wool, mink ($195) and were often adorned with patches, embroidery, rhinestones and glitter. They were considered liberating for women (and we can assume, for the few men) who wore them. “They are an expression of the female’s new freedom and they mean she is no longer willing to be submissive to convention. They also show that she is on a serious mission to relate to other people—especially men. She may not be wearing them just to be sexually provocative, but because she desires to get attention as a prelude to a genuine relationship.”—Dr. Jason Miller, NY psychiatrist. Short shorts persevered throughout the '70s especially in the form of jean cut-offs. The convergence with athletic wear-as-fashion and the roller-disco craze gave a late '70s rebirth to satin tuxedo-style hot pants, with a stripe down the side. Danger Element: See TIGHT JEANS for physical hazards and reflect quietly to yourselves about social and aesthetic lows of hot pants (Hint: both Sammy Davis Jr. and Liberace performed in hot pants.)

BRA-LESS TOPS—What were they?
Tank tops (with teeny straps), halter tops (made from tied bandannas or scarves) and tube tops (a band of stretchy knit fabric) meant school’s out and summer’s here! The basic design of these garments precluded the wearing of any bra (this was before flaunting your underwear was fashionable)—and ideally exposed a lot of skin about the shoulders, back, midriff, and breasts. Danger Element: The potential for social embarrassment was extremely high, given that many of these garments were flimsy, really small and slipped or shifted when one moved. Some men perceived these garments as open invitations to pinch, squeeze, or expose breasts. The fabric would chafe. Fuller-figured women were naturally uncomfortable. There was an increased risk of sunburn.

BIKINI STYLE UNDERWEAR—What were they?
Tiny underpants with the elastic “waistband” straddling (and usually pinching) the middle of the buttocks. This created a new hallmark of fashion disaster—the VPL or Visible Panty Line. Though more popular with women than men (we’re guessing), ’70s men did take up this “French-styled” brief. Danger Element: Enormously irritating to have one’s buttocks bisected by elastic, see also dangers associated with POLYESTER SHIRTS and TIGHT JEANS.

SHOES—What were they?
There were shoes in the ‘70s, thank god, after all that free-love barefooted nonsense of the ‘60s—but many of the shoes of the ‘70s proved to be as dangerous, if not more so, than barefootin’. Shoes continued to be made from synthetic material—leading to increased foot odor and fungal infections. In women’s shoes, there was a tendency towards “open toe”—ouch! which hurt a lot if your dude trod on you with his Frye boot. There weren’t many flats for women (or men!) either—thick heels and platform soles of the early-mid ‘70s gave way to ankle-strap, super-high-heel, street hooker sandals by the disco designer jeans era. For those who shunned high fashion and wanted a more macrobiotic look, there were of course the short-lived Earth Shoes (1970-1977).

—from Thrift SCORE #1
One of the best-publicized zines is *Beer Frame*—the name is derived from a bowling term that indicates the point when bowlers stop to take a beer break (editor Paul Lukas loves bowling). Subtitled “The Journal of Inconspicuous Consumption,” the zine focuses on product reviews, ranging from the Dial-a-Pick toothpick dispenser to musk-flavored Lifesavers produced in Australia. Issues #1-6 are $3 each ppd (no subscriptions; make checks payable to Paul Lukas) from 160 St John’s Place, Brooklyn NY 11217 (e-mail: krazykat@pipeline.com). An anthology of *Beer Frame* material is forthcoming from Crown Books. (All photos from *Beer Frame* by Jasmine Redfern.)

♦ VALE: Can you describe *Beer Frame*?
♦ PAUL LUKAS: *Beer Frame* is about closely examining products and services that are either so weird and obscure that we rarely see them, or so ubiquitous and in-our-face that we've essentially stopped seeing them. I came up with the concept of "inconspicuous consumption" a couple of years ago. I had done another zine which was your basic music zine with hundreds of record reviews—the same kind that everybody does. As a joke, I included a page of product reviews; I thought it would be funny to apply the same critical standards to a box of cereal or a cat toy. I got good reactions and realized I was enjoying this more than writing music criticism. I had gotten burned out on all the bullshit of the music scene.

I stopped doing my music zine for a few years, and decided to do a new zine which was all about products. Musical coverage, if any, would be conceptual at best. In *Beer Frame*, the record reviews are about anything but the music: how heavy is the vinyl, how intriguing is the packaging. A review of a live show covers anything but the performance: how I found parking that night, and what brand of beer I sneaked into the show. This was a way of thumbing my nose at conventional music criticism. The rest of the zine is about products—looking at products and services in excruciating detail.

♦ V: How do you do the research?
♦ PL: Basically, it's a matter of having my radar turned up high enough. Most consumer culture is right there in front of us, but we haven't stopped to think about what we're seeing. The prototypical object of inconspicuous consumption is the Brannock Device—that chrome-and-black gizmo used by shoe salesmen to measure our shoe size. Most people don't know what it's called, but everyone knows what it is. And when people pause and really see it, they usually go, "Yeah—that's really cool; I just never thought about it before."

We're assaulted by all kinds of products everywhere we go, and I manage to stop and think about them a little more than most people. I'll see something and wonder, "What was the board meeting like when they were launching this? How did they decide on the package design? What product names did they reject before they settled for this stupid name? How much stupid were the rejects?" I enjoy imagining this behind-the-scenes process, and every product has its story.

Also, my readers are incredible—total strangers send me groceries, canned foods, antiques and artifacts from all over the country, usually with a note: "I saw this and thought of you."
V: Can you describe some of these?
♦ PL: They're all over my house. I'm staring right now at several brands of Kraut Juice (sauerkraut juice), a bottle of snake-oil cold remedy called "666," a can of corned mutton, a drink mixer called Creamy Head, a Japanese version of Gatorade called Pocari Sweat (it replaces the essential minerals you lose when you sweat), a bag of clam jerky (it's just what it sounds like, and is really disgusting), plus other bizarre foodstuffs. My Brannock Device is also within easy reach.

I have a love-hate relationship with capitalism because it presents us with all these incredibly bizarre objects.

V: Where can you buy one?
♦ PL: That was the very first object reviewed in Beer Frame. I called the company and they were really nasty: "No, you're not a shoe store!" and they hung up on me. It took several tries before I found a shoe store willing to order one for me. Since then, I was interviewed by a magazine, and the reporter heard my story and called up the company in Syracuse, New York: "Why wouldn't you sell Paul Lukas a Brannock Device?" It turned out that the woman I had spoken with had been fired, and they'll happily take anyone's money now ($48 plus tax and shipping from 509 E. Fayette St, Syracuse NY 13202).

V: Has the manufacturing of that device changed?
♦ PL: It was invented in the '30s by Charles F. Brannock—he died in 1994—and is still being manufactured by his company. That's all they make.

It's beautifully engineered; I think it's spectacular. The early ones were considerably heavier; they were probably made of stainless steel. Now they're made of aluminum and are lighter. Don't worry—they're still sturdy.

The New York Times printed a review of an industrial design exhibit that included the Brannock Device. They received a letter from a man who had been Charles Brannock's roommate in college. He wrote: "While the rest of us were out chasing girls and getting drunk, Charlie was fiddling with that damn invention of his. We made fun of him then, but I guess he has the last laugh!" He said that Charlie was always waking up at 4 AM to jot down notes: "I just had this revelation—I don't want to forget it!"

V: I wonder if he's an unknown Thomas Edison-type with thousands of ideas in his notebooks—
♦ PL: He died in 1994. He was a lifelong bachelor who was "married to his invention." His father had been in the retail shoe business. As to whether he invented anything else, I think that one invention on the level of the Brannock Device is probably enough—I know that would satisfy me. Everybody comes into contact with a Brannock Device; when you think of the impact that man has had on contemporary America—well, find me somebody who hasn't had their foot in one! It can't be done.

V: So... why did you start publishing a zine in the first place?
♦ PL: In college I ran a record store and this allowed me to get tons of free records. After that job ended, it seemed like the easiest way to keep getting free records was to do a zine. That zine was a way to let off steam, but it wasn't very good; Beer Frame is much better. I do it for the same reasons most zine editors would tell you: it's an imperative. You don't have much of a choice; there's this thing inside you that you've gotta do.

V: You've also changed the perceptions of your readers. Now they notice things they never noticed before, and a small percentage actually send them to you—
♦ PL: And that's pretty cool. My only real goal is to inspire people to think a little. I may not be able to give "The Answer," but I can raise a lot of questions. Some people have accused me of celebrating capitalism too much and not being critical enough. They say I don't have enough of a political angle, and that by documenting and analyzing consumer culture I'm giving a de facto endorsement of capitalism. Frankly, I would
hope that anyone possessed of a more subtle intelligence could see an implicit political critique in everything I write about.

♦ V: I like your slogan: “A service economy is a servile economy.”
♦ PL: I think that capitalism is really weird and kinda fucked. I have a love-hate relationship with capitalism because it presents us with all these incredibly bizarre objects. While this is really exciting, it’s also something we should be suspicious of. I’m not trying to hit anybody over the head with an agenda, I’m interested in pointing out certain contradictions or ironies while raising questions.

♦ V: What is “inconspicuous consumption”?
♦ PL: That’s a hard question to answer. There was a supreme court justice who said, “I may not be able to define obscenity, but I know it when I see it!” Inconspicuous consumption is like that. Here’s what it isn’t: it isn’t kitsch . . . something that is just really tacky or ridiculous or that doesn’t make me think that hard. I’m more interested in things that have one foot in the cultural mainstream and one foot in the bizarre.

Antiques are not “inconspicuous consumption,” either. I happen to love antiques and collectibles—I’ve got a lot of them in my apartment—but I don’t write about them. Occasionally I write about an artifact that makes me think about the people who were once connected to it, but in general I don’t want inconspicuous consumption to be about nostalgia. If I wanted to do an antiques zine, it wouldn’t be Beer Frame. We can definitely learn from what the consumer landscape used to be, but that’s a different issue.

♦ V: Give us your critique of nostalgia—
♦ PL: I’m not against nostalgia per se. In my apartment I have a 1930s barber chair, an old fare box from a bus, a 1950s parking meter, a ’50s pay phone—I’ve got all these old things that I love. But I’ll never write about them in Beer Frame. Nostalgia can be a dangerous trap: if all you see is the way things “used” to be, that’s very limiting. The past definitely affects how I look at the world, but I like to keep it in its place and look at the present as well.

♦ V: Nostalgia has been critiqued as a very superficial emotion, and a conservativizing force—
♦ PL: It usually involves some artificial concept of romance: some “romantic past” which was a crock. The ’50s were not this blissfully innocent time and neither were the ’20s—

there was a lot of crap going on to be really critical of. To just focus on the pleasant, romantic aspects ignores—

♦ V: —the homophobia, sexism and racism going on. Nostalgia is a marketing device . . . Earlier, you mentioned clam jerky. Obviously, somebody thought it was a great idea and a real inspiration—
♦ PL: Actually, that’s a Japanese product. In their culture, clam jerky may not be so unusual. A lot of people don’t like raw clams because they’re too slimy or gelatinous. Somebody probably thought, “This is the ideal product to turn into jerky.” I thought it was brilliant to take a food like clams and transform it into something exactly the opposite. Perfect for somebody who thought that regular clams were gross!

I’m more interested in things that have one foot in the cultural mainstream and one foot in the bizarre.

♦ V: They removed the chief repulsive qualities of clams—
♦ PL: —and added some new repulsive qualities, too!
♦ V: You’re like a Sherlock Holmes investigating the mystery behind products—
♦ PL: I like to call the companies involved and chat with them. Again, I prefer to write about products that are available now. If you’re going to write about consumerism, the whole point is that you can consume it.

♦ V: So you provide the addresses of products you review?
♦ PL: Definitely. That’s a play on zine culture. Music zines review indie records and give a mail order address because you’ll never find that record at your regular record store.

♦ V: You’re spotlighting a panorama of ready-made pop art objects, available through the mail—
♦ PL: Usually people describe Beer Frame as an alternative Consumer Reports.” I don’t quite agree with that. It’s more of an aesthetic, personal and situationist project . . . it’s more about me and my reaction to these products. Consumerism is an incredibly personal experience. We all have very strong associations with the Brannock Device and with our favorite cereal or toothpaste. Readers seem to connect with the idea of having a personal association with certain products—acknowledging or bonding with their “inner consumer.”

In Beer Frame #5 I did a piece on the distinctions between Hydrox and Oreo cookies (these are chocolate sandwich cookies with a cream filling), and how everyone in the world is either a Hydrox person or an Oreo person. Hydrox pre-dated Oreos; they were invented in 1908. Oreos ripped them off in 1912.
Hydrox are made by Sunshine, the same people who make Cheese-Its. They’ve got national distribution, but they’re nowhere near as big as Nabisco. Jewish families and vegetarians often prefer Hydrox, because they’re kosher—Oreos used to have lard in them, although not anymore. The cookies look almost identical, so a lot of people think that basically they’re the same thing.

I also wrote an obsessive piece on the new M&Ms color. They added blue, but didn’t tell anyone this meant they were eliminating tan—which had been my favorite color! Consumers had been invited to vote on blue, but they didn’t say they were going to eliminate a color—I regarded this as a kind of election fraud. I spoke with a lot of people in their office about this.

V: Do you buy things just for the packaging?
PL: Sometimes. I’ve definitely bought something on the basis of packaging—because it was particularly beautiful or particularly bizarre. I love going to supermarkets. You can separate that word into its component words: super market, and people forget that. That’s a case of “inconspicuous word derivation.” By definition a supermarket has an incredible selection of products laid out for our consideration and approval. In New York City, real estate is so expensive that nobody can afford the square footage it takes for a really excellent supermarket. So whenever I travel I seek them out—suburbs are the best.

When I enter a supermarket, I ask myself, “Is there some interesting aspect I’ve been overlooking about a normal product I’ve seen my entire life?” I like to monitor familiar or iconic brand names like Heinz or Colgate, and note when they make subtle alterations in their logos. I’ll wonder, “What was the point of this? How many board meetings did it take?” I try to suss out what was behind that change. I’ve had some interesting epiphanies lately.

V: Tell us about one—
PL: Recently I needed some toilet paper, and Scott is my brand.
V: Single-ply or double-ply?
PL: I don’t know; I guess I really ought to notice! I buy individual rolls which come wrapped in paper with a bows-and-ribbons design. I was looking at this wall of toilet paper, unable to find my brand, when I realized I was staring right at it—the design had completely changed. Up in the corner was a “burst” (an exploding word balloon with pointy edges) that said, “Still the Original!” And it showed a tiny illustration of the old package design.

I thought this was amazing. Obviously someone had thought, “We’re going to change to a more modern design, try to attract some new consumers and lower the demographic. But at the same time, to make sure our old consumers aren’t dissatisfied, we’re going to include a reproduction of the previous design.” They were trying to have their toilet paper and eat it too!

I called up the company’s “800” consumer number and a woman came on the line. She explained that Scott had expanded into several foreign markets and “wanted a uniform design worldwide, like Coca Cola has for their products.” The bows-and-ribbons design was working fine in America, but it wasn’t going over well overseas, so someone in the corporate hierarchy had decided they needed a more streamlined design. The new typography is much more “clean” and modern-looking—actually, it looks more generic and boring. Eventually they’ll phase out the little “burst” and it’ll be gone forever, so I’d better start hoarding ‘em now.

V: You used the phrase “lower the demographic”—
PL: That’s a magazine-industry phrase, or at least that’s where I learned it. Basically, if the people buying your product are aging, eventually they’ll all die out and you won’t have a market anymore. If you want to “lower the demographic,” that means you want to lower the average age of the people consuming your product. For one thing, old people don’t spend as much money, and if you’re a magazine, you want a market of big spenders to attract advertisers who’ll pay more. Often the process of lowering your demographic means you offend or lose some of your more traditional readers—that’s a calculated risk.

A prime example is the New Yorker, which for years was getting old and stodgy. The owners brought in a new editor, Tina Brown, to lower the demographic. In the process, they totally pissed off people like my parents who had been loyal New Yorker readers for decades. I remember my father saying, “I’m going to cancel my subscription because there’s nothing in here for me.” I told him, “Frankly, they don’t give a shit if you read it. It’s not for you anymore because you’re not spending enough money on the products their advertisers are offering. They’re quite willing to lose you as a reader if they can gain me as a reader.” I’m worth more because I’m younger and supposedly have a lot of disposable income.
V: What’s the demographic of Beer Frame?

PL: Almost anybody can understand what I’m writing about; that’s probably why I’ve gotten a lot of attention. Consumerism is a pretty universal concept. Other zines can be about sex or rock music or gay/lesbian issues or whatever, but consumerism is universal. We are all consumers, whether we want to be or not.

Consumerism transcends age; my parents can understand what I’m writing about just as easily as my friends can. So my content is not generational; it’s not limited by age or gender. I wasn’t planning this when I started the zine, but that’s what happened.

V: Have you studied advertising?

PL: I’m not an authority like those people who do Adbusters; I’m obsessed with the objects. I’m just a guy who buys a lot of stuff and who tends to think about this process a little more than most.

V: Have you always been this way?

PL: Sometimes if you close your eyes, you can remember specific incidents, like being eight years old and reading a certain box of cereal. I remember very clearly being about six years old and looking at a thermostat on the wall of my parents’ house. It was this gadget with all these knobs and dials on it (I’m really into gadgets) and actually, I think my idea of “inconspicuous consumption” was being born at that exact moment when I was staring at this thermostat for five minutes. That was a formative consumer moment.

V: Remember that Morton’s Salt ad, “When It Rains, It Pours!”? Here this girl is skipping along, gaily letting the salt pour out—just wasting it. This challenged any childhood upbringing which emphasized being thrifty—

PL: Excellent; I never even thought of that. You just provided me with an epiphany. It’s drummed into all of us to “Be thrifty; don’t waste anything!” (especially after the ’70s and the Vietnam War when the whole economy went down the toilet). You weren’t allowed to be “luxurious” anymore; you bought the economy car, not the Lincoln Continental. And here’s a product whose icon is that you’re wasting it. You just had an “inconspicuously consumptive” revelation!

V: Well, you brought it out. One of my favorite Duchamp lines is “the spectator completes the work of art”—

PL: Have you seen the film, Money Man? It came out in 1993. It’s about an artist, J.S.G. Boggs (he considers himself a fine artist) and all he makes are reproductions of currency. He never pretends that it’s anything other than a reproduction; he doesn’t say, “Here’s my $20.” He says, “Here’s my art which looks like a $20 bill.” And it’s not fully “art” until he can convince a vendor or a retailer to take it . . . then he wants change! He’ll take the change and the receipt for the product and then sell those as other pieces of art— it’s totally brilliant. Talk about the spectator completing the piece—this is it!

Boggs went to a bank with 20 of his own bills and said, “I want to open up an account with my bills.” The bank manager said, “No, we can’t take them,” and they went back and forth on this point. Finally Boggs said, “When I close my account, I wouldn’t mind if I got back these exact same bills.” Then a light bulb went on over the bank manager’s head: “Oh—you don’t want a savings account; you want a safety deposit box.” Boggs said, “No, I don’t want a safety deposit box—I want interest.” [laughs] It was fantastic; he was making a statement: “What is ‘real’ money? It’s this paper which we choose to believe has value. Here’s my art:

Consumerism is universal.
We are all consumers, whether we want to be or not.

it’s paper. I say it has value; why can’t you agree with me?” Conceptually this was really brilliant.

V: Secret Service agents nabbed Boggs for counterfeiting, but I don’t think the charges stuck. I clipped a newspaper article on him that said, “Courts in Great Britain and Australia agree with
artist J.S.G. Boggs that the drawings of money he makes and ‘spends’ are art . . . His bills say Pittsburgh, Pa., instead of Washington, D.C., and carry Boggs’ signature and the line ‘The Unit of State of Bohemia.’ ‘I’ve consciously made my bills different enough that you can’t fool somebody with them,’ Boggs said. He doesn’t sell his art. Instead, he spends it in a sort of performance in

If you can fool the parents, you’ve got the next generation locked up.

which he explains to waiters and clerks that he is an artist and wants to exchange his art for goods or services.”

PL: When I was a kid, my father used to tell this joke which I never fully understood until I saw Money Man: “A man walking down a street sees a guy on the corner with a sign, ‘DOG FOR SALE: $1,000’ (and it’s just a mutt, a mongrel). He asks the guy, ‘A thousand dollars?’ The guy says, ‘Yeah!’ He says, ‘Well, good luck—I hope you sell the dog.’ A few days later he walks down the same street and sees the guy and asks, ‘Hey, did you sell the thousand-dollar dog?’ The guy says, ‘Yeah, I traded it for two $500 cats!’” The point is that value is whatever we agree it is. And this certainly plays into consumerism: what we’re willing to pay and what the market will bear.

V: That’s what perfume makers, cigarette manufacturers and Coca Cola are selling: illusions and images. They’re not selling intrinsic value—

PL: They’re not selling value in terms of practical utility. But one might say that if someone is willing to pay $1,000 for a dog or 75 cents for a can of Coke, then by definition it is worth it. I think it’s ridiculous that a can of Coke costs 75 cents, because I know what it costs to produce: fractions of a penny. But I do occasionally pay that because I like the product. And I vastly prefer it to Pepsi, not because it tastes better, but because I identify more with it as a product. I’m able to suspend my disbelief regarding their corporate atrociousness, yet I’m not able to do that with Pepsi.

V: Faced with buying Coke or Pepsi, I usually choose the underdog—

PL: Wow—if you usually go for the underdog, you’ve definitely got to buy Hydrox! They are the underdog to Oreos all the way; you have to search to find them. The whole concept of brand loyalty is weird; some of it is just imposed on us by circumstance. Maybe it’s because of a strong association: your mom bought Hydrox instead of Oreos, or Coke instead of Pepsi. Of course, the corporations know this, so a lot of kids’ marketing is actually pitched more at parents. If you can fool the parents, you’ve got the next generation locked up.

V: Although . . . I recently saw a kids’ Saturday morning cartoon show, and all the commercials included animation. It was hard to tell where the program left off and the commercial began—

PL: If they were different, the kid wouldn’t pay attention . . . There’s a good book on the history of package design in America: The Total Package by Thomas Hine, published by Little-Brown. The subtitle reads: “The evolution and secret meanings of boxes, bottles, cans and tubes.” It’s interesting and insightful.

V: Tell us about your favorite failed packaging—

PL: [laughs] A recent fad has been “ice beer”—everyone’s selling one now. When I first saw an ad for Coors’ “Artic Ice” beer, I didn’t notice the misspelling, but when I did, I called up their “800” number. The first girl gave me an honest answer (I don’t think she was supposed to say this): when Coors found they couldn’t trademark “Arctic Ice” (it’s public domain), they did a quick variation on it and removed the “c” to make it “Artic Ice.”

Coors has gotten a fair number of calls about this, mainly from grammar teachers and proofreaders. When I called a second time, a different woman gave
Kraut juice is probably the most disgusting product I’ve ever encountered; it’s really, really foul—I can’t even be in the same room with an open can.

The problem with most mainstream media coverage is: it’s done for an audience that doesn’t know much about zines—therefore the piece is done in a spoonfed kind of way: “Ohmigod, have you heard? These are these things called ‘zines’; it’s self-publishing. What a concept: people actually publishing their own magazines! Oh!” In this approach, the article has to go so far back to Square One that it’s kind of pathetic.

Media people tend to look at things in a media-centric way. It’s hard to get somebody to write an article about zines unless it’s also about the mainstream media. Far too often, the articles focus on which zines are trickling down (or up) into the mainstream, or how Madison Avenue is looking to co-opt them.

I have a book deal with a major publisher to anthologize all the Beer Frame material into a trade paperback. This invariably gets mentioned in any coverage of Beer Frame. Frankly, I don’t think this matters much, yet it’s always mentioned as some sort of validation: “You can take this more seriously now—in fact, that’s part of why we’re writing about this: a major publisher has given its stamp of approval. I guess it’s a news story now.” Or, “Paul Lukas has been on NPR and ABC TV News. I guess what he’s doing is newsworthy.” I say, “Fuck that!” What I’m doing should be judged on what it is, not on how major media institutions have chosen to interact with it. It doesn’t need that kind of validation—yet that is invariably what major media articles tend to focus on.

Of course, I can understand the viewpoint of a writer trying to sell an editor on a story: “Let’s do a story on these zines.” “Yeah, but how many copies are printed?” “Not many.” “Can our readers actually go out and buy them?” “Well, they’re hard to get hold of; they’re underground.” The editor goes, “Well, because there are so few copies of them, and they’re such an underground subculture, it’s almost like they don’t exist.” Then the writer goes, “But look—this guy has a book deal! That person was mentioned in Newsweek! This group has a popular website!” The editor responds, “Well, here’s how you’re going to write this story. You’re not going to write about these zines; you’re going to write about how some of these zines are gaining mainstream acceptance.”

To get something into print, you almost have to pitch a story that way. But it seems to me that the ultimate standard of newsworthiness ought to be quality—if something is good, what could be a better standard of newsworthiness? Of course, if you think what I do is not good, that’s fine—I have no problem with that. But to say that it doesn’t matter until it’s validated by something bigger is a crock. That is the problem with most coverage of what we all do.

There’s another factor here, too. In any major newspaper book review section, Little-Brown can take out a big ad that a small publisher can’t afford. They’ll claim otherwise, but that’s exactly what it’s about.

V: “I’ll scratch your back and you scratch mine—”

PL: Yeah. That’s totally what it’s about, and why Rolling Stone won’t review certain records, although that’s changed a bit. Every critical institution is usually in bed with whatever it’s covering.

V: Let’s get back to packaging—

PL: There are some packages I just consider beautiful. The cover of Beer Frame #3 features a
can of Meeter’s Kraut Juice. Kraut juice is probably the most disgusting product I’ve ever encountered; it’s really, really foul—I can’t even be in the same room with an open can. I tried to taste it and couldn’t get past the smell; I was rushing to the window to puke—it was so gross. Nevertheless, this particular brand (Meeter’s, a small Wisconsin company) has an incredibly beautiful label design. A friendly-looking glass of green kraut juice is posed against a yellow background. The Meeter’s logo is in white type on a blue banner, and the words “Kraut Juice” are in red against a yellow background—it’s all primary colors. If I saw that product, I’d buy it in a second! (As it turns out, somebody sent it to me.)

I did buy Corned Mutton at a nearby supermarket. In the canned goods aisle (always a good section, with Spam, deviled products and other weird offerings) I saw this huge display of a new product: Corned Mutton. The can has four horizontal bands of color: red, white, blue and red. The first red band bears the company name, “Guycan” above “Corned Mutton.” In the white band is a photo of an incredibly pissed-off-looking sheep staring at you with this look that says, “Go on—buy the fuckin’ can and eat me!”

When I first saw the can, I was in hysterics over the packaging—plus the very concept of “corned mutton” is bizarre. When I looked closely at the can, the ingredients list delivered the knockout blow: it said “cooked mutton, mutton.” Why the separate listings? Also, it comes in one of those great trapezoidal cans.

I also like the package design of Creamy Head, a foaming agent which you put in a mixed drink to produce a latherly head. Under the name it says “for a creamy head on cocktail shaker drinks”—in other words, “Creamy Head for a creamy head”—they couldn’t think of anything less redundant. I guess when your product name is Creamy Head, you want to repeat that as often as possible.

V: There are obvious softcore implications to that brand name—

PL: Exactly. It should have said “Creamy Head . . . for when you want some good head!”

Here’s an interesting package which is personal to me. Somebody gave me a container of a seasoning powder called “Super Lucas”—my last name is Lukas. (The fact that it says “Super” kinda makes up for the not quite correct spelling.) This made me think a bit: if your last name is McDonald or Colgate, you see your surname constantly in consumer culture—you’re practically bombarded with it. What do other people named Brannock feel about the Brannock Device, especially people unrelated to the inventor?

V: Maybe everybody should release some product named after themselves—

PL: We were discussing validation, but if I put out a product called “Super Lucas,” it’s not as satisfying as if somebody else does! I get a kick out of seeing my name in a newspaper byline—I wish I could say it doesn’t matter, but it does.

V: Only if you do your own zine do you have the freedom to include an article about products named after your own surname—

PL: Actually, we could discuss something related to this. Now I merchandise Beer Frame products. I do t-shirts (big deal; everybody does t-shirts), but I also do Beer Frame beverage coasters, week chains, bowling shirts and refrigerator magnets. I thought, “If I’m going to be documenting consumer culture, I should also be participating in it.”

V: How did you figure out how to do this?

PL: There are companies that will put your logo on just about anything—they’ll even stamp it into a chocolate bar. But usually you have to order very large quantities or spend at least $500. I had 2,000 coasters made for about $400—I decided that was worth it because they’re really fun. When you think about it, 20 cents each is actually a lot for a fuckin’ coaster (although the first order includes all these start-up charges; the next one will be cheaper). Also, I did two-sided coasters, and that made it more expensive. But bowling shirts—you just go down to the same place where bowlers get their shirts made and order a dozen.

I found a place in Seattle that would custom-make refrigerator magnets for a minimum
order of only $100—that’s not much. If you ever read the in-flight magazine on an airplane, you'll find at least four or five companies that will put your logo on a wristwatch. They usually have an introductory offer of 2-8 watches for a fairly low price, like $14 per watch. I wrote all the companies and got 6-8 watches from each. I used the introductory offer from each company, got a bunch of watches, and now they’re all sold out.

I also found a company that will cast your logo in metal; they produce metallic products like keychains, cufflinks, money clips and paper weights. They had an introductory offer, too, so I ordered a bunch of Beer Frame keychains. But if I'd wanted more, the price would have gone up. There are many companies out there; you just have to snoop around. In this department, my readers have helped me a lot.

Personal product marketing raises a number of issues. Brand loyalty is about being loyal to a logo. It's not to an actual product; your association is with the logo or the package design. Sports fans aren’t loyal to the actual people in the uniform; they're loyal to the uniform itself! If different players are traded, it's not like you suddenly root for them on their new team—no, you root for whoever’s coming in to wear the same uniform you’ve always rooted for.

By putting the Beer Frame logo on a product line to which people can have brand loyalty, I’m having fun,
plus I'm raising questions about the whole concept: "Is this a better shirt because it has a Beer Frame logo on it? How do certain values transfer from one product to other spin-offs?"

So, does putting a Beer Frame logo on a bowling shirt push my readers' buttons in the same way? Obviously there aren't millions of people running around wearing them—just a few dozen. You could get one because it's "hip," but by wearing it, you're helping to advertise Beer Frame for me—you're a walking ad. If the product's considered hip, then you're saying, "This makes me hip." But you're also helping to institutionalize a brand name—which is something we associate with big corporations, not little fanzines. You could say, "That's the irony of it, man! This hip little zine is doing this big corporate thing!"

♦ V: There are layers of irony here—
◆ PL: I think this process feeds upon itself. When does this stop being hip and start being dangerous? Maybe the corporation was being hip and ironic too! These questions about context are all interesting.

♦ V: You're raising an issue of empowerment here: the little guy can use the same marketing techniques as the big corporation and enlarge the sphere and impact of his own influence—
◆ PL: Envision this unlikely scenario: Beer Frame explodes and its circulation grows to 500,000; it becomes part of mainstream media. Everybody knows about it and it's no longer this hip little thing. At that point, does a Beer Frame bowling shirt suddenly stop being hip? Does it become evil, and a symbol of my greed—spinning off my corporate logo and trying to further capitalize and merchandise? Does it become a symbol of everything bad about mainstream publishing? Do people start saying, "Yeah, I have a Beer Frame shirt—but I bought it years ago! That was when that Paul Lukas guy only did a few dozen of 'em—when Beer Frame was still cool."

---

Firefox Enterprises

Hey there, you say you need a 100-pound drum of magnesium? Or maybe 40 gallons of HX-878 propellant bonding agent, direct from NASA's surplus stock? How about a few dozen plastic spherical shell casings? And have you checked your supply of isophorone diisocynate curing agent lately?

Whatever your pyrotechnic needs, you'll probably find what you're looking for in the pages of Firefox Enterprises catalog. Primarily serving a market of special-effects professionals, magicians, state and local police departments, rocketry clubs and, one imagines, arsonists, Firefox has just about everything imaginable for any application that involves touching a match to a fuse, from custom-milled oxidizers and propellant resins to ignition materials and, my favorite, smoke mixtures.

None of which is to suggest that Firefox will just blithely sell you the ingredients to create your own private stock of M-80s. Unless you have a Federal explosives permit, they won't ship combinations of chemicals that are "obviously intended to be used for constructing flashpowder and/or exploding fireworks devices . . . and other illegal audible effects devices." They'll also check your ordering history to see if you're trying to assemble a munitions depot on the installment plan. On the other hand, while Firefox is obviously concerned about running afoul of assorted governmental regulations, they're also keenly aware that an explosives-happy public is good for their business; with this in mind, they tell you exactly how to apply for the necessary Federal permit, and if you're approved they'll "furnish chemicals and materials in any quantity or combination you may require." Now we're talking.

While this is all plenty of fun, it's worth noting that Firefox's appeal ranges far beyond the pyromaniacal. The company stocks a wide variety of rocket and missile supplies, including motors, tubing, aerodynamic fins, and recovery parachutes. In addition, they carry assorted tools and supplies, laboratory equipment, and "exotic hardware," the latter of which is best exemplified by a pest-control grenade launcher. Really. They also offer a literature section, featuring such titles as Deluxe Bottle Rockets and Smoke Generation: Tactical/Survival/Civilian, although it's hard to imagine any of this printed matter surpassing the catalog itself. Even if you're not equipped or inclined to use any of Firefox's wares, some of the descriptions alone are priceless. I'm sorely tempted, for example, to drop $33 on a 30 meter roll of Thermalite igniter cord, available in three different burn rates (16, 8, or 5 seconds per foot) and described as being ideal for rocket motor ignition or "general-purpose use." Uh, right.

Despite all the stern language in the catalog about the company's refusal to ship incendiary combinations of materials, at least one chemistry-minded Firefox customer, who happens to be an acquaintance of mine, has had little difficulty obtaining the proper components to make his own DIY illegal firecrackers. Wanna get in on the fun? Send two bucks for the Firefox catalog. (Firefox Enterprises Inc., PO Box 5366, Pocatello, ID 83202)

— from Beer Frame #3
V: Now, the ads try to get the viewer to think they're smarter than the advertisers—that's the best way to sell something. The way to fool people is to let them think, “I know I'm being fooled.” How many copies do you sell?

PL: **Beer Frame** now sells 3,000 copies, and that's as much as I can handle. And I'm such a lousy collaborator that I prefer to work alone. If I'm going to keep it just *me*, I don't think it can get much bigger. Actually, **Beer Frame** is a spinoff; my product reviews run first in an “Inconspicuous Consumption” column which I get *paid* for writing. The column came about because the people at the *New York Press* (an “alternative” weekly) liked my first issue. Ever since, all subsequent issues of **Beer Frame** have been compiled from the columns that have appeared in the *Press*. Now the column has moved to *New York Magazine*, a slick weekly with a circulation of over 400,000.

V: **You're having your cake and eating it too!**

PL: Yeah, I get more than a typical zine editor would get for his or her work. I've also gotten a book deal, and there's more brewing. I didn't plan any of this when I started the zine, but I have no problem with any of it, either. No one has asked me to do anything other than what I already do.

This raises another issue: I was described in a mainstream article as “bursting to sell out.” Personally, I'm happy to get attention and have somebody write about me. When CNN called and asked, “We're wondering if you might be a news story—are you?” I replied, “You bet I am!” But I don't consider talking to major media as “selling out.” To me, *selling out* is when you change what you do for money. I don't feel guilty about selling my columns to *New York Magazine* or getting a book deal—all that makes me feel *great!* But if I had to change *anything*, or water it down, that would be very different. Nobody's asked me to do that yet.

What would happen if **Beer Frame** did achieve a circulation of 500,000 but remained basically the same magazine? Then a *backlash* would occur: suddenly you're not cool because you're so popular. People get pissed off when they're no longer one of the 5 people who know about you; now they're one of the 5 million who know about you. That mainstream writer thought I was “bursting to sell out” because I was talking to *him*! Maybe I would have had more “integrity” if I had said, “No, man, you're the fuckin' big media—I won't talk to you because you're evil, in your big tall building. I'm not going to cooperate with your agenda.” As far as I'm concerned, if he's interviewing me, he's advancing my agenda.

V: **Every mainstream article on anything “underground” always includes something pejorative, no matter how positive they pretend to be—**

PL: I think they're always a little jealous. They have to remind us that we're not really “professional”: “Zine publishing—the production values range from the slick to the embarrassingly amateurish.” Phrases like that remind the readers that these zine people don't really know what they're doing (unlike the “professionals” who are writing the story). There's always a bit of condescension.

The mainstream media are extremely reluctant to *challenge* the reader—they prefer to spoon-feed instead. They have to make sure that we appear non-threatening.

V: **Well, if there were any threat at all—**

PL: There'd be a riot! A fucking urban riot, wouldn't there?

I'm starting to get more media interest from magazines I would never actually *read*. You know, I don't think **Beer Frame** will sell 500,000 soon. Actually, it's important to keep it small. The same material may appear in a mass distributed format, but I want to maintain **Beer Frame** as a non-mass distribution publication to reach people who would not read the awful slick magazines. I like the sociability of zines; I like getting just enough mail so that I can answer it all. V
The deathcare business, as they say, is pretty much recession-proof. Death, after all, is a fact of life. In fat times or lean, you don’t need to check the actuarial tables to know that loads of people are going to be kicking off, keeling over, buying the farm, rendezvousing with the Grim Reaper, snuffing it—in short, lots of our fellow citizens will be dying—and that someone’s gonna have to handle the burial, the cremation, the funeral, and what have you.

Which is where trade publications like American Cemetery [see Beer Frame #1] and firms like the Frigid Fluid company come in. Frigid Fluid, a Chicago outfit specializing in embalming fluids, was brought to my attention by my Chicago-based pal Bettina, who learned of them while rooming with an aspiring mortuary cosmetician (yes, someone who applies makeup to the corpse before an open-casket funeral). According to Bettina’s roomie, who’d visited the company’s offices, the Frigid folks even had a bumper sticker that read, “Get Rigid with Frigid!” So when I zipped out to Chicago for a mini-vacation this past summer, a field trip to Frigid HQ was definitely on my agenda.

With Bettina navigating and my friends Tim and Elena along for the ride, we rode over to Frigid’s digs, located along a pleasantly industrial stretch on Chicago’s West Side. The building itself was unremarkable: a simple office with what looked to be a small-iss manufacturing and/or shipping operation out back. None of it looked particularly inviting, and I had a feeling that factory tours were not part of Frigid’s community-outreach program.

I led the way in and was greeted by a very upright-looking receptionist, about 60 years old, who viewed us with considerable alarm. In retrospect, this was probably understandable. Lost in the carefree euphoria of my vacation, I’d neglected to consider how unbusiness-like we looked: we were young; the temperature was around 90, so we were all wearing shorts and tank tops; two of us were prominently tattooed; and upon glancing over my shoulder, I noticed that Elena had chosen to sit on the reception-room floor, rather than on the couch. We were not exactly swimming in professionalism, if you know what I mean.

No matter. I launched into my writer’s schtick—Hi, I write about specialized products and services, and wouldn’t it be great if I could help give your firm some free publicity, and hey, there’s a chance to help the general public understand your industry so maybe they’ll stop making jokes about you all the time, blah-blah-blah—and motioned for the others to stop giggling while we waited for the receptionist to consult with her boss.

“The foreman’s out today,” she eventually announced, “so you can’t have a factory tour. And the company president is too busy to speak with you right now.” It sounded like a dodge—the president, I suspected, would end up being “busy” all week. Out of force of habit, I asked if any promotional materials were available.

To my surprise, our receptionist suddenly perked up and brightened, as if she’d just been infused with premium Frigid fluids. “Here,” she said, “you can have this.”

“This” turned out to be Frigid’s catalog, a 96-page curiosity that proves death is still alive and kicking. The first several pages are devoted, predictably, to embalming fluids, including X-20 Arterial Fluid (“Produces desired firming action and a natural, life-like base for cosmetic application”), 36 Plus (Incorporates new penetrants for abundant drainage”), Flo-Tone (“Completely different!... Try it with your more difficult cases!”), Frigid Special (“Should be kept on hand at all times for frozen or refrigerated bodies”), Cavity King (“The Undefeated Fluid of a Hundred Uses...For cases where circulation is destroyed, bodies posted, mutilated, diseased, crushed, dismembered”), Eotene (Highly recommended for cases that require cross-country shipment”), 5-Purpose Cavity (“A powerful deodorant against putrefaction, gangrene, and other body odors”), Solvol (“Recommended for embalming infants”), Natural Tone (“Produces ‘Living Skin’ qualities”), Stop Fluid (“Destroys maggots, lice, and vermin”), and the explicitly named Premium Jaundice (don’t ask).

But fluids, as it turns out, are only a small part of Frigid’s distribution business. The rest of the catalog, one section of which is playfully entitled “Sundries,” is a motherlode of funeral and cemetery supplies, including such specialized products as facial-expression formers, jugular drain tubes (manufactured, I swear, by a company named Slaughter), caskets, urns, “Reserved for Funeral” road cones, mortuary cots, funeral home registers, burial suits and undertakers, and a lot more. The most entertaining bit is on page 71, which features four wall-mounted crucifixes, one of them stamped “DISCONTINUED,” a reference that presumably applies to the specific ornament shown, not to Christianity itself.

Unfortunately, no prices are listed. When I requested a current price sheet from the receptionist, her cheery mood quickly evaporated: “You don’t need that; you’re not going to be buying anything.” And with that she whooshed us out the door, before I could even ask for one of those “Get Rigid with Frigid!” bumper stickers.

(Frigid Fluid Company, 465 N. Desplains St., Chicago, IL 60610)

—From Beer Frame #5
Sean Tejaratchi publishes *Crap Hound*, “a picture book for discussion and activity.” Far more than a counter-culture clip art resource, this publication embodies razor-sharp graphics, sardonic social criticism, and humor of the subllest degree. A sample issue is $6 (cash preferred—otherwise send a check payable to Sean Tejaratchi, PO Box 40373, Portland OR 97240-0373).

◊ **VALE:** Why did you choose the name Crap Hound?
◊ **SEAN TEJARATCHI:** Another name possibility was *Clip Rat*, an anagram of Clip Art, but *Crap Hound* covered more facets. It also has a potty word in it, so it sells well to grade school kids—*just kidding*.
◊ **V:** *Crap Hound*—is that like “Bullshit Detector”? *With the variety and quality of graphics provided, your publication seems like a real public service—*
◊ **ST:** I don’t think I’m doing a Mother Teresa act; my reasons for publishing a zine are as selfish as anyone’s. I love doing it, it’s a great deal of fun and it’s a nice middle finger to a bunch of things in society that I hate. It gives me a chance to make a commentary on a number of things that frustrate me. The payback is immediate in that I look at it and like it. And it’s nice to have a place where I can experiment and make decisions without fear that some committee will screw it up at the last minute.

I have an urge to document and catalog. As a child I was prone to collecting: stamps, shells, insects, rocks—anything. I want to look at the present as if it’s already happened. In an antique store or thrift store, it’s always the everyday things that I find striking. Everything around us will be gone some day—just like every other time period, this civilization is on its way out. Today’s trash is tomorrow’s nostalgia.

I love to look through old books and wander aimlessly around town keeping my eyes peeled. I started collecting graphics to make posters with, so now I have a lot of weird stuff to choose from. I’ve learned where to find things and they usually aren’t where you’d imagine. It gets easier as I go.

◊ **V:** What are your work habits?
◊ **ST:** Right now I go to bed about 6:00 AM and get up at about three in the afternoon. I run errands, come home, sit in front of the computer for awhile, and work on various projects. It’s a good way to keep your overhead low: stay up all night and sleep all day—nothing to buy! Except for some books, everything I own is in one room. I end up going to Powell’s Books [largest bookstore in the USA] a lot, and that’s always nice. On my current schedule, I can’t go to as many thrift stores and garage sales as I’d like to.

◊ **V:** Describe your resource library—
◊ **ST:** It’s not all that impressive. The vast majority of images come from active searches and contributions. I have one file drawer of clippings in manila folders that are all color-coded. Different colors designate different topics; for example, deep red signifies violence/murder/crime/judicial/vice. Anything from the “natural world” is green, like plants and farm animals. Sports is grouped with Weapons and Warfare. This filing system only has to make sense to me!

◊ **V:** Where would clowns and devils be?
◊ **ST:** Stage/Theater/Performance/Circus and Western Religion. I’m organized as a matter of necessity—I live and work in one room and couldn’t last five minutes without some order. Anything I bring in either goes somewhere or sits on my bed until I find a place for it. It’s a matter of survival.

◊ **V:** What else is in your room?
◊ **ST:** A desk, which is a door resting on two 2-drawer
legal-size file cabinets. There are two metal cabinets filled with everything I need to make a publication: pens, pencils, scissors, postage, drafting tools, rubber stamps. There are graphic supplies such as tape, Pantone books, and drawers full of stick 'em notes, power tools and household supplies.

My room is a rectangle with a narrow corridor down the middle; a Macintosh and a scanner occupy the far corner of the room. A light table for layout is at the other end. I don't use the computer for layout of the pictures. Computers are great but they have their place; Crap Hound would look tremendously different (and I think much worse) if it were done on a computer. I use wax and an X-acto knife for paste-up. I love working this way and I wouldn't trade.

♦ V: Do you do a lot of reduction or enlargement?
♦ ST: The graphics I work with aren't instantly malleable or sizable. If I have a picture of a certain size, I can take it to the copier in the next room and re-size it, but I'm much more likely to search for a place where it fits. Things fit together like a puzzle. Nothing is sketched out beforehand; it's much more trial and error. For the most part, pictures stay the same size. I'm becoming much better at problem-solving spatially.

♦ V: So what were your objectives in starting Crap Hound?
♦ ST: I wanted to do something with all the graphics I had been saving. I was getting paid corporate wages working at Adidas, I didn't have an extravagant lifestyle, and I wanted to do something worthwhile with my earnings. I love things that are practical. If I'm going to write something, I don't want it to be self-obsessed poetry; if I'm going to paint something, it can't be something that no one will ever comprehend. So if I was going to do a zine, I wanted it to be something useful and relevant.

It's a good way to keep your overhead low: stay up all night and sleep all day—nothing to buy!

I started out calling it clip art, but it's changed—my motives are now officially different. However, the same desire persists: to do something practical. That's why the images don't get shrunk down too much; I want things to be clear. There definitely wasn't a plan; I didn't say, "I want to do a zine—what could it be?" I think my first idea was to do a zine of typefaces. Then I realized it wouldn't be terribly exciting. I thought about combining type with clip art, and it went from there. This entire chain of thought occurred as I was walking down a hallway; by the time I reached the end, things had pretty much fallen into place.

♦ V: But you don't just provide clip art; you're critiquing society and culture—
♦ ST: A lot of it is criticism, with me shaking my head in disbelief. As an everyday person walking around with some knowledge of how advertising and propaganda work, I look at what's out there and get disgusted and amazed by the blatant manipulation and twisted logic. It's really satisfying to vent my feelings in a coherent way... in a format where the images are out of their original context and made much more revealing simply as a result of placement.

As I was laying out Crap Hound #4 I realized all these images of Ronald McDonald are set up to look exactly like Jesus. It was so nice to put those two together—they reflect badly on each other! In general, I try not to come off as strident or ranting; the juxtaposed images hopefully speak for themselves. I just hope that people see what I see: I'm up in the middle of the night laughing and I want other people to laugh as well—to see it for what it is.

♦ V: You're very critical of religion—
♦ ST: Well—what's not to hate?! Religion's an old joke, but it's still funny. The Ronald/Jesus connection is just another revealing coincidence. When your eyes start to blur from looking at all these pictures, you start to see oblique connections you may not have suspected before. All these little windows of clarity open up.

♦ V: Where did you get the "Size of Vaginal Orifice" graphic?
♦ ST: [laughs] Actually, that was given to me as an enlargement—I couldn't tell how big it was supposed to be; there was no scale! I wanted to reprint it at the
I’m saying much in Crap Hound that’s really new—I’m just presenting it a little differently. If this has all been said and it’s just sitting unseen in boring academic journals, then it’s not doing much good, is it? Sometimes I don’t even notice certain coincidences until the issue has been printed. Pictures are much more open-ended than words, so there’s a lot more opportunity for accidental connections.

The way I keep track of pictures when I’m building an issue also lends itself to combinations. Once the images are copied and cut out, I paste them into a “halfway” book. That way I’m no longer sorting hundreds of little pieces of paper—I’m just turning pages looking for the right image. When I’m assembling the halfway book I just slap things down anywhere, but later I’ll realize there are some coincidences that are hilarious. In that form it’s something like a flip book, with images overlapping and combining, blurring into one another.

♦ V: Tell us about your background—
♦ ST: My father is Iranian and my mother is Irish-American. I grew up in Los Angeles. When my mother remarried I spent a lot of time at a ranch in the mountains near Bakersfield, California; it was a good thing to experience living without electricity. My step-dad had been a drill sergeant, so I learned how to shut up and work hard, which was a pretty important thing for me. When I was 16 I moved to Eugene, Oregon to live with friends of the family because I hated L.A.

Despite spectacularly low grades, I finished high school in Eugene, and managed to weasel into the University of Oregon, but I dropped out after something like 12 hours of classes. I repeated this at a community college. After 12 years of school I didn’t feel like being bossed around anymore. I moved to Portland and worked at cafe jobs and Kinko’s and did paste-up for local newspapers. I did odd graphics projects for fun, and designed fonts. In 1992 I joined my friend Mike King, making posters for the exciting low-budget world of rock-n-roll. I got hired at Adidas to deal with and design alphabets and patterns and I ended up staying there for about three years, eventually doing small graphics projects.

♦ V: But you weren’t a “company man”; you wanted to do something else—
♦ ST: The quality of my life is largely measured by the number of fun projects I’m able to do. Losing my job was pretty great, actually. I have a very strong work ethic, but I want to be able to respect what I’m doing and take pride in the finished product. I’d rather be making less money doing things I love, than spending my time and energy helping to strengthen some faceless corporation who doesn’t give a shit about me or anyone else.

♦ V: I think you’re doing reference-quality work that will be influential years from now—
♦ ST: Twenty years from now I really hope some kid digs through his dad’s boxes in a garage, sees Crap
Hound and goes, "Wow... cool!" I would love that. I'm trying to be critical and irreverent toward everything. In the "sex" issues, I tried to maintain steady levels of both ridicule and acceptance. I didn't want any one particular group to feel too smug just because they had the more common fetish or were screwing the right demographic. When you look at things with a dispassionate eye, everything starts looking sort of idiotic. So if I were going to make homosexuality look stupid just because of the graphics I found (guys hanging out in their socks with huge boners), I had a duty to make heterosexuality look equally ridiculous!

I'll get the graphics from love-forsaken teen magazines and a million other sources—"Unhappy People" is a goldmine waiting to be excavated!

♦ V: Have people sent you images?
♦ ST: A handful of people consistently send stuff, and I'm very grateful for them. Like I said, my files aren't that big, and what I've saved over the years accounts for a fraction of each issue. Crap Hound is composed almost entirely of additions, as opposed to a single central piece. The final product becomes more than the sum of its parts. In particular, the Clowns/Bait/Devils issue was the result of contributions. Some people just sent a single picture. It still helps. I've started announcing future topics, and I think this will increase contributions.

I think a lot about topics before finalizing anything. "Sharks and Insects" was a good pair, but it lacked that magic third ingredient. "Sharks, Insects, and Unhappy People" was a possibility, but that would have been overwhelming. At the last minute my friend Chloe suggested "Bones" and it was decided right there.

There's really no rhyme or reason to the topics: why I chose this over that. But when I chose "Devils and Clowns," there was a weird harmony. It could have been "Clowns and Weapons" but that didn't seem as satisfying. Right now, "Unhappy People" is a special category that I'm savoring—I want to do that one right. I'll get the graphics from love-forsaken teen magazines and a million other sources—"Unhappy People" is a goldmine waiting to be excavated!

I've already noticed that each era uses a few particular images to represent generic "trouble." In the '50s it was a child getting bitten by a dog, or children burning themselves. It's weirdly consistent throughout each period. Unhappy people today are depicted in relation to money, and the effects of emotional stress, like anger and confusion. It's obvious how some images emerge—during the Depression, empty pockets stood for unhap-
Day before yesterday, many women hesitated to talk about the douche even to their best friends, let alone to a doctor or druggist.

Today, thank goodness, women are beginning to discuss these things freely and openly. But—even now—many women don’t realize what is involved in treating “the delicate zone.”

And then, dear reader, he entered my beehive, my corn crib, my peach basket, my bunny hutch, my servants’ quarters, my root cellar, my jelly jar, my pea patch, my squirrel’s nest, my butter churn, my lumber mill, my honey cupboard, my duck blind, my sugar bowl, my julep pitcher, my milk pail, my Lord.

There's more to it than the picture

Freshwater mussel ventral view

TAMPAX IS A CHALLENGE to all women—
ST: I'm very glad you noticed the horror of that. On one of the “devil” pages there’s a list of satanically-inspired activities, and I had a good time inserting “McMemories.”

V: That’s creepy, because I think that’s what most people have: McMemories—a pastiche of “virtual” experiences mostly derived from television and People magazine type media.

ST: [mockingly] “I felt just like Tiffany on Days of Our Lives—it was the exact same thing! I can’t believe Bob would do that to me! He was acting just like Sterling!”

V: I love this page: “What is more fun than a circus?”

ST: That page resulted from a very happy accident. The headline came from an old kid’s activity magazine. I took it to the copier to reduce it. The wall behind the copy machine is completely covered with clippings and pictures, continually mutating. Come to think of it, this wall has probably had a huge influence on Crap Hound. Anyway, when I closed the lid I found myself staring at this list of child behaviors: “Is Your Child In Trouble? If your child displays any of these activities, send for our free booklet!” It was one of those perfect moments. If I had made it up, it wouldn’t be nearly as funny, interesting or poignant.

V: Your “Devils and Clowns” issue treats evil as banal, in a way that parallels most people’s superficial engagement with religion. To most people, committing to a religion is like buying a super-cheap, shoddy life insurance policy—the kind you purchase out of a vending machine five minutes before your plane takes off. People actually believe that if you commit a sin, no matter how vicious, all you have to do is go and confess to a priest and you’ll be forgiven!

ST: One-stop shopping! “I have to run some errands now—get the laundry, run to the drugstore, and if I find a place to park I’ll have just enough time to be absolved of all my sins!”

V: Did you have any particular religious background?

ST: No particularly horrific religious upbringing—no one convinced me of anything.
My mom was a teacher, and it wasn't enough to just learn at school; every summer I had to pick something to study. I remember her taking me to a teacher's supply store one summer where I chose this book with a title like *Teaching Kids About Advertising*. My god—the things I learned stuck with me forever! I'd look at a church pamphlet and go, "Oh, that's a bandwagon approach... That's a testimonial." I was able to recognize and name all these different advertising techniques, and I'm sure this protected me from a lot of stupidity as I was growing up. It was just a simple workbook; a very straightforward primer on ad techniques aimed at little kids. If I were in charge of the universe, I'd slip this book into every grade school desk! Knowing how advertising works takes care of a lot of problems...

V: *It would be good schooling to teach kids to manipulate images like those in Crap Hound.Kids love to cut up things and paste them down—*

ST: That would be squashed like a bug by all these corporations who want their images left pristine: "You don't fuck with that, sonny! Stay away from Ronald McDonald!" Nowadays corporations like Dow Chemical are sponsoring classroom science programs. Children are taught from grade school that big business is their friend. But imagine teaching kids that nothing is sacred—imagine a little kid given free reign with a disembodied Ronald McDonald head—copyright infringement with safety scissors! It'll never happen.

V: *Did you draw as a kid?*

ST: Yes; my dad is an artist, a sculptor and painter. There was no hardcore drive to make me do art, but I was always encouraged, and I definitely liked making things. Early on I wanted to be a craftsman and an illustrator—those words suggested something more practical to me.

V: *One of my favorite "artists" actually was classified as an illustrator—Charles Addams. He could pretty much do what he wanted; he had a wide influence and was engaged in a critique of society. He also made enough money so that he could collect all the weird objects he desired.*

ST: I've never geared anything I've done, *Crap Hound* included, toward being in a gallery. The world of fine art is pretty thoroughly divorced from reality. Even as a kid it always seemed fake and whiny to me. Making *Crap Hound* look nice is tremendously important to me, but I refuse to think of it as a "work of art." I hate that. It's just that if I'm going to call all the shots, I'm not going to let it look like shit. I screw up every now and then, but I do my best. It's a matter of taking pride in one's work.

I try to keep my comments to a bare minimum and let context do its work. I selected all the graphics, however, and I did it with bad intentions! I'll admit to that. Maybe all I'm succeeding in doing is making people...
laugh, or preaching to the converted. That’s okay, too. I don’t mind. The converted still need entertainment!

♦ V: I like this article about a professional clown who allegedly wanted his wife killed—

♦ ST: He offered the hit man a microwave oven! And above is a conspiracy letter from this guy who says that the federal government is run by Satan, and they have microwaves “with which they manipulate and torture others!” Makes you think!

♦ V: I like the “Clown’s Code of Ethics”—here, you’re using their own material to hang them. Like, this is an “ethic”: “I will appear in as many clown shows as I possibly can”? Talk about self-promotion: “Notice Me!” These days everybody wants to be on Oprah; they all want their 15 minutes of fame—

♦ ST: Sooner or later Oprah will have used up the entire population. Who will be left to care?

♦ V: This article is amazing: “In the eighth century, Muslim hordes overran the Moroccan city of Fez and butchered 50,000 Christians. The streets ran red with blood.”

♦ ST: That’s from a Jack Chick booklet. It was shocking: the whole fez-Shriners-clown-devil muddled mess. Clowns are really devils and the devils are clowns and the Shriners are smack in the middle of it all. Violence and ugliness swirling just below the surface allegiance to stupid religious ideals . . . I love it when darker things appear—it’s like truth dares to show its face for an instant. Again, it’s like a window of clarity.

♦ V: Did any clowns respond to your challenge:

“I love it when darker things appear—it’s like truth dares to show its face for an instant. Again, it’s like a window of clarity.

♦ ST: They’re an English band, very political and very entertaining. They make these beautiful pop songs with some of the most evil, subversive choruses imaginable. They showed me that it was possible to be fiercely critical and extremely entertaining at the same time—they made me think more than any huge protest march ever has! Their extensive liner notes also introduced me to historical events I wouldn’t have known about otherwise. They exposed me to a lot of ideas at once and made it all so palatable. Their music is well-produced—not to the point of Barry Manilow, but they take care and pride, and they’re excellent musicians.

♦ V: In a way, what you’re doing is a visual correl-
ative to what Chumbawamba does—

ST: I don’t think I’m of the same caliber. That’s like saying to a doctor, “Jesus healed the sick—so do you!” In terms of copyright terrorists, I also like what Negativeland did. They reach into this constant stream of media and advertising and rearrange what they find, turning it all on its head simply with rearrangement and context.

What’s frightening is how little they have to change to make it sinister. They do with sound clips what I would like to do with pictures. Negativeland was sued for plagiarizing a U2 song, and they documented their ordeal in a book, *The Letter U and the Number 2*. They claimed that all this music and all these sounds are swarming through the air as radio waves among us—they’re *completely public*. The powers-that-be can pump as much sound as they want at us, but we can’t pluck anything out and use it ourselves. Media bombardment is a very one-directional process.

V: They don’t like it when you turn their own emissions against them—

ST: That’s why I didn’t mind calling *Crap Hound* “social criticism.” If it were called “clip art,” it would be a dangerous thing to put Ronald McDonald in there. *Crap Hound* was originally subtitled “Encyclopedia of Clip Art.” But after receiving a threat of lawsuit by a creep who shall remain nameless, I changed the subtitle to “A Picture Book for Discussion and Activity.” It has a nice ring to it, and the shift in focus and intent has made what I’m doing a little safer.

V: You certainly maintain the quality standards of any commercial clip art source—

ST: A few people have commented that *Crap Hound* looks too slick. But what does that mean—that it looks nice? Does the Do-It-Yourself ethic have to include sloppiness? If you learn to write well, it’s understood that you’re able to communicate your ideas more effectively. But if you spend time on layout or presentation, it’s often considered insincere or “slick.” I think publications are more effective when they look better. I

If you just want to produce a visual piece, great—hang it on your wall! But if you’re a designer, make a decision: are you trying to communicate something or are you just jerking off?

V: I also hate the “cutting-edge” computer

VALE: Tell us how you produced No Comprende—

R. COLLISION: First of all, I started producing zines in 1981, while I was living in Portland: *Slug Fest, Propagandada,* and *TOWNdowner*. I included articles like “Beautification of Billboards,” which gave advice on billboard modification, “Media Murders: 20 Years of Pulling the Trigger on TV,” a lengthy John Waters interview, plus collages and news articles which provide their own commentary (e.g., Brooke Shields and her mom taking a week-long make-up seminar). These were mostly distributed for free in the Portland area.

Then I moved to San Francisco and started working at a photocopy shop in San Francisco’s Castro District. Customers would bring in the most lurid and bizarre images you can imagine, and naturally I’d copy as many as I could get away with. Medical photos, mug shots, vintage American advertising, horror movie material, exploitation—I accumulated quite a collection of amazing images.

In June, 1988, the A.T.A. (Alternative Television Access) Gallery sponsored a five-day “Plagiarism Festival” that I contributed to, along with hundreds of others. Actually, this inspired me to publish *No Comprende* as an anti-copyright project. From the graphics I had accumulated at work, I decided to publish an image compilation book which would say “Recycle This” on its cover, and began copying as many pages as I could at work. Eventually I had enough sheets to publish 200 copies of a 300-page book. I called it *No Comprende*. It took a week to collate; I hand-screened the covers and had the book perfect bound. Eventually all the copies sold out.

In June 1992, along with Daniel Wylie I started *Filth*, a cooperatively-produced satirical tabloid which is distributed for free in San Francisco. Topics have included conspiracy theory, sex, meat, crime, etc. Local advertising enables us to barely break even. I consider this a zine of sorts; it’s put out by a group of self-publishing junkies who need a bimonthly fix. Our latest issue is #20. (Correspondence to R. Collision, 984-A Harrison St, San Francisco CA 94107).
graphics in magazines—the kind that feature green type against a red background, for example. Out of frustration you end up reading the advertisements, just because they’re at least legible—come to think of it, that was probably the intention.

♦ ST: If you just want to produce a visual piece, great—hang it on your wall! But if you’re a designer, make a decision: are you trying to communicate something or are you just jerking off? When I see layouts like that I’m reminded of the doors on modern buildings, the ones where you can’t tell whether to push or pull, or even which side you should try. Some “architect” thought it would be visually striking—never mind that people would actually have to deal with his brilliant idea. The priorities are all screwed up, maintaining surface style while being functionally retarded. One defense of high-tech annoying text is: “It’s only a matter of getting used to it.” Designers point out that people 500 years ago used to read black letter calligraphic script with ease. Well, people used to wipe their asses with bark, and with practice I’m sure they can still do it, too!

♦ V: You included instructions on how to capture black-and-white artwork from a full-color original. This is very useful information—

♦ ST: It’s great; it helps people steal!

♦ V: You also included some fonts you designed.

♦ ST: I’ve been making fonts for awhile, and I’ve been putting a few in each issue of Crap Hound. This amazing type designer, Dan X. Solo of Oakland, California, has been putting out Dover alphabet books of copyright-free typefaces for decades. He’s sort of a secret hero. I wonder if he knows what he’s contributed—all these kids in the ‘80s made punk rock posters using his alphabets, including people like ART CHANTRY. He basically threw all these alphabets out there in a very egalitarian manner. If you had six bucks, you had 100 alphabets. Nowadays some jackass would put them on CD-ROM and try to make you pay for the privilege of browsing through them. The fonts in Crap Hound are a throwback to Dover Books. Not everyone has, or even wants to use a computer. There’s nothing wrong with scissors and glue sticks.

♦ V: By reprinting the work of forgotten commercial artists, you’ve given their art a new lease on life—

♦ ST: A lot of completely unknown people have contributed to our culture—especially those in the fields of commercial art. All these artists worked for businesses and art houses, and the credit was usually absorbed by the company. They left behind a record of their world as they saw it. Recent technology makes it very easy to gather this stuff up and either reprint it or alter it. I don’t think it’s stealing, not in the negative sense. It’s taking things apart and making something new from the pieces. Things mutate, nothing gets lost. Copyright enthusiasts love to blather on and on about the consequences of this kind of use. But what they’re trying so hard to avoid has already happened in certain areas.

There’s a renaissance going on in type design, thanks largely to the Macintosh computer and new graphic arts software. You can take any typeface and pull the leg of the “R” a little wider, and that’s it—you’ve technically made a new typeface. You can name it anything you want and no one can stop you. You can take a typeface that someone has spent a decade developing, and in three seconds make your own from it.

“Anyone who’s vaguely dissatisfied will finally have a way to express themselves!” I sincerely doubt the computer scientists or the people at Xerox were thinking about this—but it’s too late now!

That’s incredibly lazy, but it’s completely possible and legal. I think it’s quite interesting that the world of typography hasn’t withered and died, which is exactly what copyright enthusiasts would predict in this situation. But when there are billions of dollars to be made in royalties and copyright infringement lawsuits, it’s not terribly surprising when the laws come down on the side of restrictions and so-called “intellectual property.”
Some Things I’ve Discovered about Clowns

THE DISCOVERY It happened halfway through the assembly of this issue, while reading Brewer’s Dictionary of Phrase and Fable. I made the discovery that would open my eyes to the stinking, ancient evil that lurks underneath the powdered face of clowning. I had inadvertently confirmed something millions of children already know, and that I should have realized long ago.

“The clown of circus and pantomime, in his baggy costume, whitened face, grotesque red lips, and odd little tuft of black hair, is probably a relic of the Devil, as he appeared in medieval miracle plays.”

A friend pointed out that I must have been subconsciously aware of this when I chose Clowns and Devils, and perhaps he’s right—it’s too perfect. Clowns and Devils are both archetypes, occupying space in our minds whether we want them there or not, from Tarot cards to Batman and Joker. Some people believe there’s no such thing as coincidence, and in this case I’m inclined to believe them.

A SORDID PAST . . . While laughter has always been central to clowning, it’s important to remember that brutality and death have always been right there alongside it . . . Clowns have been tidied up like fairy tales, the blood washed away and a happy face slapped crookedly on them. Themes of decapitation, dismemberment, and random violence were common, and still are just below the surface. A famous skit features a clown barbershop, into which a terrified clown customer is dragged and held down as several huge, nicked, straight razors are produced. And what child doesn’t squeal with delight when an argument between two clowns escalates into a full-fledged riot once the clown cop and his nightstick arrive? It’s just like real life! The traditional Punch and Judy show revolves around beatings and murder, including a wacky infanticide. Bloodshed—it’s clownastic!

A FEEBLE EXCUSE . . . Clowns are quick to defend their existence with tales of countless visits to bedridden, swollen kids in hospitals. Well, it figures. I’m sure being terminally ill might take the edge off an encounter with a clown. If I were facing a horrible, wasting death every day, I might even be able to look a clown in the face and smile. Anyway, it’s not as if these kids are going to leap up and run away. They’re a captive audience! In fact, I’d like to present the theory that the entire Shriner Hospital organization exists to furnish clowns with a perpetual audience of sick and dying kids.

DANGEROUS! Finally, a word of caution. When approaching a clown, remember that you are walking toward an adult, most likely a man, who likes nothing better than to disguise his face and shoot the shit with pre-adolescent children. Clowns are not on a first name basis with reality. I’ve met a few clowns out of makeup, and they set off mental alarms all over the place. I know there’s a Portland chapter of the Kooky Klown Klub, or whatever it’s called. Maybe they’ll find this issue of Crap Hound and feel outraged enough to write. Oh well. Clowns are fuckers and perverts and I take nothing back. Come on, clowns! Come on, you pussies!

—from Crap Hound #4
I love the fact that the whole zine world is an unforeseen by-product of technological innovation. I don’t think anyone sat around and thought, “Hey, people will start making thousands of different publications! Anyone who’s vaguely dissatisfied will finally have a way to express themselves!” I sincerely doubt the computer scientists or the people at Xerox were thinking about this—but it’s too late now! When new technologies are being evaluated, scientists always seem to underestimate the urge to communicate. They make predictions without factoring in human desire or dissatisfaction.

◇ V: Today it’s so cheap to get an entire computer set-up, especially if it’s a few generations old and not state-of-the-art—
◇ ST: Not only that, it’s the copier that changed the equation. Copiers are so common we forget how significant they are. I laugh when I hear people complain that there are too many zines. Are they going to use up all the good words? Everyone can speak, too, and that doesn’t cheapen powerful speeches or good conversations. I certainly wish some people would stop publishing zines, just as I wish certain people would die and shut up forever. But overall I think self-expression is a good thing. I understand the frustration of having to wade through a stack of crappy zines to find something you love, but somehow people miraculously manage to deal with a similar crisis each time they enter a record store. The weekly press run of your newspaper’s ad inserts probably outweighs all the crappy zines you’ve ever read. If you don’t like it, don’t read it. Give it a bad review and tell the world exactly why it’s stupid.

With Crap Hound, I hope that people start to think about the mechanics and ploys of advertising. The supermarket, the Pope and the government are all using the same techniques.

I like to think that when authorities are getting serious about censorship, trying to shut people up, the experience of having done your own zine makes you a lot less likely to remain ambivalent. After you’ve experienced the thrill of publishing something you’ve really wanted to say, you’re more likely to take it personally when someone tries to restrict freedom of the press. So when someone comes in and says, “This is obscene!” and you don’t consider it obscene, you feel involved. It’s not an abstract notion any longer.

◇ V: Can you live off publishing Crap Hound?
◇ ST: No, but it might have swerved close to breaking even. Now that the Adidas gravy train has been derailed, the future’s a bit more uncertain. I’ve stopped taking subscriptions for awhile, so I don’t have this group of subscribers continually hanging over my head. Paper costs are always increasing. Between October 1994 and December 1995 the cost of standard paper rose 75%. I’ve been looking into hemp paper. Right now it costs three times the standard rate simply because raw hemp has to be imported. The technology already exists, and the market already exists. It’s fucked-up and stupid that something that works so well is so hard to get.
The timber shortage is presented as this major crisis, with the timber industry pitted against the environmental movement. Meanwhile there is a virtual monopoly in the paper industry. They own the forests, bawamba was an inspiration, like I said. Mike King, whom I met in Portland, had a big effect on the overall aesthetic—he’s the one responsible for most of the wall behind the copier in the photo of me. Also, what might have also been an influence is Tuli Kupferberg’s 1001 Ways to Make Love; I reprinted some slang terms from it. He used to be in the FUGS.

Just being around friends who did zines here in Portland was very important. I was around Snipehunt and Nosedive! here in Portland, and being around people who were unapologetic and unafraid to make their own decisions was amazing. They were not trying to produce a homegrown version of Rolling Stone. If you’re exposed to that for awhile, you begin to realize you don’t have to wait for other people to do things for you, or make things you want to see. You realize it’s possible to get exactly what you want without waiting in someone else’s line. That’s another reason I like to see people doing zines—it demystifies the process for others. I would never have started Crap Hound if I hadn’t been around my friends and seen them working.

Crap Hound also provides a place where I can experiment in useful design, in a medium where other people actually look at it. I’ve accepted that it’s not going to make money. With that out of the way, I can pay attention to other goals. I can rethink things and make mistakes and learn. I could be spending tens of thousands of dollars at school, going into debt, getting told what’s right and wrong and becoming like everyone else. And I would have nothing but a piece of paper to show for it.

With Crap Hound, I hope that people start to think about the mechanics and ploys of advertising. The supermarket, the Pope and the government are all
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from Crap Hound #4

the mills, the distribution—they run the show. It’s in their interests to keep things just the way they are. Alternatives and innovation cut into their profits. They’ve created a state of perpetual crisis that sends the prices up and benefits no one but themselves. I love when paper companies put out their token “green” or recycled line of paper and then use half of it patting themselves on the back. If they’re so fucking eager to help the world out, why aren’t they lobbying for domestic production of hemp?

V: Who inspired Crap Hound?

ST: A friend in San Francisco named R. Collision, who’s now involved in publishing Filth, a free satirical tabloid now up to issue #20. In 1989 he published a 300-page renegade clip art book called No Comprende. I realized I could publish something like that as a periodical. As far as ideas and philosophy go, Chum-

Enough tricks and you’ve got someone with a completely idiotic message sounding like a completely rational person.

using the same techniques. If I can show you a sexually charged image, maybe you’ll look more favorably on the
How to capture
B&W art from color

I've developed a secret trick that I'll share with you, the careful reader. It’s a method for capturing the black and white artwork from a full color original (e.g. a comic book), or anything copied on colored paper. Take your picture to a color copier, and get a big sheet of opaque white paper. Set the copier for a regular full color copy (turn off the goddamned original recognition setting). Place the paper on the glass, right where your original would go. Leave the lid up and press start. The color copier works in four passes, Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, and Black, each time scanning for one of the colors. Watch as it scans only the paper for the first three. As the scanning bar draws back, getting ready for the fourth and final pass (Black), quickly remove the white paper and slap your original down in its place. The final pass will capture only the black in the image, with all the color completely missing. Note: this is different from just setting the color copier to “Greyscale.” If you do that, the copier simply turns the colors to shades of grey, leaving you with a murky piece of shit. With this method, the colors are gone completely, since the copier didn’t see any on its first three passes. This trick takes a bit of timing and practice to do it fluidly. I’ve learned to set my original in place above the white paper, yanking the paper out of the way in time for the fourth pass.—from Crap Hound #4

I want people to be aware of the inherent biases, patterns and switches hard-wired into them.

I think of all this in terms of emotional reflexes. Certain responses are more likely than others. We do not treat all information equally. For example, false information given beforehand can profoundly affect our opinions, even when contrary and convincing information comes later. What’s interesting is that in experiments, the only defense against this phenomenon is awareness of it. Reason and intellect are not the only factors operating here, and knowing this allows us to compensate for it.

Outlawing something is always such a chickenshit way of facing perceived problems—plus, it never works.

I read about an experiment testing people’s suggestibility. A group of people are sequestered in a room, and the administrator says, “The man who’s about to fix the water cooler is a child molester. Don’t say anything even jokingly that might make him feel worse for what he is.” Then the man comes into the room, and he acts perfectly normal—he doesn’t scratch himself where he shouldn’t, or mutter to himself—he acts like a perfectly normal guy who has shown up to do a repair job. He leaves. The group has to fill out a form rating him on his appearance, behavior and speech, and their scores are very low. In their estimation, he couldn’t do anything right—things that would have been ignored (or barely noticed in the first place) are given a new significance.

Fifteen minutes later, the administrator of the experiment says, “I was lying earlier; this man isn’t a child molester.” The same man is brought in to check the water cooler, and even though people know they had been lied to, their scores aren’t much higher. Finally, the subjects of the experiment are informed as to how this parlor trick works (feeding people erroneous information that remains influential, even after conflicting information is given). Then they’re given the test again—only then do their scores begin to approach what would have been a “normal” test result.

Guilt, sex, self-image, the desire to conform and even logic can be exploited if you know how. It’s not like people are all idiots, but there are a lot of simple tricks that convince people beneath their level of awareness—there’s more to an argument than what is being argued. If someone says something forcefully, you’re probably going to think it makes more sense than if it’s spoken haltingly. Enough tricks and you’ve got someone with a completely idiotic message sounding like a completely rational person. If you photographically enlarge the pupils of a woman in an advertisement, you make her look more attractive. Unless you know that trick, you might not be able to figure out why an ad appeals to you. Certain colors impart certain feelings; a small change in the position of shapes on a page can produce a distinct impression. We absorb much more than we realize.
Advertising, religion and government have either been deliberately studying these psychological tricks or have passively discovered them over time. They've had centuries to perfect them, and they're getting better all the time. They know what it means to be human, oddly enough. They know our fears, hopes and desires, regardless of what we feel comfortable admitting to. The current world has been built by people who have no qualms about using this knowledge. They have no reason to fool themselves, so they're much more successful. There's a saying, "Liberals understand Christmas, but conservatives understand Halloween." I think that goes a long way toward explaining a lot of things.

I want people to be aware of the inherent biases, patterns and switches hard-wired into them. Yet people won't take the trouble to find out what their little switches are. We like to pretend we're these perfectly rational beings of ethereal intellect—minds without bodies—and that we have no inherent urges or biases. While we're congratulating ourselves for being so brilliant and savvy, the political leaders, churches and advertisers know better. They know more about you than you know about yourself. They smile, nod and say, "It's great you're so together! Here's a beer made especially for people like you, who really know what's going on!"

Control systems take advantage of our emotional reflexes. Just as if I tap your knee, your leg jerks—if I show you a woman with big breasts, you may desire the product associated with her. In politics, if I show you a picture of a foreigner, your immediate reaction will be distrust—that's hard-wired into your body—even though that could be someone who saved your parents' lives.

I hate the idea of people trying to outlaw and regulate the ad industry out of existence. Outlawing something is always such a chickenshit way of facing perceived problems—plus, it never works. People are getting off really easily when they go, "Oh, these advertisers are showing us beer and naked women together; I've just got to purchase some Budweiser now. I really don't have a choice; I've been manipulated by an evil ad agency!" This is absurd.

People need to take responsibility for their actions, get to know themselves, and become more aware of what makes them work. People have to make themselves aware of the mechanisms that motivate them. It's one of the best reasons to be honest with yourself—familiarity with your own feelings provides a great deal of immunity to exploitation of your fears and desires. You can't outlaw people who try to be convincing, like advertisers. So we all have a job to do: to figure out the mechanisms inside us that are affecting our perceptions and our behavior, whether we know it or not. You can learn to see through bullshit.
Housewife Turned Assassin was first published by Sisi and Dani in Los Angeles in July, 1993. Subsequently they helped form the Revolution Rising collective, which has produced zines, a documentary, bumper stickers, t-shirts, photo and magazine collages, a spoken word compilation tape, art shows, benefits and fundraisers—all toward the goal of social change. For a sample copy of HTA send $2 cash plus 2 stamps to HTA, PO Box 914, North Hollywood, CA 91603.

◆ VAIL: When you started publishing Housewife Turned Assassin, were you motivated by a feeling of indignation?
◆ SISI: Definitely—that’s a lot of it. The premise behind a zine is often anger, frustration and maybe the bits of happiness that sometimes happen. Doing a zine is like an inexpensive form of therapy. It’s a very cathartic process.

When I started going to RIOT GRRRL meetings, that’s when I found out that people were putting out their own zines. I would read them and be very inspired, or think, “Fuck that—that doesn’t relate to my life. Why don’t I do my own and maybe someone could relate to it.” We’re not eloquent, but we wanted to voice our own opinions in our own way. We want to talk about our experience, since everybody’s experience is unique. We feel, “Hey—what if someone else could relate to what we’re trying to say, or the shit we go through . . .”

For the most part, people invest a lot of time, effort and (sometimes) heartache to put out their zine because they have to put all their money into it—unless they get lucky and find some friend who’ll print it free of charge. Some people use newsprint because it’s cheaper in the long run, but initially they need a large amount of money. We didn’t go that route; we saved up some money and then photocopied HTA and sold it. We don’t make any profit and often don’t break even because the postage is so expensive. Sometimes we get lucky and a friend copies an issue for free—it depends.

◆ V: Tell us your background—
◆ S: I grew up in the San Fernando/Pacoima area in the San Fernando Valley, a barrio-type area where a lot of Mexican immigrants live. Both my parents emigrated from Mexico. My dad immigrated here in the late ’50s; my mom immigrated in the late ’60s. My mom came from a little ranch in Durango, Mexico where electricity and running water were not available. My mom has had a very tough life. She lost two children in Mexico; one to malnutrition and the other because it was a premature birth, leaving a surviving twin. She came to the U.S. with her son in hopes of getting work and a different quality of life.

The premise behind a zine is often anger, frustration and maybe the bits of happiness that sometimes happen.

My mom had quite a trip to make it to the USA. As it is with many immigrants, she couldn’t legally come into this country. She eventually made it by borrowing a Mexican passport from a relative. To get to the border from Durango, she took a train and also arranged a ride through relatives. She couldn’t figure out why they (the ones she was riding with) kept stopping and switching
cars, until later she realized they were transporting pot. Needless to say, she made it. A little later she met my dad. Now I have two brothers and three sisters.

My mom worked in factories, and once she was able, she sent for my grandma. It usually happens that a relative will come here, and little by little send for more family members as money permits.

◊ V: What kind of factories did your mom work at?
◊ S: In North Hollywood she had a job at a bottle labeling factory making $1.47 an hour. As a result of working with cleaning agents and paints, her asthma got so severe she had to stop. For the past 25 years my dad has been employed at an aerospace company; he’s a highly skilled machinist. He got his machinist’s certificate at Los Angeles Valley Community College.

There are a lot of little enclaves of Mexicans and African-Americans here; in the communities we live in one doesn’t feel so alienated. There are people who speak Spanish so you don’t feel like, “Fuck—I can’t even communicate.” A lot of people don’t understand how trying the Chicano/Mexicano experience is. It’s weird. You’re born here (or come when you’re very young) and you don’t realize how misplaced you feel in society and institutions until you confront yourself with questions like “What am I, Mexican or American? Why do some people treat me like shit?”

I was born in 1973 and grew up speaking both languages, although I learned Spanish first. It was definitely a Chicano community where I lived; I grew up surrounded by people who had similar problems and experiences. None of my immediate family got involved in gangs (because I’m sure my parents would’ve kicked our asses if we had), although some of my extended family have had the misfortune of drugs and gangs. When you don’t have a supportive family, you try to fill the void through joining gangs.

My mom really pushed to get us into better schools, and managed to put us in the Magnet program, which offered better classes. I was one of about three Mexicans in my class; the rest of the kids were White and Asian. It was difficult; all of the other kids were wearing brand-new clothes and we were wearing hand-me-downs or thrift shop clothes—and not by choice; that’s all we could afford. Kids would tease us because of the way our hair was fixed. Up until the sixth grade my mom brushed my hair into tight braids. She would try to keep us as neat as possible, but it wasn’t the fashion to be this way—we were caught in this time warp of polyester, corduroy and flooding pants, and kids would tease us. Kids aren't blind; they know when you're poorer than they are and they make sure you know it.

◊ V: Did you keep a journal?
◊ S: I’ve kept journals since I was maybe twelve; I still continue to do them.

◊ V: Did your mom encourage you to keep them?
◊ S: My mom has always been very supportive of all of my endeavors. I was always the black sheep of the
family, but she never suppressed my need to express myself. As insignificant as it may seem, I wanted to have my hair black because I went through this whole Gothic stage. And then when I got pierced, and when I got a tattoo, she would always just shake her head and say, “You’re expressing yourself in that way—that’s fine. But whatever you’re going to do, just don’t get involved in drugs.”

People think that Mexican women fall into one of two categories: you’re either an aggressive, man-stealing slut or you’re totally submissive—just a little wifey.

V: She sounds smart—
S: She is. She was only able to attend school to the eighth grade. Most education comes from your experience, not from what you learn in school. My mom’s a very tough, strong-minded woman—she’s had to deal with a lot of shit! She always tells me really sad stories about her childhood and when she first got pregnant—just the weirdest, wackiest stories, like when she would go to these dances with her girlfriends. One time there was this man who would not stop harassing her. He kept trying to touch her, so she just grabbed a chair and smashed it over his head!

She’s just that kind of person; she doesn’t allow herself to be abused. People think that Mexican women fall into one of two categories; you’re either an aggressive, man-stealing slut or you’re totally submissive—just a little wifey. My mom doesn’t fall into either category; she’s very strong-willed and does her own thing.

V: Is that unusual in the Mexican community?
S: I think a lot of women fall into the trap of being very religious and subservient to their husbands. I think this is changing now. Many people believe in the stereotype of the Mexican man as being macho and having no respect for women, but I’ve met just as many men from other cultures who have distorted views about women. I don’t think a disrespectful attitude towards women is unique to the Mexican male. I think that the more men and women communicate and try to understand what’s up with one another, the easier it is for both genders to find their commonalities and a mutual respect. I see a great change taking place in the community because both genders are more aware of their rights and both feel empowered by this.

I think activism has a lot to do with this change. There was momentum in the ’70s when the Chicano Moratorium happened. It died down a lot in the ’80s when everyone was assimilating and trying to become as Anglo-cized as possible. But things are changing. Although they don’t have Chicano studies classes in high school, in college you can start learning about your culture’s accomplishments and gain a sense of self-worth and motivation.

I learned that back in the ’30s there were mass deportations of Mexicans who were actually Americans. They were called “repatriations.” The U.S. sponsored these bracero programs in which a lot of Mexicans were recruited to come to America and work in the agricultural fields and other cheap labor industries. The time came when people thought, “There’s too many Mexicans here; let’s round them up and ship ’em back.” So the police would just collar anyone who had a brown face and ship them back to Mexico—some of whom couldn’t relate to what was going on in Mexico because they had been born in America. So they had to find their way back, usually without money. It’s remarkable how this history has been suppressed.

V: You have a supportive community now—
S: I’m surrounded by very creative people. My friends who do zines like Debbie and Tye, Dani and her photography, Fred, the all-around artist, Sergio
and his spoken word—I could go on and on. Dani and I are involved in a collective called Revolution Rising which we helped start. It started when about five women got together; we all wanted to start up a new group. We had been part of a Riot Grrrl group until it fell apart. We were doing our own thing and occasionally we would call each other and say, “We really miss having those meetings—that support of whatever it was we were doing.” We wanted to incorporate emotional support with being creative.

Back in the ’30s there were mass deportations of Mexicans who were actually Americans. They were called “repatriations.”

I don’t want to misrepresent what other people might feel the Revolution Rising collective is about, so I’ll just describe what we’ve done so far. We put on a free art show where we invited artists to participate. We had a mailing list and sent out postcards saying, “Bring your art, display it and it’s free.” We got a lot of really cool art. There was no theme; people brought mannikins’ heads and wire structures and photography and paintings. Later, there was a spoken word event where people read their poetry and short stories.

We’ve put on fund-raising shows and benefits. We also produced a spoken-word compilation tape, and we produce a zine, Revolution Rising. We’ve done five issues so far.

My friend Tye (who’s in Revolution Rising) had the idea to do a documentary on body image—not expressly eating disorders, but how we feel about our bodies. We produced a documentary using a Fisher-Price pixelvision camera (which uses a standard cassette tape; years ago it was sold at Toys R Us). She interviewed men and women and edited the tapes; it’s called Good Enough to Eat. It’s a very poignant film, about 43 minutes long. We look ghostly in it because of the graininess of the pixels.

Through the years we’ve done our own zines, but in Revolution Rising we invite anybody to contribute. We sell zines at shows. Recently there was a big show at the Palladium with Sonic Youth, Bikini Kill, and the Amps, where we had a booth. It was a successful evening in that we distributed a lot of material to people who might not have had access to it; usually we do small shows. People were really psyched buying t-shirts and zines and getting free condoms and free literature. However, the Palladium wanted us to give them 30% of our earnings! The tickets were $25 each, so why did they need to make more money off us? We’re just a little collective that hardly makes any profit, and any profit we make gets plowed back into making more t-shirts, zines, etc.

Also, they told us we couldn’t sell stickers, and we love selling stickers—it’s such an easy and powerful form of activism to sticker an offensive billboard or bus stop ad. I imagine this policy was to prevent vandalism. We decided to sell stickers anyway. The owner of the Palladium came to our booth and picked up a sticker and said, “What’s this?” We said, “Oh, it’s between bands and we were just organizing our stuff.” He started screaming at us: “I’m not used to repeating myself! I said NO STICKERS!” He was very abusive, getting in my face, yelling, “I want you out of here now! Get the hell out!” He tore a sticker in half and grabbed a handful of flyers and threw them at me. I was thinking, “Fuck, I can’t take this abuse!”—he was so mad. His face was red and he was hovering over me. He picked up the table and leaned it over, then something came over me. I looked right at him and said, “Don’t yell at us! We’re not stupid! Stop being so abusive!” He had been completely unreasonable and very physically threatening, but he backed off and then we got kicked out of there.

V: You got kicked out?
S: Yeah, and we had to hang around the parking lot for two hours because our car was blocked in—they had crammed in as many cars as possible, even at $7 per car. In a way we got screwed, but we did sell stickers, we didn’t give them their 30%, and we didn’t have to pay to get in, so we got a little bit out of the experience. And I stood up to this jerk. But it was very emotionally draining for me. I’m not a wimp, but it was very weird to stand up to him—he was really big and overbearing. He reminded me of a school administrator, because that kind of thing used to happen to me in high school.

The Revolution Rising collective has women and men involved. It was started by women but our intentions were to have anybody and everybody who was interested involved. There’s a good variety of people as well; we try our hardest to be approachable.

V: What bands played at your benefits?
S: A band called Tummy Ache, Crown for
Athena—those are all-women bands. Lucid Nation is a co-ed band. The Fondled, Still Life, Casper Spook, and See Saw have played at Revolution Rising benefits. We've done spoken word shows. We've also had booths at shows by Heavens to Betsy, Excuse 17, Switched at Birth, Spitboy, Bikini Kill, and FYP. At every show we collect items such as food and blankets for the homeless and give them to those who want it.

✉️ V: That's definitely active—
 ✉️ S: Sometimes we get stagnated by our personal lives, but we still keep going.

✉️ V: Tell us about your involvement with Riot Grrrl—
 ✉️ S: I had read about it in the Noise, an L.A. high school underground newspaper, and in the L.A. Weekly, and my involvement started off small. First I took Danielle and another friend to a meeting in L.A. Then I met Dawn who was having meetings in the Valley.

Previously I had had a lot of misconceptions about Riot Grrrl, like: "Are you all straight-edge? Are you all vegan?" I had stereotypes in my head about it, and I went to one meeting in L.A. where Danielle and I were the only people of color there—we felt kinda uncomfortable. But soon afterward we met Dawn and went to a meeting at her house, and that's when I started feeling safe and happy for having found them.

It was interesting; our experiences were very diverse and each meeting was a great learning experience. Many of the girls were very young, starting at age 14.

✉️ V: What was discussed?
 ✉️ S: We talk about everything: our lives at home, our lives at school, our lives at our jobs, the way things affect us. People tell stories; they talk about oppression or problems they've faced, and other people offer suggestions. We talk about issues; sometimes it was very activist-oriented. Sometimes they were support-group meetings; sometimes they were taking-care-of-business-type meetings, like if we were going to have a booth at a show next week.

We love selling stickers—it's such an easy and powerful form of activism to sticker an offensive billboard or bus stop ad.

The reason I was disappointed by some of my experiences in Riot Grrrl was—everyone tried to create this utopia: "We should all love each other 'cuz we're girls. It doesn't matter what class, race or religious background we have, because we all share in common the fact that we're girls." I think that's a self-defeating, ignorant view to adopt, because it's just not true. There are disparities between us; there are differences. At meetings I'd feel like addressing race, or talking about how we feel about race regardless of background. But whenever these issues were brought up for discussion, they were disregarded by some individuals as not being part of the premise behind Riot Grrrl. That's a bunch of shit—Riot Grrrl's not supposed to have such an exclusionary agenda! There's not supposed to be this set of restrictive standards; it is about a common goal of female empowerment. We do have to talk about race and class issues. Regardless, I left with some disappointments, but a lot of wonderful friendships.

Revolution Rising started after I met people at Riot Grrrl who wanted to do something different since the group fell apart. But actually, Riot Grrrl's coming back; I've heard of four conventions planned for the summer, including one in Seattle and one in Santa Barbara. I'm so glad there are still people who want to do something about it, and who want to disprove that it was
just a flavor of the month activist group making fashion statements. It has been and will continue to be a very strong movement.

◊ V: It's very important to have woman-only spaces and meetings—
◊ S: At a 1995 Riot Grrrl convention in Pomona (near L.A.) I talked about how I felt a bit ostracized, and that a lot of people didn’t want to address issues of race, class, religion—everything that’s diverse about us. Some people didn’t get it, but a lot of people did. I had some really cool conversations about this taboo. Some people want to make it seem like everything’s wonderful and great and we all love each other. But it doesn’t happen that way. We have conflicts; we’re all human. It’s unrealistic to think that the girls in these collectives are all supposed to like each other.

◊ V: But I think that women have a less macho or aggressive way of talking with each other—
◊ S: I don’t know if I could say that. Women do sometimes get aggressive and are not very nice to each other. You can get intimidated. I don’t think that communication conflicts are automatically easier to solve just because you’re talking with a woman. I feel like a movement that concentrates on helping women gain strength through each other is necessary, but it is just as necessary for both women and men to communicate with each other for a more mutually progressive means of coexistence. I go about doing that through zines, spoken word and Revolution Rising.

◊ V: To begin with, it’s really important to have these meetings—society doesn’t tell you to have them; you have to do this for yourself.
◊ S: Yes, and it’s very tough getting people together, especially in Los Angeles—we’re so spread out, sprawled everywhere, so you have to make it a very widespread network. Some of the L.A. Riot Grrrl meetings were huge—there were like 50 women! It was amazing—there were so many people interested.

The majority of people who go to Riot Grrrl meetings are girls and women who listen to punk music. But there are a lot of girls out there who listen to Top Forty or hip hop. And maybe they feel they can’t relate to people who dress a different way and listen to different music. If that’s the case, that’s kinda fucked. I think that’s why there aren’t as many people of color at meetings; they have trouble relating.

◊ V: But you crossed over. How did this happen?
◊ S: Like I said, I’ve always been the black sheep. I’ve always listened to music that had messages. I didn’t like the trendy music; I searched out music that addressed issues both emotional and critical about society. I chung to Danielle; both of us were pretty much outcasts in our school. We didn’t feel we had barriers keeping us from listening to whatever we wanted to listen to.

◊ V: That’s what it takes—
◊ S: Just one other person—a partner in crime!

◊ V: You started employing not just the medium of the zine, but also bumper stickers which are definitely an activist medium of communication.
◊ S: I made up a lot of stickers with my boyfriend Fred; we would give them to people and pretty soon they were everywhere! We’d even make band stickers; when Bikini Kill came to play we gave them Bikini Kill stickers we had made—we weren’t making money off them, we were just giving them out, just because we wanted to say, “This is the kind of music we listen to and are motivated by, and we’re happy about it.” Now it’s a lot more common to see this, but back then it wasn’t as common.

◊ V: How do you make a bumper sticker?
◊ S: It’s easy; on a computer graphics program you use a certain font for what you want to say, print it out and get it copied on label paper. You could do it more expensively and get it printed on plastic, but I never did that. You can just go to Kinko’s and they already have the label paper there.

◊ V: This is a pretty inexpensive way to communicate and do something—
◊ S: Oh yeah! Revolution Rising put out a spoken word cassette; that’s pretty cheap to do and people can buy it for $3. It’s all about being self-sufficient and doing it yourself; it’s about not waiting for something to come along and give you a break. Also, people hinder themselves with rules and regulations, but we don’t—we do whatever we want to. We just take it upon ourselves to do things. And there’s always people who are interested in it.

The motivation and momentum that Riot Grrrl gave me helped me put out my own zine and start a collective.

◊ V: How do you find other kindred spirits?
◊ S: For us, it was at shows. When we have a booth with all this stuff, people approach us and say, “Oh, this is really cool—how can I get involved?” They’ll leave their addresses; we have a voice-mail telephone and people leave messages on it and we’ll contact them. That’s how we get other people involved. Our intention is not to create branches of Revolution Rising everywhere; it’s more: “If you want to start a collective, then start it! You don’t have to have someone else validate what you’re doing.”

◊ V: This energy is obviously fueled by anger. Things still happen to you—
◊ S: Oh yeah—all the time! Even in the job market, Danielle and I constantly have to compromise ourselves in the way we look and who we work for. We don’t want to dress in nylons and suits. It’s so hard to find a job that actually accepts you in the way you
thing. You shouldn’t just follow blindly; you shouldn’t wait for something to give you direction. You take what you want from something and you use it for your benefit. The motivation and momentum that Riot Grrrl gave me helped me put out my own zine and start a collective. Having other people around to support you and say, “Yeah, I want to do that too!” has helped so much.

♦ V: Have you encountered a lot of prejudice in your life?
♦ S: Oh yeah—a lot of prejudice in school and at work. At school both Danielle and I encountered discrimination; kids would tease us because we weren’t white. They thought our ultimate goal should be to act and look as white as possible, but we didn’t want to be assimilated into American “culture.” My culture is so much a part of me, and I cherish that.

I once worked at a pest control company, and I would always vocalize my disappointment if I wasn’t happy with something. A lot of people liked to fuck with me because of that; they liked to push my buttons. I’d be sitting overhearing co-workers talking in the background: “Oh, don’t get Sisi mad—she’s got that Latina temper!” They were constantly making jokes about Mexicans and would get annoyed if Spanish-speaking customers would call: “Why don’t they just learn English?”

More recently, when I was a clerk at a bookstore, I was ringing this man up on the register and he looked at my name tag and tried to pronounce my name. “Hmm—Arseleeelah—what are you, Arabic?” I told him my name was Arcelia and that I was Mexican. So he asks me, “Do you have problems with La Migra [the U.S. border patrol]?” I didn’t really know how to respond so I just answered, “No.” I think his strange question had to do with the current anti-immigrant sentiment and his assumption that Mexican equals “illegal.” Fuckin’ moron—whatever!

♦ V: These people think they’re being funny when nothing’s funny at all.

I would love to start a band that addresses the Chicana struggle.

♦ S: People will crack jokes, thinking it’s okay with you: “You’re not like those other Mexicans, because you speak English.”
♦ V: I looked up Lupe Velez in a dictionary of film, and she was described as “the Mexican spitfire.” Where does that come from?
♦ S: It’s so weird. There are so many stereotypes about Mexican women. She was supposed to be this funny little hot-tempered Mexicana—you better not
set her off! She was like a cartoon character. I don’t know where that stereotype came from, but people still believe it. They use stereotypes to wrap you in a neat little package: “I know who you are; I know what you do, because you’re from this race or culture.”

V: So you were in the punk rock scene—
S: We go to punk shows; I’ve gone to shows for a long time now. I don’t go as frequently anymore, and sometimes the only reason we go is to have a booth or table. Not enough interesting bands come through. What initially attracted me to punk was the message.

V: Are there any Chicana bands?
S: No, but there are Chicano punk bands like LOS CRUDOS—they’re wonderful. I would love to start a band that addresses the Chicana struggle, but I’m not disciplined enough to start a band. I’ve tried to learn the guitar; Danielle and I aspired to start a band, but we just never did it—we got wrapped up in other things that were easier for us to do. But there is definitely a need for women of color to get out there and say their piece.

The most approachable band I’ve ever talked with is Los Crudos. They are amazing; they’re very nice. At shows they always pass out lyric sheets and zines with lyrics and articles that the singer, Martin, writes. They are a very big inspiration—I’m so happy they exist. Every time they come to town I make an effort to see them play and talk with them.

V: What did you think of the movie West Side Story?
S: They used Puerto Ricans as background actors, and Rita Moreno. But the main actor, Natalie Wood, was white. Hollywood still does this. Antonio Banderas is a Spaniard playing a Mexican in the sequel to El Mariachi called Desperado, which originally starred a Mexican actor. Banderas is the stereotype of the swarthy Latin lover. There are plenty of Mexican and Chicano actors out there working for work besides bit parts as maids and cholas.

V: What do you think of Edward James Olmos?
S: I think he’s cool. He’s done things that I haven’t agreed with, but he’s done a lot of cool things like Zoot Suit—that was rad! He directed American Me, which was well made but I’m tired of seeing all the negative shit about my culture. Similarly, the only films made for
African-Americans seem to be gangsta films—although a few good ones have come out, like *Poetic Justice*. I think a lot more needs to be done in film. My boyfriend wants to make films that portray the Mexican experience and not tokenize it, and I know he will.

As a kid I grew up listening to a lot of Mexican and Latino pop music like Tatiana, Menudo and Timbirichi. Today I listen to a lot of different types of music like jazz and rock en español (which is “alternative” music in Spanish). Some of those bands are Maldita Vecindad, Tijuana No and Caifanes. There’s also a Mexican punk scene with bands like Attoxico and Masacre 68, plus there’s other bands like Empirismo, Huasipungo and Dogma Munditas who are from the U.S. but talk about issues relative to the Chicano struggle.

In high school Danielle got me into Goth music. Maybe I was into it because you could dress up and pretend you were some Romantic or tragic figure. Going to a Gothic club was like being at a fashion show, and it was funny the way people would stare each other down with a look of approval or a look of disapproval, or a look of total envy because you’re more gothic than they are! It was about pretending you were experiencing something else; trying to forget about your humdrum life.

The rock en español scene still sucks because there’s a lot of accepted genderism: the whole “boy in the pit” thing. Once in a while there’s a girl in the pit, but it’s rare if she has a cool experience there. Strangely enough, I’ve never been at a Bikini Kill show where there wasn’t slamming; actually, I’ve never seen people quiet and peaceful at a Bikini Kill show. It’s so weird—

♦ DANIELLE: Because we’re not in the ‘80s!
♦ V: That doesn’t seem appropriate, and Kathleen Hanna has spoken out against that—
♦ S: I saw Bikini Kill at a big Rock for Choice show in ‘93 at the Palladium. It was an awful experience. People didn’t know who Bikini Kill were back then, and the crowd was waiting for Bad Religion to come on. Bad things happened; a man hit this woman with a stick, and a few girls filed a report that there was a man masturbating in the pit. People were sexually assaulting women in the pit—grabbing them. Kathleen Hanna tried to “let the girls come up front,” but nobody let them. She was trying to get people to be less violent, but it didn’t work out—sometimes it just doesn’t.

I saw Bikini Kill at Las Palmas Theater and it was awful. Some “punks” came and started yelling “Feminazi” and “Man-hater” and other bad shit at Kathleen. There were girls there who yelled, “Shut up!” and “Let us watch the band.” But obviously these people just came to harass her and the fans.

A boy will say that Riot Grrrls are man-haters, and I’ll say, “Have you ever been to a Riot Grrrl meeting?”

Revolution Rising had a booth there, and some girl started harassing me. She kept passing by the booth and asking, “Do you sell little barrettes?” and we just ignored her. “Do you sell little shirts that say ‘Whore’ and ‘Shut’ on them?” I assumed she was just making fun of the whole Riot Grrrl thing. Pretty soon she just came up and said “Riot Whore!” right in my face. I just thought to myself, “Whatever!”—I didn’t want to get into more trouble than I was willing to deal with.

♦ V: How would you ideally deal with that?
♦ S: I don’t know. You could try to argue, but she looked like she could potentially get her friends to kick my ass or whatever. Even though she was messing with me, I thought it was better to ignore her. It is sad, but there are a lot of girls who feel that way.
♦ V: They’re fighting against their own best interests—
♦ S: It is weird. They just try to pigeonhole you into some category. It sucks; I hope I never see her again. Kathleen invited all the girls up on the stage, and pretty soon the stage was ready to collapse because there were so many onstage who had felt threatened down below. I didn’t want to go up onstage, but I felt like I was alone down on the floor. I tried to prevent some girl and boy from fighting, and the girl got annoyed with me: “Fuck off!” Then she apparently fell down, and in falling grabbed the front of my shirt, exposing my chest to the world. She wouldn’t let go—I don’t know what she was trying to do. That was a very bizarre evening.

A lot of people already have an opinion about Riot Grrrl. A boy will say that Riot Grrrls are man-haters, and I’ll say, “Have you ever been to a Riot Grrrl meet-
ing? Do you really know what Riot Grrrl is about?”
“No.” “Then why are you telling me this? I’ve been to meetings; if anyone should say anything it should be me, not you.”
But people feel they have to say their piece. Just like those articles that came out in Seventeen and Newsweek, with that girl Jessica talking about Riot Grrrl. I feel very bad for her because she probably wanted to vent and not hurt anyone, but instead the articles came off diminishing Riot Grrrl to the stereotype of: “They’re a bunch of girls and they all have bad haircuts because they all cut each other’s hair, and they all wear Doc Martens and messed-up dresses and they all write on each other”—and it’s like, “What?!” “And they’re all middle-class white girls.” Well, I’m not! I’ve met other Riot Grrrls who weren’t white—what about them?

♦ V: The mass media obviously doesn’t want social change to happen. I still think Riot Grrrl is one of the most important social change movements of this century; it has yet to fulfill its potential—

There’s always something to do to express your disapproval of social norms: through zines, activism or music.

♦ S: Riot Grrrl’s coming back. Its “disappearance” had a lot to do with the media and how they portrayed it, and not enough women had the chance to go in there and actually see for themselves what it was about. And even if it’s not Riot Grrrl, even if it’s just a support group of friends who get together and talk about things that pertain to being a woman, or talk about things they want to do, like activism—like they hate a billboard because it’s really degrading—then it’s up to them to get together and go, “Let’s fuck it up! Let’s spray-paint it or put some stickers on a strategic place.” There’s always something to do to express your disapproval of social norms: through zines, activism or music, it’s communication that will help us improve our relations with each other. But no one’s gonna do it for you. Being active in any manner can create positive change—I really believe that.

REFERENCE: Lists by Sisi

Bands

Books
Anaya, Rudolfo: Bless Me Ultima
RE/Search: Angry Women
Burciaga, Jose Antonio: Drunk Culture
Cisneros, Sandra: Loose Women; Woman Hollering Creek
Friday, Nancy: My Secret Garden
Hurston, Zora Neale: Their Eyes Were Watching God
Moraga, Cherrie & Gloria Anzaldua: This Bridge Called My Back: Writings by Radical Women of Color
Morrison, Toni: Sula
Viramontes, Helena Maria: The Moths
Zinn, Howard: The People’s History of the U.S.

Zines
Alien c/o Witkne, 17337 Tramonto #306, Pacific Palisades CA 90272
Comeibus c/o Epicenter, 475 Valencia, San Francisco, CA 94113
Function c/o Dawn, 390 61st St, Oakland CA 94608
I’m So Fuckin’ Beautiful c/o Nomy, 1505 N.W. Groves Ave, Olympia WA 98502
No Fun c/o Ralf, 965 Johnson Ave, San Diego CA 92103
Pocho c/o Esteban & Lalo, PO Box 40021, Berkeley CA 94704
Slave Goddess c/o Debbie, 501 N. Venice Blvd #13, Venice CA 90297
Sweetheart c/o Princess Robin, 6505 Esplanade #1, Playa Del Rey CA 90293
That Girl c/o Kelli, PO Box 170612, San Francisco CA 94117
Too Far c/o Adrienne, PO Box 40175, Berkeley CA 94704
Wrecking Ball c/o Mary & Erika, 1573 N. Milwaukee Ave #473, Chicago IL 60622
INTERVIEW WITH DANI

♦ VALE: Tell us about growing up and going to school—

♦ DANI: I grew up in North Hollywood with my mom, dad and brother. When I was five, my dad lost his job due to his inability to function in the real world as a result of alcoholism. He died four years ago of cirrhosis. We were on welfare for a few years but I was too young to notice or care. At least we were always fed, clothed and had a home. Luckily, our uncle sold us the house we were living in for next to nothing.

My mom had a few jobs before she found the job she’s at now (15 years later). My brother and I were forced to take care of the house and our father at a young age. We were still pretty poor then. In the sixth grade I had five pairs of corduroy pants and five shirts to wear for the year. My peers were sporting Guess clothing (I didn’t even know what that was). Needless to say, I was made fun of. I shopped at thrift stores long before it was “cool” and used to lie about where I bought my clothes.

My parents never let me go out or go over to friends’ houses or have friends over. This left me a bit of a loner. I was not allowed to wear dresses or shorts, either. To add to the pre-teen insecurity I already felt, I had several issues with my appearance. I hated my looks and body. But I was pretty lucky because I went to a Magnet elementary school. This is an integration program—they bussed in kids from everywhere and it was very diverse. I really wasn’t color-aware until I got to junior high. Sisi [see preceding interview] and I went to the same junior high, and there were very few Latinos. I am Mexican and have some German and Japanese in me, and I had a friend who, when she introduced me to someone, would say, “She’s only half Mexican.”

♦ V: I guess that was to rationalize being seen with you—

♦ D: Exactly. Today I cannot believe I tolerated that. I maintained this friendship for years, but finally I realized, “I can’t take those comments anymore.” Toward the end of our relationship she would spew out racial slurs about African-Americans or Asians or people of other races, and I would say, “That offends me.” She would say, “I don’t understand why that would offend you” (the implication being that she wasn’t talking about someone of my race). Needless to say, this friendship is over. I have a much better group of friends now.

I grew up in L.A., but my parents grew up in Colorado and were very big on assimilation. They didn’t teach me Spanish. In junior high there was a group of girls who would try to pick fights with me because I didn’t know Spanish—I had it from both directions, and really didn’t know where the hell I fit in.

In high school Sisi and I were different from most of the kids there. At lunchtime we would have to pass this group of kids at the cafeteria and they would shout “Beetlejuice!” at us every day—they never got tired of it (in the film there’s a girl who’s very morbid and wears all black). People would throw stuff at us and ask us, “Who died?” In the eleventh grade people would fuck with us all the time. It’s funny; we weren’t very strong women yet, but we became stronger because we were forced to!

I was part of several minorities; at that high school if you were Mexican you weren’t part of a minority (that was the local community), but if you were anything but trendy, that was taboo, and we were going through a little Gothic phase. My parents forbade me to wear black—I was very suicidal and they connected the two, yet one had nothing to do with the other. They gave me a lot of shit, but that has passed, fortunately.

I had a friend who, when she introduced me to someone, would say, “She’s only half Mexican.”

♦ V: How did you get over being suicidal?

♦ D: It was a hell of a process. I was serious about it and had made some very serious attempts. After that, in high school, I went to several counseling groups, talked to a lot of people, and came to terms with it. Things were bad once, but they aren’t that bad now.
V: You must have been filled with despair and hopelessness—

D: I just didn't want to look ahead. I was dissatisfied with my life; I really felt I didn't have the energy to deal with anything. I'm making it sound like it was nothing, but that's the way I deal with really intense things: I talk about them casually. But I feel I've gotten over this, and it doesn't pain me to look back on it. I didn't have much personal strength; I had closed myself off to all my friends. I was feeling very alone and disconnected from my family and everybody else, so I didn't feel I had anybody to turn to. Even though there were people there, I didn't realize it. I was just very miserable.

I think that my generation went through a phase of hopelessness, where we just didn't really see anything to look forward to. I see that changing. At the time, I really felt an apathy among my peers as well. Even now, a lot of my peers aren't doing a helluva lot with their lives. The economy's bad, and there's no emphasis put on education whatsoever. There's no money anyway—where are the resources with which to educate people? There's definitely a problem, and it's not the kids—it's society. If there's any hope at all, education is the way out.

Sisi and I used to fantasize about opening an alternative school where people could learn at their own pace, study what they were truly interested in, and learn practical skills. Then we'd have the dilemma of not wanting to turn anybody away! I see many people slightly older than me already at the stage of simply "accepting" everything and giving up on the possibility of social change. But personally, I cannot see myself just accepting bullshit! I never have.

I have suffered discrimination over my facial piercings on many occasions. I was a manager at a coffee bar, but after I got a lip piercing they were going to fire me. They didn't mind my nose piercings, my eyebrow piercing or my tattoos, but they would not tolerate the lip piercing. I had worked for them a long time, and didn't realize there was a problem, but one day out of the blue they said, "Either you take it out or you're fired!" They knew I was a good worker, and knew that legally they'd be in trouble if they fired me, so they decided to make me so miserable that I'd quit. They did a really good job at making me miserable.

The job I have now is pretty cool. Job hunting was hell, and to get hired, I took all my piercings out. After
I got the job, slowly but surely I started adding things back, and they never said anything. I guess they know what a good worker I am. I got lucky, because it's a big corporation—a suit-and-tie place and I am allowed to look so different. Also, I'm fairly computer-literate; I work in Excel and Word daily—I'm a biller and do accounts receivable and accounts payable. I'm studying photography in college and I've studied film.

**V:** What was your earliest rebellion?

**D:** At a young age I went through a school-ditching, drug-experimenting alcoholic phase. I had a major chip on my shoulder and everyone I encountered felt the brunt of it. I got a fake I.D. and checked out the "Goth" scene and fell in love with it. I loved the clothes, the make-up and had already fallen in love with the music. But it's a very high-maintenance scene! It's such a fashion show about who's cooler than who, and I'm not into that. But it was a way of making myself different from the norm. I started going out and lying to my parents about where I was ("I'm staying overnight at a friend's house"). I was a big Bauhaus and Sisters of Mercy fan; I loved Joy Division and Siouxsie and Alien Sex Fiend. We saw Nine Inch Nails at Helter Skelter before they became famous. I still like the '80s new wave scene with Nina Hagen, Marc Almond (Sisi and I went through a phase where we had posters of him all over our walls) and Gary Neuman.

**V:** How did you get into Riot Grrrl?

**D:** It was Sisi. She would always talk about it. She asked me to go to the first meeting, and I went. We met Tye there (who's in Revolution Rising), and the three of us clicked instantly—that was nice. I thought it was great to see all these girls supporting each other and standing up for themselves. It was a large group and I didn't really express myself; when I'm in smaller groups then I'll talk. We wanted to put together a public-access cable show—that didn't happen, but we still had this desire which became the basis for Revolution Rising. We planned a lot, talked a lot, but never really did anything. I was very discouraged and disappointed that nothing happened—

**V:** Although, I think it's amazing that women can have these meetings—

**D:** Oh yeah—I was amazed at how many girls would turn up, all of us with very different back-grounds, sitting in a circle, connecting. It was a great thing. I'm sorry that the meetings fell apart, but I hear they're coming back. I don't think Riot Grrrl should ever die; I think it has the potential to be a great vehicle for social change.

"Take a stand against records, movies and magazines that put women down and say it's okay to be abusive to women."—HTA #3

I think the mass media destroyed the L.A. chapter meetings of Riot Grrrl. There are a lot of people who don't want to let the ideal die, and I think they should...
totally close themselves off to the public media. They’re all smart women; they should do their own media—get a camera, get on the radio—just get out there themselves and do something. That’s the policy of REVOLUTION RISING. We’re very private. We were interviewed by another zine, and we’ve been on a radio show, but it was college radio and the interviewer was a friend we met through Riot Grrrl. So of course we felt safe there, but that’s been the extent of it, because we really want to protect ourselves.

♦ V: The mass media are pure parasites. They need you so they can create a steady flow of sensa-
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“You can defend yourself”

The potential for being attacked is very much there. Stop feeling like a prisoner in your own body by learning how to use it. It can save your life!

• Things to remember: if you choose a training school it will probably be expensive. Make sure the school doesn’t cheat you by providing watered-down versions that stress get-away tactics and allow no bodily contact.
• If you start training with friends, practice. Take turns on acting as the attacker and the attacked. Get comfortable with hitting, kicking, punching, etc. Learn the use of your body’s motions and potential.
• Physical training is not the only thing you have to practice. Mental/psychic exercises are just as important. Start knowing that you have the power to hit someone. Act confident when you’re on the street.
• To lessen the chance of panic and fear, ’cuz these emotions may impair you from remembering what you are capable of. You are less likely to be attacked if you look alert.
• Think of stuff you’re wearing to use as makeshift weapons: belt buckle, heavy purse, heavy or sharp shoes, keys, pen, umbrella, etc.
• Or carry something intended for defense: spray bottle with lemon juice, vinegar, hairspray, etc. Be quick to use so attacker won’t use it against you.
• If you consider using other weapons like: a gun, knife, or pepper spray, these items may require training as well as licensing.
• A hard and fast knee to the groin (if attacked from the front) is always effective.
• If you get in a bad situation and you feel you are unable to defend yourself, RUN! Go to a well-lit area where there may be people.
• If grabbed from behind move hips to jab elbow into their stomach and follow up by a punch to the back of head.
• If arms are free, chop or punch at their temples, eyes, under the ears, at mouth or nose.
• While you counter-attack, let out a yell (not a scream for help) but a loud battle cry. This will scare the attacker and help you get into a defensive mode.

These are some suggestions that I hope will motivate you.
Bikini Kill show, I was really proud of Sisi when she stuck up for herself when we were caught selling stickers and got kicked out.

**V:** *What are the goals of Revolution Rising?*

**D:** We've had a lot of different goals. Initially we wanted to start a monthly public access TV show, but we got sidetracked doing projects like photo essays, photo projects and films. But it's the goal of the group to still do it, and have programs available on video cassette. We want to be eye-openers, using different media to get people to think twice about things. At least that's a personal goal for me—I don't want to speak for the group. Also, we try to be supportive of artists or anyone who needs a place to display their work—or the encouragement to do it.

**Riot Grrrl was encouraging people to express themselves in every medium: “You've never done a zine before? You can do one!”**

**V:** Some informer sneaked into a Riot Grrrl meeting and then viciously defamed it—

**D:** Yes, and I was there at that meeting, and to this day I don't know who that girl was! It was so frustrating, there were a lot of girls there. It was so awful of her; she's a total traitor to her conscience. How could you be in a group where everybody's gut-spilling and then go report on it in such a negative way? If she had told us who she was, then it would have been up to us to allow her to stay. Personally, I couldn't imagine disrespecting a group like that.

**V:** That's because you're a decent person.

**D:** How could she gather such an opinion out of just one meeting? It took me a number of meetings to understand and fully appreciate what Riot Grrrl was all about. I don't know how you could attend just one meeting and know everything about the movement.

Riot Grrrl needs to come back in full strength, because the ideas are so inspiring: having women-only meetings (although I feel that the need for men and women to meet and discuss, understand and destroy the division between them is just as important!) and supporting each other, providing that safe space. There was always talk of starting workshops on self-defense, classism, racism, etc. When we went to the Riot Grrrl convention last summer there were workshops on self-defense and class, and they were so inspirational. We women need to take control of our lives and start learning how to protect ourselves. A friend of mine is trying to get a law passed for elementary school where girls are mandatorily taught self-defense as a P.E. (Physical Education) class. Unfortunately, I really believe this is necessary.

**V:** It's part of reclaiming and regaining power, not to oppress others with, but to defend the space you're entitled to—

**D:** Exactly. The “Free to Fight” demonstrations were amazing. At that show we were selling stickers of a woman's symbol combined with a fist, and a man approached and asked what it meant. I said that it basically meant female empowerment. Immediately he snapped, “At the expense of men?”—he was ready to attack! I said, “No, that's not what we're about. It's not about raising yourself up at the expense of another person.” Certain people are threatened by a group of strong individuals—that's an idea that will never die out of Riot Grrrl: the strength people give each other.

Also Riot Grrrl was encouraging people to express themselves in every medium: “You've never done a zine before? You can do one. You've never been in a band before? You can learn an instrument and be in a band. You want to make a film? Just get a camera and do it.”

**V:** In one zine, I read an article calling for more women to get jobs at music equipment stores, because the men who work there act so superior and unwilling to share information, especially with women. There are so many details to work out in trying to improve life—

**D:** Every day you have to work on this. Our friend Tye is very sensitive to issues of authoritarian language and verbiage in general. She has taught us a lot. As opposed to “feminist” she calls herself an “equalist”; as opposed to “sexist” she prefers “genderist.”
V: And let’s face it—the white males have had their day—
D: Just turn on the TV or look at billboards or print media and there is a desperate need for more people of color everywhere. It’s slowly starting to happen. All of my photography and filmmaking has involved diversity. In all my endeavors I have tried, and will continue to try, to include a whole variety of people of color, ages and sizes. Also, it needs to be said that both women and men are just as beautiful, and people with different body sizes are also as beautiful. I really feel the need to express the fact that there is no one “beauty”—that everyone is beautiful. There's a need to do this in a way that isn't tokenized.

On many occasions Sisi and I have felt like we were being tokenized. We produce one of the few zines that discuss color issues, and we have gotten a lot of letters about this. Although it is nice to receive this feedback, it also makes us feel a bit pandered to. This is a grey area to me: how to tell when you are being tokenized and when you aren't. It's very subtle, and it's hard to call people on things—sometimes you don't even realize until after it happens—in fact, for me, that's usually

---

**Sisi’s Story**

Finally I've seen the obvious. I have been touched by the truth, I have not always been able to say that I love who I am . . . that is, a Chicana/Mexicana/Pocha girl. I looked down upon my heritage, culture, language and customs. Growing up I thought that white was the rightest, smartest, cleanest & best. I couldn't understand why I was cursed with the tight braids, hand-me-downs and imperfect English—I could never explain myself without using my Spanish (it was warm, comforting and seemed almost like a sweet secret).

 Everything has been a secret in my life. Don't talk of home or family or you will embarrass yourself. My family's apartment was a pink rough boxed-in thing with our assigned letter "G." I lived in "G." I was lucky that we lived across the street from the park where every summer we went swimming in the lice-infested pool and got our free lunch—stuffed extra milk and napkins in our pockets. I lived in a 2-bedroom space with 7 other people, until my dad got us a 2-bedroom house in Pacoima. Soon our family increased to 9 people—usually we had around 12 people all together. I really felt that our money troubles were inherent in our color and language. It scared me that I felt so much self-hatred and that other people chose not to talk to me because I am a smelly Mexican in their eyes.

I never talked about my living conditions and I was in constant fear that the kids at school would find out stuff like that my dad drinks a lot, my mom doesn't know English, and that my sisters and I had to share clothes. When people asked to come over my house, I would lie and choose from the selection of circumstantial untruths of why they couldn't. "Why did we go to Tijuana so much?" was another constant question. I couldn't say, "Well, it's because my aunt-cousin-grandma-friend needs us to smuggle them across this weekend because they can't afford a coyote." [a coyote is a person you pay hundreds of dollars so they will smuggle you into the U.S.] Harbored secrets. I will give them to you for understanding and self-inspection. This hurts me: I always lied and stretched the truth to my White, Asian & Jewish etc friends. Cuz to be Mexican was a dirty word, an unglamorous culture. I felt spurts of cultural self-acceptance sometimes . . . like when I was in a Mexican dance troupe in elementary & I danced a Nortena (like a country dance) with my sister at an assembly in school. My comfort and smiling heart were crushed. People laughed and called me a beanie and thought it was funny that I wore those clothes and danced that hard and smiled so beautifully while I did it.

—Sisi from HTA #3
RIOT GRRRL IS...

Women who have come together to create a sisterhood designed to support each other & to build a strength that aims at bringing a long overdue change for our equality. It is women who are aware that we are by no means men’s “compliment” or a secondary human form which exists to be subjective to men. It is going to build awareness that our place is not in the home but rather our place is out in the world making a difference. Most importantly it is women fighting for women, women helping women & no longer competing with women.

—Dani from Sheila-Na-Gig, an L.A. Riot Grrrl zine, 1993

how it is. Afterwards you realize, “I should have said this!” I really hate it when I don’t react as I should have.

♦ V: Why do you think the ideas of Riot Grrrl haven’t reached more people of color?
♦ D: Because musically it’s considered a punk rock thing. Yet there are so many girls out there who aren’t punk rock, like “151” [young rapper from Portland, featured on the Free to Fight compilation CD]. These people have a lot to say and can offer support—maybe they need support as well. But they don’t feel like they fit into the punk rock scene. I really hope this changes.

The “Free to Fight” tour featured more spoken word or folk music (like LOIS) than punk rock. But overall, Riot Grrrl is punk rock. That happens to have been where it started, but I think it’s been around long enough to branch out. A lot of the punk rock scene is socially aware—that’s what makes them do what they do. I just think there are a lot of girls out there who could use the empowerment who aren’t necessarily into punk rock. There is some diversity in Riot Grrrl, but it’s not as broad as it could be. Actually, there was a lot of diversity on the “Free to Fight” tour.

During the women-only self-defense workshops, we were all able to take turns practicing moves, and this was very helpful. It makes you feel like you can do it—you can fight back. I just wish more girls would look into learning self-defense, because it’s so necessary. It might actually save you, because if you walk with confidence (“Yes, I can stand up for myself”)—well, people are animals and they can read that.

♦ V: At the heart of Riot Grrrl is the empowerment that “you can do it yourself—in fact, you have to.”
♦ D: The gist of it is the strength of standing on your own and taking action.

♦ V: How do you actually produce Housewife Turned Assassin?
♦ D: So many people asked who wrote what that we started putting our initials in the corner. Of the two of us, Sisi is the better writer—if anything’s great, she probably wrote it. We just write whenever we feel inspired—when something pisses us off, or when we want to say something. We start pasting down what we have; we don’t necessarily write for the zine, we just write, and some of it ends up making it into the zine.

♦ V: That seems quite natural; it doesn’t sound contrived. Do you use a manual typewriter?
♦ D: Sometimes—it depends on where I’m working! It is important to not have our zine be contrived. That’s why our last zine took over a year to put out. We were not about to put out a shitty zine just to get it out. Some people have the energy to publish regularly, and I say, “Lucky them!”

♦ V: Tell us more about Revolution Rising; it seems like a natural extension of the rebellious spirit you encountered in Riot Grrrl—
♦ D: We started with a small group and didn’t want to exclude anybody. Some people have come and gone, and contributed a lot while they were part of the group. We don’t want to be this exclusive little club; we want to have open energy and not shut anyone out for any reason. We’re not hierarchical.

We just write whenever we feel inspired—when something pisses us off, or when we want to say something.

Some people have written asking how to be a part of Revolution Rising, or how to start a branch of Revolution Rising, and we just send them all the literature we have, all our zines, and tell them, “This is what we do. You can do whatever you want. If you feel power using the name, then use the name. We just want to encourage you to do this yourself—not necessarily to join our group.” It’s a lot easier to do something when you have more people involved, like to make t-shirts or produce stickers or zines—all that is time-consuming and it’s nice to have help.

Housewife Turned Assassin has gotten letters from Canada, France—all over. It’s so amazing how some-

Catcall Retaliation Ideas

1. Make funny faces: stick your tongue out, cross your eyes, etc.
2. Fart (if you have the enviable power of farting on command) or carry a stink bomb. Let it off and run very fast.
3. Spit out a huge loogie, while making lovely noise to disgust them further.
4. Stare at their crotch and laugh.
5. Shout “Suck My Dick!”
7. Just yell the first thing that comes to mind (e.g., “Yeah, well you look like Mick Jagger!”) or try this one, “I think I hear your mother calling.”

—Kristen (Bomb) from HTA #3
thing spreads. I think it’s incredible that somebody across the world is inspired by some tragedy in your life, or some venting of your anger, and it gives you a good feeling—it was well worth it to do all the work of putting out a zine. Zines go all over the place—we get them from all over, too—and I think it’s a great little community of people who communicate this way, educating each other.

♦ V: One purpose of a zine is to share experiences—
♦ D: We’ve heard some great stories. It helps us with our problems—to know that somebody else out there had to deal with them, too. Have you read I’m So Fuckin’ Beautiful by Nomy Lamm—she’s great. Apparently she’s gotten a ton of feedback from girls who can relate to her problems. She’s sarcastic and funny as she deals with body issues and the fucked-up way she’s been treated. She has reached so many girls who are afraid or embarrassed to talk about these issues. I think it’s so great that she has the courage to say, “This is how I am and this is what I’ve dealt with and this is how I’m going to deal with life now.” I admire her for doing that.

♦ V: How do you deal with harassment?
♦ D: I’m not a violent person and I’ve been lucky—I haven’t been too fucked with physically, at any rate. Sissi and I were chased once by some guys, but it’s strange—I can’t remember why this happened. I’ve had to run from men several times; one time it was when I was walking to my car late at night.

As for verbal harassment—that’s happened many times. Now that is a fact of life; that is a daily occurrence. And the wittier you are, the more you frustrate the hecklers and make them feel stupid. In HTA #2 we printed a section on catcall retaliation, and a lot of girls sent us their suggestions which we print-
ed in HTA #3. There are some pretty funny ones—I’ve actually used a few myself!

I hate to see people sit around and complain about things in their immediate life; I always think, “Then do something about it!” I think a lot of people don’t realize the power that they hold. They have voices, for godssake. Anybody can do something and make a difference. I think more people need to realize that they alone have the power to make a difference. It’s just a matter of doing it.
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Tye publishes *The Meat Hook*. In '87 she began producing newsletters ("pre-zines") as well as feminist short films. After an involvement in Riot Grrrl she helped found the Revolution Rising collective. For a copy of *The Meat Hook*, send $2 to TYE c/o Revolution Rising, PO Box 2743, Los Angeles CA 90078. Voicemail for Revolution Rising: (213) 368-4630.

♦ VALE: When did you first put out a zine?
♦ TYE: In 1987, when I was twenty, I started putting out newsletters. That's what I called them; it was before I'd ever heard of "zines." They weren't punky because I missed the whole punk rock scene.

After high school, I went to film school from 1984-88 because I thought it would be fun and creative—and not boring. I made some films, and every single one of them either dealt with rape or being stared at on the street—just being exploited, basically. All my school papers were about either eating disorders or being violated as a woman.

The summer before my senior year I was depressed. Then I thought, "I have to do something with my energy and my anger. What would make me feel better? If there were a group of people who could work together on gender issues, that would make me feel better." When school started, I received a $1,000 grant from school to fund regular discussion group meetings. That was when I started mailing out newsletters. I had this mailing list of about 200 names, and every other week I'd produce something and send it out. I'd put up equalist-issue flyers that said things like, "What's wrong with this picture?" Students would write cruel things on the flyers—like "Nothing but what an ugly dyke feminist would mind."

♦ V: You recently did a documentary with a pix-evision camera—
♦ T: It's a Fisher-Price $99 camera that was sold at toy stores. It uses standard audio cassettes. You shoot the "film" and hook the camera up to a TV to see the images. You can transfer and then edit, just like editing a video.

My aunt sent me the camera, which was broken, but my best friend fixed it in five minutes—basically, the batteries were corroding and he cleaned it out. Revolution Rising raised $150 so I could make this documentary. I shot 20 hours of footage, interviewing my friends, Revolution Rising members and my family. A friend has an editing studio, and I worked the bar at his shows in exchange for free editing time.

The documentary started off being about eating disorders but ended up being about body image as well. I edited it down to 13 minutes, but I’m going to make a two-hour version. Hopefully I’ll keep on interviewing people forever and just have different installations featuring the newest footage. It’s black and white and very gossamer-looking—it looks a bit like Super 8. The sound is really clear because it’s recorded on an audio tape.

♦ V: This seems like the cheapest filmic medium to work in—
♦ T: I don’t know why they quit making the cameras. Lately there’s been this big resurgence of interest in them, and I’ve heard rumors that a new and improved version will come out. But really, the original camera is the "raddest," because it’s so funky. Jean Cocteau said, "Film will become an art when its materials are as inexpensive as pencil and paper."

♦ V: Where did you get the impetus to produce work on feminist issues?
♦ T: Just living my life. But what I just thought of
when you asked was: maybe it had something to do with an early babysitter. He was a 17-year-old teenager. When I was about six years old I remember asking him, “Hey, how come women are always on the covers of magazines? Why are their breasts always showing?” He said, “It’s because we like it, and it looks good.” I said, “Oh—okay.” I don’t know if he molested me or my brother, but I do know that he used to get us to take showers with him and I think weird things would happen. I wonder if this had an impact on what I did later? [laughs sardonically]

I’ve had to work through some fairly common difficulties. When growing up I remember being obsessed with movie and TV stars like Jean Harlow, Cher, and Marilyn Monroe—all these sex symbols. As I became an adult I was bulimic from ages 15-23—I was really into trying to control my weight and look a certain way. But I knew this was crazy. I once read in a book called A Feminist Dictionary [Cheries Kramarne & Paula A. Treichler, Pandora Press, 1985] that bulimics are actually very angry—every time they throw up, they’re throwing up their anger and resentment at society. I tried to meet the social ideal of thinness, but in the process of trying to make myself “perfect” I chose a very violent way to express my resentment.

I know I still internalize this because sometimes I don’t want to go out and function in the world because I feel that I’m too ugly. I feel that I’m too fat. I don’t have the money to buy the clothes others have. I feel like I don’t look the way I should, and there are all these women who do, and who the hell am I to go out there in the world and function? Which I know is irrational, but sometimes that feeling is so strong, it takes everything I have just to show up at work and earn a living, just so I can pay my rent and not be homeless.

I thought, “I have to do something with my energy and my anger. If there were a group of people who could work together on gender issues, that would make me feel better.”

I really believe that all work is the same work. I was waiting tables in a restaurant and the dishwashers earn the least. Which to me made no sense, because if those plates weren’t clean, what would customers eat off?

♦ V: Work is part of the whole enormous oppressive system. One thing everyone can do is to become sensitive to the language they use—

♦ T: I used to say “Hey, man” a lot—similar to “Hey, dude, guys, brotherhood.” So I quit saying it. I used to use the word “genius” all the time, but I was reading this book on the Guerrilla Girls and they don’t use the word “genius” because it derives from a Latin word which means “testicles.” Isn’t that intense? Language totally reflects and shapes our thoughts—

♦ V: —and restricts our thoughts—that’s the scariest thing of all. These days people are very conscious about resisting labels and categorizations—

♦ T: Language needs to change so much. It is heavily weighted in favor of men and patriarchy, and against women and children. Notice the priority implied in the standard phrase “men, women and children.” But take this word “genius.” How many people know that it’s derived from “testicles”? If so many people don’t know, is using the word a problem?

The reason I started using the word “genderist” rather than “sexist” is—to use the word “sexist” is to talk about sex. When we use the word “sexism,” generally we think about women. But really, there’s another word that’s just as good, and it’s “gender.” The word includes both women and men, and doesn’t have any confining associations with sex and sexuality.

I don’t use the word “feminism” either, I use the word “equalist,” because to me “feminist” is another way of separating women. I think both genders are oppressed, so I don’t see any service in separating them and saying, “Women Power.” It’s about people having equality. It’s about all living beings, including the planet, having equality—

♦ V: I don’t know if “equalist” will catch on. It seems that until recently a lot of women were ashamed to call themselves “feminists.” Now people are reclaiming that word . . . A key feminist idea that was adopted by Riot Grrrl was the necessity for women-only meetings in a women-only space—

♦ T: It’s important for women to have a safe space; historically women have not had this. But we have to move toward women and men being able to meet in a safe space and create communication and understand—
feel.” After I became abstinent from bulimia and drinking, I would cut myself and hit myself—I think that was my “next” way of trying to hurt myself. I don’t know if it was because I “naturally” hate myself, or because the world hates me, or because the world hates women, or the world hates everybody (and I don’t do that anymore, by the way). I think it’s important to be honest about this, because I think there are other people out there who have bulimia, or who are alcoholic, or who have cut themselves and hit themselves. I think it’s important to get out there and talk about it. I liked what Kathleen said, so I was totally excited to get into Riot Grrrl.

The first meeting I went to was awful, but the second was one of the most amazing meetings I’d ever been to. There were all kinds of women, all ages, nationalities, all different body sizes and body types, mostly different clothing styles, and they were all aware and smart and sexy and beautiful. I thought, “Wow—who are these women? Where do they come from? This is great!” And they had zines—something I’d been doing. It was raining outside; I love the rain. We met at somebody’s apartment and we talked about important issues, and it was just totally empowering.

♦ V: That’s an archetype to always keep in mind: no one’s telling these people to get together, or paying them to get together, but these women are getting together to discuss issues related to social change

♦ T: Exactly. That’s how I felt when I first read a Riot Grrrl zine, before I went to the meeting. It was a tiny zine from Olympia, Washington, filled with all these contributions from different Riot Grrrls about whatever they wanted to say. One of the most amazing statements I read was by Allison from BRATMOBILE: “Riot Grrrl, to me, is about us grrrls taking over the means of production together to create and recreate actions and images which actively challenge the status quo in our lives; to utilize the means of production accessible to us in a manner which challenges dominant standards of professionalism, due to who I am as a non-adult white-anglo bisexual punk rock new wave middle-class girly-girl.” She was talking about using sound equipment, music equipment, film equipment, video equipment, computers—anything that a woman might be afraid to use. And who cares if you don’t do it like a fuckin’ genius! Just do it.

Jean Cocteau said, “Film will become an art when its materials are as inexpensive as pencil and paper.”

That’s when I started realizing how great “punk” was, because punk had just passed me by—I thought it was goofy. But now I realize how amazing the punk
rock ethic is: “You just do it yourself.” And that’s what Riot Grrrl represented to me: just doing it yourself.

Language needs to change so much. Notice the priority implied in the standard phrase “men, women and children.”

but with a more specific application. Music, films, and creativity in general is powerful—it moves you, it makes you feel good and it’s a tool for social change. Punk was the first time I actually saw women making powerful music—before that, it was mostly just women doing folk or pop or sex material. There’s nothing wrong with being sexual or having fun, but there’s something really great about being angry, screaming, or even not being angry but screaming anyway.

♦ V: The Riot Grrrl records are a genuine musical breakthrough. These kinds of thoughts and lyrics have virtually never been expressed in songs before—

♦ T: The whole Riot Grrrl music phenomenon is amazing... I felt strong hearing Seven Year Bitch—they blew my mind. I saw them with Tribe 8—the lead singer took off her shirt and I thought, “That is so cool.” But then, someone said onstage (I don’t know whether they were talking about Tribe 8 or Seven Year Bitch), “They’re great; they have the best tits in town.” I thought, “Once again, we’re talking about tits, and which women have great tits,” and it pissed me off—I fell into the lonely place in my brain where I feel no one sees what I see, or feels what I feel. Is this just one more example of women having to show their bodies? And then get judged on their bodies?

♦ V: That was a very reduc-
T: People used to say to me in college, “How can you be a feminist—you look like such a slut!” I used to wear fishnet stockings and mini-skirts and high heels because I felt insecure and also because I wanted to feel like a female, but I also thought, “Why can’t I wear what I want to, without having people make these judgments?” Truthfully, I know the reason I dressed that way was because I did want to look attractive by society’s standards, but later I dressed that way to prove my point: “I can wear whatever the hell I want, and it’s not an invitation.” I still believe that.

Anyway, the second Riot Grrrl meeting gave me a glimpse of what could be, whereas the first Riot Grrrl meeting gave me a glimpse of what could be that I wouldn’t like. And that’s what Riot Grrrl was—it was a mixture. I remember one girl didn’t want to discuss race at all; she thought gender was the issue—which I took issue with, because race and gender and economics are all related.

V: An “issue” means that something’s not resolved—that it remains confusing. I still think Riot Grrrl represents the future, because it springs from deep-seated needs which have definitely not been fulfilled.

When something bothers you, you don’t know every nuance and every causal factor involved, but you know something’s wrong, and the cause is usually complex. It takes a lot of time, effort and discussion to even shed a small amount of light. So to treat Riot Grrrl as some flavor of the month, as the media tried to do, completely denies the fact that it arose because there was a true need for it to arise. Riot Grrrl may be a label, but the reality behind it means a lot, and that reality won’t go away. Why should anyone allow mainstream media to denigrate it?

When someone announces a Riot Grrrl Convention, you know exactly what you’re going to get: rebel-feminist music, self-defense workshops and lots of discussions dealing with sexism, racism, classism, homophobia, ageism, job oppression—everything that’s wrong with society. And hopefully you’ll get to meet like-minded souls. That Riot Grrrl “label” still attracts people who fervently desire social change. The media tries to dissipate anything that could possibly function as a focal point or magnet for sustained rebellion by reducing it to some “fashion” that can then go “out of date”—

T: Exactly; I agree. And that’s also why we’re stuck in mindless jobs, or jobs that pretend to give us a pur-

pose—to prevent a revolution. Until we all stop participating in the oppression we call our lives—work, bills, marriage, lots of kids, cars, so-called property, and our mass-addicted consumerism—we will never know revolution. If we stopped, just stopped this stupid race for a glossy lie, we would know freedom . . .

Kathleen Hanna from Bikini Kill was quoted as saying, “Because I live in a world that hates women and I am one who is struggling desperately not to hate myself, my whole life is felt as a contradiction.”

There’s a debate about the word “grrrl” in Riot Grrrl. Some people say they’re reclaiming the word “girl” and other women say, “I’m too old to be called a girl.” However, my mom and I are doing a zine together (she’s 51) and I know she loves the idea of Riot Grrrl! In a way I think it’s really great—it’s taking back the word “girl.” I think little girls are anarchists, but at the same time I’m thinking, “We’re women, not girls; that term will alienate a lot of women.”

V: But if anyone chooses to be alienated by the term, it’s her loss—she hasn’t had firsthand experience of going to a meeting and feeling the support and empowerment. It’s not like women have had all their rights restored to them. Riot Grrrl is about reclaiming rights—not privileges, but just plain rights. Again, everyone owes it to herself to be exposed firsthand to the sources: go to a meeting and read an original zine, not a mass media distortion.

T: I’m 29. When I first heard about Riot Grrrl, I thought it was a miracle (I was 26 at the time). When I got my first Riot Grrrl zine, I thought it was totally cool. A lot of zines I’ve gotten have been doodled with flowers and hearts (Gloria Steinem, in her book Revolution from Within, talks about the meaning of the heart and how it’s actually a procreative genital symbol, a female version of the phallic symbol, a symbol of female power. She realized this when looking at photos of prehistoric archeological finds).

Sometimes I felt extremely alienated because I was older and didn’t wear these cute little punk rock out-
fits, and because I didn’t go to a lot of shows, and because I didn’t shave my head or dye my hair purple. A lot of girls didn’t really pay attention to me because of that, which made me think, “Gee, that’s the problem with a group that’s associated with a look.” And I don’t know if that’s the media’s fault or what. But I stuck with Riot Grrrl because I believe in the ideals, and I met a few women like Sisi and Danielle—the three of us look completely different. Danielle looks like Goth trash, Sisi looks like punk trash and I look more like slutty trash! [laughs] We’re really different and we all have different musical tastes, but we connected through Riot Grrrl. Which is why I like what you said: “If you can remember the meeting that was great, then you have a vision of what it could be.” And that’s what keeps me around.

V: Times are so tough that we hold onto any little glimmers of the future to sustain us. It is vision that creates the future, yet it’s so easy to lose that vision because it’s so hard to survive—you’re constantly being brought down to these mundane, grubby levels of preoccupation. Society’s brutality forces people to do all these horrible things just to pay the rent or get by . . . Anyway, you’ve gotten involved in Revolution Rising—

“Riot Grrrl, to me, is about us grrrls taking over the means of production together to create and recreate actions and images which actively challenge the status quo in our lives.”

T: Revolution Rising is pretty cool. There’ve been some fights and arguments and times when we all wanted to quit, and I’m sure this group means something different to everybody, but we’ve been together for two years. A few people have left and a few new people have joined, but it’s pretty cool. We’ve done every kind of project together; we’ve done quite a lot. And the important thing is: we raise funds for people who would otherwise have no funds with which to create.

I remember how bad I felt after Sisi and Danielle and I quit going to Riot Grrrl meetings. About six months passed before we all got together just to save our asses and do something creative. And it evolved into a group. I can’t speak for everybody, but I know that the three of us still believe in the Riot Grrrl ideals—they mean so much to all of us. So Revolution Rising gives me a specific focus with a creative outlet. Actually, Revolution Rising and Riot Grrrl are very similar; the only difference is that men are involved. Everything else is almost identical: the ideals of equality, the collective, creativity, personal and societal evolution, revolution, empowerment and change. And no hierarchy.
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Johnny Brewton produces X-RAY, a publication which must be seen and touched to be fully appreciated. It features different colored papers, inserts, found photographs, color xeroxes and objects such as matchbooks and Chinese fortunes—each issue is a hand-produced artwork, with no two copies exactly alike.

Growing up in Ventura, California, Johnny got involved in the Los Angeles punk rock scene at the age of fourteen. A decade ago he helped produce a zine, Sixty Miles North, and then published Kandykorn Jackhammer, all the while playing bass and drums in bands such as M.I.A., Missiles of October, the Screaming Things, Frankenstein and Big Biscuit Express. He has a small collection of early punk records, '60s Mexican punk/garage band recordings, and odd jazz, jug band and unclassifiable vinyl. As a hobby he plays the ukulele and musical saw. In his wanderings, Johnny is always on the alert for found materials to incorporate in his outstanding and amazing X-RAY. To subscribe to the next issue, send $20 to Pneumatic Press/X-Ray Book & Novelty Co., PO Box 170011, San Francisco CA 94117.

• VALE: Can you describe X-RAY?
  • JOHNNY BREWTON: It's a literary and an assemblage magazine, but it isn't snooty or arty. It incorporates comics, interviews, film transparencies, tickets—all kinds of found objects. Maybe it's easier if someone else describes it. The International Directory of Little Magazines and Small Presses wrote: "X-RAY is a literary and art magazine. Recent contributors include Charles Bukowski, Neeli Cherkovski, Jack Micheline and Hunter S. Thompson. Correspondence artists are encouraged to contribute. Accepting short fiction, poetry, erotica, prose, found poems, found objects, assemblage, original art, comics, interviews, photography, etc. Materials range from a Chinese telephone directory to sheet music from the early 1900s to hemp and colored kraft paper. Every page is a different paper. Chapbooks can be found within the pages stuffed into envelopes and fold-out broadsides also grace the pages. When sending original art keep layout to the right of the binding edge at least 1½". Use permanent adhesives and pigments. Size is 8½ x 7" exactly. Send one completed piece for approval. After approval, send at least 226 pieces as the edition is limited to 226. Publishes 23% of manuscripts submitted. Payment: one copy."

I try to include content that is relevant, with an emphasis on ideas. One issue was on the theme of “chance” and included an interview with John Cage.

• V: On this theme, Buckminster Fuller had the idea of constructing a school without walls, so if you’re taking a class on one subject, you’re able to overhear other classes and possibly make connections between topics not usually associated.

• JB: I also included some found poetry, a fortune suggester, and someone sent a painting cut into 226 pieces and glued to the pages.

I try and keep a good balance going and not use too much assemblage or poetry. People will read an inter-
view for awhile, put it down, pick it up again and look at the comics... it’s not so exhausting. If you see a big thick book of poetry, I think it really wears you out. But if you bump into a poem, you might actually read it.

♦ V: What’s the size of X-RAY?
♦ JB: My publication is 8¼x7½”. I chose this half legal size because there weren’t too many magazines that size out there. This size is problematic since manufacturers don’t make really nice paper in legal size—if they did, we could just fold it or cut it in half. So we have to work with letter size 8¼x11” if we want a nicer paper, which leaves us with 4 inches to either discard or print a broadside with. I try and put everything to use.

♦ V: You produce the most beautiful hand-made zine on a no-money budget. What were your influences?
♦ JB: The Lujon Press, which produced The Outsider (1963), has been a big influence on my hand-made limited editions. It’s self-described as a “book/periodical,” and the issue I own, No. 3, is pretty rare. It has a lot of different types and textures of paper, and is rubber-stamped “printed by hand in New Orleans.”

♦ V: Bukowski is on the cover, and inside there’s a great series of photos of him at the typewriter, cigarette dangling from his mouth. This copy of The Outsider contains an interesting W. S. Burroughs piece: “Take it to Cut City, USA: the area of Total Pain, Total Alert, Total War”... Who else influenced you?
♦ JB: My dad taught me how to read with MAD magazine. Art Spiegelman’s RAW was influential: cardboard cover, trading cards inside. Black Sparrow Press’s limited editions are another influence—they use expensive papers, letterpress and produce some beautiful books, chapbooks and broadsides—great design work. I have the Black Sparrow bibliography and there are some amazing Bukowski books listed, as well as books by Wanda Coleman, Paul Bowles, Creeley, etc. But for someone like Rexroth to say that Bukowski’s books were too nice for his work is bullshit. Just read Crucifix in a Deathhand (Lujon Press) and tell me this wasn’t written by a man possessed with pure genius. A lot of people think of him as just some womanizing beer-drinker, but he sure had some nice books published during his lifetime.

Another influence was this PBS documentary on a painter, which I saw when I was 7 years old. I had to do some research to find out who he was, but this show completely changed my life. There was this bald guy with a cigarette throwing paint—it turned out to be Jackson Pollock. He blew me away; that was probably my earliest influence. When I think about it, the hair on my arms stands up.

♦ V: Just seeing him do this anarchic display—
♦ JB: He had such style doing what he did. I don’t know why, but that documentary hit me like a ton of bricks. I had to find out more about his work, so I went to the library and read all these books and word-of-mouth biographies (the kind where people talk about having known him). He was very serious about what he was doing, and didn’t know if his work would be accepted or not. It happened to be accepted, but that was just what he did. I liked his outlook and his determination.

♦ V: X-RAY is definitely an unusual concept. You’ve taken zine publishing far away from conventional xerox production values. Yet you probably had very little capital to begin publishing with—
♦ JB: When I started I had nothing at all. I’d just moved to the Bay Area and didn’t even have a bank account. I started out doing a little bit at a time, and gradually accumulated enough sheets to produce a small number of books. I did a limited edition because even though my budget was non-existent, I could still make something really nice if I only did 200 copies. In order to mass produce something beautiful, you need a lot of money.

♦ V: I see you as an anachronism—in a good way, of course. What you’re doing is radical: taking all these found materials and incorporating them, but not just any found materials—you’re very selective—
♦ JB: I’m influenced by a lot of things: this city, what I come across on my way to work, the people, the noise, the crime—everything goes into the pot. X-RAY includes a variety of found materials. I like to number them with old coat-check tags. I incorporate carved rubber stamps and an embosser to add to the handmade feel. The title page always has an overlay of vellum. I like this page to look like it comes from an old book: the kind with marbled papers that you might find in an antiquarian bookstore. The title page also has a different icon for each issue. The fifth issue I’m
working on now will use this drawing of a gorilla at a typewriter I found years ago.

Handwork is the main quality. I wanted to create something that was not disposable—something that people would keep and show to their friends. But it takes a lot of work; plus I like to embellish things and go the extra mile. When I wanted to have a real x-ray cover, I went to a metal-reclaiming junkyard, dug through all these bins and managed to pick out a few hundred x-rays. When Mark Van Slyke contributed a few hundred tiny cards that said things like “I saw you masturbate” or “I’m retarded—please give what you can,” I searched until I found some tiny envelopes that fit them perfectly, then glued them onto old sheets of accounting paper that were probably from the ’50s. I like old weathered paper.

★ V: Each contributor gets paid in one copy, so this isn’t exactly done for profit—
★ JB: No. Out of the 226 copies printed, I only have 160 to sell; the other copies go to the contributors. I have to pay for various print jobs, such as the one done for Hunter S. Thompson. He wanted to contribute, and I suggested the cover. He wasn’t sure what he wanted to do, but he wanted to incorporate his gun and shoot something. We agreed on the photo of Marilyn Chambers as the Ivory Snow girl, and I had about 300 printed and mailed to him. He kissed a number of them (that’s his lip print there; he put on lipstick and kissed a few). The photos were in stacks of 25, and he shot bullets through each stack. The ones at the top were really nice—they had powder burns. He was great to work with; I hope to do something with him again.

When I sent Hunter Thompson his copy I included a switchblade letter opener that I bought in Chinatown. He was on the speakerphone and was really excited about getting his copy; he was saying these great things about it (and it was encouraging to hear this from a guy that I’ve read and respected for years). Then I heard him flicking the switchblade out, and his secretary saying, “Hunter... Hunter, no... Hunter—don’t, it’s not funny!” It sounded like he was jumping up on furniture making these gorilla noises and flicking the switchblade in and out: “C’mon! C’mere! I’m gonna cut you!” Then he would come back to the speakerphone: “You still there?” [laughs]

★ V: How did the idea for X-RAY come about?
★ JB: As corny as it sounds, it came about over drinks. A friend, Francis Kohler, and I sketched it out on cocktail napkins. We really wanted to make something different. We decided on the name X-RAY and started getting it together. Another friend, Delia Shargel, is a contributing editor—she’s a good poet, too. It was my idea to get people to contribute handwork on 226 pages. This was to encourage assemblage and handwork. There are 200 copies plus 26 copies numbered “A-Z”—that’s an homage to an old small press literary tradition. The lettered copies are signed by the cover artist and certain big name contributors. They sell for a little more.
V: I'm sure you'll have imitators—
JB: I hope so. This isn't about competition—I have nothing to prove to anyone but myself here. With some publications, you contribute a poem, your work is accepted, you finally receive your copy—and it's crap, not fit to wrap fish with. Experiences like this drove me to want to produce something exceptional.
V: Why did you name your press "Pneumatic Press"?
JB: My first magazine was titled Kandykorn Jackhammer, so Pneumatic Press was in reference to the jackhammer—I thought it was funny, I guess. In Ventura, I worked in a warehouse with my friend Dave Hollifield and in the monotony of pulling orders we came up with these ideas for a magazine. Another friend, Bruce Brink, would come up with these weird random word combinations, and one day out of the blue he announced, "Kandykorn Jackhammer." I thought, "That's a perfect title for a magazine!" Dave and I started writing articles under pseudonyms; we called our friends and hustled submissions and began "publishing," just to have something to do. Ventura was so boring, and we wanted to create some kind of oasis. I think we succeeded for a while.

Kandykorn Jackhammer contained comics, poetry and interviews. I hand-painted one of the covers; I was leaning toward doing handwork even back then. It was just a basic zine, really. We did three issues and each one got bigger. Though it was just a folded-and-stapled thing, it was really important to a lot of the people around us. They had a place to put their writings and drawings—it was a good outlet.

The first issue had a photograph of a midget wrestler on the cover. I got a lot of hate mail for the midget photo; also the back window of my Comet was shot out. I wondered if there might be some short bastard with a gun lurking around. Included in the first issue was a poem I wrote about my best friend hanging himself in Cemetery Park, a wrestling quiz by a noted Doctor of masked grappling (I used to go to the Forum and watch wrestling; I'd see Stan Lee from the Dickies there, and other musical personalities). Also included was a humorous comparison by Starch Carmichael titled, "Jesus Christ vs. Billy Barty."

I did a Robert Williams [painter] interview for Kandykorn Jackhammer, and that was an experience. He was really irritated because Dave and I were late. He gave these complicated freeway directions, telling me to get off at a certain point and go "north." Of course I went south and ended up calling him from a phone booth. He said, "Better get your ass over here; I don't have a lot of time, kid!" We finally showed up and I immediately had to use his bathroom: "Oh, all right—Jesus!" On the tape he really didn't warm up to me for quite a while. [laughs] He gave "yes" or "no" answers, there were a lot of heavy silences—god, that was my first and last interview. But then he opened up and was really fun to talk with.

I got a lot of hate mail for the midget photo; also the back window of my Comet was shot out.

V: How did you first get submissions for X-RAY?
JB: I wrote to a few friends and considered getting a fourth issue of Kandykorn Jackhammer together, but thought I'd leave the past behind and start on something else. I asked Charles Bukowski if he'd be interested in contributing something. I wrote him on a Monday and got an envelope containing some poems on Saturday—not even a week had passed. At this point I knew I had to get this idea of a magazine together. I was amazed at how generous he was—he really gave back a lot and supported small presses; he taught me a lot about professionalism and deadlines. He was always on time.

Even my dad contributes to X-RAY. I found a poem in my mother's garage he wrote years ago, and put that together as a little chapbook insert titled, "Outrun the Blast," about an incident that really happened to him: his stepdad tried to blow him up with dynamite! I included a mugshot of him circa 1955 (he looks like a real fifties Juvenile Delinquent). He's a natural poet.

V: What's your background?
JB: I grew up in Ventura, which is a scenic retirement community between Santa Barbara and Los Angeles. It's right off highway 101 on the coast, quiet, pretty—and when I lived there, there was less than nothing to do. You can't get food after 9 o'clock; everything shuts down. It's a nice place but I had to get away. I met Jaime Hernandez and his brother Ismael there at Arthur Treacher's Fish & Chips around 1979 or '80.
We'd go there after school; we knew the guy who managed the place and he'd give us free food. I must have been about 14—I still had a paper route; that's how young I was. There was a good connection between the Ventura punks and the Oxnard punks—no territorial bullshit. We had this bond since it seemed like the rest of the world wanted to kick our asses for the way we looked.

When I first met the Hernandez Brothers, they hadn't published anything yet. We'd all go to our friends Art and Joey's house and they'd be there drawing comics on the kitchen table. There were great versions of punk Archies: Jughead with a leather jacket playing the bass, Archie flipping off Mister Weatherbee. They did this almost too well. Then Love & Rockets came out and that was inspiring. They did it themselves, didn't have to answer to anybody and did a real professional job. They brought copies to Art and Joey's and we read it—no one said a word—we were amazed at the quality. We thought, "These guys will go somewhere; this is real talent."

V: How did you learn drums?
JB: My sister's friend Joe Lopiano was a drummer but his neighbors would never let him play. They'd call the cops, so my mom let him practice in our garage. Since the drums were there just gathering cobwebs he told me, "If you wanna mess around with them, go ahead." Joe was cool—he'd turn me on to these obscure records. He also got me into collage and spray stencils and would go on freeway underpasses and paint something like Johnny Rotten's face belching "Anarchy!" I suppose I was trying to get a message out. I also did t-shirts with spray-paint and stencils.

V: Why did you make t-shirts? Most kids just go out and buy them.
JB: Well, if you wanted a Chiefs or a Weirdos t-shirt—those bands were so new that they weren't that popular yet. You couldn't buy one, so you had to make your own. The Rotters (who recorded "Sit On My Face, Stevie Nick"") were friends of mine—I played drums with those guys in later incarnations, the Wuffie Dogs and the DeSotos. We actually started a magazine together called Sixty Miles North—I shouldn't say I started it, but I helped out. That was my first hands-on experience with publishing.

Eventually I got my own apartment. I worked as a shipping clerk in a warehouse off and on for ten years. I was a carpenter, a sign painter; I also worked putting toys in those crane vending machines. I took a few junior college courses but it seemed like the long way around. I kept playing music but the whole scene just changed and went sour. When punk first started, you could be walking down the street and see someone with spiky hair or a handmade Cramps t-shirt and have this immediate bond. A lot of people today don't

---

I asked Charles Bukowski if he'd be interested in contributing something. I wrote him on a Monday and got an envelope containing some poems on Saturday—not even a week had passed.

can art. Anyway, I taught myself and put a band together and started playing. My band M.I.A. appeared on a compilation LP with the Germs, Minutemen and the Bags called Life Is Beautiful, So Why Not Eat Health Food? Our song was titled "Last Day at the Races."

From there I got into graffiti art. I made elaborate
understand that. I wouldn’t call what’s going on now punk but since that’s what the media is calling it, I’d have to say it’s a shame the way it’s been marketed, mass-produced and abused.

I was planning to attend the S.F. Art Institute. I had moved away from home and was living on my own, but I felt, “I’ve got to get out of Ventura! Maybe I should go to art school—I could use their equipment.” I came to San Francisco and got a room with these cretin-subnormal art enthusiasts. What a dull bunch—white trash, they lived in complete squalor. I ended up going to these art school parties with them, and I’ve never seen so many homely people in my life. Horn-rimmed frumpy girls with their gas station attendant-looking yellow-haired boyfriends. If I had to be around these people every day I’d wind up in prison for beating someone to death with an easel or something. So at that point I gave up the idea of attending art school, and fueled with this hatred and rage began work on “This exhibit is coming up; here’s the deadline. I’ll work on this little postcard until then.”

V: There are so many personal touches in X-RAY, like a lock of pubic hair—

JB: I met that guy and he was bald. He told me, “I do all these projects with my hair. I’m waiting for it to grow back so I can do another one.” He kept eyeing my hair; I think he had a pair of scissors in his pocket.

V: Here’s an overlay by Carey Calter showing a woman in underwear: you turn the clear page and she’s nude underneath—that’s nice.

JB: I like to keep some xerox inclusions so it doesn’t get too slick. One contributor, Alice Borealis, xeroxed and hand-colored 226 sheets of “Dadapost” stamps, and each one is perfectly done. It was amazing. When I saw it I couldn’t believe it; I wanted to bind all of them together because they’re all done in different colors. Another contributor from England, Patricia Collins, sent 226 pairs of cardboard glasses with real x-rays as
the "lenses." Each one was assembled by hand—that was a lot of work!

The next issue will have interviews with Susie Bright and Jim Carroll, some letterpress printing, three more poems by Bukowski, and a stencil submission. Billy Childish submitted something too—I'm doing a chapbook for him next year. He's been in bands like the Pop Rivets, the Milkshakes and Thee Headcoats. He probably has fifty books of poetry out—he's really prolific, to put it mildly.

◊ V: You finally put your Robert Williams interview in X-RAY—
◊ JB: That hung over me like a huge black turd for five years. I thought, "This man invites me to his house. I do the interview, and I don't publish it." I talked to him a couple times, and he always asked, "When you gonna get that thing together? What are you gonna do with it?" When I finally sent him a copy, the first thing he said was, "Johnny, I'm really proud of you for this." It was a big relief to finish it after all that time.

◊ V: Well, who wouldn't be proud of it? How much did you charge for the first issue?
◊ JB: Seven bucks. I told everybody, "I don't know what to charge for this." I wanted it to be affordable—something that I could afford to buy. Then they sold so fast that I realized, "Shit, I should have charged more"—not so much to make money, but in order to do another one. I barely made back the money I put into it.

Another thing—I hand-type letters to people on the mailing list. I want it to be personal. And it takes me two weeks to collate and bind each issue; I do it all myself with a used Gestetner binding machine I found for $100. In the past, people tried to help, but they did things like leave a page out, or grab two sheets of the same page, so I ended up a page short and had to search all the copies to find the missing sheet! (Then I had to unbind the copy, and rebind it.) It's easier to do it all myself. I'd hate to inflict this tedious job on anyone else.

◊ V: With no money, a person can put together something exceptionally beautiful, partly by getting other people to contribute—
◊ JB: The nice thing is that people really put some-
Bob Kaufman [beat African-American poet] which is really nice. Have you ever seen Neeli's drawings or paintings? I like abstract primitive art, and what he does is great. He sent me a poem and I made a small chapbook out of it and that's in #4.

♦ V: How do you do the production?
♦ JB: For chapbooks, I typeset on a Macintosh in Microsoft Word, do the layout in QuarkXpress, buy a ream of good paper, cut, fold, staple or sew. That's it. A toddler is capable of running a small press!

I really try to convey that it's not a snooty, arty thing.

♦ V: X-RAY has so many different paper textures and colors and is so palpable, with overlays, little booklets bound in, cards inside little envelopes pasted on a page, and even cloth sewn onto a page, contributed by a quilter. More than any other publication I've seen, you're tapping the dimension of touch—
♦ JB: [laughs] I really try to convey that it's not a snooty, arty thing. Even my step-grandmother who's in her 80s loves it. Maybe there's something for everyone. And people add things sometimes, like one poem had a band-aid attached. All this kind of personalizes it somehow. If something is so sterile and so arty and so held above everybody's head, then who gives a shit about it?

The Cooper-Hewitt Museum (Smithsonian Institute's National Museum of Design) is doing an exhibit next year which will feature X-RAY. They asked me for a copy to put in the show, and I thought, “Wow!” The show is called “Mixing Messages: Graphic Design in Contemporary Culture.” The J. Paul Getty Library ordered a “lifetime” subscription—I couldn't believe it. Various universities including S.U.N.Y. at Buffalo's rare book department and the University of Wisconsin have also ordered lifetime subscriptions. I'm honored that they have done so. I think it's amazing that this kitchen table project has blossomed into this thing.

♦ V: Have you ever approached a major publisher?
♦ JB: Someone told me: “You ought to go to Chronicle Books and see about doing an X-RAY annual that's mass-produced with less hand-work.” I had meetings with the editors, but they weren't interested unless it had more “20-something” appeal, like a catchy Generation X title. I didn't pursue it with them after that. I wouldn't want to live with sacrificing X-RAY. I'd rather call the shots—that's what small presses are all about.

♦ V: They want to put their own stamp on it; they don't want you to have total control—
♦ JB: I talked to John Martin of Black Sparrow Press about doing a large-scale production, and he said, “It's a pretty big dream. We'd have to rent a warehouse to assemble it.” I said, “That's nothing! I could get people to do that—that's easy.” He was saying, “I don't know, I don't know. It sounds crazy to me.” It's funny, because I was inspired by the things he did a long time ago. I'll keep going; I'll keep doing it on my kitchen table.

♦ V: Again, X-RAY has to be seen, and it's felt to be fully appreciated. It's fueled by the principle of doing something just to please yourself—
♦ JB: I'm certainly not being paid to do it. It would be nice, but... I always want things to be more than they appear to be at first glance. For example, the front cover on my new issue is a foldout cover by Jaime Hernandez; I wanted it to be interactive. A lot of my covers have things attached to them. Since it was a drawing, I wanted it to move. It shows this Superhero-type woman with her hand outstretched and there's something bubbling or smoking out of her hand. When you turn the flap, whatever it was has landed on the floor and turned into these big fish handing her flowers, holding a heart-shaped box of chocolates under his fin. It was screen-printed by Chuck Sperry of The Psychic Sparkplug; they do the best poster art in town.

♦ V: What's heartening is that so many people are willing to put a lot of effort into their contributions. Quality attracts quality—
♦ JB: Factsheet Five has been a major help bringing it together. If you do a magazine and don't have that directory to be listed in, you're only going to distribute it to your friends and possibly some stores in your neighborhood. But you can send it to Factsheet Five and somebody will review it and people will order or contribute to it. With Kandykorn Jackhammer, that's how I hooked up with a lot of people. They saw my review and sent poems, comics, etc. and I would contribute to their magazines. Factsheet Five is really indispensable.

Factsheet Five died for awhile after Mike Gunderloy quit. I thought, “Man, where do you go now?” Seth Friedman has done a really good job of bringing it back to life. He selected the first issue of X-RAY as an “Editor's Choice”—we were off to a good start.

♦ V: I think X-RAY gives people a high set of standards. Hopefully some people will take more care in
their productions—

♦ JB: —and try and do something more permanent, not something that’s disposable. If I ever get a bigger budget, I’ll put it into some nice detailed production values. I don’t want to produce something and have it be crap. I want people to look at it, especially if they’ve never heard of it. I want it to grab their attention just because of the design; I want them to say, “What’s this?” I don’t want them to think, “This looks like everything else!” and toss it away.

♦ V: You juxtapose sophisticated typography and design with raw pages done on a manual typewriter. Yet somehow the typography looks basic and classic, whereas if the whole publication were like that, it would look crude. You use all these contrasts to your advantage—

♦ JB: I do. The pagination is really important. I’ll go over and over what page goes next to what. I want all the articles to complement each other, and even suggest something with just a color. For example, I try and make sure that the pages, even though created by different people with different ideas, complement each other. This is where that contrast and color scheme comes in. People might not notice that immediately, but if and when they do, I hope they appreciate it.

I like to break everything up. I don’t group all the poems together or the neat handmade pages all in one place. On Hunter’s contribution, he sent me this fax and I thought, “If I typeset that, it’s gonna lose a lot. It won’t be nearly as interesting.” So I thought, “I’ll print it just like it was received.” But I did it on nice paper with thermography, and all that brings it to life. Also, I design the title page in a slick old book style. I could maintain that sensibility throughout the entire book, but that wouldn’t be nearly as much fun. It would look too slick.

♦ V: What you do gives people something to aspire to—and again, it takes very little money.

♦ JB: I think it’s important for people to look at what they’re throwing away, and what’s around them. You can recycle so many things and make something else out of them.

♦ V: Most people would just throw away those old coat check tags—

♦ JB: You can go to flea markets and find things; the ephemera at flea markets is usually pretty cheap. That bag of raffle tickets from the ’50s I found was five bucks. It was a huge bag, and you know they’re all losers! It took decades, but finally those old losing raffle tickets are good for something. Pages from old magazines can be your “paper” to mount something else on; you can take them to Kinko’s and get them chopped down for a dollar a cut. That’s what Francis Kohler did with these yellow pages from a Chinese phone book—just the fact that the printing is Chinese makes it special, although thousands of these directories get thrown away in Chinatown every year. The point is: there are all these resources available for next to nothing, and people should take advantage and use them.

I found a box of hundreds of old photos at a flea market, so every copy of the third issue of X-RAY had a different photo on the cover. Actually, it was a lot of work to precisely glue down the four green triangular corners holding each photo in place. But I love found photos, so it was worth it.

I think it’s important for people to look at what they’re throwing away. . . . You can recycle so many things and make something else out of them.

♦ V: I think you have to keep raising your prices. Maybe some day you’ll make a quarter an hour—

♦ JB: You never ever get paid for your time. In the meantime I’m getting a lot of computer experience, and I have an excuse to use it. When I first got the computer I didn’t take it out of the box for two weeks because I was so intimidated. I’m used to a typewriter; I like the feel of the key striking the paper and I like the way it looks. I still don’t write letters on a computer because it feels too impersonal. Anyway, I finally took the computer out of the box and had no idea what to do. But once I got going I realized, “God, it’s made to be easy.” It really is. The Peachpit Press books, especially the Visual Quickstart series, are
great. That's how I taught myself QuarkXpress.
♦ V: I like the fact that you haven't gone into trendy topics. You've stayed away from serial-killer chic and shock-for-shock's sake, which is the content of so much of today's "art"—
♦ JB: Although I went through a phase... I remember getting autopsy trading cards from Julee Pezlee and thinking they were so cool: "Check these out—not when you're eating, but later!" I have letters from John Gacy. My friend Todd from the Angry Samoans used to write to Gacy; he gave me the address and said, "Just write him and see what happens." I went through a phase of reading about serial killers, reading books with letter bomb recipes—I got all these books and plowed through them, thinking "My god, humans are such sick animals!" Then at a certain point I'd seen all this twisted stuff and realized, "I've had enough. Arghh! Take it away!"
♦ V: There's more to life than that.

♦ JB: When I had the space I would paint more often. People would look at most of them and think I was disturbed: "Johnny... are you feeling okay?" I'd have this black background spattered with cigarettes and ashes—dark, grim visions. When I did X-RAY, it was the first time I'd created something and had people say, "That's beautiful." I just wasn't used to that reaction. I guess there's another side to me after all. Might keep me from being committed to an asylum. [laughs]
♦ V: X-RAY is not simplistic; there's a huge emotional range—
♦ JB: That's another part of doing a magazine or drawing a picture or having a band or writing a song or making an omlette: you've got to have some kind of outlet, otherwise you'll crack. You may as well do something with that energy and create something with it. And it doesn't have to be angry, angst-ridden energy; it can be very positive. I'm sure some people go in their rooms and try to feel tortured, and then they get bored: "I guess I'll go out and call somebody." There's a widespread mythology perpetuating that kind of "tortured artist" role-playing. Either you're tortured or you're not.
♦ V: That mythology perpetuates what the status quo wants artists to be: self-destructive freaks. Society doesn't want people to grow up and be artists, even though—
♦ JB: —everybody is, in a sense—or that's what they say.
♦ V: Retarded people prove that—you don't even need to have a normal IQ to be able to produce art.
♦ JB: Some of the nicest art I've seen is by retarded people, because it's so honest. There's no pretension, it's just completely pure soul and honesty. This kid—I think he's seven years old—did 226 drawings for an issue of X-RAY. He wasn't drawing to meet women, he was drawing the pictures because that's what he wanted to do! [laughs]

I'm used to a typewriter; I like the feel of the key striking the paper and I like the way it looks.

I first started playing music when I was pretty young. I did it because I loved music and wanted to be playing and creating it. Then I met these assholes who played guitar just to meet girls. I thought, "That's bizarre"—I hoped everyone was playing music just
because they loved it.
◆ V: You’re lucky to have been in that early punk scene. Then you kept going, transmuting your energy into producing something unique—
◆ JB: I remember going to the opening of the *Decline and Fall of Western Civilization* [Penelope Spheeris’s punk documentary] in Hollywood. The street was packed with people with blue and cropped hair wearing black leather, spikes, combat boots, kilts, mohawks and sneers. In the middle of the street the police had a barricade and they were all in riot gear. On the other side of the street a crowd of “normal” people were gawking at us. Back then it was rare to see someone who looked like a punk—that was when it was great; when everything was so new and honest.

I was lucky to have met Jaime and Gilbert when I was so young, too. They encouraged me to draw and play music . . . to create. Besides having creativity, they had a huge sense of humor. Just being around them was really inspirational. When I met Jaime and his brother Ismael, he had a mohawk and Ismael had a jacket that said “Weirdos” on the back. I had black eyes and a fractured jaw and contusions and lacerations on my head because I’d been beaten up by this guy with an ax handle just for being a punk.

I had a few run-ins with the law, although I didn’t really do anything too criminal. My band played a party that turned into a riot; the newspaper headline read, “Rock and Bottle-Throwing Melee at Punk Rock Party!” When I was 16, I got arrested for nothing in front of Ben Frank’s. The charge was “suspected armed robbery,” and I went to jail where they took mug shots and took my fingerprints—the whole thing. I remember I was wearing a Motorhead “On Parole” t-shirt! [laughs] They kept me for two days and I was acquitted.
◆ V: You got into punk before it got self-conscious; before all the jocks came in who just wanted to slam dance and hurt people—
◆ JB: Yeah. I think this jackass from Suicidal Tendencies was responsible for a lot of that “gang” mentality. I remember going to see Bad Religion. Before the show, me and about five friends went to the store to get beer. On our way back, we walked into the middle of a gang fight. We were caught in the middle of a street with this guy and his gang on one side, and these San Fernando Valley guys on the other. One of the guys from the Valley side grabbed a friend of mine and pressed a broken bottle against his throat. It was really terrifying; we didn’t know what to do. I said, “He’s no one to you—c’mon, man.” I was trying to talk him out of slicing my friend’s throat. They finally let him go and then they got into their fight and we got out of their way. It really made me sick to see that. What were they fighting about—territory or greed? Nothing. What did they accomplish? Nothing—who knows.

The punk scene changed when all these rednecks and assholes and jocks came to the clubs and started plowing into people, just hitting them. But I remember going to punk shows when slamming wasn’t like this [imitates a guy charging with his arms in front], it was just chaotic, with people jumping around and bouncing off each other. Then it turned into a washing machine of people who always went in the same direction. One time I fell over and my shoes were knocked off, somehow. I just remember that one guy helped me to the edge of the pit and another guy handed me my shoes.
◆ V: That’s the way it should have stayed—
◆ JB: It was so great. The kind of people who first liked punk rock didn’t want to hurt people. The way I see a lot of kids acting now is: they act like the way punks are portrayed on TV. I see those shows and think, “Nobody I know does or says those things!” [exasperated] Like, “Society doesn’t understand us, man!” Yeah, I’ve seen that episode of *Quincy*.
◆ V: Do you still play drums?
◆ JB: I sold my drums to Jaime. Actually, I play the ukulele these days. Recently I went to my dad’s house and he gave me a violin and a bow in a case. I got an idea; I went to his workshop and picked up a saw: “Man, I’m gonna try this.” In about five minutes I had figured out how to play musical saw. [Demonstrates playing the saw with a violin bow]
• V: It sounds just like a theremin! It's a low-tech theremin.
• JB: Exactly! [the sound whistles up and down] It's really easy to play. You put the saw between your legs and give it a vibrato. It sounds like a woman singing sometimes—like Yma Sumac. To get the vibrato you just move your foot up and down like you're nervous.
• V: X-RAY embodies the Do-It-Yourself punk ethic; theoretically almost anyone could do something like it. You go to a paper supplier and pick out some nice paper, learn a little bit about fine printing, and get other people involved—

I like to take something out of its context and bring new life to it.

• JB: For example, you can staple a booklet together, or you can take a bit more time and sew it by hand, throw some paint on it, etc. I think a lot of people don't know they can do that. It'd be nice if people were doing finer productions. There's always something to learn and something to try—why limit yourself? That's what I like about publishing: it's limitless. There are so many possible topics and materials; it's a lot of fun.
• V: The way you do it, it's also a recycling project. Doing X-RAY has expanded your awareness in that you keep your eyes open for anything that could possibly be included. The world becomes more alive—
• JB: Yeah, it does—that's a good way of looking at it. I mean, things that I would have thrown out before ... For example, if I'm in a parking garage, I pick up those ticket stubs with the big bold numbers on them, and someday I'll have enough to do something with them. And they have this certain life to them. It may be a footprint, or it may be the fact that they've been driven over so many times that there's the imprint of the gravel below. I really appreciate the fact that it has lived! And now it's retired, but it has its little place.

Some of my best contributors are people who wouldn't normally contribute to a regular magazine. They say, "Oh, but I'm not an artist." I say, "But you make things." They say, "Yeah, but that's just for fun." I guess it all goes back to that honest "real people who are just doing it" feel.
• V: There's a definite spirit of play, involving chance elements and found objects—
• JB: I like to take something out of its context and bring new life to it.
The Man Who Loved Chicken

At approximately 1500 hours, V Smith saw a male (suspect M__) out in front of his house, inside the horse paddock. The victim had seen the suspect before, when he was in the company of Thomas L__, the man who boards two horses at the victim’s house. The suspect was tending to the two boarder horses and since the victim saw that everything was all right he discontinued watching.

A short time later, the victim heard a chicken scream. He immediately thought that the dog (a German Shepherd) that had accompanied the suspect was killing one of his chickens. He went to a window overlooking the paddock area.

The victim saw the suspect (whom he described as male, 5’8”, thin, muscular, wearing white-colored Levis, red shirt, cowboy hat & boots, with a moustache) facing away from him, holding onto a chicken. A child was walking by the front of the property. The suspect turned away from the child, which positioned him to be facing the victim’s location. The victim was appalled to discover that the suspect was having sex with the chicken.

The suspect was holding onto the chicken by the wings. He moved the chicken back and forth as he moved his penis in and out of it. After a few moments, the chicken ceased to struggle and its head hung limply as the suspect continued. When the suspect finished, he pulled the chicken off himself, exposing his uncircumcised penis to the victim. The suspect proceeded to pull feathers and debris from his fly area. He brushed himself off a little and secured his fly. (He threw the chicken’s body in the feed bin.)

As the suspect straightened up, he appeared suddenly startled (the victim thinks the suspect saw him) and ran across the paddock. He jumped over the fence, got on his black beach cruiser bike and rode away. He had left his dog behind in the paddock.

The victim said he was stupefied. He didn’t know what to do. He went to his phone and began to call the police, then decided they would think he was crazy, so he hung up. He then decided to call Mr. L__ to tell him to get his horses off his property. The phone was busy. He went back to the window and looked out. The dog was now gone, too.

The victim then called several friends. Through their collective advice, he decided to call Norton Sheriff’s Station for assistance.

The victim showed me the chicken (EV.1), which I took into evidence. I decided to go to the home of Mr. L__ to see if he knew anything more about the suspect since the victim had seen the two together before.

I knocked on the door of 13285 Greenaway. A little girl answered the door and I asked to speak to Mr. L__. As I was waiting for Mr. L__ to come to the door, I saw a man fitting the suspect’s description sitting on a couch. When Mr. L__ came to the door I asked him who the man on the couch was. He told me he was his brother-in-law. I asked if I could speak with him and his brother-in-law outside because there were so many children present (at least four that came near the front door). They both stepped outside. I asked Tom if he or his brother-in-law had been to tend their horses today. Tom asked his brother-in-law and told me that yes, he (the suspect) had been to see the horses. Based on the brother-in-law’s physical description matching the suspect’s and his statement that he had been around the horses, I detained the brother-in-law for a field showup.

Assisting unit 46K2 Dep. Clancy (#269975) advised the victim of field showup procedures and transported the victim to my location. The victim immediately stated, “That’s him,” when I had the brother-in-law stand up in front of the lights of 46K2 vehicle.

I advised the suspect he was under arrest for 597(a) PC and 286.5 PC. I transported and booked the suspect at Norton Station with the approval of Sgt. Smith and Watch Comm. Lt. Lance.

I took a Polaroid photograph (EV.2) of the chicken at the station.

—ACTUAL FOUND POLICE REPORT from X-RAY #1

REFERENCE (Some of Johnny’s Books)

Acme Novelty Library: Jimmey Corigan, The World’s Smartest Kid
Berman, Wallace: Support the Revolution
Brautigan, Richard: Sombrero Fallout; Loading Mercury with a Pitchfork
Broozy, Big Bill: William Broozy’s Story
Bukowski, Charles: Crucifix in a Deathhand
Genius of the Crowd
Poems Written Before Jumping Out of An 8-Story Window
Cherkovski, Neeli: Hank (bio of Charles Bukowski)
Coleman/Young: Mings/Mingus
Crespo, Jaime: Narcolepsy Dreams (comic)
Fante, John: Ask the Dust; Dreams from Bunker Hill
Fluxus Codex
Fuller, Buckminster: I See To Be A Verb
Gonzales, Babs: I, Paid My Dues
Guralnick, Peter: Last Highway
Hernandez, Jaime: Whoa Nellie; Penny Century; The Death of Speedy (comics)
Kleinzerler, August: Like Cities Like Storms
Novello, Don: The Laszlo Letters
Pochi ($3 to PO Box 40021, Berkeley CA 94704)
Runyon, Damon: Runyon, First & Last
Saroyan, William: The Man with the Heart in the Highlands
Thomas, Piri: Down These Mean Streets
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Lynn Peril publishes *Mystery Date*, a zine drawing on diverse sources such as '50s home economics textbooks, etiquette manuals, dating manuals, biographies of stars and starlets, as well as rereleased films and educational videos. She grew up in Milwaukee, Wisconsin and in the '80s moved to San Francisco, where she lives with husband Johnny Bartlett of the Phantom Surfers (who showed up at the end of the interview). For a sample copy of *Mystery Date*, send $3 (cash only) to PO Box 641592, San Francisco CA 94164-1592.

◊ **VALE:** Tell us how you started *Mystery Date*. For source materials, you draw on these older—I hate to say out-dated—etiquette books?
◊ **LYNN PERIL:** They're often frighteningly up-to-date. I had wanted to do a zine for a really long time. I had a couple of false starts. An original zine title that I came up with around 1988 was *Bookhead*. It was going to be about used books or books I liked, but that never really got off the ground. I have a folder full of ideas for that project.

Meanwhile, I have always been interested in popular culture—particularly how it pertains to women. I was inspired to collect etiquette books by reading Johnny Marr's "(Anti-) Sex Tips for Teens," a one-off issue [1988] of his zine, *Murder Can Be Fun* [three dollars cash from MCBF, Box 640111, San Francisco CA 94109]. It's great; it goes the whole nine yards from the 19th century forward.

Everything finally reached critical mass, and I put out the first issue of *Mystery Date*, back in 1994.

◊ **V:** You must have been incubating for years—
◊ **LP:** I was incubating for years and years. I remember reading punk rock fanzines in the late '70s and wanting to do writing for them, or produce my own. But I never wanted to do a music-only zine.

Actually, when I was a little kid I used to write my own books—about the neighbor's cat or something like that. My friends and I were all into the soap opera *Dark Shadows* and we wrote a *Dark Shadows* newsletter.

When I moved out here, I had a boyfriend who worked at Subterranean Records. His employer kept every music zine that had ever been sent to him. There were boxes full of them under the counter space; I used to sit there and go through them and think, "I want to do this."

◊ **V:** How old were you when you did the *Dark Shadows* newsletter?
◊ **LP:** Eight. It was just an activity for a rainy afternoon done mainly for pleasure. I still have my boxed set of *Dark Shadows* novels that I got for Christmas one year. I'm humbled because when my mom moved she threw away my Barnabas Collins game. That newsletter was hand-written and was not something we mailed out.

Now I have a Mac computer and it's great. If you make a mistake on a typewriter, there's no going back. Also, typing is incredibly labor-intensive.

I'm impressed that so many young kids—14- and 15-year-olds and even younger—are out there writing and editing zines. If only I had had the gumption to get it all together sooner!

◊ **V:** The urge to publish a zine isn't just born out of collecting etiquette books; it comes out of your entire life—
LP: And a large desire to get mail—I love getting mail! Creating a zine is the best tactic for getting mail. I have been known to get extremely upset—even outraged—if I come home to an empty mailbox. Sometimes I’m convinced it’s the end of the zine and no one’s going to buy another copy. Then someone will send me the greatest stuff. I know I should say I have loftier aspirations, but I think my number one goal is to get mail. [laughs]

V: It’s because people turn you on to things—
LP: People send me all kinds of great books and videotapes.

Another inspiration was a book called High Weirdness By Mail, which came out in 1988. It made me think about all the wonderful stuff you can get only through mail order, and influenced me to send away for more things. This book is not purely about publications; it also lists organizations like the Flat Earth Society that have a particular “take” on subjects. It made me realize how much fun could be had through the mail.

V: When did you first start mail ordering?
LP: As a kid, I was really into horses and bought all these horse magazines. I would write away for all the free advertising material. I owned boxes of stuff—which is kind of like my life right now! [laughs] Very early on, I knew that mail had potential.

V: That’s smart—especially if you have no money—
LP: Exactly. You can make collages—cut out the ads, paste them up and do your own rearranging if you want. The ads provide fantasy material—

V: But you didn’t have a horse back then?
LP: No, and I don’t have one now, either. I sublimated on cats—which I do to this day. I have two of those—but maybe someday . . .

V: Did you have an allowance that enabled you to do this mail ordering?

Creating a zine is the best tactic for getting mail. I have been known to get extremely upset—even outraged—if I come home to an empty mailbox.

LP: No, it was always free stuff—pure advertising: “Hi! I saw your ad. Send me your brochure; I want to know all about the bridles you make.” I enjoyed coming home from school or work and finding our mailbox crammed full of mail for me. Nowadays I’m a lot pickier; junk mail isn’t enough anymore.

V: Did your mom encourage you? She must have given you stamps—
LP: Well, I always did get my stamps. I certainly don’t remember her discouraging me.

V: What were your earliest collections?
LP: I’ve always been a collector, but I don’t remember specifically when that started. I remember collecting objects I liked, without being able to explain why I liked them or was attracted to them. But I’ve been a book person—always. Mystery Date is basically about a particular subgroup of books. Book-collecting and reading are two of my favorite activities.

I had my box full of horse stuff—I wish I still had it. I used to go to riding camp in the summer and we would have a horse show at the end. Everybody would put braids in their horse’s mane, and I kept some of the braids in my horse box.

V: What did your parents do for a living?
LP: They had a hardware store; they were self-employed.

V: Where did this passion for books come from?
LP: My parents read to me practically from the time I was born. I was never taught to read; I simply woke up one day and discovered I could. I remember going downstairs and telling my mother, “Hey mom—I can read!”

I also had an uncle whose room at my grandmother’s house was just this tiny closet entirely surrounded by
books. He died when I was six years old. When my aunt moved out of the house, she had all of us nieces and nephews take what we wanted. They’re all amazing books! It’s really wild to go to Acorn Books [antiquarian bookseller] down the street and be able to say, “Hey, I have that book.” My uncle read books by Eugene O’Neill, Flannery O’Connor, and Nabokov. They were all first editions because he would run out to buy the newest releases from these authors. He also had rare editions by authors like Jean Genet that were privately published or in limited editions. Acorn Books was asking five hundred dollars for one book that I owned.

♦ V: That was really special—that your parents read to you.
♦ LP: Oh yeah, you gotta read to the little bambino. It’s very important.
♦ V: What was the $500 book?
♦ LP: A Flannery O’Connor first edition of A Good Man Is Hard To Find, with dust jacket. Only some of my books have the original dust jackets, but most of them are in pretty pristine condition, nonetheless.
♦ V: What are some of your favorite “normal” books?
♦ LP: Lolita is bar none my favorite. I love the language, of course, and the story is blackly hilarious, a great caricature of fifties Americana revealing all the seamy stuff underneath the surfaces. The movie’s great—I love James Mason—but the book is the best. I like other Nabokov books too, like Pale Fire. He’s such an amazing writer, especially considering that English was his second language (he was a Russian-nobility immigrant). This is one of my favorite passages from Lolita: “Has she already been initiated by mother nature to the Mystery of the Menarche? Bloated feeling. The curse of the Irish. Falling from the roof. Grandma is visiting. ‘Mister Uterus’ (I quote from a girls’ magazine) ‘starts to build a thick soft wall on the chance a possible baby may have to be bedded down there.’ The tiny madman in his padded cell.” I love those last two lines.

You can make collages—cut out the ads, paste them up, and do your own rearranging if you want. The ads provide fantasy material . . .

Another early influence was the Scholastic Book Club—I think it’s a subsidiary of the Weekly Reader. Every few weeks you would receive a little newsprint flyer advertising books you could order.

♦ V: Through the school?
♦ LP: It starts in grade school. You would study these flyers and then ask your parents for the money to order the books, bring the money to the teacher and two weeks later, you’d come in and there would be this stack of books on your desk. It was the best thing ever! They offered all kinds of books: on sports, animals, teen romance novels (as students got older)—just about everything.

I have a bunch of late ’50s teen romance books published by Scholastic that I want to write about in a future issue of Mystery Date. I really love the covers. One, Three’s a Crowd, is about these twins that fall for the same guy. The cover shows the twins looking at each other with this perplexed-looking guy in the background. I swear to god, the way the girls are looking at each other it looks just like some lesbian novel. They look like they’re saying: “Forget you, guy!”

♦ V: The subtext—
♦ LP: Yeah—that’s what I like to do in Mystery Date: talk about the real subtext of books.
♦ V: Can you describe the content of your zine—it’s not just critiques of old etiquette books?
♦ LP: No, although those are some of my favorite books to look at. A lot of the same attitudes prevail in more recent etiquette books of the ’70s, ’80s and ’90s, but the authors have learned to be more careful—they try not to say anything outright sexist. But you’d
be surprised what they don’t consider sexist... I also have tons of old home ec [home economics] textbooks.

I like the look of books from the ’40s and ’50s because the printing process is so saturated with color. Those textbooks have that in spades! Charm and beauty books are really great, too. Of course, teen sex books are good—not erotic novels, but sex education and dating advice books. I’m still looking for more of those pamphlets they gave to girls in school about menstruation. It was a horrifying time in my life, as I recall, but now I’m fascinated by it.

In the zine, I also talk about games that teach the same kind of value system. The objective is usually dating or getting a guy. Of course, the larger context involving gender roles and popular culture is always lurking in the background. Though I haven’t really discussed this much in my zine, I think the roles set up for men are just as restrictive as those set up for women.

Up until the ’70s when there was legislation prohibiting sex-segregated classes, girls were expected to take home ec and boys were expected to take shop. Occasionally people would switch. In some of the post-’70s home ec textbooks, the introduction carefully acknowledges that it may be a mixed class, but then the rest of the book is definitely geared to female students.

At a garage sale I found a shop textbook and looked at it carefully, and it was so boring! The home ec textbooks go beyond sewing and cooking; there’s a heavy dose of moral teaching: “What you should be like as a woman, wife and mother”-type advice. Whereas the shop book is just about “how to make a table” — it doesn’t say anything about how to be a man or a father; it doesn’t say anything about what your morals should be. It doesn’t tie making a good table with being the right kind of man, or intimate that women might not like you if you don’t know how to use a band saw properly.

I also like books that are eccentric or written by eccentric people. Privately-issued books are usually grand fun. Celebrity dirt written by relatives of celebrities or people who dated celebrities are fabulous. I have one written by a woman who swears up and down that she was Liberace’s girlfriend. It’s self-published, too!

◊ V: Maybe he had that closet side of himself—the closet inside the closet... Your zine also discusses some films—

◊ LP: Yeah, there were so many great classroom films. A friend sent me a videotape of instructional films from the late ’40s through the early ’60s, and one is literally called What To Do On A Date—just in case you had any questions! There are also a couple of interesting juvenile delinquent films on this tape, particularly one about how necessary it is to have youth clubs—because otherwise “boys play with knives.” It’s narrated by Richard Widmark and features a very young Chuck Connors as “the adult who gives a damn.”

There are some unbelievable classroom films, like Boys Beware [see excerpt], which is about the dangers posed by lurking homosexuals. It’s pretty scary; it’s about a boy who is seduced by this older, leering man. In the end, the boy goes to his parents and they turn the guy in; the guy goes to jail but the boy is put on probation. It’s odd: the boy has been victimized, so he’s put on probation?! Of course the whole subplot is that homosexuals prey on innocent young boys, “initiating” them into the gay lifestyle. I was completely shocked the first time I saw Boys Beware. It’s one of the vilest pieces of anti-gay propaganda I’ve ever seen.

Alpha Blue Archives released a compilation called Pink Slip, which contains excerpts from late ’60s and ’70s menstruation films. One is supposed to be a teen anti-smoking film, but it’s actually a how-to-smoke film. A girl and her cousin get together: the girl is mousy and boring, and her cousin has breasts, wears make-up, is hip and smokes. There’s actually a scene where her cousin teaches her the mechanics of smoking: “No, you hold it like this. No, draw it into your lungs like this.”

One amazing film is Facts About Menstruation, made for mentally retarded girls. It stars a girl with Downs Syndrome, her older sister and their parents—it’s a family. The most fascinating part is when the older sister goes into the bathroom and says,
“Come on, Jill, let me show you how I change my pad.” She pulls down her pants, sits down on the toilet and takes her pad off; there’s red ink on it (or something). It’s astonishing, especially compared to the Disney-produced films (supposedly made for “normal” viewers) that sugarcoat everything. Whereas this film for retarded children is so much more honest. Of course, that makes it completely shocking, you’re thinking to yourself, “Oh, my God! I can’t believe she just did that on film!”

**V:** How did you find these videos?

**LP:** My husband gave one of his friends a copy of *Mystery Date*, and she sent the tape to me. The other tape I bought from Alpha Blue Archives, which sells a lot of older porn. The proprietor also has a lot of instructional films. He read *Mystery Date* and wrote me a letter, “Hi, I read it and really liked it. Here’s a catalog of what I put out...”

**V:** Not too many people have thought of collecting “home ec” books. The sexism and attitudes they display are completely unselfconscious because they have this other purpose they’re trying to communicate—

**LP:** Someone wrote me who was fairly young (judging by the fact that the letter was written on a sheet of paper torn from a three-ring notebook): “I really like *Mystery Date*, but is this really relevant to today? You’re just discussing these products of the ’50s and ’60s, but what does it have to do with now?” This person had missed the whole context. It struck me that most of our political leaders come from an era when “girls go to home ec and guys go to shop.” Those classroom textbooks and films were the propaganda they were raised with. I think that they’re now trying to get back to this past that never truly existed.

Home ec books rarely let up on the “this is what you as a woman are supposed to be” moralizing. But sometimes the attitude of an author will completely knock me out, because I’m not expecting to find anything progressive. Candi Strecker gave me a book called *The Bride’s Primer* as a wedding gift. It’s about how to schedule your housework on a timetable, and is pretty exacting. The author also talks about when you have kids, and says: “Don’t just ignore your sons. Boys enjoy cooking, too; they enjoy playing in the kitchen just as much as girls do. Don’t ignore them or push them out.” An attitude like that from the past surprises me—maybe I’m just too cynical. It’s a reminder that all people didn’t necessarily cling to conservative views in their daily lives. It’s important to remember that prescriptive literature like this doesn’t necessarily mirror real life, and vice versa. What fascinates me is the overlap between the two.

**V:** When you were growing up, were you taught to cook?

**LP:** Oh, I love to cook. I love to eat—if you love to eat, it only makes sense that you love to cook.

**V:** You had a traditional upbringing, yet... what made you different? Were you ever ill for a long time—

**LP:** Are you saying that illness causes difference? [laughs]

**V:** No, but there’s a theory that anybody who’s unusual has had some experience prior to the age of ten that somehow set them apart. Like, perhaps they were ill and missed school for a month—

**LP:** There were probably some incidents, but nothing I’m willing to talk about publicly.

**V:** Okay. So did you have a pretty traditional upbringing?

**LP:** No, not entirely. My parents ran our hardware business, and they ran it side-by-side. It wasn’t like dad went to work and mom stayed home; mom worked her butt off, too. I also had an aunt who never married—she worked all the time. So I had strong female role models whose lives weren’t necessarily situated in the domestic sphere.

When I was ten my dad had me putting together lawn-mowers and bicycles. I liked that. This experience never panned out into any kind of extensive mechanical knowledge on my part, but I always enjoyed doing it.

I remember one day, when I was in my teens and working at the store, the phone rang. A guy came on the line and I asked him if he needed any help. He immediately said, “Is there a man there? Can I talk to
a man, please?” My dad was doing something in the back, like having lunch, and I had to go back and tell him, “Dad, this guy wants to talk to a man.” My dad just said, “Why? You help him—what’s his problem?” However, the guy refused to talk to me, so finally my dad spoke to him. It turned out that the guy just wanted to know if we had a yardstick—something really lame! My dad got really pissed at the caller (this was before sexism or gender issues were widely recognized)—he couldn’t believe how stupid the whole thing was.

One amazing film is Facts About Menstruation, made for mentally retarded girls. The most fascinating part is when the older sister goes into the bathroom and says, “Come on, Jill, let me show you how I change my pad.”

♦ V: That’s a good example.
♦ LP: Oh god, it was so ridiculous. What he was asking for was so trivial.

I think a lot of other people have a much more difficult time with their parents, who demand that they follow in more traditional roles.
♦ V: You survey these pop culture sources to see how they reflect actual morals and attitudes, some of which are pretty excruciating—
♦ LP: Right. What I hope comes across in Mystery Date is that I am ultimately serious about everything I write. However, a lot of the material is just hilarious—unintentionally so. I want to communicate that there’s more there than meets the eye, but I have no desire to over-intellectualize about popular culture. I prefer to make people think while they laugh.
♦ V: [picks up a book] Ah—The World of Modelling. Finally, books are coming out that give the real dirt—
♦ LP: I want to read that new one by Michael Gross: Model: The Ugly Business of Beautiful Women. The one you’re looking at is a swingin’ 60s, English model, “how-to-be-Jean Shrimpton” type of book. It was written by Lucie Clayton, the woman who actually used to run the modeling school that Jean Shrimpton went to.
♦ V: Is that another type of book you collect: on fashion?
♦ LP: I love fashion. It’s an interesting topic; it’s definitely a future Mystery Date issue. I’ve been collecting books on the fashion world for awhile. There’s a great one from the 60s called Beyond the Looking-Glass: America’s Beauty Culture by Kathrin Perutz, who in 1969 wrote a fascinating article on attending the Miss Teenage America pageant in the same week that the Vietnam War Moratorium was held. It juxtaposes this very patriotic, prim and proper girl event with more “counter-culture” teenagers in a Texas town who wanted to participate in the moratorium. It’s an excellent article.

I try to read at least a little bit of everything I get, but there are some books I buy just for the covers. I also have a tremendously huge backlog.

I’ve heard of at least two men who collect menstruation-related material. I have pretty liberal attitudes, but I think that’s twisted. On the East Coast, there’s this guy who runs a menstrual museum, and there’s another man who’s always looking to buy used kotex machines. I just don’t understand why men would be interested in this; I understand why I would be, but even I don’t want a kotex machine or care about how menstrual belts have changed over the years. I just want the texts; I want to know the didactics of menstruation over the decades.
♦ V: There used to be ads: “No more belts or pins!”
♦ LP: Before tampons you had this little garter belt with plastic or metal clips that would clamp onto the pad, like garter fasteners. But if you didn’t have the stupid belt, you could use pins. I remember way back when I started menstruating, the vending machines...
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would give you the pad and two safety pins—you'd pin them to your panties.

Whoever invented the tampon was a genius—that's all I have to say!

✧ V: There's been a lot of opposition to tampons, involving toxic shock syndrome—
✧ LP: Yeah, but who leaves them in for eight hours? And it's mainly those super, ultra, heavy-duty plastic ones that cause problems. I think tampons are a by-product of World War II, by the way—at least the modern tampon.

If you're female, there's two days in your life that are supposed to be special: getting your period and getting married. Obviously, getting your period is a milestone in your life, but to imagine that it's somehow the gateway to the mysteries of womanhood and that it's so wonderful because you can give birth is bullshit.

✧ V: It used to be common for women to learn typing in school. Did you?
✧ LP: No. I'm a professional typist now, but I didn't really learn how to type until I got a job that demanded I know how. I took typing in high school, but I was really bad at it. All of the little books I did when I was a kid were handwritten. When I was in grade school I had this teacher who made us write stories—it seemed like we were constantly writing. Every week we made covers for our little story booklets.

✧ V: Didn't punk rock emerge about the same time you were in high school?
✧ LP: Yeah. I was a junior in high school when I went to see Iggy Pop and the Dead Boys in 1977. This was the first punk rock show I ever saw. Just walking in, I realized it had incredible meaning to me. It was the coolest thing I had ever seen in my entire 16 years!

✧ V: How did you get in and who told you about it?
✧ LP: It was at a theater, so it was an all-ages show. I had a “bad girl” friend who told me about it. But at that point in time we didn't know the Dead Boys from Donny and Marie [Osmond]; we just walked in and said, “Ohmigod! This is amazing!” After that we tried to see everybody who came to town, and hopefully they weren't in clubs—we were notoriously chicken about trying to get into the over-18 clubs. My friend had a great mom who let us stay out late because she knew we didn't drink and weren't doing any drugs—we just wanted to see bands. I'd always tell my parents I was staying at her house, and then we'd go out.

✧ V: Weren't there punk zines back then?
✧ LP: There were just one-sheet publications. The one I remember the most was a local effort called Autonomy. Somebody else did the first really professional-looking zine I ever saw: Crush On You. Whoever published it did this completely fake scene report about this town in Iowa that didn't exist, and this scene that didn't exist—it was great! Those were the earliest two that I remember. There was another zine from 1980 that I recall: See Hear. It was produced by a neopsychedelic band called Plasticland who actually had a nationally and internationally-known “underground” press.

✧ V: Did you obtain these zines at the local punk rock record store?
✧ LP: Probably. Although it wasn't what I would call a “punk rock record store”—it was called Jack's Record Rack.

✧ V: It used to be difficult to find punk rock material, even in San Francisco—
✧ LP: Well, there wasn't that much out there to begin with. Do you remember Punk magazine from New York? Unfortunately, I sent them money for a subscription just as they went out of business. There used to be slick glossy magazines like New Wave and Punk Rock Spectacular for sale. We would cut pictures out and put them up in our lockers.

✧ V: People weren't putting out zines like they are now—
✧ LP: When I think of early zines I think about British ones, like Sniffin' Glue. Autonomy was the Milwaukee version of that.

One reader told me that he really loved Mystery Date because it reminded him of Bikini Girl, a zine out of New York that ran from the late '70s to the early '80s. However, the only real similarity is: they're both
by women, and they both have covers printed in black ink on pink paper. I have a friend who has a whole file of *Bikini Girl*, and it was really interesting to see them because in one of my Milwaukee zines there’s some little gossip comment that reads: “Was that Vicky, Milwaukee punk, in the latest issue of *Bikini Girl* magazine?”

Vicky was the first person I ever saw with green hair—she was “Miss Queen of the Scene” in Milwaukee. However, that didn’t mean I wasn’t above snubbing her on her 21st birthday by telling her I had turned 18 three days before: “Oh, you’re 21? That’s so old!” I was awful; just think of the snottiest 18-year-old you can imagine and that’s who I was. Anyhow, it was cool to see those zines that I had read about so long before, and open up a copy and see this photo of Vicky. At the time she must have looked really avant-garde, but now she would just look like someone in a mall with her mom—in fact, someone’s mom from the suburbs looks just like that now.

**V: What’s the best thing anybody sent you?**

**LP: I received a letter from a man named Dewey Webb, who works for the *New Times* in Phoenix, Arizona and is a big fan of *Mystery Date*. He wanted extra copies to give to friends. I should also say that Dewey’s the person responsible for me owning an autographed copy of *That Girl in Your Mirror*, which is a teen advice book written by the 1965 Miss America—Vonda Kay Van Dyke (whom I’m also writing about in an upcoming issue of *Mystery Date*). Anyway, one day I went to my mailbox and got this huge package from Dewey’s friend Paul Wilson. Inside was a sweet letter about how he liked my zine. In addition to the written letter, he sent me a “video-letter” where he takes me on a tour of his house in Phoenix and shows me some favorite things in his collection.

In one hilarious part of his video he says: “Well, in *Mystery Date* you talk about this Franciscan Starburst tea-and-toast set” (Starburst being one of the most famous of the 1950s dinnerware produced by Franciscan, a California pottery-maker). I had a home ec textbook with a picture of this tea-and-toast set in Starburst which I had never seen before—not in a thrift shop or a collector’s show. In the video, Paul says, “Well, I read about that and I thought, ‘Let’s see.’” Then he walks over to his shelf and takes out the same home ec book I had and says, “Why yes, here it is.”

Not only did he have that book, but from what I could see on his shelf, we had at least eight or ten books in common. This guy and I were obviously on the same wavelength. Then, in the video he proceeds to show me all this other cool stuff he has, like these wonderful records on sex education—including one on menstruation facts for *boys*. (By the way, his whole house is done circa 1955.) Then he said, “I’m also going to include my videotape homage to *Mystery Date*, the game” (which he had done independent of me producing the zine).

Paul is so talented! He basically took the soundtrack from an old *Mystery Date* commercial and made this wonderful black-and-white commercial of his own, featuring himself in drag playing *all* of the little girls playing the *Mystery Date* game. He also plays all of the dates behind the doors! At the end the dates run off together, leaving the little girls very perplexed. It’s incredibly well done, in black-and-white and synched perfectly with the soundtrack, and looks like it was really shot in the early ’60s. At the end of the videotape, he says, “Oh, I’m coming to San Francisco and

---

**One of the most rewarding aspects of doing a zine is getting to know all of these really great people. If you’re lucky, you get to meet them face-to-face.**

I’d like to meet you, but I know that you don’t really know me,” etc. Of course, I wanted to meet him.

We all met at the Tonga Room when he was in town with his boyfriend, Al, who it turns out grew up within a three-block radius of where my parents had their hardware store in Wisconsin. All of us really hit it off. On our honeymoon, Johnny and I went to visit him. Paul took us thrifting to every place in Phoenix, from eleven in the morning to eight at night. He showed me his room which is like my dream room. It’s jam-packed
with vintage women's clothing and shoes; everything is absolutely gorgeous! The best part of the night was when he had a stack of clothes for me to take if I wanted them, because he had just started seriously getting into drag and didn't have his sizes down. He had bought clothes that were too small, so he gave them all to me. He's wonderful.

When we went to visit him this summer, he had just won an M&Ms video contest. A couple of months ago I got a letter from him with a big clipping from the Phoenix paper because he had just won the Twinkie 65th Anniversary Video Contest!

One of his art projects is this photo album with a family he's totally created. The album starts with the parents' wedding; he's really good at making fake documents, so there are newspaper clippings from the society pages announcing the marriage. Of course, he plays everybody: the mom, dad, kids, etc. There's a big blank spot where the children's childhood photos were stolen or burned up in a fire, because he couldn't recreate that. When they come in as teenagers, they're living the lifestyle these books would have you believe everybody led. There's a photo of the family on sex education night. Paul's dressed as the mom who's teaching the kids with a very professional-looking dummy—

✦ V: How does he do all that?
✦ LP: He poses, then cuts things out and pastes them all down, xeroxes it and then does more. He calls his make-believe family "The Kimballs." There's a picture of the family at the Tonga Room. He loved that place so much that he and Al went back the next day and talked the management into letting him take photos for the background before the place opened.

✦ V: What's the Twinkie film about?
✦ LP: It tells how the Kimballs get caught in an atomic attack and have no Twinkies because they're trapped in the house and it's not safe to go out yet. They try to make their own Twinkies—a hideous failure. Pretty soon, the coast is clear to leave the house; Mrs Kimball goes to the corner store and comes back with three-foot-long Twinkies because they've all been radiated. What I think is amazing is that the Twinkie people went for it—this is what they picked! Paul got something like $6,500 as a prize. He's going to be famous, I'm sure.
✦ V: He's pretty young—

✦ LP: He's about 30.
✦ V: If his house was built in the '50s, he was barely born then—
✦ LP: What's interesting is that it used to be his parents' house, then his parents sold it and bought the house next door. The new owners put it up for sale and his brother bought it and moved in. Then his brother sold it to Paul. So Paul lives in the house that he grew up in, next door to his parents. But Paul realized that moving back into his old room would be a little too Freudian, so he lives in another room. He's absolutely, without question, the most interesting person I've met through Mystery Date.

One of the most rewarding aspects of doing a zine is getting to know all of these really great people. If you're lucky, you get to meet them face-to-face.
✦ V: You also collect other artifacts—
✦ LP: Yes, of course. I try to write about those, too: games, records and whatever else I find.

I got the best thing at a flea market recently: a 1955 Frederick's of Hollywood catalog. It is so cool! I want to do an article on the brassieres that Frederick's of Hollywood sold, and that whole side of the female experience: breasts. People give me things now and then because of the zine, and somebody gave me the Joe Bonomo course for bust beauty; the actual title is "Figure Ritual for Beautiful Bust Contour." It's this little booklet with all these exercises in it.

One of his art projects is this photo album with a family he's totally created. Of course, he plays everybody: the mom, dad, kids, etc.

✦ V: And this course was written by a man . . . some famous bodybuilder?
✦ LP: He was. I also have another booklet by him which is a glamour and beauty course. He branched out, publishing little booklets on everything from physical beauty to anti-drug propaganda—I have a xerox of one called Don't Be a Dope. Another reader
That's what you would read back then if you were in high school or starting college. Then you'd graduate to Esquire's *Handbook for Hosts*, which is all about mixology—all the proper drinks to make—and how to barbecue properly, and how to play party games. The editors define etiquette as “the art of eliminating friction from daily living.” This is the kind of “inside” male knowledge that I don’t think guys are required to know anymore.

♦ V: *Thank goodness—*

♦ LP: There’s an *Esquire Etiquette* book still in print, although I have the 1960 version. The 1953 edition has an entire section on “Your Wife and Work,” and it advises, “Keep her out of it, if you can.”

When you were growing up, do you remember seeing those little films on telephone etiquette? They gave lots of tips like, “Don’t breathe too heavily into the phone.” You were supposed to answer a call with, “Peril residence, Lynn speaking!” One etiquette book I have devotes *eight pages* to phone manners. I think this is something that has disappeared—a lot of old mannerisms just vanish over time.

♦ V: *Don’t you also collect old cookbooks?*

♦ LP: The *American Woman’s Cookbook* is a good example of what I like: the endpapers have one of those glorious color photos (of petit-fours, no less), and I’d sure like to know what Freud would say about this amazing appetizer which uses deep-fried zucchini sticks speared through onion rings. I think the folks at the test kitchen were going a little bit crazy, and this was their joke on the rest of us. Either that, or they were seriously repressed and didn’t realize the symbolic meaning of their “creation.” But I prefer to imagine a bunch of test kitchen hussies hopped up on cooking sherry having a good giggle.

Do you remember seeing those little films on telephone etiquette? They have lots of tips like, “Don’t breathe too heavily into the phone.”

It’s interesting to look at all these complicated concoctions now, because who has time to make any of them? Who has time to individually deep-fry zucchini sticks and onion rings and then place the zucchini sticks through the center of the onion rings? Some of these presentations are huge! I think the advertising of the day equated self-worth with complexity of food arrangement.

Another thing I’m starting to collect more of is promotional booklets of almost any kind, as well as travel pamphlets. I always feel extremely sorry for people who don’t read—people who say they don’t like to
read, or who think that books are boring. Obviously somebody’s been slipping them misinformation, because books are so cool!

V: Do you collect books on child-raising?
LP: I have an unbelievable one called The Mother’s Book. I think it’s a 1921 edition, but the copyright information goes back to 1907. I love the chart dealing with “proper discipline.” There are three columns: the middle column is the transgression, the left column is the improper way of punishment, and the right shows the proper way. A particularly memorable sin is “running away”: the wrong way of punishment is beating or whipping, but the really advanced, liberated form of discipline is: tying your child to a tree! Is your child playing with matches? The new, “progressive” way to teach your child a much-needed lesson is: put your child’s fingers in the flame!

I have a couple of other books from the early part of this century that are about health and body issues associated with raising children, and the way they deal with sex education issues is by good old-fashioned denial. A fun one is called So You Want to Raise a Boy? It traces a boy’s development in year-by-year chapters such as “Anarchy at Eleven,” and then deals with “problems” such as stealing, alcohol, narcotics. The chapter “Sharing the Facts of Life” contains such gems as, “Every boy should know that masturbation may be the first step toward homosexuality. What is a homosexual? This is a person who tries to get sexual satisfaction from someone of the same sex. Frequently it starts out with masturbation, and then the individual seeks a partner for mutual sex play. These practices are destructive to the personality, and frequently this type of individual disintegrates to the point where he becomes involved in various types of sex crimes. In fact, the moral degenerate is responsible for some of the most vicious and sadistic sex crimes on record.” A solemn warning indeed.

Jumping back to menstruation, The Mother’s Book has a great section on this topic. The book advocates telling girls straightforwardly about menstruating, and offers fairly clear advice. What’s hilarious is the descriptions of consequences if you don’t tell them. There’s a description of a girl who wasn’t adequately prepared for her menstrual period—she was taken by surprise, took a cold bath, caught pneumonia and died. There’s another tale about a girl who became hysteri-
in fast company. She thought he was great fun. They went for a drive; after a while they parked. The spot was well-known, but now deserted: 'Lover's Lane.' The night was cold. Only two sounds broke the silence: the drone of the heater and the radio turned low so that they could talk. Then the boy began making passes at her for an innocent embrace, harmless in itself, yet dangerous. Under repeated invitations from the devil, the girl soon grew tired of resisting the boy's uninterrupted advances. She gave in and consented.

"About twenty hours later, a curious passer-by found the couple locked in death's embrace, apparently victims of carbon monoxide poisoning. That young girl had a beautiful funeral. She was radiant in white; in her hand she held a mother-of-pearl rosary and two white orchids. Of course the neighbors could not see her soul! This story sounds very dramatic, doesn't it? Yet such tragedies can and do happen every year."

Do you know when this edition was published? 1980! The thing is, if these guardians of public morality really wanted to warn kids about the dangers of pre-marital sex, they should just talk to somebody who had a baby when she was 16 and kept it—just let her talk about how hard parenting is. I can't think of anything better that might keep teens from having sex—or at least unprotected sex. I would certainly be the first in line for some kind of contraceptive after seeing or talking to someone who had endured a teenage marriage, or had to deal with child-raising at the age of 14 or 15.

Actually, in *Mystery Date* #1 I discussed a book called *Riding in Cars With Boys*. It was published only a few years ago. The author, Beverly Donofrio, wrote about her dreadful teen marriage that she endured in the '60s, and how hard her life was. If more teens read books like these or talked to people who had endured teenage pregnancies or marriages, they might think twice before they did anything, or at least take precautions. Of course, in the area of sex the religious moralizers don't want you to do anything. They have one-track minds that constantly repeat: "The wages of sin is death."

**V: No one's going to believe absurd stories about carbon monoxide poisoning.**

** ♦ LP: I love how all these celibate priests and nuns write books advising you about your sex life. One favorite book is called *To You, Girls*; it's published by the Daughters of St. Paul. The cover has a very '50s-looking girl inside a pink heart holding a soda and looking cheerfully at the camera. It's from 1961 and it's fiction—but the proper kind of fiction. This is how one story starts:

"What's your term paper on, sis?" Jean looked up at her brother and replied, "Oh, I guess I'll write something about Pope Pius XII's remarks to a large gathering of young girls about the mistake of exploiting their beauty in any way that detracts from their human dignity." That'll show those secular humanists a thing or two!

** ♦ V: That sounds just like the youth of today talking.**

** ♦ LP: These religious books are funny in how they drastically mislead people. They're more dangerous than the behavior they allegedly want to curtail—mainly because they lie to people.

An important part of producing *Mystery Date* involves categorization: I like to make lists and piles of things. Home ec books go here, religious books go here, teen sex-ed books go there, etc. When preparing the next zine, I take one of those stacks and start writing. At least the books in a pile relate to one another.

** ♦ V: Categorizing can drive a person nuts—**
LP: That's why I do my categorizing on paper, because in my house and on my bookshelves everything's all mixed up! One of my housekeeping books suggests categorizing books by color—that way, they look better on the shelf. You might want to try that!

V: In your essay on Jayne Mansfield, you write about your life after you bleached your hair—

One book states emphatically that the consequences of masturbation are: blindness, death, and softening of the brain!

LP: People treat you completely different when you're blond. I would never have believed it in a million years if I hadn't experienced it myself. Guys just can't handle women with peroxide blonde hair. It's really weird—they completely regress—they lose it. I think there's some genetic defect that kicks in only when men see a bleached-blond woman go by. They probably can't explain it themselves.

I live in a neighborhood with a lot of prostitution. You don't have to look a certain way—all that's necessary is for you to be female to have some guy offer you money if you're standing on the wrong side of the street. This got a lot worse when I was blond. It didn't surprise me, but what did surprise me were the guys in the financial district who you might assume would have more manners. If anything, this shows how effective Hollywood's campaign was to promote platinum blond sex bombs, starting with Jean Harlow. Platinum blond equals sex in this society in a way I just never imagined. It shows how thoroughly we've absorbed this image.

V: Tell us the difference between your marriage and the kinds of marriages described in your books—

LP: I married somebody who I absolutely love and like. That's what a wedding is useful for: saying publicly that we're making this commitment. Plus, it gave me a reason to have a tremendously great party! I wanted to have a wedding that was very much about me and my husband, and luckily it turned out that way. A lot of weddings in the guidebooks are not about the bride and groom, but some social idea of what weddings are supposed to be: the big poofy white dress, all the attendants, and if something goes wrong your future will be just awful. My wedding date stands out as the day I was able to tell my mom about my tattoo for the first time. It was one of those situations where she couldn't be upset with me because she was so happy! [laughs] I had a blast.

The only place I gave in to wedding etiquette—wediquette—is that I tried to think about what Miss Manners would say about me asking a friend to bring a bikini so she could go-go dance at my wedding. I gave in and I didn't ask, but my friend go-go danced anyway in her dress. It was great!

V: Have you considered doing something on the Internet?

LP: This woman in Australia has a feminist zine called *Ms 45*, and anything to do with feminism really tweaks people. She was getting all this flack from these guys on-line in the alt.zine newsgroup: "Women don't do zines. How do you do zines? Do you have little computers that fit on your stoves?" I just felt, "I
As far as chatting on-line, that's as bad as talk-radio—I don't want to hear what idiots have to say. Mediocre people seem to be what's mainly out there.

That said, I am going to do some kind of web page. It will definitely not be an electronic version of Mystery Date. I want to do a site incorporating some of the essays that have appeared in M.D., along with some new features (maybe a “book find of the month”). We'll see what happens. If nothing else, it will expose the zine to a new audience, who may or may not be able to appreciate it.

♦ V: The only thing I really like about the computer-telephone connection is e-mail and information-searching. But the information you can access seems so superficial, and is mostly from mainstream sources—
♦ LP: E-mail is great and that's what I use. As far as chatting on-line, that's as bad as talk-radio—I don't want to hear what idiots have to say. Mediocre people seem to be what's mainly out there.

You can do so much more with paper. Just in terms of layout, you're not constrained by the size of the screen. Mystery Date is currently 5 1/2" x 8", but I could easily make the next issue newspaper tabloid size—or a mini-size, for that matter. But for what I'm doing now, I'm not done with the digest size yet. And the color will always be pink and black.

♦ V: How do you distribute Mystery Date?
♦ LP: I'm the world's laziest distributor. Basically, the circulation base is people who have ordered directly from me (mail order), except for Tower, which takes 150 copies. Atomic Books in Baltimore, Maryland also orders it—they have a great mail order catalog and besides, John Waters shops there!

♦ V: Didn't you just see John Waters lecture? How did he look?
♦ LP: He was so good! He wore what looked like a dark burgundy or navy smoking jacket with black jeans. He came out and was hilarious. He did questions and answers from the audience, and the best question was from a woman who didn't know that Serial Mom was completely fictional and wanted to know which trial it was and if he used the transcripts!

Someone asked what new movies he liked and he said, “Show Girls,” which made me really want to see it. He said, “Don't listen to people who say it will never be camp, because it's camp right now.” He signed books afterwards; I had him sign the new edition of Shock Value. He was so sweet: “Hi! How are you tonight?” I said, “I'm nervous, because I'm going to give you a copy of my zine.” He said, “This looks very interesting—I'll read it tomorrow.” I'm sure he tosses all the stuff he gets into a big circular file, but what a charming thing to say! Nevertheless, my mouth went completely dry—it was the whole deer-caught-in-the-headlights syndrome.

Personally, I think John Waters is one of the best essayists of our time—brilliant. One of the best things I've ever read is an interview he did with Little Richard that was published in Playboy. It's so hilarious! John Waters is a huge '50s and '60s rock-n-roll fan. I wanted so much to tell him how much I loved that piece, but I froze.

♦ V: Just reading Playboy is a kitsch activity today—
♦ LP: The interview is brilliant, especially at the end, because Little Richard decides that he wants total control over the article, and John Waters is like, “No, I want to tell people what I really think.” In the lecture he did say how bad he thinks people with tattoos are going to look—how they're going to regret it later in their life. [laughs] I was struck by how nice he was off-stage. He's one of those great people who are so close to being normal—he does “normal” very well—but he's actually completely wild, like Johnny Marr . . .

Guys just can't handle women with peroxide blond hair . . . I think there's some genetic defect that kicks in only when men see a bleached-blond woman go by.

♦ JOHNNY BARTLETT: Back to zines: there's a whole world of specialty newsletters that are like zines. My band released an LP titled The Exciting Sounds of Model Road Racing, and this guy who puts out the Vintage Slot Racers Newsletter contacted me. He sends out a quarterly (it contains no advertising) to a network of over a hundred people. His subscribers are mostly squares, not hipsters—they probably have no idea what a fanzine is. He gets home from his day job, types this thing up and xeroxes it at work. He offered me a free ad and I got about 20 orders from
The term "fanzine" is getting bastardized, just as "thrift store" is: people will get something at an antique store and say, "Yeah, I got this at a thrift store!" They're actually trying to lower themselves.

◊ V: Lynn, you don't make money on Mystery Date?
◊ LP: No, I lose money. In fact, my only goal is to eventually break even, but it's not going to happen. Someone at work asked me why I did it, and without thinking I said, "To alleviate boredom." (Why does anybody do anything? "Because I don't like television.") I thought of retorting, "Why do you play golf, you big lug?" I'm lucky I have a job that pays pretty well, because it's not cheap to do a zine. Other people who do zines perhaps live in parts of the country where they have low overhead, but San Francisco is expensive.

Right now zines are like a flavor of the month topic. But just as people have discovered that you can take $500 and put out a thousand 7" singles, so people have discovered that zines are a very low cost way of disseminating information—and it's fun!

Zine-reading is a good way to avoid commercial culture. As all the media outlets conglomerate (soon everything will be owned by just two big corporations), I think people are more and more figuring out the necessity to "do it themselves." Zines are a very "punk" literary form, for lack of a better term—they have that real do-it-yourself spirit.

◊ V: Zines have a contempt for copyright and censorship—you can rip off a newspaper headline and paste it down, or take an advertisement and modify it without writing for permission—
◊ LP: Exactly. I just want to write about the topics I want to talk about, and oddly enough there seem to be a lot of people interested. I don't want to explore topics in an academic sense right now, and Vanity Fair sure isn't interested in publishing any of my material. Also, a lot of zine editors feel safer expressing themselves on paper, so it takes the place of human interaction.

◊ V: But publishing a zine allows you to break out of your little social circle, and meet interesting, creative people you might not otherwise be able to meet—
◊ LP: Totally—you get new blood, new thoughts, new ideas, and new inspiration. When I visited Paul Wilson in Arizona, he showed me a built-in linen cupboard in the hallway, opened up three drawers and they all were filled with fake plastic food! I was screaming; it was so funny. There was cake and cake slices, mashed potatoes... For some reason that made me very happy—just knowing that there's a person out there with three drawers full of fake food. If he sees an old car on the street he likes, he'll run home and put on a dress and return to shoot these guerrilla video scenes before the owner comes back to move the car. It's all to alleviate boredom; to have fun. I love it—I love the fact that I know people who do things like this. What is this life for if not to have fun? V
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Books, stories and media
Grace Paley: short stories

Pink Slip video
$23 from Alpha Blue Archives, PO Box 16072, Oakland CA 94610

Forever Barbie
M.G. Lord (William Morrow & Company, 1994), a journalist and cultural critic who writes intelligently and humorously about Barbie, who she is and what she means.

Where the Girls Are
Susan J. Douglas (Times Books, 1994). Subtitled “Growing Up Female with the Mass Media” and darned if that isn’t exactly what it’s about.

Rock She Wrote
Evelyn McDonnell and Ann Powers (Delta, 1995). A collection of music criticism written by women. I couldn’t put this one down. Filled with lively, intelligent prose, it made me want to run to my desk and start writing.

Mail Order Source
Edward R. Hamilton, Book Dealer, Falls Village, CT 06031.
Yes, that’s the whole address. Hamilton puts out a newsprint catalog several times a year featuring pages and pages of remaindered books. Textbooks, nonfiction, fiction, even British books—I always find a bunch of stuff I want.

Film reviews from Mystery Date #3

Boy With a Knife. Dudley Pictures Co., late ‘40s/early ’50s.
All right, now we enter the juvenile delinquency portion of our program! Narrated by Richard Widmark, this one features Chuck Connors as Brad Williams, youth counselor. He takes on a group of young troublemakers including Joe Martin, who “has hardly ever seen his mother sober,” and Harry Jackson, who “gets too much spending money and not enough attention.” But it’s switchblade-toting Jerry Phillips who is the featured delinquent.

Jerry’s dad is an ineffectual milquetoast and his stepmother an evil bitch. Jerry, of course, acts out with his knife. The film shows Brad as he slowly works his way into the confidence of the little hellions, eventually enticing them to the “clubhouse,” where Cliffie Stone’s “Barracluda” blares on the turntable. The narration is mainly of the second-person “you try this, and then you try that” variety, which can be a wee bit wearing. The climactic scene comes as Jerry goes berserk, slicing up the family couch with his blade. Jerry’s dad, in particular, is shocked to see his son with a knife. “That’s Jerry’s . . . equalizer, Mr Phillips,” sez Brad, who suddenly appears in the living room with the rest of Jerry’s “club,” the Regals. Of course, this is just the thing to alert Dad to Jerry’s need for attention, and everybody lives happily ever after, Jerry having given his knife to Brad. Having recently seen Chuck Connor’s early homosexual porno loop and Boys Beware (see below), I have a hard time not smirking when Brad tells the guys he’ll pick them up after school and take them to the ball game where “we can have hot dogs and stuff.”

Boys Beware. Sid Davis Productions, produced in cooperation with the Inglewood Police Department and Inglewood Unified School District, early-mid 1960s.
This is an amazing film. One day Jimmy hitch-hikes home from the park. He is picked up by Ralph. During the drive, they engage in pleasant conversation, and Ralph gives Jimmy “a friendly pat” as he gets out of the car. Ralph tells Jimmy he’ll see him again, as he always drives past the park on his way home from work. Sure enough, the next day Ralph picks Jimmy up again. This time they stop for a coke, and Ralph tells some “off color stories.” Jimmy’s heard stories like these before, so he doesn’t think too much about it. They go fishing the next Saturday. Jimmy has a great time, and when Ralph shows him some pornographic pictures, he’s curious even though he knows he shouldn’t look. At this point, our narrator chimes in: “Ralph was sick, with a sickness that was not visible like smallpox, but was no less dangerous and contagious, a sickness of the mind . . . Ralph was a homosexual, a person that demands an intimate relationship with members of the same sex.” Jimmy keeps seeing Ralph, but Ralph demands “payment.” We see them climbing the motel stairs together. Jimmy tells his parents, Ralph is arrested and Jimmy is given probation and released to the custody of his parents—incridible. Think about it—first we are told that homosexuals are predatory and that homosexuality is contagious, and then we find out that Jimmy is given probation after being molested!!! The film goes on, telling the story of Mike Merritt, who gets in a stranger’s car and “trades his life for a newspaper headline.” Be careful, boys, for “one never knows when the homosexual is about; he may appear normal.” After seeing this film, I realize that I’ve been naive about how deep and vicious American homophobia can be. Mind-blowing.
Personality Test

- Do you feel that your body adequately expresses your most engaging self?
- Do you use your hands and feet effectively?
- Do you have as many men friends as you would like?
- Is your date book filled to the cover?
- Can you “put yourself over”?
- Are you free from self-consciousness?
- Can you talk half an hour without mentioning yourself?
- Do you laugh charmingly?
- Do you know how to make a man talk?
- Are you a good listener?
- Can you entertain a “new” man for an hour?
- Can you be gay without being hoydenish?
- Can you be witty without being caustic?
- Are you often emotionally or socially upset?
- Do you cry easily?
- Do you know how to refuse a date charmingly?
- Do you know how to be disarming?

—from the Bonomo Original Hollywood Success Course
Ramsey Kanaan founded AK (named after his mother, Ann), an "anarchist" publisher and distributor of exceptional independent books, CDs, magazines and zines, in Scotland in the late '80s. During the late '80s-early '90s he toured Europe and America singing for the punk band Political Asylum. In 1991 AK was made a workers' co-operative, and in 1994 Ramsey moved to San Francisco to set up an American branch of AK. For a great catalog (actually, a radical cultural guide) send $2 to POB 40682, San Francisco, CA 94140-0682 (TEL: 415-923-1429; FAX 415-923-0607). In Europe contact AK at PO Box 12766, Edinburgh, Scotland EH8 9YE (TEL: 0131-555-5165; FAX 0131-555-5215).

♦ VALE: The whole fanzine proliferation is a testament to individual enterprise. Individuals can make a difference—
♦ RAMSEY KANAAN: And there's also an American myth that "class" doesn't exist: "Anyone can do anything! Look at Jimmy Carter, a poor peanut farmer who became President of the United States!" Obviously this myth is complete nonsense—it takes millions of dollars to run for the presidency. Jimmy Carter wasn't a poor peanut farmer; he was a big, evil, capitalist bastard!

I think it's much more accurate to say that the whole fanzine proliferation is, by and large, a testament to the changes in the means of production available to a certain class of people (i.e., those with the necessary skills, finance and education to be able to afford, operate and/or have access to the fruits of the desktop publishing revolution). There has always been a huge history of creativity against the grain—radical, underground "rabble-rousing" against dominant politics and culture. From the oral tradition of folklore and story-telling to the incendiary pamphleteering of Tom Paine or Thoreau, to the upsurge of underground manifestos, papers and comics in the '60s-'70s, to the dissident samizdat tracts distributed throughout Russia before the end of the Cold War, fanzines are in many ways just the latest expression of minority publishing. They're a product of the times, culture and circumstance.

But it is possible for an individual to start an enterprise that becomes huge—Tower Records was started by one man in the '60s, Russ Solomon. And oddly enough, in terms of the attempts to "mainstream" fanzine culture, Tower embodies a fanzine success story.

♦ V: Explain that one—
♦ RK: Obviously Tower is a huge multinational corporation with stores all over the world, yet largely due to the personal predilections of one person, Doug Biggert (who persuaded them to have a magazine department in the first place), Tower now distributes thousands of copies of zines. He doesn't have to do this; the company makes money selling hundreds of thousands of Playboy, Rolling Stone and Spin, et al. Because of the economics of zines (they're priced cheaply; they have a low profit margin), Tower doesn't actually make money selling 200 copies of a two dollar fanzine. The bureaucracy involved in shipping, receiving, and writing checks—especially if you're a huge corporation—is simply not worth it.

♦ V: So why should Tower carry zines?
♦ RK: Two reasons. One, Tower does have this cutting-edge radical image (workers are allowed to have
dyed hair, piercings and tattoos), so it's like advertising that they're "hip"—especially to this new generation of kids who are supposedly interested in the avant-garde, cutting-edge, radical underground—the whole "indie" phenomenon. There may be an image justification that is not directly economic.

But I think that Doug believes in, and wants to nurture and encourage, independent publishing—and he's obviously in a perfect position to do it! However, if Doug got hit by a bus (he rides a bicycle to work), the situation could change overnight. It's because of his personal drive and interest that Tower carries this huge variety of zines. It's easy for them to sell 200 copies of a fanzine; they just send two copies to each store.

V: He still has to answer to people above him—

RK: If you're selling 100,000 copies of Rolling Stone, then 200 copies of a two dollar fanzine doesn't really affect your bottom line. For every zine they sell, Tower sells at least 100 copies of a mainstream magazine.

Given that people make a zine for public consumption (as opposed to keeping it as a private journal, or whatever), there's the problem of how it gets out—not necessarily to a wide audience, but to any audience. With the desktop publishing revolution, production is actually the easy part—the distribution is the main headache. There are no simple solutions to that.

V: Let's discuss the ethics involved in fanzine distribution. As any "underground" enterprise gets bigger, the issue of "sell-out" becomes a major pre-

occupation, especially among people who might have an anti-capitalist orientation—

RK: It's only a small subset of the fanzine world that has anti-capitalist ideals or goals. And an Act of Production in and of itself doesn't imply anything about the actual content, whether in terms of politics or "selling out." Most people would sell out, if given the chance! How many zine editors would say "no" if Sony offered them the editorship of a new magazine?

The spectrum of fanzines covers everything. Any topic you can think of, somebody has produced a zine on it (from politics to B-movies to personal travel diaries to model airplane making). Within politics, you have everything from extreme anarchists on one side to extreme Neo-Nazis on the other, all producing independent zines in mirror-worlds. Each has their own network of distribution, their own web site on the Internet, their own rock bands—each group has their own mini-subculture supporting their cottage industry!

V: Actually, how do you define a "zine"?

RK: Something like Wired or Rolling Stone is obviously a magazine. With the desktop publishing revolution, it's relatively easy to make your publication look as appealing (in terms of sophisticated design and production) as a more mainstream product. In terms of content, now the mainstream publications are presenting what was formerly considered more "underground" or avant-garde or obscure—last year's underground punk bands are today's stadium rock acts!
We’re seeing the mainstreaming of weird, kooky ideas—from UFO/occult theories (as in television’s X-Files) to radical politics. And in the last few years everyone from Time and Newsweek to the Wall Street Journal and the New York Times has published features on the “zine revolution.” The WSJ interviewed me for an article that emphasized the mainstreaming of fanzines as supported by the fact that publishers are now producing anthologies of zines as books. Since we published the first three issues of Answer Me in a book, we’re considered a forerunner of this “trend.”

The mainstream is stealing, borrowing or assimilating underground ideas—partly because the ideas of many zines are not avant-garde! In terms of content, a music fanzine photocopied at Kinko’s with a circulation of 50 can contain interviews with exactly the same bands as Rolling Stone or Spin; the only difference is circulation.

**V:** I saw on the Internet John Labovitz’s “E-Zine List,” which defined a zine as: “generally produced by one person or a small group, done often for fun or personal reasons, tending to be irreverent, bizarre, and/or esoteric . . . they generally do not contain advertisements, are not targeted towards a mass audience and are generally not produced to make a profit.”

**RK:** I think that’s a fairly good definition of the reality of fanzines, yet it sounds like a statement of intent, which I don’t necessarily think is the case at all. While they may not be targeted toward a mass audience, not produced for profit primarily or contain advertisements, this is certainly not to say that any of the editors would object if any of these things were to happen. It’s just that they are not in a position to attract advertisers, or sell enough to make a profit, or have wide enough distribution or a format attractive enough to reach a mass audience. It might be more accurate to say that zines by and large are a hobby, and as such are not expected to be judged by the standards of a commercial venture.

Actually, fanzines have always had advertising. Often when they start, they advertise things for free, such as a friend’s record label or other fanzines. Perhaps the major distinction involves who they accept advertising from, and whether it’s paid. Music magazines which pride themselves on being “underground,” promoting some kind of radical subculture, often will not accept corporate advertising. They won’t take an ad from Nike or Absolut vodka, and certainly wouldn’t take an ad from Warner Brothers or even Matador Records, because even though they started out independent, Matador workers are now employees of Time-Warner.

Any record label big enough to have a paid employee probably has an advertising budget. Even relatively small labels like Alternative Tentacles, which has about four employees, advertise widely in fanzines.

**V:** But they don’t have to, do they?

**RK:** Epitaph, a bigger independent label, advertises in mainstream music magazines, but they also advertise in the lowest in terms of presentation and circulation zines—if it’s a punk zine, I can almost guarantee that Epitaph has paid $50 for the privilege of appearing in it. They sell millions of records because they have videos on MTV and bands which are household names being played on daytime radio, so they don’t have to give Johnny or Jeanette Punk $50 to advertise in a zine with a circulation of 500. For them, it’s probably a conscious political decision to put something back into the underground scene they came out of.

For most advertisers who don’t have as much money to spend, however, the fact remains that they do! They must figure it’s worthwhile. Often they’re small record labels or providers of specialty merchandise (for example, a seller of “gothic” jewelry will advertise in a “goth” zine). They think their outlay will be recouped either directly through sales, or by establishing name-recognition for their product—creating a “presence in the marketplace” or whatever.

We’re seeing the mainstreaming of weird, kooky ideas—from UFO/occult theories (as in television’s X-Files) to radical politics.

Obviously, capitalism is built on advertising, whether for Cadillacs or detergent. In that sense, fanzines are a microcosm of that economy—I don’t necessarily mean that pejoratively. On the most de-politicized level, advertising is about presenting people with information—which is the whole point of fanzines in the first place. Beyond advertising, a difference between zines and
magazines is circulation—most fanzines print 2,000 or less. But Maximum Rock'n'Roll, Ben Is Dead and Factsheet Five print nearly 20,000 copies, so are they still fanzines? Circulation is another grey area.

The “labor of love” issue may be a further dividing line: zines are usually produced by unpaid labor. Maximum Rock’n’Roll is produced solely by volunteers, and the editor-in-chief, Tim Yohannon, still works a day job. So another definition of a zine involves the economics of production. With most fanzines, the editors don’t make a living from the zine. They might get some fringe benefits like free records to review or other zines in trade, but the publication does not pay the rent or put food in their bellies. So if it doesn’t pay for itself; if the editor digs into his or her pockets to produce it—that may qualify it as a zine. I’d say 98% of zines simply don’t pay for themselves; it’s not like sales of issue #1 pay for issue #2. There are lots of hidden costs in publishing, like sending out free review copies to other publications.

Lastly, “professionalism” cannot be a standard because many small zines look very professional, with full color covers and web offset printing. The quality of Answer Me is comparable to Rolling Stone, which is printed on newsprint. In many ways, given that zine publishing is so broad and the definitions and delineations so blurred, the whole labeling process is arbitrary and irrelevant.

V: How do zines make any money at all?

RK: Primarily from advertising or subscriptions—100 subscriptions might pay for one print run, depending on the zine. If enough people pay $10 for a two-issue subscription to a five dollar magazine, that might raise $1,000.

When advertising pays for most of the costs of production, then economically distribution becomes almost irrelevant, because distribution makes little money, given the economics of it all. It might sound like a Catch-22, but that’s the reality. The distributor takes a cut, the store takes a cut, you have to pay for shipping, so almost the only logical reason to increase your circulation is (in terms of finance): you can charge more for advertising. Rolling Stone charges substantially more for a three by five inch ad than Factsheet Five; the situation is similar in the fanzine world. For the same ad taking up exactly the same space, you can charge Epitaph exponentially more money if your circulation is 10,000 as opposed to 200. Of course, publications usually list the print run, not what they sell. You can print 10,000 magazines and 90% could be returned by the distributor, but you don’t tell your advertisers that!

V: How does AK decide what to distribute?

RK: AK is an overtly political project (we are unashamedly anarchists and “left”—if anarchists can even be defined as left). We straddle the lunatic fringe with glee. We have two criteria. One is if we like it—meaning that it contributes something politically or culturally. We’re fairly liberal in our definitions here: when we say “political” we don’t just mean something hardcore-anarchist that only talks about smashing the state and killing the President—actually, it’s a federal offense to say that! Our definition of “politics” extends into radical culture and the avant-garde, or pop culture and radical art. We sell 200-300 different fanzines, and probably only five talk solely about activist politics and how to destroy the state in one easy lesson. So the first reason is whether we like it.

The second reason we distribute a zine is if we think we can sell it. There may be a fanzine we like for whatever reasons (we think it’s very witty, or well done, or an interesting “take” on an unusual subject, or whatever), but that doesn’t mean we can sell it. We sell music magazines, especially those that offer some cultural or political inspiration, and this includes a couple of hip-hop magazines which are political, sharp, incisive and well-written and designed. Nevertheless, the audience and markets we sell to aren’t interested in that particular genre—when we send ten copies to a bookstore, nine are returned.

There are certainly publications that we would like to take but can’t. Sometimes it’s because they have an exclusive distribution agreement with someone else. More often, it’s the fact that a small zine can’t afford the economics of distribution. While we do have a substantial mail order business, the vast majority of what we sell goes to stores. We give stores a standard 40% discount off the list price (they pay us 60 cents for a one dollar zine). Hence we ask a 50% discount from the publisher (i.e., we make 10% off the list price as our cut). The publisher has to pay shipping to get the zine to us. Certain publishers simply can’t afford to supply us on these terms.

If there were a fanzine on how to make model airplanes, we wouldn’t take it. It could be the best zine ever written on this topic, and might make some devastating cultural and political critique besides, but the stores we sell to wouldn’t stock a zine on how to
make a model airplane.

It’s not economically viable for us to sell zines at all. The profit margins are too small, and the labor involved is intensive. The average zine sells for two dollars or less, so we might make 20 cents per copy. If we can’t sell more than 25 copies of something, it’s not worth our while—it’s too much of a bureaucratic headache. If you take 25 copies and five bookstores take five each, that means invoicing and packing five separate bundles, shipping them and dealing with returns (if each store returns two copies, you have to issue five credit memos against future sales). So for this two dollar fanzine, even if you sold 20 out of 25 copies, at 20 cents profit each you’d make four dollars! Of the four dollars, two dollars are spent on sending back to the publisher the five copies we didn’t sell; there’s a bank charge for processing the check we wrote them—basically, the economics don’t work! Even if we sell 200 copies of this zine, we’re still only making 20 cents each, and it still doesn’t work; instead of sending out five bundles, we’re sending out 40.

Other products (books and CDs) sold by AK are more profitable—they have a higher retail price, and they subsidize the fanzine sales. On a $10 book, we may make $1.50 to two dollars. These profits pay our meager wages, whereas selling 25 copies of a fanzine doesn’t. Nevertheless, we will carry 25 copies of a zine because we think its politics are spot-on, or it’s so brilliant that we want to make it available to an uncaring world!

Another source of zine subsidy is the few fanzines that sell 1,000 copies or more, like Panic Button—we take their entire print run of 2,000. Certain pop culture zines help subsidize the hardcore political/feminist ones. Admittedly, we have a personal investment in the more political ones like Fifth Estate, of which we sell about 40 copies. Again, our decision to distribute zines is political rather than economic. And even if we take a zine because it will sell a lot of copies, it’s accepted not as a profit-maker, but because it will cut the losses.

Just as most people who consume poetry are poets themselves, most people who consume fanzines are zine editors.

Stores that sell zines are in effect subsidizing them, just like we are; their reasons for stocking them are other than economic. Usually it’s because A) they believe in supporting underground publishing, and B) they think that zines are politically and culturally important. Also, they may want to attract a different customer base than the Barnes & Noble store down the street that won’t stock zines. But per square foot of floor space, fanzines generate far less income than, say, CDs or books. A rack that can display 20 two dollar zines can display 100 books retailing for $10-$20 each.

Stores usually won’t take digest-size fanzines (5½" x 8½") because their racks are not the right size. (They won’t take anything bigger than 8½" x 11" for the same reason.) And usually they won’t take something unless it has a glossy full-color cover (or at least a good quality card-stock cover). Ironically, a lot of stores won’t carry Maximum Rock’n’Roll—even though it’s the best selling punk underground magazine—because the cover is newsprint. Maximum Rock’n’Roll could double its sales if it had a glossy cover, but the editor refuses to do that.

There are several big independent distributors for zines, like Fine Print and Desert Moon, and because of the way magazine distribution works, they have fairly stringent demands which are out-of-reach of most fanzine publishers. These are typically: 1) full-color glossy cover (if you’re printing 200-500 copies, you probably can’t afford this); 2) a UPC bar code (if you don’t have this, a distributor may charge you 12-20 cents per zine to place a bar code on the cover); 3) affidavit returns (the store will only pay for what they sell; at best they’ll cut off the masthead and return it. Usually they’ll just say, “You sent us 10 magazines, we sold seven and here’s your payment—” you’ll have to take our word for this""). At AK, we do whole copy returns if requested; people who publish 500 zines and sell 300 can’t afford to have 200 copies thrown away or recycled. But bigger distributors say, “If you can’t accept affidavit returns, we won’t carry your zine.”

Big zine distributors require UPC bar codes because larger stores like Barnes & Noble or Borders demand them—their inventory is computerized.

V: What’s considered a good sales percentage?
RK: Fifty percent. Eighty or ninety percent is considered phenomenal.

So, on all levels of a fanzine (producing, distributing, and retailing), there aren’t really any substantial profits. Fine Print and Desert Moon are making some money, but they won’t take a zine unless they can sell several hundred, whereas we’ll take one if we can sell 25. Sometimes we sell something if nobody else will, or if we get an exclusive. We’re the exclusive importer of Idler, a British pop culture magazine celebrating the joys of sloth and not working—it has a radical critique of the work ethic, obviously. It’s witty and well done, and we import about 1,000 copies.

The advent of the punk revolution which popularized the concept of D-I-Y [Do-It-Yourself] was accompanied by technology which made increasingly sophisticated publishing available for comparatively low costs and expertise. Scanners are now cheap, and for a relatively low price you can now scan in graphics—cut ‘n' paste has become almost obsolete. Twenty years ago, a computer capable of producing a fanzine would have taken up a sizable warehouse space and cost a
million dollars, whereas now it costs two grand and can be used by someone with barely more expertise than minimal typing skills.

The whole D-I-Y ethic coupled with the availability of the means of production has obviously resulted in a fanzine explosion, both in quantity and quality of zines produced. When Mark Perry produced the first punk fanzine Sniffin' Glue, he used a mimeograph machine— Kinko's offers phenomenally more advanced technology today. Paradoxically, on a broad scale, the potential audience for printed material is shrinking. Adult illiteracy is rising, and fewer people want to read.

In Britain in the 1800s there was a population of under 10 million, most of whom were illiterate and massively poor. There was no such thing as a national distributor, yet Tom Paine's pamphlets sold over 100,000 each! Today, there isn't that long tradition of working class radical political culture, and the alternatives to print media (TV, film and video, Sega games, etc) have never been so dominant and pervasive. Of those few people who do read, probably less than 50% actually shop at bookstores—let alone the kind of small independent store where one might find zines.

So although there has been a huge explosion in zine production, the audience represents a population of mostly college-educated young people. Most people still do not own computers or have access to them, so it's a privileged elite who have the time to produce or read zines.

V: A lot of the audience for a zine is made up of other fanzine publishers—

RK: Just as most people who consume poetry are poets themselves, most people who consume fanzines are zine editors themselves. It's a very small, inward-looking scene.

In a way, a fanzine isn't popular culture. On any level, music is a lot more popular than literature. Even small underground music acts can sell 5,000 records, while big "underground" bands sell hundreds of thousands. Those involved in the zine publishing scene may think that Factsheet Five selling 15,000 copies is incredible, but it's very much the "big fish in a little pond" syndrome.

V: Actually, in the book publishing world, a lot of famous authors sell fewer copies than one might think—

RK: Other than bell hooks, Noam Chomsky is the biggest-selling leftist intellectual superstar. He has had a movie made about him, and wherever he speaks several thousand people attend his lecture—as though he were some rock act. People produce CDs on him—everyone's trying to cash in! Chomsky is definitely a big fish in the left, intellectual, radical activist milieu. His best-selling books are the small Odionian Press lecture transcripts which sell for five dollars; they've sold about 65,000 each—whereas Newt Gingrich and Colin Powell have each sold a million of their $23 hardbacks. Of Chomsky's more substantial political work (which includes Necessary Illusions and Manufacturing Consent), his best-seller is The Washington Connection. Published in 1971, it has sold only 30,000 copies (a little over 1,000 copies a year—nothing).

However, the avant-garde can have an effect far wider than sales figures might indicate. The Sex Pistols certainly sold far fewer records than Madonna or Michael Jackson or Nirvana or Green Day. Yet obviously the Sex Pistols had a pivotal impact; they revolutionized the way we look at music.

Fanzines that are weird and left-field are never going to be taken seriously by the arbiters of elite intellectual opinion (New York Times) or the arbiters of mass culture (MTV).

V: Still, fanzines will continue to be produced—

RK: And the very production of a fanzine means that the editor wants it to be read. Just being involved with the printed word means that most people won't be interested. That's the reality, but what excites me is pushing the boundaries of that reality: trying to break through, and make interesting things more available and accessible.

V: That's what the Beastie Boys' Grand Royal was trying to do—

RK: Grand Royal is very much a magazine and not strictly a fanzine. It's aimed at youth culture, and within that is very political (it directly addresses political concerns such as sexism in the music industry, and the censorship of rap). Presumably it has mainstream distribution, plus major advertising support from huge corporations. It's big and chunky, glossy (with a full-color cover), and relatively cheap. It'll be interesting to see how it sells. I think it's great: pushing politics and serious discussions of issues into the mainstream. Whether or not one agrees with the use of corporate backing to do this, it's an attempt to shift the "radical fanzine ethic" into mainstream culture.
Usually when people talk about the ethics of fanzines and self-publishing, they presume a radical, left-wing slant. However, there are tens of thousands of fanzines out there, and only a tiny fraction have any pretense or claim at being “political,” “radical,” “avant-garde” or “cutting-edge.” Certainly a lot of zines only print 200 copies, but a lot of them would have no objection if 200,000 copies were printed and distributed by Sony. I don’t think there’s any shared “ethic” within the fanzine world. From extreme left to extreme right, there are whole subcultures and subsets.

Also, just because the means of production are easier doesn’t mean that the quality is good. Most of the zines we receive are just garbage. Although I do have this allegiance to the concept of D-I-Y (“anyone doing something is a good thing”), this allegiance may be misplaced on my part!

I would encourage anybody to write. I would encourage anybody to create; creativity is pretty much good in itself. But that doesn’t mean that a person’s writing should be inflicted on someone else! Just because something has been produced doesn’t mean that anybody else should read it or like it. Writing is a skill; an art. Partly because of the ease of production now, most fanzines being produced are crap; they’re badly written and/or badly designed. A good example of bad design was *Vague* #16/17. It took the fanzine “thing” one step further into a trade book format; while totally retaining D-I-Y ethics and having no corporate backing—nevertheless you couldn’t fuckin’ read it! The type was set against a dark red or blue background, and it may have looked “radical” or “cut-
ing edge,” but the message was missing. It ended up being totally reprinted in order to be legible.

V: Producing a fanzine has given many people a sense of community they never had before—

RK: But I would argue that the term “fanzine community” is meaningless. There’s no community of ideas. One could say that’s a good thing—personally, I don’t think fascist fanzines are a good thing, but nevertheless, zines are produced from every conceivable angle, aptitude, inclination and interest. And many thousands of zines are never sold in any stores: fan-club and hobbyist newsletters, subscription-only zines, etc.

V: But people have definitely found new friends through zine publishing; they’ve attracted a small, though geographically widespread, community based on shared interests. There definitely is a zine community involving radical female publishers whose goal is social change . . . One advantage to self-publishing is: there’s nobody censoring you except yourself—

RK: The whole issue of “censorship” needs to be clarified. If a mom-and-pop store decides not to carry your fanzine for economic reasons, that isn’t censorship. If a distributor demands a bar code and affidavit returns, that isn’t censorship. If AK doesn’t take a fanzine because it’s about model airplanes (even though the model airplanes might carry the storm troopers of the revolution!), that’s not censorship. One might argue that the issue isn’t censorship, but freedom of choice.

To me, censorship is a power issue. AK (or a certain store) not carrying a zine doesn’t make it not available. We’re not suppressing its publication, we’re not putting its editor in jail, we’re not seizing the zines and engaging in book-burning. Even if we were so inclined, it’s not an option!

When something radical is given mainstream media exposure, those who nurtured that particular idea are the first to suffer—they never benefit.

In San Francisco, Epicenter [a volunteer-run, not-for-profit store which sells independent records and zines] is constantly being accused of censorship because it chooses not to carry certain items. Sometimes the volunteers who run Epicenter reject zines (“We’re volunteering here, so why should we carry something we don’t like?”). But that is not censorship. In Bellingham, Washington, the police told a newsstand which sold *Answer Me* #4 (the “rape” issue) to remove it from their shelves, as it was promoting
violence against women. The owners refused. Now they're being prosecuted by the DA and face up to five years in prison. To me that is censorship.

If customs seizes a book—that is censorship. When the government says, “We're not letting that into the country,” that is censorship. And it's not just a quantitative difference, it's a qualitative difference boiling down to power and how you exercise that power.

♦ V: Government-financed prosecution not only suppresses the existence of the publication, it also jeopardizes the personal life of the publisher, who has to raise thousands in legal fees and could also be thrown in prison. And anyone who's sued gets damaged, because they almost never recover their legal fees—not to mention the stress involved . . .

Well, most zines will never get distributed sufficiently to even be prosecuted.

♦ RK: Again, Tower Records has provided an answer to the problem fanzines face in distribution: getting access to a larger audience. Most of the clientele visiting Tower don't go to bookstores. They probably don't live in a town that has a good independent bookstore, and even if one existed, they probably wouldn't visit it. So Tower is achieving the cliched “getting across to a different audience,” which you don't usually reach with your independent or “leftie” bookstore or quality newsstand. They take a lot of fanzines, succeed in selling them, and they pay quite regularly. They expose people to information that is “radical” or “underground”—i.e., not normally seen by mainstream society. Small press, bizarre, non-mainstream publications of whatever hue are being made accessible to a more mainstream audience. This is all true, and more power to Tower for that.

Unfortunately, the chains are a double-edged sword. They are quite actively, deliberately and aggressively putting out of business small, independent stores who have always been, and always will be, the backbone of support for the radical, non-mainstream publication. While chains may give zines wider distribution (the ones that match the correct size, content, cover and bar-code criteria), it is at the cost of the original network which has always supported, nurtured and made possible much of the fanzine culture.

Also, when something radical is given mainstream media exposure, those who nurtured that particular idea or publication or scene are the first to suffer—they never benefit. Consistently, any idea that is radical or “out there” gets watered down or modified to comply with what is “commercially acceptable,” as defined by the corporate planners. This watered-down version, usually reduced to a few conspicuous elements of style (e.g., a brightly-dyed mohawk and a hand-painted leather jacket) gets marketed. Also, sales actually get taken away from those who kept that idea alive in the first place. In the '70s and early '80s feminist or gay literature could only be found in radical bookstores, but now you can find this at the chains.

Consequently, radical, independent bookstores are losing sales and closing down en masse as the chains proliferate everywhere. And of course, once there are only the chains left, there will be nowhere left to buy such literature. Because once the chains have no competition, what incentive is there to stock uneconomical, marginal publications such as zines or feminist/queer literature? There's a great bumpersticker that needs mass distribution: “Friends don't let friends shop at chain stores.”

There's a great bumpersticker that needs mass distribution: “Friends don't let friends shop at chain stores.”

♦ V: I hope more small stores (like Naked Eye on Haight Street) spring up and persist in selling zines, even though it's a lot of work. What does the future hold?

♦ RK: I'd like to see zines keep going for years and just get better and better. I'd like to see production standards and the writing itself keep improving. I'd like to see more thoughtful, more provocative, better researched writing—not just something written “off the top of my head” at midnight in a frenzy and then printed at Kinko's and distributed, unedited, for the world to see. Factsheet Five is a very worthy publication that lists and reviews many different zines, but it's limited in that it depends on people voluntarily sending in free copies of their fanzine. A lot of worthwhile publications never get mentioned because their editors didn't bother digging in their pockets for postage, large envelope costs, and sending in a complimentary copy.

Of course, I'd like to see independent distribution—both in terms of distributors and stores—develop to a point where we are not constantly at the whim of the corporate media and the chains, in our attempts to get radical ideas out there. We have to develop, build and nurture genuine alternatives—politically, culturally and in terms of organization.

♦ V: I'd also like to see a zine archive where every zine there ever was is accessible—organized by subject, title, year, editor and contributor. So if I wanted to see all the earliest “Riot Grrrl” zines, I could access them and pay a small charge for copying the ones I really need.

♦ RK: That would be great. The official libraries of the world aren't set up to preserve information counter to their status quo values, so we need to have libraries to serve our needs, our interests, our culture, our lives. And we have to do this for ourselves; the government's never going to do that for us! We have to do this, and fund this, ourselves. [ ]
Matt Wobensmith does OUTPUNK, a queercore record label and zine. To date he has released a dozen 45s and CDs (including Tribe 8, Pansy Division, etc) and four issues of Outpunk zine. For information send a self-addressed stamped envelope (or $3 for a sample copy of the zine) to OUTPUNK, PO Box 170501, San Francisco CA 94117.

♦ VALE: Describe Outpunk—
♦ MATT WOBENSMITH: Outpunk is a queer record label and magazine which I started in 1992. It’s not just about being queer, but that’s the number one thread that bonds all the projects together.

♦ V: Tell us about yourself—
♦ MW: I grew up on a farm near the tiny rural town of Pipersville, Pennsylvania, and moved to San Francisco in 1989. I went to a year of art school and then dropped out. I’ve been working at a one-hour photo lab ever since—that’s what I do forty-plus hours a week—and in my spare time I do my record label and zine. I worked five years at Epicenter record store/punk rock hangout, a collectively-run operation at 16th and Valencia, and I wrote for Maximum Rock’n’Roll (MRR) for three years until I quit over a year ago.

Six years after coming here I feel like I’m still adjusting to city life. Certainly a big reason I moved to San Francisco was to try it—I just knew there was a world out there that was better than what I had. I was miserable in Pennsylvania, so this was definitely the right choice. I’m growing all the time—reinventing myself and what I do, and I’m just as thrilled to be in San Francisco now as when I first got here.

♦ V: Can you tell us your “coming out” story—
♦ MW: Coming out is a process. There are a lot of ways you can “come out”: to yourself, your parents, your friends, your job, and finally just feeling comfortable being “out.” For me, every one of those events took place at a different time in my life. But I can say that all the time I’ve been in San Francisco (since I was eighteen) I’ve been “out.”

I wasn’t out before; I came out when I arrived here—I shed my skin. However, people were out at the high school I went to. In fact, people are “out” all over the country, although they may be unhappy or struggling. If I were still back in Pennsylvania, I would not be anywhere near where I am today in terms of my maturity or mental state. I would be out, for sure, but—? People in areas other than San Francisco spend their whole lives never experiencing the freedom we have. Their lives are full of compromise and secrecy—basically, not living up to their full potential.

Coming out is a process. There are a lot of ways you can “come out”: to yourself, your parents, your friends, your job, and finally just feeling comfortable being “out.”

Places like rural Pennsylvania are beautiful, but they’re really just a vacuum—there’s nothing there. Small towns have small-minded people. If you’re smarter and have a desire to see more and know more, you have to get out or you’ll suffocate.

At the time I came out, I was also into punk rock. I felt that the two different parts of my life (being queer
and being punk) had so much in common. I felt, "Why not be the first to put it all together?" I wasn't really the first one to do this, but I had a vision and followed it, and really didn't have anybody as a role model.

Now everybody thinks queer punk was always there, but the small-town mentality applies in the city too: in a small town, there's nothing happening unless you make it happen. I decided that even if all I had was the four walls of my bedroom, I would make that work for me. I think that queer punk is still a "bedroom" thing—I'm listening to a queer record in my bedroom, and some kid is listening to it in his bedroom. Whether or not they have someone to talk about it with is another story, but there's definitely a growing network.

V: What do your parents do?

MW: My dad's a copyright/patent attorney, and my mother's a housewife—an upper-middle-class family. I'm an identical twin; there's a one-in-a-hundred chance of that happening (when I was growing up I was really into statistics). When you're identical, you're from the same egg as your sibling, so that means you have the same genes.

Unlike some other twins, we didn't get along. I had a lot of trauma growing up—we were trying to be as different as possible. Often twins look similar throughout life, but as we get older my twin and I look more and more different. I have a lot of tattoos and he has none, I have short hair and he has longer hair. My brother is straight and I'm gay (ask him again in five years, maybe he'll give a different answer).

Punk has become, to me, almost the status quo, so what I'm doing is challenging punk.

I was an honor student and my parents had all these hopes for me. In junior high I was really popular, but then I took a sour turn and decided I didn't want to do things like everybody else. I deliberately flunked out of classes. I graduated from high school but cut ties with my parents when I moved here, just to be myself. I couldn't be what they wanted me to be: a lawyer, going to school, making money and being straight. Now I think they've accepted me, but I don't talk about what I do. They ask questions like, "Are you making money? Are we going to see you on TV? Are we going to read about you in a magazine?"
now is more my own vision. I always thought, "Being queer is just like being punk—those two belong together." But now I hope to break through this cult of restrictive thinking, this sheep-like mentality that I think punk rock has become, and help get people involved in other interesting areas—that's my goal. It was important to get involved in a "counterculture," but I've always wanted to be different and do things the way I wanted to.

♦ V: But punk provided a support context—
♦ MW: I believed in punk rock and flew that punk rock banner. I came to the city, got involved, and totally believed in the cause. I was willing to overlook all these little things that in retrospect were fucked-up. But I was young! Punk was good for me in a lot of ways; the community was supportive, and I needed it. Now I do Outpunk, but that doesn't define me—it's a hobby. I haven't gotten to the point where I even consider it as a viable source of income. I think the problem with being forced to live off your hobby is: it would no longer be fun. If I have any goal about money, it's to put out one record that sells well—then I can do fun things on the side. (But if I had to put out a crappy record just because I thought it would sell, that would be fucked—especially if it didn't sell. Imagine 10,000 shitty records sitting in your living room!) Actually, selling anything is a compromise to me—I would love to just give my records to anybody who wanted them.

I feel like I'm putting out records for myself—creating something for me to listen to at home. I enjoy music immensely and I want to be able to share it with my friends or other people. But yes, I would love to have a record that sold really well so I could fuck off and take chances and do things that are really wacky.

The small town mentality applies to the city too: there's nothing happening unless you make it happen.

People say there are two roads to success: 1) learn from everything, use your wisdom, take everything into account, and make an educated guess; and 2) ignore the rules! You can't tell what's going to take off and be popular; you never know. If something does well, you can draw conclusions and use them to make a game plan for your next project, but plans don't always work.

♦ V: When did you start releasing records?
♦ MW: I put out punk singles when I started working at MRR. They were really crappily done. Putting out punk rock doesn't require you to do things well. On the next record you hope to correct the part you
fucked up on the first one, and you’ll make another mistake. Everybody has the same story: you learn by making mistakes. And I’ve made tons of mistakes putting out records, running a business, and dealing with people.

◆ V: Describe your support context—
◆ MW: I used to have my gay friends and my music friends, and they were different groups. I wouldn’t tell certain people I dated, “I went to this show last night,” and vice versa. I had friends and confidantes who were queer and punk at the same time, but there wasn’t any group context. So I just went ahead and did Outpunk. I had help, but basically it was just me. Hopefully other people can learn from me and do it better.

My biggest influence has been Bikini Kill . . . we could read the fanzines and substitute the word “queer” for the word “female.”

Even though I put it down a lot now, punk was a big influence on me. Punk showed that you could aspire to be something different, and that there was this thriving subculture that didn’t need the mainstream (whatever that is). That’s where my roots are. There were bands and zines and individuals that were a big inspiration to me.

The thing that really influenced Outpunk was not the queer stuff going on—the biggest influence on the so-called “queercore” movement was the feminist movement in music. My biggest influence from punk has been BIKINI KILL (both the music and the fanzines)—Kathleen Hanna has influenced not only Riot Grrrl and all these young women doing things, but queers too, because we could read the fanzines and substitute the word “queer” for the word “female.” I would not be so simplistic as to say that queer issues are the same as female issues, but there are a lot of similarities.

Kathleen Hanna was just talking about being a woman in a woman-hating society. She was talking about real issues involving empathy, compassion, as well as intelligence. The first time I got a Bikini Kill fanzine was over four years ago, and it changed my life—I can seriously say that. It took me months to read it, if you can imagine—I knew it was just so amazing. There was this really cool section in issue #2 where Kathleen totally dissected the ten most commonly-used put-downs from guys about the issues she was raising, like: “I know a guy who was raped by a woman.” And every analysis was totally right on.

As soon as you start doing something like Riot Grrrl, people (particularly the media) put a label on it, and it becomes this other thing, the same way that punk rock has become such a gargoyle. I don’t want queercore to be just a label. I don’t want it to be a subset of a music scene or a political movement; I think that’s limiting and it robs people of their potential.

◆ V: A Bikini Kill zine is just as truthful and relevant years after it first appeared. It’s not like society has gotten much freer or more enlightened in the past few years. So you started Outpunk while working at Maximum Rock’n’Roll—
◆ MW: Working for this big punk rock magazine, MRR, I got ads at half price and got to use their computers and copiers and make my flats and lay out my record covers and do a queer punk thing. They were supportive—I have to give them credit. But I paid them back—I worked for free!

◆ V: How did you pay for the first records you released?
◆ MW: Before I started Outpunk, me and two other friends each came up with $300 or $400 and paid for the first pressing of a single. Then I lucked into an M&D (Manufacturing and Distribution) deal with a local distributor. Looking at my track record, they thought, “Why not pay for his releases? We’ll take our cut and he’ll take his.” I no longer had to put up all the capital. So I went from working with several hundred dollars to several thousand. I can now finance a new release and hopefully sell enough to get my money back. My biggest reward is when people understand what I’m trying to do; regarding this, my favorite...
cliché is: “If I have touched just one person, then it’s all worthwhile.” A lot of people aren’t enlightened—I have to constantly remember that. This is a battle that’s going to be fought forever.

I put out different types of records; I don’t just put out one “sound.” What excites me is creating new aesthetics. Some people have accused me of putting out records that aren’t “punk” enough, but to me we don’t need that definition anymore. I’m doing things that I think will appeal to people who are into punk, but mainly I’m putting out records that I would personally buy: “This is incredible—why would you deprive yourself of this?” Every record I’ve put out has sounded different. I may put out a hardcore record or a record that sounds like No Wave New York circa 1981; I may put out a rap record or a queer ska record—I put out anything if I like it and it’s queer—those are my two conditions.

I put out different types of records; I don’t just put out one “sound.” What excites me is creating new aesthetics.

◊ V: You’re pushing aesthetic limits—
◊ MW: Exactly. It’s multi-subcultural! That is a good word to describe the whole queercore thing. Because to us it’s not just about an indie rock thing or a punk thing, it’s about anything remotely to do with what we do. There are queer hip hop groups out there—so what if they don’t have guitars; to me they’re part of the same struggle. I look at the whole queercore movement as a way to bridge gaps between people, which other movements have failed to do.

◊ V: What’s your definition of a queer band?
◊ MW: My definition of an “out” queer band is: there has to be at least one “out” queer person in the band (and hey—four or five years ago you’d be happy to find that), and it has to be someone who somehow shapes the message of the band. Also, they gotta be singing about it; I can’t stand ambiguity or compromise—dumbing it down and not telling the truth. I thought this would be really easy: “We’re going to have queer bands who are not ambiguous—this is for us and by us.”

Then I put out a record by GOD IS MY CO-PILOT from New York City, and the nucleus of that band is a male and a female, both bisexual and married! That was my best-selling release so far, and I liked it, but a lot of people freaked out, saying: “They’re not queer! They’re a straight couple; they’re just leeching off our space and they’ve gotten a lot of mileage out of doing this.” But there are different shades of queer identity; people aren’t stamped out by cookie-cutter. God Is My Co-Pilot caused a lot of discussion: [Q:] “Are they queer?” [A:] “Yes, they’re queer, but it doesn’t mean they’re necessarily part of what you’re about, or experience what you’re into.”

Every record I release epitomizes something unique, regardless of genre. I like to get people to listen to something they normally wouldn’t listen to. This is also a learning experience; I love learning about new bands and creative people.

◊ V: You referred to what is most valuable about punk, and why it won’t die: if you have something to say, yet barely know how to play an instrument, you can release a record in a context that’s as anti- elitist as can be, and have a forum to get a record out where people will buy it. There’s an international distribution structure that’s available, and it’s very important to have that.
The history of subcultures is like a flower: something grows, something else grows out of that, and so on. You have certain roots, and some things work and some things don’t. Music provides a means to get a message across. I feel queer punk borrows from this or that movement but we don’t have to confine ourselves to one thing. We don’t have to cheat ourselves or homogenize ourselves into what other people are doing.

V: So you were disgruntled with punk and decided to publish Outpunk. Can you describe your first publications—

MW: It started as a little thing to give to friends. The first issues were more identity-oriented, like: “I’m queer and I also like music. I’m also young, and have this concern and that concern.” Some of those are classic ideas that will be articulated with every new generation. I listed bands that had a queer member—which was and still is a big deal to me. Although now people send me tapes saying “My drummer’s queer,” and I don’t give a fuck—I say, “Make a record that’s important to me!” There’s a lot more to it than just having a queer member in a band—there has to be a statement being made. But back then I was dealing more with isolation and invisibility.

Now I have a certain amount of visibility and power. Recently I woke up and realized, “Wow, I have a lot of friends who are into the same things as me,” and that’s really wonderful. But at the same time I don’t want that to be a sedative: making me think I can slow down or stop, as though the battle has been won. Quite the contrary—I spend just as much time alone as I ever did. I have friends, and they’re there, but at the same time I still have a vision that has to be fulfilled; there’s a long way to go.

When I started doing records, a lot of people seemed to like them because they were new and different, and a lot of lip service was paid because they were queer. There’s more of a backlash now: “Oh, it’s queer—so what!” I don’t see a lot of people who are really into queer punk and who understand it, but every now and then I go out of town or meet somebody new and realize, “Wow—this is a big deal to somebody.” Sooner or later those seeds will grow into bigger things.

I’m afraid of backlash, and how things become obscured by history. That’s what motivates a lot of us who do things that are political or socially radical. The eighties totally squashed cultural growth; the Republicans caused a huge, large-scale reversal of social rights. The gay movement makes big steps and then people get complacent: “Wow, we got all we wanted.” Before you know it, things are back to Square One and are just as horrible. Then the new generation has to come in and fight. I like what the band Sta-Prest said, “Enjoy the spotlight today—tomorrow we’ll be monsters again.”

I look at the whole queercore movement as a way to bridge gaps between people, which other movements have failed to do.

I fear that every person who’s got power will say, “Wonderful! Great!” and kill the emerging queercore movement with kindness and limp-wristed understanding. Then you just give up and don’t realize that you really haven’t pushed very far—basically, you’ve been placated and duped into thinking you’ve accomplished something. I realize now that you can’t ever stop. If I gave up what I’m doing, I’m afraid it would just go back to where it was and nobody would take up my work. That scares me and keeps me going.

V: It’s amazing what just one person can do by refusing to give up—especially if no money’s being made—

MW: That’s true. Also, the other part of what keeps me going is knowing that I’m a thorn in someone’s
side. If I were to give up what I’m doing, I think about all the people who would be really happy—and I say, “Fuck you! You can’t get rid of me just yet!”

V: You have a life outside Outpunk—for example, what kind of movies do you like?

MW: I rent a lot of porno movies! [laughs] I like to watch people’s reactions when I say that. Gay people are more used to this, but that shocks my straight friends. I like John Waters’ movies. I think my favorite movie was Heathers, probably because it was a fairly accurate period piece of my high school years. Music is important to me. I write a lot, including articles that I never publish. I spend hours or weeks just thinking, and not being able to sleep. I have worked in a One Hour Photo Lab for the past five years, and that’s a whole other story in itself—you live vicariously through a lot of people. It’s wonderful.

V: Tell us about that—

MW: When someone brings in their photos, you can find out all their priorities—everyone takes photos of things that are important to them. A person brings in photos and you think, “There’s a photo of their house. There’s the interior of their house. There’s a photo of their bed—they must like their bed. There’s a photo of their computer—that’s important to them.” If there’s a nice computer in the background, they obviously don’t care about that, because in the foreground is a picture of their cat . . . there’s a butthole . . . there’s a vase of flowers . . . there’s a nice car. You get to see how people’s lives are—I didn’t know that people could go to Palm Beach every single weekend, but some people do.

My job has made me not want to go out and do a lot of things because I’ve seen it already! Just like people assaulted with images everywhere they go—on advertising or TV—working in a photo lab is really damaging. I used to enjoy photography and looking at photos; now I look at thousands a day and I can’t appreciate them. I get off work and don’t look at things closely because I’ve been overloaded. Also, I’m often too judgmental because I’ve tricked myself into thinking that I know about people—whereas people are a lot deeper than their photos.

For example, friends ask, “Did you go to the Folsom Street Fair?” and I say, “I didn’t go this year. But—oh yeah, there was someone sucking dick at the corner of 8th and Folsom. There was a guy taking a piss on another guy at the corner of 9th Street.” I was there in ten different people’s eyes—however, it was someone else’s vision, not my own. But looking at the world through other people’s eyes is a poor substitute for going out and seeing things myself—and more importantly, doing things myself.

Photos aren’t just made for you to look at, they’re made to jog your memory of complex experiences you’ve had. A lot of what I look at are other people’s memories. But I can get a different kind of thrill out of certain things that they might not see. I’ve seen a lot of incredible photos. I realize how sacred people’s photos are, and how important privacy is.

My photo lab is in the Castro, and I was shocked when I first started working there: it was the first time I realized that gay people could have a life. If you’re an outsider, the only way you can know what’s going on is to go to bars, and since I’ve been sober since I was 19, I didn’t do that; instead I got involved by working a job. And I couldn’t believe it—gay people were everywhere; every person I waited on, more or
less, was gay. At first it was like, “Wow, it’s amazing to be in a gay neighborhood—everything is perfect, I’ll never have to worry about anything else my entire life.” Then the reality of the situation started to seep in: people are the same anywhere; you get your assholes and your nice people. I like to fight closed-mindedness anywhere I find it, so I felt like I had to challenge the status quo gay community’s values and do things that push people’s buttons—

♦ V: That’s punk—

♦ MW: It’s punk without calling itself punk. Any time you have to label something it’s a compromise. Words are a compromise. You can call it what you want—I’m still going to do it. People say, “That was really punk!” as though rebellion and punk were the same thing. I didn’t do it to be “punk,” I did it because it was fun.

♦ V: Even though it’s great that there’s a relatively safe community in the Castro neighborhood, where same-sex couples can hold hands and live as couples without being driven out of town, and have nice bourgeois homes and face very little job discrimination, still there’s a part of me that reacts against any kind of bourgeoisness—

♦ MW: Absolutely. The older gays are constantly trying to tell you that their values are your values—as a “gay community,” or whatever. And I used to assert, “We’re not part of this gay bourgeois culture!” Now I of ways. We get judged with double standards. But they like the fact that TRIBE 8 can be this militant lesbian group that is shocking to their reality. For this reason, bands who are fuckin’ racists or fucked-up people want to play with queer punk bands—they think it’s two sides of the same coin. They don’t accept the fact that you’re just a human being and you’re not doing things to shock them or to entertain them. But at the same time we shouldn’t be expected to be meek or quiet about things.

PANSY DIVISION is a local gay rock band who are kinda punky. A lot of people think they’re too “lite rock” to be punk—but hey, they sing songs about gay sex. They sing about more than just gay sex, but a lot of their songs are pretty sex-obsessed. It’s certainly a new thing for people to even sing about sex in a personal way, and in a celebratory way—that is outrageous on its own. Also the fact that it’s gay sex—that’s supposed to be “dirty.” When the singer sings a song called “Ring of Joy” (about your sphincter), I’m embarrassed—I’m not going to talk about that. But the fact that they set that to music, sing it, and are not ashamed of it, is hilarious.

Previously, I never thought of taking pride in being a butt-fucker! Pansy Division puts topics like this into a context where they’re not just tolerated, but celebrated! Punk can be really pious—about politics above all else; above human feelings and emotions and humanity. I don’t want queercore to become like that; a lot of political movements are just inhuman. To me, what I do has a sense of humor; I don’t take myself too seriously.

The biggest reason that straights even like queer punk or queercore is the fact that it’s outrageous. They think that’s all it’s about. And that’s a problem, of course: we’re not allowed to assimilate as humans; we’re not allowed to be the same way they are, in a lot

Previously, I never thought of taking pride in being a butt-fucker! Pansy Division puts topics like this into a context where they’re not just tolerated, but celebrated!

don’t have to constantly scream about it.

Punk can be really pious—about politics above all else; above human feelings and emotions and humanity. I don’t want queercore to become like that; a lot of political movements are just inhuman. To me, what I do has a sense of humor; I don’t take myself too seriously.

The biggest reason that straights even like queer punk or queercore is the fact that it’s outrageous. They think that’s all it’s about. And that’s a problem, of course: we’re not allowed to assimilate as humans; we’re not allowed to be the same way they are, in a lot
15,000 people in the audiences. I went with them to a couple shows and was helping them set up a booth to sell their t-shirts, which had a big dick printed on them—and I was afraid! However, Pansy Division was with me, and their attitude was, “These are our shirts!” And with that kind of attitude, the shirts went up for sale, amazingly enough.

I saw Pansy Division play to these crowds—mostly no older than about 14, and totally hostile. I asked Jon about this, and he said, “Well, the people in front really liked us—they were waving and giving us the high five and smiling!” I said, “But Jon, people in the back were chanting ‘Fag! Fag! Fag!’ and throwing stuff at you!” He doesn’t see it that way, he’s much more of an optimist. I think that kind of attitude keeps Pansy Division going—

♦ V: That works in their favor; it’s like leading a charmed life—
♦ MW: We limit ourselves by our fears; we’re guilty of holding back and excluding ourselves from the realm of possibilities just because of our own self-hate. I learned a lot from Pansy Division, and I think other people could learn from them, too.
♦ V: We all want wider audiences, but of the “right” people. And again, you may reach that one person alienated in a small town who writes you a very appreciative letter—
♦ MW: Exactly. That’s all we need sometimes. It may be an ego gratification, but it’s a wonderful thing.

Right now I’m putting together the next issue of my zine. When you put something out, you put yourself out there. You’re kind of fragile; you’re hoping somebody will validate you in some way. Then, when you get positive feedback, it’s almost orgasmic: “Thank god!” Sometimes I have doubts: “Is this relevant?” Like, you think you’re writing something really great, and then you try to get some feedback, hopefully to reignite you to continue what you’re doing. And if you don’t get any, you start to doubt: “Maybe this isn’t such a good idea.” Sometimes I think, “Maybe I should get a job at a major label and do something more subversive on that level. Or maybe I should start a corporate-sponsored queer label.” There are a lot of what-ifs. I just get my cheap thrills doing what I do now, and hopefully it can become successful.

♦ V: By “success” do you mean being able to live off your enterprise?
♦ MW: No—I can’t even comprehend that! Now, all I can think about is: “If this release doesn’t sell, I’m not going to be putting out another record.” Right now I can’t imagine living without a day job, but it’s an interesting thought. I’m a real pessimist sometimes; it’s easy to get tunnel vision and be full of despair and not see past your immediate problems: “I owe this person money”; “I’ve got to pay off that debt”; “I’ve got to fill all these orders.”

Actually, I have gotten some publicity. Billboard did a front-page article titled: “Queercore Punk Rock: Ready to Face the Market.” I couldn’t have conceived of a funnier caption! So any time somebody asks me how Outpunk is doing, I say, “It’s getting ready to face the market!” There’s been a lot of attention paid to queers in music recently, and some people think I’m getting rich, but they don’t realize that it’s still too ahead of its time. I almost feel like it’s too cool to really be popular—too brainy, too smart, too out there.

♦ V: Are there any other queer punk labels?
♦ MW: Yes, but I am the only one who has a queercore label. I like “queercore” because it doesn’t have the word “punk” in it—it’s sort of multi-subcultural, as we said. I’m the first rock label that is explicitly queer, I’m not going to put out a straight record. There are other labels owned by queers; there are other labels releasing queer stuff; there are other queer labels putting out queer records, but nobody has made an issue out of it. That’s where I’m different.

We limit ourselves by our fears; we’re guilty of holding ourselves back and excluding ourselves from the realm of possibilities by our own self-hate.

♦ V: Why don’t you promote your records in your zine more?
♦ MW: In doing a zine you’re setting your own rules. Your ethics are your own; you’re not working under some official publishing ethic. I produce both zines and a record label. I interview people, I’ve been interviewed; I take out ads, I solicit advertising—I constantly feel like I’m on both sides of the media.
process. The reason I don’t promote my records in my zine more is: I feel there’s a conflict of interest in creating the news and covering it, too!

V: I still don’t see “queer” record sections in stores—

MW: We’re still in the formative stages. There’s the invisibility issue which I’m still fighting: the fact that people don’t know we exist. We’re getting out there, getting into record stores, getting into the framework of popular culture. The fact is that music can carry your message in a way nothing else can. My magazine gets into places where no other queer magazine gets because it’s a music magazine, and I still haven’t realized the full potential of that.

V: Plus, you reach a young audience—

MW: —which is hard to reach. The ideas ride piggyback on the music vehicle. Basically, my idea about the record label is: I can be queer and like these ideas and all kinds of music. If you haven’t been able to identify with being gay and you’re in the closet, you can read Outpunk and see that being gay is about being intelligent and having a sense of humor—having fun. Possibly you can identify with that—certainly more than the image you were given before. At the same time, there are plenty of people who are not going to get it. That’s why more people should get involved: so that more ideas are out there, and there are more people to identify with. Because I’m one of the only people in the public eye, I get a lot of flak for not being everybody’s idea of what they want to see in a gay music label. And I try to realize that I’m becoming status quo in a lot of ways.

A lot of media and music magazines are very elitist; not willing to explain something to someone who’s a newcomer. Whereas I want newcomers. I like people getting into what I’m doing on a gut or entry level. My goal is to appeal to everybody from the entry-level kid whose reaction is: “This is awesome; I want to be involved,” to the jaded veteran. It’s hard. I’m constantly balancing things, and rejecting topics that require a lot of explaining and contextualizing for kids to understand. I’ll think, “They’ve heard this before; it’s too elementary and shouldn’t be written about.” So I try to find a middle ground, modifying my language and finding a way to present subjects to a wide variety of people age-wise and experience-wise, because everyone’s coming from a different point of view.

I remember being turned off by gay magazines, thinking, “This person didn’t really want to communicate with me; these words and concepts aren’t explained. I feel alienated.” If I couldn’t comprehend something, I felt excluded.

No one teaches you how to be gay—you learn these things yourself. The gay community just expects young people to assimilate into it somehow. I felt that if I put out a magazine that didn’t address the fact that young people are reading it (and I’m young), and didn’t approach topics from that point of view—that’s cheating people.

In every issue I try to tackle concepts and present them in a way that I hope is accessible to kids. In Issue #3 I did a piece on SM. Usually when you see SM sex talked about, it’s always in a “shocking” way. To a lot of queer kids, sex itself is really alienating, because you haven’t even figured out a lot of things—you’re still in this process. And people are saying, “Well, I like to be flogged.” Or, “I’m wearing my new harness and we’re going down to Bondage-A-Go-Go.” And the kid is like, “I don’t get it. You’re just weird.” Or, “This is out there; it isn’t me, and why do we have to talk about it?” So I thought, “Let’s try to talk about SM in a way that’s fun, but not alienating or judgmental.” People who were confused about SM sex thought it was really interesting and informative.

In one issue I interviewed a friend of mine who’s a male prostitute. He’s really eloquent and is not the least bit ashamed. He says, “I look at this as my job and I treat it as a business; this is how I do it; this is how you can do it.” It’s like a how-to, and I think it’s very subversive. I got letters saying, “I never read an
interview like this in my life before... I've never known that a prostitute considers himself part of a community... I never knew that anybody would be ashamed to talk about it.” Mainstream media never does anything in-depth; they just encapsulate everything. And this person painted a real human face on what it is to be a prostitute.

♦ V: Tell us more about women in the queer punk music scene—
♦ MW: Tribe 8 put out one single on another label, and then I started putting out their records. I put out three records by them before they put out an LP on Alternative Tentacles. They’re really good friends of mine and I feel in complete solidarity with them. They’re educating people just by existing. They’re enlightening and entertaining people—I’ve learned so much just by working with them and watching them—I feel very privileged to know them. And I would buy their records if I didn’t know them.

♦ V: They’ve been together a long time—
♦ MW: A lot longer than other people who are making much more money than they are. To me, they’re super-important as a band, and they have everything to do with what I’m doing and what queercore is about.

Mainstream media never do anything in-depth; they just encapsulate everything.

There’s a funny Tribe 8 story involving Luke Skywalker (aka Luther Campbell, his real name) of Two Live Crew, who were this totally outrageous rap group—really sexist. They got involved in huge controversies in Florida involving obscenity laws and the issue of censorship. Luke Skywalker has a pay-per-view cable TV show called Luke’s Peep Show, and his producer thought it would be an awesome idea to have Tribe 8 on the show, because even though they’re an unlikely pairing, both have been censored.

So all five members of Tribe 8 (plus their manager and publicist) got flown to Miami. Each person had her own hotel suite, and everything was paid for—limousine rides everywhere. They kept trying to call Luke Skywalker to ask, “Luke, what do you want to talk about? What’s the gist of this show? Why are we here?” And he kept blowing them off.

Finally they showed up for the show and got on this yacht off the Florida coast. They’re sitting with Luke Skywalker, and there’s naked and half-naked women running around and sitting on his lap—and he’s scared to death of Tribe 8! He started off saying something like, “So... you all are lesbians. Are you like straight lesbians or are you like gay lesbians?” And they’re thinking, “What the hell is a straight lesbian?” So they started turning the tables on him: “You like to have women naked all around you—you must have a pretty big dick. Why don’t you take it off and show it to us?” He was like, “No, no, you show me your tits; show me your titts.” “No, no, no, you take it off!” He got totally freaked. They filmed for five minutes and that was it—nothing else.

Tribe 8 is outspokenly pro-woman and here’s this guy who is considered very anti-woman. The whole press for the show was, “Two unlikely foes united in the cause!” But that’s misleading—it’s kind of funny, but let’s face it, this guy’s really sexist and these are two sides of a different coin. The funniest thing, of course, is that Tribe 8 went and they won, on their own terms. As women they’re so supportive of one another that they have the strength and the confidence to go out and do something like this.

One writer said that queercore is about women. Queercore came out of the whole Riot Grrrl thing; it was directly inspired by the whole Riot Grrrl feminist movement. And queercore is a place where there are more women in bands than men, which is a dynamic you don’t see anywhere else. Women are so much more respected, and are part of the dialogue and what’s going on. Someone said, “Queercore is driven by dykes.” I think that’s totally true.

A lot of journalists who ask, “What’s going on in the queercore scene?” don’t want to hear about the women. And it isn’t just straight music magazines who only want to talk about guys as rock gods, it’s also the gay magazines: they’re always excluding women. Gay magazines are by definition gay male and don’t like women. That ranges from the plain, “We don’t want to hear about women; that’s not our topic and they’re not for our readers,” to an old school gay mentality with out-and-out hatred of women. A lot of older gay men are misogynistic and have this outdated separatist view of what the gay community’s supposedly about.
I don’t think there’s anything wrong with lesbians also wanting to be separatist, but at the same time the whole queercore thing has been, for the first time, both men and women queers co-exist in the same place.

**Queercore is a place where there are more women in bands than men, which is a dynamic you don’t see anywhere else.**

Homophobia and sexism are two sides of the same coin. If somebody is either one or the other, chances are they’re both. Anybody who is totally sexist probably hates queers too, so in general feminists and queers fight the same struggle.

**V: Can you peer ten years ahead into the future—**

**MW: I’m really afraid that ten years from now, queercore will be described in some stupid rock encyclopedia like this: “Queercore was a movement with Pansy Division, and this guy band and that guy band.” Because that’s the way music is written about—in revisionist terms. Queer history is the same way. And I don’t want to see Tribe 8 as a footnote—to me, they were the band. More and more I don’t see them getting written about and talked about, and this gets me really mad, because Tribe 8 are really the leading lights of homocore—they were out there before so many other bands, and they don’t compromise. They are the vital band of this whole scene or idea. So it hurts me to see them not making the money and getting the press that other people get. People need to hear them. When I see them play, I feel like I’m watching history being made.**

**V: You’re not just critical of the status quo, you’re also critical of the status quo in the gay community—**

**MW: But there is a way to say something inflammatory in a way that isn’t considered like a threat, or isn’t perceived as too contrary—you’re just “saying your opinion.” That’s an important skill to learn: to express yourself and be outrageous without pissing people off for the wrong reasons. A lot of people use shock value humor which I’m really iffy about: “If it shocks, it’s okay.” Or “As long as I got this crazy reaction, it doesn’t matter how I got it.”**

---

Lynn Breedlove of Tribe 8, from Outpunk #1

**Outpunk pin-up #1:**

This is a bodacious shot of the lovely and talented Lynn Breedlove of Tribe 8.

Nice tattoos, huh?
In a scene that's predominantly white, that doesn't want to talk about what race and ethnicity have to do with identity--let alone for us as punks--that ignores its own "whiteness" for a "colorblind" approach that makes us and their privilege invisible, that denies us the specificity of our experiences, well, then what?

When we're expected to "erase" our racial identity or ignore our non-white, sometimes non-Western cultural backgrounds/experiences or when we're solicited for not being "true" to our "native" cultures, for not being "ethnic enough."

Hey you.

When some white male punk writes that "racial slurs don't hurt anyone" and that we need a better sense of humor about "those things" (I guess it's "old school" to call someone a chinky)

Punks of

When a hardcore kid from Connecticut posts on a punk rock mailing list about how much he hates "tags and niggers."

When we're told punk is a community "beyond ethnicity" because "we're all marginalized here the same" even though you're the one who gets called "chinadoll" or "spic" when you're walking through your neighborhoods, and you remember growing up in the barrio or in an immigrant family or as the only person of color at your school.

Color.

Contribute to a collective sene by and about people of color involved in the punk scene. Let's talk about our experiences in the "real world" and in the scene, as people of color and as punks.

We're also getting together to talk about this stuff and to commiserate, as a chance to talk to each other about these issues where we're usually pretty alone and isolated. For info, write to me, Mimi, at PO Box 4655, Berkeley, CA 94704-0655. Send your contributions to me, too! Or call me: (510) 849-4927.

Hey you. While Bought. Isn't the time and place for you to 1) rage about how unfair it is that we're doing this without you, and 2) mean all of colored folks are being "weird racist" because we're picking up and punk's not invited, and how we're "just like he's it? 2) to meaningfully argue with us about how punk is an "inappropriate" space and we should rethink that punks face the same marginalization that others--people of color, for instance--do. He has, or I think yourself, and this is what I think about our collective fear and agitated efforts for personally opposing us for all those years and then you really want to be our friend so you can better work through our racism. What is this for us to talk about our issues, screening race and ethnicity and identity, not about yours.

acceptable and "cool."

V: And who are they serving? Neo-Nazi types love 'em!

MW: I used to work at Maximum Rock'n'Roll. Tim Yohannon, the publisher, is not a bad guy; I'm friends with him. But the man is stuck in another time. He has this weird rock'n'roll purist trip, and I honestly feel that this whole musical purism is fuckin' racism, sexism and homophobia all intertwined. There's this weird ethic involving a fear of difference. Tim thinks that rock'n'roll "shakes people up," and that MRR is going to shake people up. So they have eight columnists, and five of them are reactionary straight white men who talk about how feminism sucks, and how we're going to start calling people by their racial name—"I'm going to call you negro, because I'm trying to be like Lenny Bruce. Words don't mean anything, and I'm protesting linguistic totalitarianism. I'm going to push your buttons and your boundaries, because we're all humans and we're all marginalized the same because we're punks. We're all fighting for The Cause, and I'm just a dissenting opinion."

This guy, Reverend Norb, writes for MRR and he calls people "fag" all the time: "fag this and fag that. It's offensive, but he claims he's "taking the word back" as a playground insult. I got really mad for awhile, but I let it go. But kids who think MRR isn't racist or sexist or fucked-up read this and conclude, "Well, I hate Nazis, but saying 'fag' is okay." Now I see fanzines where kids think it's okay to use the word "faggot."

A couple years ago MRR published a Japanese theme issue all about Japanese bands. One columnist, Rev. Norb, wrote about how hot Asian women are—"Oriental girls' eyes look more like vulv."

It's unbelievable! And this is all wrapped up in this package: "Let's talk about Japan. Let's talk about these cool Japanese bands and this cool Japanese fanzine and let's present you with this mixed message." This is a complex issue: Exoticism. This is where I draw the line, and I quit MRR in protest. In retrospect, I had let a lot of shit go by because I didn't want to see it, and it took this horrible thing to get me to see what was really going on.

V: You brought up the topic of Exoticism—

MW: Which is a big topic. That has to do with objectification, condescension, being patronizing and making a novelty out of other people or cultures. Here, a common attitude is: "Everything that comes out of Japan is good." There's the whole Asian Exotic thing—witness the boom in Asian porn video consumption. A lot of it is really hard to call. Do you truly appreciate another culture, or do you single out aspects of it to exploit? However, most people aren't so blatant. They can talk their way around something, they can pass it off as an "intellectual discussion."

V: We were talking about shock chic—

Anybody who is totally sexist probably hates queers too, so in general feminists and queers fight the same struggle.

MW: Another thing about shock value humor: its proponents claim they're not about offending you. But they love to see you get offended—that gives them immense satisfaction. So I want to be able to react, "That's the dumbest thing I ever heard. It was so stupid that you didn't even get my attention . . . . " Because all they want to do is provoke you. People deliberately send me stuff to goad me on and get me to comment on it, and I just throw it away.

I wrote an article about fake queer bands because there are all these bands now pretending to be gay! But
if you’re looking for a queer record and there aren’t that many, and somebody’s passing themselves off as a queer band... it’s like—there’s no media; we don’t have media to tell us what is or what’s not a gay band. So I decided to write an article about all these fake queer bands. Every time I saw one of these records I

This is an important skill to learn: to express yourself and be outrageous without pissing people off for the wrong reasons.

was furious: “Fuckin’ assholes—this is horrible. I feel cheated, offended, and ripped off”—I felt all these different emotions. Then I saw the light: “This is ridiculously stupid—dah. What kind of a small mind would produce this?” The bottom line is: if nobody cares and nobody gets offended by your record, you’re going to be stuck with a few hundred boxes of them! So I laugh at people who spend all this time putting out a dumb joke that doesn’t go anywhere.

◊ V: It’s better to take the “higher road” and ignore these vermin, or point out sheer incompetencies and lack of imagination, wit, depth—

◊ MW: Sure. To me is the only way you can get through to these people. These editors just want to be noticed: Notice Me! Otherwise they’d be nobodies with nothing.

◊ V: They feed on visceral emotional reactions—

◊ MW: All those people do. Again, MRR has eight columnists and more than half of them are like that: reactionary. They’re “anti-p.e.” “cutting-edge humor,” “push the envelope,” and each person supposedly has his own thing. It’s easy for the editor, a white guy, to sit back and say, “Well, these are different opinions. I’m presenting the spectrum of opinions.” Whereas in reality, it’s the same old fuckin’ shit. Make no mistake about it, these people who like shock value humor are bigots. Another “cutting-edge” magazine published a pro-rape issue, and when challenged they claimed, “We’re not championing these beliefs; we’re just trying to get a reaction from you”—

◊ V: They claim, “I’m just trying to get you to think about a topic that’s suppressed or taboo”—

◊ MW: But what if somebody says, “I read the rape issue of this magazine, and you know what—I agree with him: I like rape.” What’s the editor going to do about this guy interpreting his publication in the “wrong” way? The editor’s not going to attack anyone for saying that—secretly he’ll be pleased, just as he secretly cherishes racist ideas—because that’s the support he truly craves.

◊ V: Can you talk more about the development of the queercore scene?

◊ MW: There are queercore events happening in other cities, like Homocore Chicago or Homocore Detroit. However, San Francisco is like no other city; there’s a huge music scene, a huge gay scene, and there are a lot of things going on here that could be considered queercore. The way I look at queercore is: it’s just people putting on a show or forming a band or doing a fanzine or simply saying something you agree with—it’s a loose network. So far it hasn’t been rigidly defined (in terms of fashion or music or ideology), but in the future that will be hard to maintain.

I did an interview for a gay magazine titled Out, and afterwards they asked me, “Could you send us some photos of queer punks slamming in a pit at a big show?” [laughs] I said, “No, it’s not quite like that. It’s more: people like me sitting at home listening to a record.” And that doesn’t sell magazines. So they dredged out some stock photos of buffed guys with tattoos kissing—that was really funny.

In San Francisco, there’s a local group, Q-TIP (Queers Together In Punkness) putting on shows at Epicenter. Again, the problem with anything under the label of “punk” is that you only reach punk-oriented people. Q-TIP has been putting on performances where they have a punk band and a performance artist and an art show on the side. That’s kinda cool, because you get people to attend who are sort of like-minded, but who may not know who Born Against or Rancid are. They may not be “down” with the lingo, but they can feel included ideologically because they really are a part of it.

Certain buzz-words can really be alienating, because a lot of times when you use this lingo, people who automatically should be a part of something just turn off. A lot of people don’t even have a concept of what a community really is, or could be. To them, a
queercore show is just another bar show or rock show. They don’t realize the potential of it; that to certain people, it’s life-affirming.

Make no mistake about it, these people who like shock value humor are bigots.

I’ll say it to this day: every time I hear a great new band or discover something good, it’s like, I feel like more in step or closer to being human. It’s wonderful, and it means everything to me. People who get really jaded don’t feel this. The way I look at it is: it’s still really early. I try to think globally and see the potential. But I worry that queercore will be defined by its most superficial aspects: a mohawk and slamming in the pit! It’s horrible to think that all your work is going to be reduced to something like that. So I’m trying to emphasize working in a community-building direction.

There are the seeds of a queer hip hop scene. It’s totally in its formative stages, like where queer punk was five or six years ago. People take queer rock for granted now, but it didn’t exist five years ago. To me, queer hip hop is like queercore—it’s queer young people doing it for themselves, and with music.

**V:** Which queer bands should be supported?
**MW:** All the bands on my label [1], including Tribe 8, Pansy Division, Sta-Prest (who never play out), Team Dresch, Sister George, Third Sex—there are many more. I have to be really careful. A lot of bands like the fact that people think they’re queer.

**V:** Why?
**MW:** They say, “We like having gay people as our fans, and we’re flattered that anybody thinks we’re gay, and we’d much rather be perceived as gay or gay-positive than anything else.” And that’s cool. But on the other hand, it’s sort of shock value, hipness, objectification, and it’s demeaning sometimes—it’s like saying, “I can act this way or pretend to be gay as well.” It’s misinterpreting queerness as a choice, or perceiving it as a style—and getting it all wrong. Every little alternative band these days is trying to toy with sexual ambiguity.

**V:** Everybody’s appeared in a dress by now: Nirvana, Pearl Jam—
**MW:** As if wearing a dress equates with homosexuality.

**V:** Can you comment on this major media and major label imagery of men in dresses?
**MW:** It’s hard to say. People say it’s a recent thing, but the Rolling Stones appeared in drag on an LP cover in the sixties, and what about Victor/Victoria, or La Cage Aux Folles? These are major media “transgressions”; I saw Victor/Victoria when I was a kid and didn’t even grasp it. The thing is, if you get these radical ideas into the mainstream media, it’s a victory for sure—you got it there. How it gets perceived is a whole different story.

Also, wearing dresses and pretending to be queer is fucked-up because there’s an element of control or manipulation at work. It’s like, “We’re going to pretend to be gay, and this is what we think being gay is about.” It’s about being shocking or outrageous or having this style—whatever it is they read into being gay (their interpretations, by the way, not mine). They control how it’s perceived and how it’ll be reported or discussed. The whole big shtick about the singer of Suede is that he might be bisexual—like, “I might be
gay. I might consider sleeping with a guy once.” That becomes the extent of what gets covered or talked about in the press. So in the eyes of a magazine, that issue has already been dealt with—it’s over.

♦ V: It’s sort of a fake way of dealing with an issue—

♦ MW: Yes, that’s exactly it. It has the same effect as lip service: it weakens it—deadens it in the water. Also, a lot of queer fans of music are willing to sell themselves out because nobody’s come to meet them that far before. “Gay people will jump through hoops to be accepted”—I love saying that! I told a reporter, “You know what? Faggots will buy anything!” I said all this totally inflammatory stuff, but it was really true. Gay people aren’t used to being accepted, so the community gets behind Nirvana or anybody who says something nice about us once. Then we don’t cover something cool going on that’s queer.

Maybe it’s this self-esteem issue: “We’re not worthy.” It’s as if straight people being interested in gay people somehow legitimizes us, and that’s all we need. We never made it into their media, but if they’re willing to meet us only part of the way, that’s good enough. So part of the motivation for my operation was (and continues to be): “That’s not good enough—that’s no substitute. We’re doing it ourselves.”

Outpunk “introduction”

We’re here, we’re queer and we love punk rock! So what does that mean to the punk scene at large? Do we even care what they think of us? What are their roles in the scenes that we create? I’ve developed the following list of do’s and don’ts that are highly subjective. This is what, if anything, I am saying to straight people who are interested in queer punk.

DON’T:
- Assume that we are complaining just to get attention.
- Pretend to be queer in an attempt to be supportive.
- Flirt with us unless you want us to fuck you.
- Assume that we would want to have sex with you in the first place.
- Tell us that we should be like so-and-so to be “good,” “cool” or acceptable.
- Treat us as a novelty.
- Don’t bother me.

DO:
- Realize that ideas that you might not understand may make perfect sense to us.
- Understand that queer punk is in its formative stages and may or may not have the expertise, security, or history that the rest of punk has, and that we are creating our own.
- Be supportive without turning it into your self-righteous cause to elevate you among your peers.
- Be aware that for us, punk is something we have chosen to hold on to as our culture, despite pressure to conform to mainstream gay society at large.
- Understand that sometimes we have to do things that aren’t “punk” just to function, and that we don’t have the easy social scene that straight punks have.

Further questions? Tough shit.

Queer Punk Revolution? What do you think? Do you have a vision for the future? I do. If there’s going to be a queer revolution in punk, or a female one, or non-white ones, we really need to think about what we want ultimately, and work towards it. I’m not saying it’s that simple, because there are at least two things in our way. 1) the attitudes within punk that treat us like second-class people, and 2) the attitudes within ourselves that prevent us from trying, or that make us want to give up completely. This is no time for self-hate. There is no time for pity parties. It is time for action. You will be as happy as you let yourself be. Don’t let anyone tell you differently.

Yes, I know it’s not the most eloquent piece of writing, but it’s a start. We all need to help each other, support each other, and stop creating division among ourselves. We need to accept the fact that we all may have different ideas of what this is about, but that we are all striving for the same things: love, acceptance, fun and enlightenment. That means withholding judgment if you can’t find something constructive to say. It means not making the easy put-down for the sake of being “funny.” It’s so easy to laugh, it’s so easy to hate. It takes courage to be gentle and kind. Thanks Morrissey! Sometimes I think being happy is the most subversive thing you can possibly do.

A message in all this? Check it out. I can’t help you. Only you can do that. I don’t need to hear how rough it is—I know. I can’t write for you or claim to represent you. If I am saying anything at all with this, it is that if I can do it, you most certainly can, too. So fucking do it.

You think you don’t belong? You think it’s you vs. the world? You say everything excludes you? Well, have you even tried? Do you even know? Are there barriers in front of you or are they in your fucking head? And ultimately, who is responsible for your comfort, anyway? Just wondering.

—from Outpunk #3
Fat Girl, a magazine “for fat dykes and the women who want them,” is published by the Fat Girl Collective (sample issue $5; $20 for four issues from 2215-R Market St #197, San Francisco CA 94114; 415-522-8733). Besides publishing a paper zine, they have a web site: http://www.fatgirl.com/. Founding member Max Airborne also runs a private subscriber-only e-mail discussion list for fat dykes: airborne@sirius.com. Ten members of the collective (April Miller, Barbara McDonald, Bertha Markowicz, Devra, Laura J., Lisa Brotz, Judy Graboyes, Margo Mercedes Rivera, Max Airborne and Sondra Solo) were interviewed by V. Vale at April’s home in the East Bay.

♦ VALE: How can you keep a collective enterprise going over the long haul?
♦ BARBARA: It's hard, because we live in a very competitive, individualistic society. In the very act of getting people together to try to change things, you're involved in a creative process, and being involved in a creative process with multiple people is always a challenge! [laughs]
♦ BERTHA: We want to do something creative while we're being passive consumers! Or: “Buy our magazine and then go out and do something radical!”
♦ APRIL: She does the advertising for our magazine.
♦ V: I've read that even though the number of publications is increasing, the available pool of readers is shrinking almost daily—
♦ BERTHA: That's amazing. I read all the time—cereal boxes, whatever's nearby!
♦ MAX: These days, with television and radio everywhere, it's too easy not to read.
♦ BERTHA: Bodily Fluids was so interesting that I couldn't put it down. It's my bathroom reading—
♦ MAX: “I'm shitting, so I may as well read about it!”
♦ BARBARA: I'm wondering if people are reading less because what's available to them just isn't interesting. The thing about the “Zine Revolution” that's exciting is—now there are really interesting publications out there to read, you just have to make the effort to find them. When you find one, it's like finding a treasure because a lot of what's being published is boring—it's all about making money. It's not expanding your mind or communicating; it's not interactive. It seems that zines are a response to this vacuum.
♦ DEVRA: Unfortunately, it's still hard to find good zines that you can really be into—
♦ BERTHA: Usually you go, “Not my tribe, not my tribe... ah, here's one!” When I go to a mainstream magazine stand, I can look through scores of women's magazines and they're all about quick “lite” meals you can make in three minutes!
♦ APRIL: She does our “Kitchen Slut” column, which includes guilt-free recipes—
♦ MAX: I can look through hundreds and hundreds of magazines and be lucky to find one that's worthwhile.
♦ V: Your magazine is unusual in that it's produced in the spirit of a collective enterprise, rather than by a hierarchy or a lone individual. Whose idea was this? [everyone looks at Max, and laughs]
♦ MAX: I insisted. Actually, there were three or four of us, and we thought, “We need more people, and it
should be a collective!” At first the others were like, “Oh, come on!” But I kept saying, “Yes, yes!” Since then I discovered that I really have a hard time being in a collective, because I’m kind of a workaholic, and I get resentful when other people aren’t! I have since left the collective, as have a couple others of us here.

◆ V: But you’re here.
◆ MAX: Yeah, I’m still part of the family—
◆ BERTHA: It’s a collective family—oh yes, we have a secret handshake. To join you have to get your head shaved, turn over all your income and undergo our reeducation program! [laughs]

◆ V: So tell me about the aims of Fat Girl—
◆ BARBARA: Actually, we wanted to do a publication that was political, funny, and perverse, and it seemed that the way to do that was to have different people be a part of that process. We made a list of all the fat dykes we’d seen around town that we wanted to meet, and began to approach them. To walk up to another fat woman and say, “Hi! We’re doing a zine for fat dykes—would you like to be part of it?” and to see their emotional response when someone is talking to them openly about being fat (whether or not they felt comfortable with that)—well, this was an intense process!
◆ BERTHA: We’re continuing to work in a collective environment. As hard as it is, it gives you a diversity of voices, there’s a lot of different input, and besides—it feels good!
◆ MAX: The idea that created the collective was: we wanted to do a zine for fat dykes. And the fact that it’s a collective is why it’s still around. If it were just me and my little friends—or big friends, as it were—the commitment to keeping a zine for fat dykes going wouldn’t necessarily be there.

We change and grow (personally, I want to do some new things; I don’t necessarily want to spend all my energy working on something just for fat dykes, because I think about other things, too). But it’s important that Fat Girl stay in existence, because it has brought together fat dykes from all different walks of life, to talk about issues in ways that haven’t been done before. It’s become almost an institution for some people—

◆ BERTHA: And the visibility is important—fat women are rarely visible in media. This is one of the few places where fat dykes are out—in the open.
◆ BARBARA: It took us six months to produce the first magazine, and we spent a lot of that time talking. One of our first endeavors was to put together an “issue statement,” so that we had a clear idea of what we wanted to present. We discovered how diverse our interests were, what our heartfelt hopes were, and because we spent a lot of time doing this we were able to incorporate a lot of diversity into our publication: sexuality, smut, and sincere writing about being a fat dyke growing up in this culture and being alienated . . . talking about hard things as well as fun things. We spent a lot of time laying the groundwork, making sure we were inclusive about all of this.
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♦ APRIL: It’s the combination of all of our experiences (different from each other, and the same) that creates the richness of the zine.
♦ MARGO: This is one of the reasons (besides the content) that I was drawn to Fat Girl. I’ve worked in collectives for the past seven years, and I really believe in the collective process. You really do get to see different voices represented, and when it works, it’s really great! (When it doesn’t work, it can be horrible.) Hopefully, this is a functional collective.
♦ BARBARA: It has to happen by honoring this process; it’s a two-way thing. Personal issues came out that have never been expressed before—it was so intense. Even something basic like “What’s fat?” aroused controversy—
♦ BERTHA: “You’re not fat enough to be in Fat Girl!”
♦ BARBARA: It attracted people who really needed a support group, and support in general—like most people need.
♦ V: Your magazine is very slick—
♦ BERTHA: We’re perfectionists!
♦ MAX: It’s a labor of love—anal love!
♦ BARBARA: We sat down and learned how to do desktop publishing, deal with printers—how to make it happen. We went to people we knew in the dyke community who had done publications and asked, “How did you do it? What was your process? What do we need to know? What mistakes should we not make?” From fish of Brat Attack we got a distribution list. Networking gave us the skills we needed. People were patient with us: “This is what you need to say to the printer. This is what you need to look for. This is what you do.” The fact that we’re able to publish is amazing, considering we didn’t know how to do any of this before. Several of us took a QuarkXpress class to learn how to do layout.
♦ V: How did you pay for the first issue?
♦ MAX: With my credit card! [laughs] And I have been paid back for every single issue.
♦ BERTHA: We also have some advertising, which we view as a resource for our readers. We were approached by smut advertisers with ads which weren’t pertinent to fat dykes, and it felt good to tell them, “We don’t want your money!” Other gay and lesbian publications tend to go for corporate advertising, and this affects their content, because they start pandering to the Budweiser ad on the back cover. But we only wanted advertisers that supported us, that are us, that liked us, that loved us. Our magazine is too precious to waste!
♦ BARBARA: Being political about the zine means that we also publish a lot of smut that is “border-line”—that potentially plays with pornography laws. But we have been very conscious about all this being within a political context.
♦ V: How do you decide what to print?
♦ BARBARA: We decided that if we thought something was hot, then despite the pornography laws we would go ahead and publish it anyway. There are a lot of zines out there that are political, there are zines that talk about people’s personal issues, and there are zines that are smutty—but very few combine all of this. Whereas in Fat Girl you can turn a page and see a big fat cunt there, and turn a page and find someone talking about a political action they’ve done.
♦ DEVRA: I think the fact that our sexuality is just there—honestly—is “political.” We present just honest portrayals. After doing Fat Girl for awhile, I would forget how confrontational it is to people.
♦ MAX: We’ve had our mail tampered with. One day I sent out UPS shipments to 10 different stores and none of them got their zines—that driver had a lot of Fat Girls! So we stopped putting “Fat Girl” on the return address and instead wrote “Mary Smith.” [laughs]
♦ BARBARA: People are very curious. They see “Fat Girl” and they go, “What??”
♦ LISA: It’s such a taboo, just to say the word “fat”—
♦ DEVRA: That’s true. Just on a local level, the personal ads in the Bay Times [gay/lesbian weekly] used to say “big” or “plump” or “not skinny.” But now they say “Fat, Fat, Fat” all over the place. When Fat Girl appeared, a lot of fat activists got a breath of fresh air.
♦ MAX: Fat Girl appeared at the same time as FATISO? We met Marilyn Wann [editor/publisher] at a cafe when she walked up to us and asked, “Are you the people who do Fat Girl?” It turned out that we lived in the same neighborhood, two blocks from each other. Really strange!
♦ BERTHA: FATISO? is a small publication for fat
people across the board—not just for us.

DVDARBARA: Fat activism has been going on since the '70s, but there has been a renewal of interest because there's so much stepped-up anti-fat activity going on, everywhere you turn. For example, the White House has been participating in “The War On Fat” with Jenny Craig. Recently I read that participation in diet centers has sharply declined—the diet industry is losing a lot of money because people are starting to Wake Up and Drop Out... re-examining the Diet Myth, and resisting all the advertising and labeling about everything being “low fat” and “no fat”—

BERTHA: All these “low fat” foods are loaded with chemicals that are all bad for your body—

MAX: —like Nutrasweet.

There was a survey in Esquire where all these kids said they would much rather be hit by a truck than be 50 pounds overweight!

BERTHA: While they're telling you to make your body look “better” (according to their views), they're putting shit in their products that's going to kill you... faster!

V: You mentioned the Diet Myth—

APRIL: The myth being that if you diet, you'll get thin. I read that 92.8% of people who diet gain all the weight back within two years, plus more weight. So if you engage in the cycle that you diet/gain it back, then diet/gain it back, you'll get progressively heavier. Now it's named as a syndrome: weight-loss yo-yo-ing.

However, the whole Diet Myth has more parts to it than that. It's not just: “If you diet, you'll lose weight” (which is by and large untrue). It's also: “If you are thin, life will be perfect!”

BERTHA: “You will be beautiful!”

BARBARA: “Everybody will like you, and nothing will go wrong.”

BERTHA: “You'll have a better sex life!”

APRIL: “You'll be wealthier!”

MAX: “Healthy, wealthy, wise—and thin!”

BARBARA: And every single piece of that is untrue.

LISA: I work with very young kids (8-11) who are chocking on this American Dream. They tell me, “If I don't eat that candy bar and just eat apples for the rest of my life, I'll stay thin enough.” And they're as big around as my little finger! As long as I can remember, the words “thin” and “beautiful” (as well as “fat” and “ugly”) have always been connected.

DEVRA: As a woman, no matter what age or size you are, it's generally expected that you're dieting—very strange. There are office pools around diets—

BERTHA: My friend's company has a holiday incentive: if you don't gain weight over Christmas vacation, you get a bonus! [laughs]

SONDRA: And that's really common. There's a myth that you'll be wealthier if you're thin, but that isn't really a myth. There is so much discrimination against fat people; there are so many more costs associated with being fat—like clothing, traveling—

BERTHA: And there's job discrimination.

BARBARA: Fat is definitely a class; it pushes you into a different class. (There's a good book on this: Lesbians Come Out of the Class Closet.) If women are busy thinking about dieting, this crowds out discussions about the real misogynist, racist events going on around them. A lot is going on in Congress this year, and there's very little coverage in the press—but there sure is a lot of discussion about obesity in this country.

MAX: A woman at work told me that she couldn't quit smoking, because when she tried to quit, she gained weight. I asked, “You would rather get lung cancer than weigh more?” She said, “Oh yes!” She went on and on trying to justify her position. I said, “Look. I realize that fat hatred is very prevalent in our culture,” and she protested, “Oh no—it's not fat hatred! Look at my frame!” She just never got it.

DEVRA: There was a survey in Esquire where all these kids said they would much rather be hit by a truck than be 50 pounds overweight!

SONDRA: And wasn't there another survey where people said they would rather die of cancer than be fat?

LAURA: There's another one where people said they would rather abort fetuses if they knew ahead of time they'd be fat!

BERTHA: And people think we're just whining—

MAX: What a world!

DEVRA: It's amazing what levels people will descend to, to justify fat hatred. People think that if you are fat, you are lazy—no matter what. It's excruciating how deep this goes.

BARBARA: This discussion typifies the dialogue that's been aired in Fat Girl, where everything we publish is by and for fat dykes. But many people outside the fat dyke community have found something in Fat Girl that they have not found anywhere else in this world, and have approached us about how Fat Girl has changed how they look at the world, how they write, how they feel about themselves and what they do. The pervasiveness of self-hatred in our relationship with our bodies is so endemic, that when people see us work through this for ourselves, something shifts within them. By focusing on what we feel, what we're experiencing and where our anger is, we allow other people to re-examine personal issues about their own bodies in a similar light.

BERTHA: The feedback in letters feels really good. All these women have written to us about looking at themselves in a different way: “Now I've done this, and I've done that, and thank you so much for being there!”
**True Tales from Life in the Fat Lane**

**MY FIRST DYKE FRIENDS WERE REALLY COOL. I WAS 16, THEY WERE 30. THEY WERE FAT, ANGRY + POLITICAL. I WANTED TO BE JUST LIKE THEM.**

**THEY ALL SPOKE OUT AGAINST S/M, BUT SIDNEY & PAT PLAYED WITH IT IN SECRET. I HAVE TO ADMIT I WAS CURIOUS.**

**AFTER A COUPLE OF YEARS I MOVED AWAY — ON TO NEW EXPERIENCES + FURTHER SELF-DISCOVERY. I DECIDED I HATED SECRETS.**

**COME LITTLE SISTER, LET US SHOW YOU THE WAY.**

**COOL!**

**I EVENTUALLY MADE IT TO SAN FRANCISCO, LAND OF SEXUAL FREEDOM.**

**I HAD FINALLY DONE SOMETHING WORTHY OF MY TEENAGE HEROES. SO, I SENT THEM A COPY.**

**SOME FRIENDS & I STARTED A ZINE. THE IDEA WAS TO INTEGRATE FAT, DYKE POLITICS + DYKE SEXUALITY.**

**A COUPLE MONTHS LATER, PAT WROTE BACK.**

**I WAS DEVASTATED AND SHOCKED FOR A MINUTE.**

**THE END**

*Yes, this really did happen. The names have been changed as my one concession to discretion. — Max*

from *Fat Girl #3*
MAX: “Thank you for finally representing me.”
BERTHA: “Thank you for showing my body; I opened up Fat Girl and there was my body in a magazine.”
BARBARA: It’s been revolutionary: publishing images of fat dykes having orgasms, eating, feeding each other, being happy—just being. Breaking these taboos and feeling pretty good about it.

Most of our venues of communication are about selling us something. That’s why zines are so exciting: they’re really about communication and ideas, not about selling other people’s products. Zines are about creating culture and creating community . . .

APRIL: We publish 2,000 issues at a time, and they go out all over the world. We get a lot of letters that say, “I live in Podunk, Utah, and I walked into a store and saw Fat Girl, picked it up, and it was the most incredible experience of my life. If I had seen you 35 years ago . . .”

It’s inspiring to know that we can do something. With all the trauma we get every day, being fat in San Francisco, it’s nevertheless much easier here than in the rest of the country. To be able to do something where we have support, and send it out to people who are really solitary . . . well, our whole culture is about hating yourself, and it feels amazing to be able to counter that mentality.

MAX: Like the Voice of America: “It’s all okay, everyone—just Be Yourself!”

DEVRA: Fat Girl has to do with being “out” in terms of being queer, and also with being involved in SM—which, to be sure, doesn’t appeal to everyone. We’re not doing one of those cheesy, fake, glossy magazines that doesn’t represent anyone; some of those glossy lesbian magazines pain me. For someone who feels really isolated, fat and queer in the middle of nowhere, with nobody around who understands, I can imagine that Fat Girl provides a much-needed solace.

MARGO: When I look at Fat Girl, I see an entire spectrum there. I see pleasure, I see pain, I see fucking. I see wonderful poetry and stories and photographs. I look at it and think, “Anything is possible!”

MAX: On the other side of the coin, some people look at Fat Girl and all they see is the fact that it has SM in it, and they won’t look any further. We just got a letter from a bookstore owned by a fat dyke in Albuquerque: “Thank you for sending a sample of your magazine. However, given that only a certain percentage of our readers are lesbian, only a certain percentage are fat, and only 2% are into SM, there’s no market here for your magazine—”

BERTHA: She got it down to 0.15%!

MAX: She doesn’t realize that a lot more people than fat SM dykes read Fat Girl. Probably 80% of our readers are not SM dykes. They’re all over the country, doing whatever.

BARBARA: A Different Light bookstore in San Francisco said Fat Girl was the highest-selling zine they’d ever carried. They put us up front with the queer glossies.

BERTHA: I wrote back to that woman in Albuquerque: “We’re offering you Fat Girl on consignment. I would think you might test it before you make this assumption that it won’t sell in your store.” It’s amazing; people are so prejudiced—duh! [everyone laughs]

BARBARA: And there wasn’t a lot of SM in that issue—

DEVRA: Just a photo of you pissing in a cemetery on the back cover!

BARBARA: But is that SM?

APRIL: To get back to the point of humor, we could be really serious and heavy if that’s all that we wanted to talk about, but we have to get through life, too! And we use humor to do that.

BERTHA: That’s why I first did the “Kitchen Slut” column. I wanted it to be fun, silly, sexy, and about food! To be political and funny. I did it humorously and tongue-in-cheek about sexy, good, fattening foods! No guilt allowed in my column!

DEVRA: The first time I read “Kitchen Slut” I was
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laughing out loud—especially at the little captions under your photos.

Everybody working on *Fat Girl* has had to read and re-read people talking about the most intense issues of their lives. It’s so heavy that—

♦ **BERTHA:** —it needed a little bit of heavy cream to lighten it up!

♦ **BARBARA:** Publishing a zine involves a lot of responsibility. It takes a lot of responsibility to ask someone to pose for you in a revealing way and write about the most personal things that have happened to them regarding their bodies. We’re very thoughtful about where we place each piece when we mix up the articles. One of our mottos is “Go for a ride with *Fat Girl*” and it really is a ride: from beginning to end you experience a whole spectrum of emotions.

One of the reasons why it’s hard to be in *Fat Girl* and why I recently left the collective is: it’s been so difficult to understand what my feelings have been about everything we’ve published. Everything has happened so quickly that if we were *just* publishing “hard” or depressing content, I feel I might have gone off the deep end! I really needed to stop and step back for awhile. We have created and opened up a lot of dialogue about people’s feelings and deep personal concerns, and if we didn’t include joy and humor... that’s the kind of energy people need to go *beyond* the difficult experiences that happen to them.

♦ **V:** *You’re trying to present truth, unwatered-down—*

♦ **MAX:** That’s the idea!

♦ **BERTHA:** And some of it is fun! We’re very silly people.

♦ **DEVRA:** Some of our better inspirations have come during burnout periods.

♦ **MAX:** It’s kind of ironic that the *truth* is what’s so appealing to people, and then for example we went to OutWrite last year (a national gay and lesbian writers’ conference) and Barbara from *Fat Girl* was on a panel with members of other publications. The discussion was about gay magazines having sold out to advertising because “that’s what the readers really want.” We were sitting there going, “Are you sure?!” [laughs]

♦ **BARBARA:** They even said that their readers weren’t intelligent, and that they had to pander to the lowest common denominator! Also, that they have no responsibility to their readers, that people basically aren’t too smart, and you don’t want them thinking too hard. “They *like* that advertising; they like that glossy feel. That’s what they’re buying us for. And besides, we’re going to be here a year from now...”

♦ **MAX:** —insinuating that *Fat Girl* would not be.

♦ **BARBARA:** That’s what a lot of publishing is about: selling advertising. People don’t realize that’s what TV is all about. That’s what most of our venues of communication are about: *selling us something.* That’s why zines are so exciting; they’re really about communication and ideas, not about selling other people’s products. Zines are about creating culture and creating community (or alienating other people, or writing about the most alienating things you can think of because that’s what gets you off, but—hey, you’re doing it for yourself!).

♦ **DEVRA:** This is what feels so life-saving—not just zines, but other D-I-Y (Do-It-Yourself) projects.

♦ **APRIL:** I feel that the amount of struggling you do to collectively produce a project, and collectively decide what you’re going to do, really keeps you honest and strengthens the work. Because all of this is background for what we end up saying and doing, not just in the magazine, but in our lives. Magazines that are more corporately-structured don’t have a check-and-balance to keep them honest. Our early roundtables were really personal and honest and in-depth because we all had to *work* with each other. Because of this kind of intimacy, we were able to say things *in-depth* in a way that I don’t think you can if you don’t have that kind of community built up.

♦ **BARBARA:** In our roundtables (which are transcribed discussions), when talking about fat dyke issues, it’s hard to separate all the personal and political issues which we all experience: class, racism, issues around disabilities—the whole spectrum of how we experience life with its different levels of cultural alienation. We were trying to provide a place (and another level of accessibility) where people who perhaps weren’t writers or artists could find a voice and discuss important issues.

♦ **DEVRA:** For *Fat Girl* #2 some people sent in their *own* roundtables. It would be so great if more people we don’t know would do that.

---

*A woman recently went to a doctor who kept telling her, “You need to lose weight—that’s your problem.” But her real problem was: she had cancer. She died.*

♦ **V:** Earlier you mentioned other publications, like *FAT!ISO*?

♦ **MAX:** There’s “Radiance: the magazine for large women”—

♦ **DEVRA:** Which just did a big feature on the new generation of fat activists, and didn’t include *Fat Girl* or *FAT!ISO*?, which have both made a big difference to a lot of people.

♦ **APRIL:** There’s another zine from a young woman, Nomy Lamm, called *I’m So Fucking Beautiful*. A glossy photo book recently appeared, *Women En Large*, plus some other fat women’s anthologies.

♦ **BERTHA:** A woman from England, Lee Kennedy,
sent us a couple of cartoon zines.

♦ MAX: Check out the "resource" sections in Fat Girl, which list other publications, books—everything we know, basically, is in there.

♦ BARBARA: Also, Max has put together a web site for Fat Girl. We've gotten a lot of press attention from other web publications; one from the U.K. included us in their "Top 50 Most Interesting Sites." Time magazine mentioned us in an article on on-line publications; the Nation used us as an information resource, too.

♦ MAX: For being such a fringe thing, we sure are popular! Weird!

♦ DEVRA: And our e-zine is very different from the paper zine, for a number of reasons. Resources and announcements are updated before the paper zine appears, of course.

♦ MAX: There is additional information, like I compiled a list of all the songs I could come up with that had any kind of mention of fatness in them. I included as many lyrics as possible and put them on the Web, with links to the web-site of musicians who have done anything related to fat. I'm into resources.

♦ APRIL: In terms of resources, there is the Fat Lip Readers Theater, a local fat women's readers' theater group, and 4 Big Girls, a performance collective of fat black women in Seattle—

♦ MAX: They're fuckin' awesome.

♦ DEVRA: It's definitely not just us; there's a lot out there.

♦ BARBARA: For the recent San Francisco International Gay & Lesbian Film Festival, we were asked to curate a program on fat dyke issues under the heading of Radical Women's Body Politics. Recently I got a call from a woman who curates Florida's International Gay and Lesbian Film Festival—she attended our program and was so affected by it that she took one of the short films and had it run with their top premiere film, which was The Incredibly True Adventures of Two Girls in Love (which I have spoken about as so fat-phobic). She was so affected by that—she had her eyes opened—that she said, "I can't in good conscience run this feature film without including something that presents this issue," so she ran this short before the feature. There's definitely been a cultural synergy of ideas; a shift in how people are looking at things, and what they feel comfortable in taking on . . .

♦ DEVRA: We push constantly for other people to get involved at production levels, like for film festivals, Dyke TV . . .

♦ APRIL: By the way, I dance and work with a
choreographer who likes to use fat women dancing—which really flips people out. I search for and collect old videos which feature fat women, and there are a lot of 'em. The Pajama Game is one of my favorite films because it has this incredible scene of a middle-aged fat woman dancing a song-and-dance number, which they would never do now. Someday I’ll print a resource list of these films in Fat Girl.

People are even feeding their infants fat-free formula... And there are diet programs for pets now!

♦ BARBARA: Recently, A Circle of Friends got a lot of attention. It was supposed to be about the most popular, most eligible boy in school falling in love with this fat woman and dealing with it. The actress they chose wasn’t fat at all, and her contract was that she gain weight for the role and have a trainer afterwards to lose the weight. That’s a very Hollywood example of how this issue is approached—
♦ MAX: And they couldn’t even use a fat actress, for crying out loud.
♦ LAURA: Ricki Lake was fat in Hairspray, but now that she has her own talk show she’s become thin and weight-obsessed—it’s sad. She was beautiful.
♦ DEVRA: In every interview, she says it’s the hardest and most “fulfilling” (so to speak!) thing she’s ever done. I know; it’s sad. JOHN WATERS has been a big inspiration to a lot of us; a bastion of sanity in a weird way. Perhaps it shows.
♦ APRIL: I was excited about two Australian films, Strictly Ballroom and Muriel’s Wedding which both used fat characters of all ages. They lead real lives; they sing and dance. The great thing about Muriel’s Wedding is: she has this whole life shift; the world becomes wonderful; she finds herself, and it’s not about her losing weight. She goes off to the city, dumps her family, finds a guy, dumps the guy, finds a girlfriend who’s like a good friend—and it’s not about her being thin at the end. I didn’t care that she was a normally thin actress who gained weight for the role; the moral of the story was wonderful. Maybe Australians are different from Americans; maybe they’re not so weight-obsessed—
♦ MAX: Wait a minute! An American woman married an Australian man whom she met on the Internet. She wanted to move to Australia, and they would not let her in the country because she was 24 pounds overweight! That was in Newsweek.
♦ DEVRA: And here in the U.S. a man was released from jail under the stipulation that he lose weight while on parole. He didn’t, so they put him back in jail.
♦ SONdra: If you’re overweight, you can’t get decent healthcare; they tell you to lose 15 more pounds.
♦ APRIL: Yet they’ve done studies which show that it’s a far more dangerous health problem to be underweight. But they never say anything about that.
♦ DEVRA: Also, there’s this common fear fat women have about going to doctors. Every time you do, there’s this goddamn scale you’re supposed to step on—no matter what you’re going in for! We’re trying to publish more resource information from fat-positive health practitioners.
♦ BARBARA: Women are dying in this country because they’re being misdiagnosed; they’re being told, “You’re a fat person; your health problem is that you have to lose weight.” Doctors don’t take your health issues seriously.
♦ SONdra: There was a recent case involving a 14-year-old girl whose symptoms were: she was missing her period, and she felt really sick in the mornings. Her mother took her to a gynecologist who said, “You’re missing your period because you’re overweight.” So this 14-year-old girl ended up having a baby she didn’t want to have—obviously, she was pregnant!
♦ BERTHA: A woman recently went to a doctor who kept telling her, “You need to lose weight—that’s your problem.” But her real problem was: she had cancer. She died.
♦ LAURA: She personally told me about going to the doctor and saying, “Look, something’s wrong,” and being told, “No, you just need to lose weight.” By the time she was properly diagnosed, it was too late.
♦ APRIL: I’ve gone to medical appointments where you want them to investigate something specific, and all they talk about is some diet you ought to go on.
♦ SONdra: They love to tell you that you’re “morbidly obese”—
♦ DEVRA: —just the description makes you want to vomit—
♦ MAX: That’s the ideal! [laughs]  
♦ V: If you present fat-positive medical information in the pages of a professional-looking publication, it’s likely to be taken more seriously—
♦ BARBARA: Our objective was to be very readable, so that people could pick up Fat Girl and easily get information and advice.
♦ DEVRA: We were part of a course curriculum at UC Santa Cruz—required reading!
♦ SONdra: They have an anti-discrimination law there, regarding fat.
♦ V: Do you have an office?
♦ BARBARA: No. Production is done in people’s homes; the last two issues were done in my bedroom on my Mac.
♦ MAX: When you’re a collective, working out of one person’s house is difficult. If other people want to do something, they have to come to your home to do it.
♦ BARBARA: It was hard to give up my bedroom to be Production Central for a month. It’s like, “I’m going to
work now, so you get to use my computer." There was somebody there all the time, except when I was sleeping. But even when I was sleeping, the computer was FTP files! Now I can’t stand the sound of the computer—

♦ BERTHA: A slight case of burnout! Flashbacks, nightmares . . .
♦ V: So the initial money went to pay for printing, shipping and—
♦ DEVRA: Syquest tapes.
♦ BERTHA: And if anybody wants to solicit advertising for us, we pay 10%!
♦ BARBARA: Besides us, all the people who read Fat Girl make it happen—they send us snapshots, photo booth pictures, their personal experiences, rants . . . if it wasn’t for the excitement that readers share with us, Fat Girl would not exist. It’s about community. That’s where the magic is: in that exchange.

♦ V: What are some other projects you want to do?
♦ MAX: I want to do a comic zine. For Fat Girl I started drawing comics—that was the first time I’d ever tried that. I want to draw about more diverse topics that aren’t necessarily appropriate for Fat Girl.
♦ BARBARA: I want to do another zine taking the vision that’s in Fat Girl and extending it to all the other people in the community who are alienated and aren’t having their lives represented in the media.
♦ APRIL: I just want to see Fat Girl keep going and reach more people.
♦ DEVRA: People have definite taste discrepancies, and come from different places, but there has been a level of respect that has to do with commitment and family. Considering the fact that most people have day jobs, it’s pretty amazing that there was a tight group for a year and a half.

♦ V: What are your day jobs? Barbara, you work in publishing—
♦ MAX: And during the evening she’s the Secretary of Defense—
♦ BERTHA: —for the New Anarchist Revolution!
♦ BARBARA: Most of us have been anarchist activists for a really long time. To do publishing, I learned what I needed to learn to make Fat Girl happen.
♦ LAURA: I’m a barber and I’m not ashamed of that. I use clippers; I’m not a “hairdresser.”
♦ APRIL: I was an assistant at a law firm, but the law firm closed—yes! It was a very corporate environment with fat hatred, woman hatred; everything that wasn’t “straight white male with money” was not okay. And Fat Girl was my secret vice: “I do this day job, and at night I bust out and become who I really am!” This feeling is probably true for a lot of people who do zines: this is where their real life happens. Anyway, right now I’m unemployed and have my own business making corsets—that’s fun.
♦ BERTHA: In the course of Fat Girl I also became unemployed. I sell ads for Fat Girl and Cuir Underground, and I am a Reiki healer and teach Reiki classes. I also make boxer shorts for big butches and whoever else wants them. In my spare time I do drawings.
♦ MAX: I constantly complain about not having role

---

You may think Sassy is just another gross het teen mag, but if you read the August issue, you'll think again. Mentioned on the cover, page 78 and 79 contain a spread entitled “Thirteen reasons not to diet.” The reasons:

- 1. Your weight was genetically programmed.
- 2. Dieting slows your metabolism.
- 3. It makes you boring.
- 4. It leads to eating disorders.
- 5. You’re always hungry.
- 6. And what is the point?
- 8. You put off living.
- 9. You’ll gain it back.
- 10. It’s worse for your health to yo-yo.
- 11. You feed the evil diet industry.
- 12. The connection between weight and health problems is iffy.
- 13. It makes you feel bad.

—From Fat Girl #2

---

Sassy Sells Out

Remember how in FG #2, we sing the praises of a glossy teen-mag that makes good with their “10 reasons not to diet list” and a binder that said “If they call you a fat pig, say thanks”? Well, you can forget all that. They sold ownership, and it shows. Their April issue features such heart-warming material as “The truth about fat” (uh, right, and take one guess as to what that is), and a precious photo of a repulsed girl cowering near her salad at the sight of another girl (literally donning pig ears and a snout!) devouring a hamburger & fries. Junior Cosmo. —Devra from Fat Girl #3
models. So we have to try to be our own.

* BARBARA: Fun, perverse, political—

* V: And creative.

* MAX: Absolutely.

* APRIL: I always felt I was trying to change the world by living my life and being different in the world, but being able to do it through a zine has had a much greater impact. It's like we took the zine and threw it in the water and the ripples were so much bigger than I could ever have achieved by myself.

* MAX: We were in *Time* magazine: one sentence with a major typo. They called us “apolitical” instead of “a political” group.

* DEVRA: Who would expect an apolitical fat dyke publication? Not me!

* V: But that's so characteristic of major media. You've had one personal encounter, and they print one sentence which has a gross error. Think about all the other stories you read, which involve dozens of sentences—

* BARBARA: I've been trying to tell people that for years!
V: This is a terrible question, but—it must be hard for you to find clothes—
MAX: Uh-huh.
BARBARA: What’s so terrible about that question?
APRIL: That is so realistic.
BERTHA: That’s the actuality that everybody here has had to live with.
LAURA: In the first issue, there was a survey about “What do you dislike about being fat?” The most common response was: “It’s hard to find clothes.”
LISA: I remember growing up as a basic femme (which meant clothes were important) and having two shirts and two or three pairs of pants and a couple of pairs of underwear, to wear for an entire year, and thinking to myself, “I’m fat; I’m never going to be able to have clothes and dress the way I want to. I’m fat, ugly, stupid, and lazy.” Every time a fat girl walks into a store at age 12 or 13 and can’t buy anything, or the mom takes her to the “Large Size” department where all she finds is polyester, it solidifies the notion that “I can’t do anything about this—I’m stuck.”
DEVRA: Or you gain weight, and can’t necessarily afford to buy the clothes that are out there. It’s grim.
BARBARA: This is why resource networking has been an important part of Fat Girl. A lot of people have commented about the zine: “Y’know, you just make being fat so glamorous! Where do you get your bras?” Questions like this are so vital, yet seem silly at the same time. We spend a lot of time just figuring out how to get by. And there’s more than just clothes: not fitting into seats, transportation, restrooms, restaurants, flying in an airplane, getting into a wheelchair or ambulance, or through turnstiles—there’s so much out there. We really need to share resources with each other, because no one is putting them out there for us.
DEVRA: Only the American Disabilities Act has changed anything to accommodate us. There is still this belief that you should change the size and shape of your body rather than redesign a fuckin’ chair!
LISA: Max did a comic in Fat Girl that said, “Tired of a world where you don’t fit? Try using a chainsaw!” It’s going to take a lot of people saying, “I’m no longer accepting this crap!” to produce results.
BARBARA: There’s an old anarchist song about “Your job and your work are two different things.” I may have lost some opportunities in my life, but I’ve created so many more opportunities through pursuing things in the most honest way for myself.
V: Max, what’s your job?
MAX: I work for a company doing development for the Web. I keep learning all these new web tools and programming techniques and then I apply them to Fat Girl’s web site! Everyone is very thin there—I’m an anomaly. But they knew about my Fat Girl web pages—in fact, that’s how I got the job.
LISA: I’m a fourth grade teacher and my kids chase me across the schoolyard going, “Hail the fat girl! Hail the fat girl!” I brought Fat Girl to school; the kids know all about me.
DEVRA: Age is an issue with us. We put “Not Sold to Minors” on our zine because the reality is: if there’s any suspicion of kiddy porn involved, they can raid you and keep all your stuff for months and you’ll never get all of it back.
V: You said that kids as young as eight are already obsessed with being thin—
LISA: That’s why I’m very “out” with kids about fat politics. Sometimes I bring sugar snacks to school that these kids refuse to eat, like little girls who are gymnasts. They eat rabbit food and skip meals and they’re sickly. I told them, “You guys, I’m 20 years older than you and I’m fat, and I can outrun you and out-chase you. Does that tell you something?”

I’m not sure why, but it felt really liberating to have a photo published of me pissing! It was printed above quotations from supermodels talking about how they feel about their bodies.

Every minute of the day they get input warning against being “fat and ugly”—twenty-four/seven. If you’re a girl, it’s not okay to be even chunky. Teachers prohibit words that are racist, but they will let kids call each other “fat,” “ugly,” “faggot,” “dyke,” and “queer.”

Now companies are advertising in schools: you see Nike posters of thin gymnasts everywhere. It’s all about money.

BARBARA: The government and Jenny Craig have been working on this “Shape Up, America!” project together, and a lot of people who write to us about their experiences of being fat remember their families putting them on diets when they were four and five years old!
DEVRA: People are even feeding their infants fat-free formula!
BARBARA: And there are diet programs for pets now; articles are appearing on the obesity of American animals.
V: Devra, how are you employed?
DEVRA: I work for a computer science think tank where I’m kind of a high-tech grunt worker formatting documents and doing Web pages; I’m pretty good with Unix. I work out at Chinese-Indonesian kung-fu; it’s called Silat. I used to do a lot of organization and demo work in the SM community, doing play parties, workshops, and having multiple partners every week! I used to be much more of a schmoozer and networker; now I’m a hermit like everyone else—I go home from work and hide with my computer.
MAX: Wow, what a depressing picture!
DEVRA: I have a life; it’s just not as interesting as it used to be.
MARGO: What our profession is isn’t everything. I work at a job where I should have a master’s degree—I’m a medical librarian—but they hired me just because they like me. Most of my life I was a cook and baker. I don’t think I’m any more “developed” for having a professional job now.

Fat Girl was getting a lot of mail from men, yet that was not who we wanted to have a dialogue with. So we printed a castration photo . . .

SONDRA: I’m in law school. This has been a good semester, because I’ve been able to write about SM and fat issues. But it’s hard to talk about politics, because everything at school is on the level of “Do white men have privilege in our society?” [laughs]
DEVRA: How can you go to school and not be homicidal?
MAX: Want to go to the shooting range this weekend?
BERTHA: Max, haven’t you killed just about everybody in your cartoons? Homicidal tendencies are definitely an asset in Fat Girl!

BARBARA: They’re not present, but both Selena Wells and Twyla Stark have been with the collective from the beginning. Twyla worked in bookstores most of her adult life, and Selena worked restoring Oriental rugs; now she’s training to do computer animation.
V: So how did you get the money together for each successive issue? [everyone looks at Max]
MAX: I go to the bank. [laughs]
BERTHA: We have a new person with a credit card who’s going to float us a loan for the next printing—
MAX: $3,500 for printing and tapes, and a few hundred for postage. We pay in cash—interesting experience. “Okay, I’ve got $3,500 in cash and I’m going to the printer now. Anybody looking at me? Anyone following me?”
BARBARA: The last time we did that was pretty intense; it took about 45 minutes at the bank to get that much cash with a credit card. This was at 16th and Mission, it was really busy, and people were watching what was going on. I got really nervous when we walked out. The bank teller asked, “Do you want this in anything?” and Max said, “No,” and stuck the whole wad in her pocket.
MAX: Where else was I going to put it?
BERTHA: In your bra!
MAX: I didn’t have a bra—oh, in my underwear. Yeah, I’ll just give the printer a wad of juicy $100 bills!
BERTHA: We’ve gotten some contributions from people who want to see Fat Girl continue, and have had a few pretty amazing benefits. We got support

Lisa and Margo. Photo: Robert Waldman
from the club MuffDive, Red Dora's Bearded Lady Cafe and Old Wives Tales.

* V: Do men write you letters?

* DEVRA: Barb gets a lot of fan mail from men who send photos of themselves in lingerie, and write detailed three-page fantasy letters—

* BARBARA: Three pages—I got this 20-page history from some guy who was trying to have this intellectual/erotic exchange with me. And that's not what we're about.

* V: You include SM content, which is considered adventurous. What are your thoughts on this?

* BERTHA: We had a whole dialogue in the last issue because someone wrote a letter about this. Basically we said that we're perverts, we enjoy SM, it's important to us, and we're going to print it. If you don't like it, send us stuff you do like and we'll print that, too!

   It's important that we print what we believe in. We print what turns us on, what we think is wonderful.

* BARBARA: When we started out, the people involved had all been active in the pervert scene. Being truthful and talking about things and really being yourself and doing things for yourself, and also doing educational work, is important. This legacy carried over to Fat Girl. In the SM community, fat women's sexuality is more visible than in the dyke community as a whole.

* V: When Good Vibrations first started, I thought it was a courageous enterprise. Just look at how it's grown—

* BERTHA: Remember the back room, the vibrating chair and the little museum?

* DEVRA: They still have the museum, the back room, and now they have mail orders, plus a second store in Berkeley.

* BARBARA: But at the same time, there are re-virginization groups all over the country now—

* MAX: —re-installing their hymens—[laughs]

* BARBARA: A lot of them are at universities, and are for men and women who lost their virginity, but want it for marriage. Some women are going in to have surgery for hymen reconstruction. At these clubs, they can meet other virgins—

* JUDY: —and virgin wanna-bees!

* BERTHA: But that's not what we're doing—we advocate de-virginization.

* APRIL: Do people go in for that surgery every month? [laughs]

* MAX: [laughs]

* MAX: Every week... every day! “Here I am—back again! I just can't seem to keep it intact!”

* DEVRA: You'd think they would just learn about anal sex.

* MAX: I wonder if you can be re-virginized there?

* V: ... Actually, I think a lot of people can't really deal with fisting. Have you gotten—

* MAX: Yes, a lot of reaction. In the first issue, the centerfold showed someone being fisted, and I think some people might have thought that the fist in ques-

   tion was a large dick or dildo. And people accused us of having men in our zine! I think it was people who didn't know what fisting was.

* BERTHA: In the next issue we had to explain to people that there were no dildoes involved—

* DEVRA: It was a horse dick!

* BARBARA: People just have a lot to get over, regarding sexuality and bodies.

* APRIL: One of our “Gear Queen” articles was on toiletting, and the problems related to size which people encounter dealing with bathrooms. It attracted a lot of attention on the Internet—

* DEVRA: There's a site called “Mirm's Worst of the Web.” He chooses his “worst” for comedy reasons. You click on it and go right to a page. We posted a “Gear Queen” column on butt-wiping tips, and he linked it directly and out of context, which can have an offensive effect.

* BARBARA: I'm not sure why, but it felt really liberating to have a photo published of me pissing! It was printed above quotations from supermodels talking about how they feel about their bodies. We all piss, but it's still taboo to show this; the same with fat—people talk about fat, but it's all derogatory. We're trying to help people see through taboos in new and different ways, and feel more comfortable with them.

* JUDY: Two different friends told me, after they saw photos of me and Bertha published in Fat Girl: “You're a lunatic. You're crazy.” It hurts my feelings that my friends, whom I've known for 20 years, think I'm crazy just because they saw photos of me in a sexual way in a magazine.

* MAX: Do they think you don't have sex?

   We were asked to be on talk shows, but we never quite fit into the topics—we never quite fit into the chairs!

   [laughs]

* JUDY: They think that's so out there—you're not supposed to show that.

* DEVRA: It's as if you were posing for Playboy. People either love it, or they can't get over it.

* V: What else is on your web site?

* MAX: We provide web space for a straight couple who have devoted their lives to collecting resource information about fat activism. They provide a free database for any topic related to fat—they're great folks—and I designed a few web pages for them. A woman from Ramp Parliament, another fat activist publication, told them, "Ohmigod—not you afraid of being associated with those lesbians? Hmm—I guess you'll take help where you can get it, huh?"

* V: Oh, she's hetero?
You have occasional weird feelings of inadequacy because I don’t weigh 500 pounds.

MAX: It's good if some people don’t like us. Then you know you’re doing something right!

BARBARA: There’s more we want to change than just fat issues. But fat is intertwined with so much that needs to be changed.

LISA: We don’t want to go the way of On Our Backs. It used to be more fringe. In the beginning I appeared in chains in an SM spread, but I doubt if they would ever do something like that again. For awhile a lot of people were into On Our Backs, but it became very complacent and pathetic. It pandered to a very white middle-class dyke sexuality—

APRIL: It pandered to straight men!

BERTHA: It stopped being a dyke publication—

LISA: And became very BACW (Bay Area Career Woman).

BARBARA: For awhile Fat Girl was getting a lot of mail from men, yet that was not who we wanted to have a dialogue with. So we printed a castration photo, and a lot of men were very offended—but anything we print, we’re not putting out there for men—

DEVRA: It made me so happy to see that in print, even though it was offensive. It was one of those feel-good moments!

BERTHA: “If you’re a man and you pick up our magazine, you get to read what we have to say”—

APRIL: “But you can’t expect us to have a dialogue with you.” I am happy that so many gay men read us. Somebody dragged my best friend Clarence into a store and showed him Fat Girl, saying, “You’ve got to read this—this is great. This IS punk!” My overwhelming impression of gay men is that they are so size-phobic, diet-conscious and—

MAX: —workin’ out all the time!

LAURA: I can attest to that, because I’m a barber in the Castro district and I talk to men all day long.

DEVRA: But if some young punk fat boy publication came out, I’d be into it.

APRIL: I like how we’re bonding across sexuality lines: being out in the world, being fat, and living our lives.

DEVRA: There are a lot of weird lines out there. At our events, people who would never think to put in a room together show up.

V: You’ve been reclaiming fat imagery, stories and history from all of the arts—

APRIL: Fat activism as a movement has been going for at least 20 years. We received a poem about Mama Cass, reclaiming her as an icon. The Venus of Willendorf and other goddess images about fat women are now well-known. Max used a photo of circus fat women; in a way they were our fore-mothers.

BARBARA: A lot of women who’ve been involved in the fat activist movement for a long time have submitted work—their current writings are being featured. We’ve made an effort to sustain a cross-generational connection.

Emaciation Stinks!

"Emaciation Stinks!" posters of Obsession waif Kate Moss were plastered all over San Francisco this September. SSIC, the Stop Starvation Imagery Campaign, aims to fingerprint the distortion of women’s images in the media and combat obsession with bodies as objects for products. The posters target Calvin Klein’s ad campaign in an attempt to reach teenage girls who are most susceptible to the influence of the diet industry. As founder Kathy Bruin emphasizes, for teenagers it is “do or die.” SSIC is raising awareness for women of all ages and encourages boycotting of bad companies.

Bruin advocates for women to “exercise their integrity and their personal individuality.” Their next poster campaign will be “Bodies aren’t fashion accessories,” and SSIC has future plans to speak in schools and at fairs. The public is hungry to participate in this dialogue—response to their action has been intense, with hundreds of positive calls as well as national press attention. Interested in raising awareness in your community? Write or call About Face (formerly SSIC) at PO Box 77665, San Francisco, CA 94107 (415) 436-0212.

-Barbarism from Fat Girl #4
♦ BERTHA: We did a roundtable on this issue, too.
♦ DEVRA: There's also the Queerzine Tradition; a lot of them weren't around for very long and they are sorely missed. For the past 10 years, those publications made a huge difference to us, even though there wasn't a whole lot of fat presence in them. There's definitely been a crossover.
♦ BARBARA: A lot of zines use clip-art imagery. For us, there hasn't been a lot of fat imagery to reclaim. Usually the images are very white and not very diverse, so I feel there's a real need for that kind of art.
♦ APRIL: There used to be more images of fat people around, because they were more accepted. However, the people selecting images for clip art CDs aren't picking those images, so . . .
♦ MAX: That's a project: a fat clip art CD-ROM!
♦ SONDRA: I'm working on a history of legal precedents involving fat issues, and it's tough. Judges are by and large assholes to begin with, and they have stated some horrendously cruel opinions—
♦ BERTHA: —anti-women, racist, prejudiced, fatphobic, anti-semitic . . .
♦ SONDRA: Although . . . I found a case dating from 1967 where a woman wasn't hired as a substitute teacher because she was too fat. The judge (I don't know where he came from) turned out to be fantastic; he said something like, "Are you kidding? She can do the job. Are you saying that fat people aren't agile? I know a lot of football coaches who would disagree." Today, it would be hard to find a judge like this.
♦ V: Are there any Asian women involved in the collective?
♦ MAX: We had an Asian woman involved, but she moved to New York. Twyla is Chicana—

It's a very strange experience: being very "fringe" most of your life, and suddenly having people read the zine, and coming up and telling you how much they love you.

♦ MARGO: I'm Latina. However, I just joined . . .
♦ APRIL: Being racially and ethnically diverse is important to us, and so is having people who are interested in the same things we're interested in and who want to work on the zine. We wouldn't turn anybody away! We did a roundtable on racism, and the choice I made was not to be involved in that—because I didn't want to be the person who had to carry all the anti-racist work in the collective. Race, class, culture, weight and size are all really interconnected, and are all topics we will continue to discuss in the zine. They're a part of everybody's life. We have by no means said every-thing there is to be said on these topics!
♦ BARBARA: In the first Fat Girl, there's an interview with Elizabeth (the Asian woman we mentioned) and she talks a lot about the cultural differences of fat.
♦ DEVRA: There's a submission by a Filipina for the next issue that also discusses that from the perspective of an Asian-American butch. It's interesting; she's well-traveled. She talks about weird cultural assumptions—
♦ MAX: And being fat and Asian, and what's expected of her size as an Asian woman.
♦ V: It's fun to be on a roundtable, like now, but most publishing involves so much solitary work—
♦ BERTHA: I've been taking over distribution (which Max did) and sitting at the computer, and then I get on the telephone, and then pack up orders, and then go to the Post Office—it's amazing how much time it takes to get things done.
♦ BARBARA: Also, we spend a lot of time dealing with people's feelings about publishing their photos and their writing—putting themselves out there. It's very emotionally tiring (as well as being rewarding). There are so many community expectations put upon us; I feel like we always have to be "on," ready to promote Fat Girl. But that's not who I am first.
♦ V: Probably everyone in this room has had to deal with being ostracized, and has dealt with a lot of solitude, and now you're in this great Society of the Future—
♦ MAX: It's weird! [laughs]
♦ DEVRA: It definitely grew into a family-like feeling. It was the first time I'd been with a group of people
who were dealing with fat activism, and it’s a support system I never had before. I had fat people in my life, and we’d have issues, but never so interpersonally and so regularly. It’s been really great, and interestingly enough, many of us have gained weight in the past year! [everyone laughs] Now I have occasional weird feelings of inadequacy because I don’t weigh 500 pounds! My view of reality has definitely twisted around—identity politics get mixed with in an interesting way when you deal with this day after day.

BARBARA: We still deal with fat-phobia every day, even within ourselves. Some days I wake up and wonder, “How do I just be me, and not a part of this whole collective and not responsible for how everyone else feels about their bodies?”

APRIL: Over the course of doing the zine, I learned that most of us were outsiders and outcasts most of our lives—nerdy or geeky or art-geeks, but always on the fringe. All of a sudden, doing the zine, we’re famous and popular and almost “in.” It’s a very strange experience: being very “fringe” most of your life, and suddenly having people read the zine, and coming up and telling you how much they love you. So this part of the world has changed . . . but the rest of the world still hates me!

DEVRA: We got e-mail from a fat woman who attended one of our fund-raising events with other fat friends. It was pretty much sold-out, and she was in a line waiting to get in, and saw two thin dykes go to the head of the line and chirp, “Oh, there’s room for us,” and get in! Talk about unclear on the concept!

BERTHA: We would have been totally devastated if we’d known about this.

Most of the people who see our web page are not our community—they’re jack-off guys looking for thrills, which is what web-surfing is about for a lot of people.

V: We’ve all internalized this society’s concepts and expectations which are hostile to our well-being, and it’s so hard to eradicate every trace—this syndrome has been titled “The Enemy Within.”

MAX: I think it’s interesting to see how much people project on you when they don’t know you. They see you in this magazine, you’re talking about something important to them, and they develop this relationship to you—and you don’t even know about it because you’ve never met them! For example, I was exchanging e-mail with a fat activist I’ve never met, and I mentioned that Barb and I were lovers, etc. And she said, “Oh, you can’t break up—you’re the dream couple!” It’s like: we can’t be real people?! We have to become your icons?

DEVRA: That goes with the territory of being public. No one has contacted us to be on a talk show yet, and I am disappointed.

BARBARA: We were asked to be on talk shows, but we never quite fit into the topics—

DEVRA: We never quite fit into the chairs! [laughs] I mean like Geraldo and Oprah and Ricki Lake and even Charles Perez. And it’s not like I’d actually want to do it, but why haven’t they contacted us?

BERTHA: Maybe we should send all the talk shows a copy of Fat Girl.

V: But how would you handle this? Because they’re just set up to devastate you.

MAX: I would bring a gun!

BARBARA: I just want to be able to say “No!” My fantasy has been for John Waters to contact us and ask us to be in one of his films—that’s my all-time fantasy!

V: That reminds me—these days, I guess there are no more fashion crimes anymore—

APRIL: Fat is often seen as a fashion crime, and we’re trying to break that myth.

LAURA: That’s actually a talk show topic: “You can’t wear that!” Fat women aren’t supposed to wear revealing clothes.

DEVRA: Laura, will you do a special fashion spread involving horizontal stripes and mini-skirts? [everyone cheers]

MAX: We can all wear white, and wear horizontal stripes!

APRIL: Plus multiple plaid skirts, and floral prints on top.

BERTHA: I used to be a sales rep and wore really bright clothes. I wore an orange jumpsuit once, and this woman came up to me and said, “I really admire you—a woman of your size who’s willing to wear such a bright color and let everybody see you!” I thought, “This is my orange jumpsuit and I love it—is there a problem here? Am I missing something?”

DEVRA: I was interviewing Jewelle Gomez for Fat Girl #4, and she told a story about meeting a woman in an elevator who didn’t want to wear any kind of perfume that would draw attention to her body in any way. It freaked me out—I completely forgot about when I was younger and thought, “I don’t want anybody to smell anything about me, because fat women smell like—

BERTHA: “Fat women have more body odor—”

DEVRA: Or, “Fat women smell more like—”

MAX: You mean cunt? [laughs]

V: In your publication, you’re free to include whatever you want. But have you ever censored yourself for being too “out there”? Because your goal is not to merely produce shock value—

DEVRA: I censor myself from putting too much cattiness in my writing.

APRIL: I think I’m still censoring myself when I write. A lot of my “process” has been working through feelings of “I can’t say that,” “You’re not allowed to say
that,” “You’re not allowed to do that.” After I’ve worked through that and am finally able to put something in print—it seems that’s what touches people the most.

BERTHA: April did a piece for “Death on Heels,” which is a production about the “femme” experience. She talked about being a fat dyke in the community, and had the audience in tears.

If you believe something, set an example and put it out there for everyone to see and respond to and dialogue about.

DEVRA: Every time I see it in the zine, I still cry. Censorship is an issue with our webzine, because most of the people who see our web page are not our community—they’re jack-off guys looking for thrills, which is what web-surfing is about for a lot of people.

BARBARA: If someone seeks out the zine in a print form, there’s a certain level of participation you have to go through just to find it—

V: You have to seek out a specialty store; it’s not at your local 7-11—

BARBARA: And the Internet is so diffuse; it lacks that community exchange.

MAX: Each time someone gets a document from our web site, there’s a record of it. It tells you what document they got, where they came from, what server they’re on, and what they clicked on to get to your page. I can find any place we’re mentioned on the net by looking at our log files, and I can trace when people use key word searches to get to Fat Girl. We can know that someone searched using “fat bitch” or “naked ladies” to get to Fat Girl. And knowing this completely solidified our decision to totally leave off smut—forget it! That’s not going to reach the people we want.

DEVRA: All of us feel that what we put in the zine is already incredibly personal. There’s so much easy access on the Net.

V: It takes an exceptional person to mail order—which they should have to do to get your zine.

MAX: Yep.

BARBARA: Most of the people who drop in on the web are voyeurs, and we’re not going to pander to that—let’s give ‘em politics and see what they do with it!

DEVRA: Most of the people who read the paper zine are voyeurs, too, but we do have an unusually high amount of participation from our readers. The letters we get amount to major dialogue—we really have discussions going on. It’s a shame people have to wait four months for a response. Actually, Max has started a subscription-only e-mail list called fatdykes, which has made possible more immediate discussion, compared with letter-writing.

BARBARA: People have written that they’ve taken Fat Girl to their discussion groups and said, “This is something I want to talk about, which I wasn’t able to bring up before,” or they’ve read sections to their lovers, or sent portions to their mom. Fat Girl is a real pass-around publication; at least 5 people will read each copy.

V: It’s a magical act to change language, take command of your own imagery, and present a new vision of the world in a context of respect, the way you want your vision to be presented—

BERTHA: It’s kind of a cliche to say this, but I think reading Fat Girl really does empower women. And that’s one of the things I want to see in the world: women empowered, women feeling good about themselves in all areas of life. So that we can take over the world!

MAX: If you believe something, set an example and put it out there for everyone to see and respond to and dialogue about. “Okay, I want to live a life that has no more bullshit. Let’s try getting other people to do that, too! Let’s publish it! Break the chains!”

BARBARA: That’s what’s so thrilling about the whole zine movement: so many people are trying to incite other people to look at the world with a different eye, and be in the world in a different way.
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Dancing girls artwork by Fish from Fat Girl #4
Dear Gear Queen,

My girlfriend is a big-assed girl with a huge low-hanging voluptuous belly. Our problem? Skid marks in her skivvies—a PAINFUL subject for both of us. It's not something I've heard other big fat women talk about, but when you reach a certain size it becomes increasingly difficult to wipe and present a spanking clean asshole to the world. It affects her self-esteem and sex life. I know there must be creative fat dykes out there who deal with this same problem on a daily basis and have found solutions for both home and travel toilet situations. HELP!?!?!

Yours in worship,

Searching for a clean hole

Dear Searching,

Just about the time I moved from queen-sized to supersized I attended a workshop/discussion for supersized women at a local NAAFA conference. It was the first time I ever heard toileting and wiping problems discussed, and it really freaked me out. It also made me really glad to discover that I was not the only one to have these difficulties.

Thank you for giving me the perfect opportunity to cover the topic, and please bear with me as I give some background to the uninitiated.

The basic problem is a species design flaw. Arms don’t grow longer as needed. As the depth of your body grows the distance from armpit over belly to asshole increases, and there comes a point where your hand just can’t reach your asshole anymore. But fear not! Depending on the configuration of your body and the arrangement of the toilet area in question, there are all sorts of things you can do.

Use a bigger stall.

Sometimes if you spread your legs just two or six inches wider your goal will be in reach. Try taking down the tampon disposal box that’s sticking into your thigh, using the handicapped stall, or sitting sideways on toilets that are jammed into a corner with lots of space on one side and half an inch on the other.

Try a different angle.

See if holding your stomach out of the way helps. If you’ve got a smaller butt, maybe wiping from the back is the solution? Or try standing with one foot resting on the toilet seat (like the instructions for putting in tampons), or crouching, or some combination.

Use something to extend your reach.

It can be anything that is long enough, appropriately soft and absorbent, and washable or disposable. I remember women at the NAAFA gathering suggesting the kind of kitchen pot scrubbies with a foam head and hollow handle designed for liquid soap. I imagine you could also use:

- wooden or plastic cooking spoons with toilet paper wrapped around the bowl.
- foam-rubber paintbrushes.
- the kind of kitchen scrubby thing that has a ball of foam wedges or string at the end.
- long strips ripped from an old sheet that you pull between your ass cheeks while holding it taut in both the front and back (like a back scrubber for your butt).

Just be careful not to use things that could injure your anus (scouring pads, brushes, etc) and remember that if you are picking an item to use away from home you need something lightweight that you can store in your purse or bag (unless you don’t mind explaining why you always take that piece of vacuum cleaner with you to the bathroom); throw away or rinse out (probably in the toilet flush, rinse your gear, and flush again); store in a zip lock bag until you get home or somewhere it can be thoroughly washed and dried.

Use a bidet.

Now I have to admit that my only experience with bidets was at my mother’s house in Turkey, where the bidet’s water spout was carefully positioned to shoot a stream of water at my right ass cheek—not at all useful. However, I believe they are supposed to be used to shoot a stream of clean water over your ass and pussy until they are squeaky clean (if somewhat damp). As a lower-cost alternative to remodeling your bathroom, one was developed by Bill Sabrey, and is sold through Amplestuff, PO Box 116, Beaverville NY 12409. It’s a 2-gallon jug with an attached pump handle and tube that attaches (with wire and a suction cup) under the seat of your toilet. A travel-sized version is also available.

Incidentally, this problem is related to another one that may be familiar to some of you: incorrectly fitted dildo harnesses. Most leather workers will understand it if you show them that the hip band they’ve provided is too short to go around your hips. And they are usually happy to make you a larger one. (If they aren’t, go to another leather worker!) However, if the length of the anchor straps—you know, the part that goes between your legs like a g-string or jock strap—isn’t also sufficiently lengthened they will pull the hip band low on your body and make the whole arrangement rather...precocious.

Ah, the joys of being deep as well as wide.

Anyway, I hope I’ve helped you find a workable solution. Wishing you and your girl a lifetime of clean undies,

Gear Queen

Looking for anything in particular? Got some gear tips to share?

Write to the Gear Queen c/o Fat Girl, 2215-R Market #197, San Francisco CA 94114.

—from Fat Girl #2
What do you want from your non-fat allies?

- Acceptance of who I am, not what I look like. [sic]
- I want you to not talk about yourself being too fat. Don’t tell me how fat you feel, all 130 pounds of ya. Don’t subject me to complaints about your body and your fat intake, etc.
- I want you not to use fat-phobic language.
- Educate yourself. This means we do not try to convert each other—EVER.
- Don’t assume I’m trying to lose weight.
- Don’t assume that a fat person has a) no self-esteem; b) no will-power or c) no self-control.
- What do I want? Respect! When do I want it? YESTERDAY, TODAY and TOMORROW!!
- Stop trying to put me on a diet.
- Don’t hand me any suggestions on how to cut my fat intake.
- SPEAK OUT on my behalf. . . Do some of the work of objecting to fat-hating places, media, incidents, etc. . . Help in educating the clueless.
- “There is more to life than prettiness. I’ll choose stamina!”
- Don’t buy into the assumption that being fat is always, for everyone, less healthy than being thin.
- Get the clue that DIETS DON’T WORK!
- To be seen as a sexual human being.
- To be seen as a human being, period.
- To not have every bite of food placed in my mouth scrutinized.
- For them not to be afraid to touch me—fat isn’t catching.
- I want to talk about my size and my life—and not be immediately reassured that I’m “not that fat” or to get “nutrition tips.”
- I want to be able to be ANGRY (and not fat = jolly all the #@$&*$ time!)

—excerpted from a reader’s survey, Fat Girl #4

Quotations from Supermodels

Christy Turlington: 1) “You can usually tell when I’m happy by the fact that I’ve gained weight.” 2) “I think, if my butt’s not too big for them to be photographing it, then it shouldn’t be too big for me.”

Christie Brinkley: 1) “I wish my butt did not go side-ways, but I guess I have to face that.” 2) “Richard doesn’t really like me to kill bugs, but sometimes I can’t help it.”

Linda Evangelista: “I can do anything you want me to do so long as I don’t have to speak.”

Beverley Johnson: “Everyone should have enough money to get plastic surgery.”

Kate Moss: “It was kind of boring for me to have to eat. I would know I had to, and I would.”

Paulina Porizkova: “When I model I’m pretty blank. You can’t think too much or it doesn’t work.”

Cheryl Tiegs: “It’s very important to have the right clothing to exercise in. If you throw on an old T-shirt or sweats, it’s not inspiring for your workout.”

Cindy Crawford: “They were doing a full back shot of me in a swimsuit and I thought, Oh my God, I have to be so brave. See, every woman hates herself from behind.”

—selected by Sooty from Fat Girl #4

These, and more Deep Thoughts, can be found on Sooty’s web site at:

http://www.sils.umich.edu/~sooty/thoughts.html

RIOTS NOT DIETS
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Bunnyhop is a pop culture zine produced by editor Noël Tolentino in partnership with co-publisher and software consultant Seth Robson. They met four years ago at U.C. Santa Cruz; their first joint publication was Waffle. For a sample issue of Bunnyhop send $6 to PO Box 423930, San Francisco CA 94142-3930.

♦ VALE: What’s your background?
♦ NOËL TOLENTINO: I was born in the Philippines, but my family moved to San Francisco when I was a year-and-a-half old. Then I ended up in Fremont [suburb] until I went to UC Santa Cruz.

A lot of my aunts and uncles live in the Bay Area. I’m the youngest of six kids, and both my parents are C.P.A.’s. My parents were able to assimilate into American culture, yet hold on to what they grew up with. It’s not that they don’t like people of other races; it’s just that they stick with “family” in a lot of ways. It’s interesting to grow up in America under these circumstances; you’re seeing their view of the world, but it’s not exactly the world you’re growing up in.

My parents bought encyclopedias to encourage learning, and I was in honors programs since grade school. My sisters and brother are more academic and conservative than me; I’m the black sheep of the family.
♦ V: In what way?
♦ NT: Seeing the “mistakes” that my siblings made, I went an entirely different route. I became interested in a different kind of music and culture and eventually got into skateboarding—my parents never endorsed that. They wouldn’t spend a penny on anything skateboard-related, so I took a paper route to get that first Duane Peters skateboard.

Skateboard culture is in many ways a rebellion culture, and in the seventh grade that’s a big enough deal. Also, being an artist set me apart; everybody else in my family is more business-oriented.
♦ V: Why did you choose U.C. Santa Cruz?
♦ NT: They have narrative evaluations as opposed to grades, and interesting professors like Angela Davis.
♦ V: You were quite young when you started drawing—
♦ NT: Yes; I drew Snoopy and other cartoon characters, even though I don’t consider myself to be an illustrator. In high school I became interested in the basic “weird” art like Salvador Dali and Gustav Klimt. Photography was my focus when I entered college, but then I became involved in making large 3D art installations you could walk through—very tactile. I guess my big “break” came when I went to UC Santa Cruz, where they had just installed a computer lab. It had twenty Macintosh Quardas with 20” monitors and all the software installed, ready to go—unlike other schools, where all the equipment is different and the software is pirated. I started teaching myself . . .
♦ V: How long were you there?
♦ NT: Four years; I started in the fall of 1990 and graduated with a B.A. in Fine Arts. At Santa Cruz I learned that you’re either going to be a “stoner” (lost in drug-taking) or force yourself to do something. I didn’t particularly care for alcohol or beer, so . . . Then I moved to San Francisco; there’s a pretty strong UCSC contingent here.
♦ V: When were you introduced to the world of zines?
NT: In high school I had this circle of friends who were all skate punks, and a friend of mine, D. Scott Davidson, produced a zine called Gus. It was based on skateboarding, freestyle bike riding and punk/literary culture. That was inspirational; I had never seen anything like that and was in awe of the mail he was getting. He produced other zines, too—a few of which I contributed to.

Initially my focus was on the visual arts. However, during my first year at college, I had a writing teacher who saw all this potential in me, and he encouraged me to do creative writing. I met Seth, and when we had our first real conversation, it turned out we had similar interests in music and publishing—we both had a fondness for 4AD Records and 23 Envelope (the graphic end of 4AD; they’re now called V23). We decided to do a zine called Waffle.

It’s amazing how fast technology has improved. Back then, what we had access to was primitive; our first two issues were cut-and-paste, although we used PageMaker to create columns and some custom type. We had an e-mail address and got no mail; nobody had e-mail addresses then. The first issues were more xerox collage-oriented. I was responsible for the editorial end and we both did graphics, although lately Seth has been writing.

V: Can you talk more about that first skatepunk zine that inspired you?

NT: Until the first issue of Gus came out I had absolutely no idea that it was in the works. We had a history teacher who let my friend xerox it on the school copier. This teacher was different; he had more of a connection with countercultural values and didn’t really use textbooks. When I first saw my friend’s zine, I felt envious—jealous even, that I didn’t think of doing that—I had no clue whatsoever he was working on it.

Earlier, when I was in the sixth grade, I remember wanting to get into fashion design after looking through a lot of magazines. And I wanted to do something with my artistic abilities involving publishing. When I saw my friend’s zine, which was based on irreverent material, absurd stories and factoids that appealed to my sense of humor, it hit me that this was a medium that could reach out to other people without having to actually be out there. My friend had a P.O. box that opened up another world: getting mail from strangers who were commenting on what he was doing, and sharing their own experiences. This was a whole other means of communication with people beyond the boundaries of your life in a small town. My sense of the power of the written word just didn’t click until this happened.

I didn’t actually publish my first zine until I went to UC Santa Cruz. It didn’t hurt that one of the first girls I had a crush on, Miss Kelina, was producing a wonderful personal zine called The Unmentionable. Then, after being exposed to Ben Is Dead, there was no turning back!

V: You were engaged in a critique of society, or a rejection of certain values, and sharing an interest in lesser-known bands—

NT: Precisely, and sharing our acquaintance of this world which isn’t necessarily fed to us through convenient means, like TV. The process of the school system is infinitely boring, stale and formulaic and the faculty is mostly older white men who are “cruising” on past achievements, not injecting new life into the curriculum. At U.C. Santa Cruz my education was basically a self-made synthesis of graphic design and fine arts, which is what 4AD and 23 Envelope do very well—they work together to create a distinctive visual identity, taking the medium of album packaging to another level. They’ve influenced many designers.

V: Did you encounter prejudice growing up?

NT: In school I wasn’t too aware of my “Asian-ness”; it just never seemed like an issue. Now and then I could sense a modicum of racism in what people were saying, but it was never overt or directed personally toward me. I started becoming more aware of racial issues in high school by listening to PUBLIC ENEMY—this wonderfully abrasive sound-collaged noise and political propaganda being shoved down your throat. That first album is still one of the best.

V: How did you find the Matt Groening “Binky” cover?

Noel Tolentino and Seth Robson
NT: Seth saved up money, and I applied for a credit card specifically for the magazine. It's been “maxed” ever since Bunnyhop started. The high interest rate encourages me to work harder to get the next issue out! There's a total lack of profit.

When I was first exposed to Matt Groening's work in '87, he was still relatively underground. I was looking at a t-shirt with “Binky” on it, and I had no idea who that was. Then I saw his book, and I completely identified with the work: “I know exactly what you mean, Matt”. I was a Simpsons fan from the get-go. So when I did the “Binky” cover [Binky knocking out the Trix rabbit, an ad icon featured on a General Mills cereal box], it was an homage to him.

Countercultural ideas and values come from the outcasts, nerds and rebels. And then, of course, these get co-opted into mainstream culture.

The idea was originally to do a “Geeks and Jocks” issue. My friend Johanna had all these high school photos, and when I saw them I thought, “We should do it like a yearbook!” To me, Binky is representative of the awkward geek who finally prevails over mainstream culture (essentially jock culture or jock rock). As “alternative” culture has become bigger lately, it just seemed like the perfect cover.

When we think about alternative culture, where are the sources? Countercultural ideas and values come from the outcasts, nerds and rebels. And then, of course, these get co-opted into mainstream culture. There's this bizarre connection between the counterculture and the mainstream that people try not to recognize; there's a definite overlap.

When I did the “Binky” cover, I realized I was using characters that were trademarked or copyright-protected, but I also felt I was creating a scenario that would not otherwise have existed: placing these characters from different worlds together. This completely recontextualized their characters, and a lot of people understood it. Originally I had wanted to have Jessica Rabbit (from the Roger Rabbit film) and the Energizer Bunny in the scene—would that have made a difference? Would all the other companies have sued me?

I had heard from various sources that Matt Groening was a big fan and collector of small press zines, so I got his P.O. box address from Renée French who does Grit Bath, a really brilliant comic from Fantagraphics. Being naive, I sent him a copy with a gushing fan letter asking to interview him, and saying that I had been meaning to send it to him but didn't want it to get “in the wrong hands.” (Allegedly, when the Simpsons first appeared and all these unauthorized “Black Bart” t-shirts appeared, Matt had said that he was “flattered,” if filled with “mixed feelings.”) Here I was believing that Matt Groening was actually going to open my letter, not realizing that he must receive a ton of mail about his work every day from a whole generation of slackers and counter-cultural do-gooders. I would like to believe that he never saw the letter I received from his lawyers. Now, everyone I know looks at his work in a different light, while still watching it—it's still so funny.

Part of the problem may have been that Bunnyhop looks so professional; the cover is embossed and it looks like its print run is in the tens of thousands. Actually, we printed 5,000. I was in L.A. working on the production of Ben Is Dead when the letter from the lawyers arrived, and when Seth called and told me, I was completely upset. I recalled the year when it seemed like every episode of the Simpsons was a parody of films like Cape Fear or Clockwork Orange. Each show was packed with cultural asides (scenes, characters, costumes and phrases), so you could watch it over and over and catch different references. So I felt I was just doing something in the spirit of his work, without the Simpsons being on the cover. We wanted something rabbit-related; after all, our name is Bunnyhop.

V: How did you first react?

NT: I thought, “We gotta fight this!” Seth, being a little bit more level-headed, said, “We really don’t have the resources to defend ourselves.” We were already in the red; we weren’t making any money. Sometimes when people sue over copyright, they demand 100% of the profits. I thought, “Sure—since we don’t make any profits, you can have zero dollars! Go ahead and buy yourself something nice!”

Raggedy Ann and Andy. Cover of Waffle #4
Of course, I felt betrayed. I was having difficulty sleeping—it was so horrible. I wondered, "Are they going to bust into my house?" From a publishing standpoint, the most heinous crime in the world is the fact that people who publish don't make anything. And the way things are going we're going to make less—

* V: Paper costs went up 50% in the last year; it now costs 50% more to print a book than it did a year ago—

* NT: And the postage goes up. Everything connected to publishing, like making "Linos" [Linotronic output of halftones or text on photo paper] goes up! We make no money. Obviously there is no profit motive. The only "reward" is getting a few free CDs or seeing a few free shows. I try to find jobs that don't take up my whole life, and then reinvest the income back into the magazine, working on the next issue until my money runs out and I have to go out in the "real" world and find another job.

* V: Matt Groening's lawyers demanded you destroy the "Binky" issues and send proof of destruction, right?

* NT: Not only that, they demanded that an apology be printed "in a prominent place" in the next issue of Bunnyhop, with text that had to be approved by them first! We ended up decapitating Binky's head from the covers and mailing 300 of them in a bag to the lawyers. The act of having to destroy them was horrible. I wrote a cold, minimal apology—and anyone with a keen eye could recognize a little sarcasm in it. The whole experience was incredibly disheartening. I put an insert in the mutilated copies explaining what had happened and left them at certain places. Word got around, and among others, Chris from artist Dan O'Neill got into big trouble because he used Mickey Mouse in a comic strip. And whatever happened to Hey There, Barbie Girl?! The publisher was decimated. She only put out two issues.

I wonder if the issue here is irreverence. When you're using or recontextualizing trademarked characters, there's a whole gray fuzzy area. What exactly is the problem here?

* V: The main problem is: lawyers need to invent work to maintain their corrupt lifestyles. Your next Bunnyhop #6 parodied Playboy and Bil Keane's "Family Circus"—

* NT: And I was told, "The Playboy legal staff in Chicago is reviewing your cover for possible copyright infringement." Actually, I did a cover for Waffle of Raggedy Ann—that company could sue me as well. At one point I started wondering, "Do I have any original ideas?" [laughs]

I'm always parodying things, mocking things and impersonating people's voices. The second issue of Waffle was a parody of the Sonic Youth Goo cover [a drawing by Raymond Pettibon] and Ren and Stimpy. I actually gave the original artwork to Lee Ranaldo and he went, "Woo!"—he thought it was the best parody he'd ever seen.

Anyway, for the Playboy parody cover, the theme of the issue was normalcy—and how much more absurdly normal can you get than the "Family Circus"? There's a "Dysfunctional Family Circus" parody-zine circulating, and nobody seems to know where it's coming from because there are no credits or address listed. Whoever did it used the original drawings and
just replaced the text. So I decided to work on a parody of the family. In many ways, “normalcy” masks dysfunction and oddities and quirkiness. Of course, I had to make the wife of the “perfect family” into a Playboy bunny, but with a domestic side as indicated by the rolling pin.

I had been making calls trying to interview Hugh Hefner, a true American icon of sorts. I sent him the yearbook issue and a publicist in L.A. responded: “He’s really busy, but please try again.” I tried again with a more detailed letter, and sent the Playboy parody. Then when I heard that Playboy were contemplating suing me, I went, “What—not again!”

♦ V: What happened?
♦ NT: I immediately called up the publicist and explained that Bunnyhop is a small press publication that works thematically and changes its typeface with each issue; we don’t have a logo. It’s always changing; there’s nothing fixed about what we’re doing. (Again, the look of professionalism makes it look like it’s printed in tens of thousands. We’ve learned that if you present yourself professionally, people are more responsive and apt to notice you.) After I said that Bunnyhop is basically done by two young people working out of an apartment, the publicist understood and intervened on our behalf. I’m really glad I told him, because things could easily have gone somewhere else.

The next time I talked to him on the phone he said, “Well, I’ve got good news and bad news. The good news is: now that the lawyers understand where you’re coming from, and that your work is based on satire and parody, and that nothing’s fixed and you’re trying to do something that’s cutting-edge” (I liked it that he used that word), “so they’re not going to pursue the case. The bad news is that Hugh Hefner’s turning seventy on April 9 (with a 32-year-old wife) and he’s ultra-busy—so no interview. But maybe in the future you should try again.” I thought, “Well, I’m not sure if he fits in the Clown issue, but we can give it a whirl! The Animal issue—no.” So this had a happy ending. Now I’m just worried about the Smurfs—that’s the next cover I want to do. I’m thinking of combining Sanrio and the Smurfs—combine the two sicknesses!

♦ V: Then both companies’ lawyers can sue you—
♦ NT: The important thing is to take a stand on artistic grounds. Regarding the issue of irreverence, does something necessarily have to be a parody to be in fair use? That’s really unclear. It’s inevitable that ideas are taken in the world and given new life in some way.

And with parody, does that necessarily make the creator happy? Do they like the representation of their idea? If they don’t, they can shut you down. And this alone breaks down communication and the flow of ideas entirely. You can ask permission, but they’ll never approve anyway. So is my idea not supposed to exist? Or is it not supposed to exist in print? I’ll be glad to give ‘em 100% of the profits if they really want it!

Also, there’s the issue of similarity. What if this were R2D2, who does not exist in ink. Do the same rules apply? I don’t know—maybe George Lucas needs to make a little more money! It’s a ridiculous situation; you need law and money as a means of defense. If you don’t have either on your side, you’re just dead.

Yet it’s important to stand your ground. If they shut people like myself down and prevent such things from happening, this makes it impossible to express criticism of anything.

Is criticism the key element? Because if it is, then they’re destroying our opinions of anything, or any potential for expansion on their ideas or thought. Détournement as a means of cultural and artistic expression is not just important—it’s necessary. I have this quote from Guy Debord which seems appropriate: “Ideas improve. The meaning of words participates in the improvement. Plagiarism is necessary. Progress implies it.

It embraces an author’s phrase, makes use of his expressions, erases a false idea and replaces it with the right idea.” I can’t think of any way to improve on that idea for now . . .
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The zine of today—the fullest example we have in history of “self-publication” outside all institutional and industrial control—may be traced to the invention of the printing press.

BROADSIDES—one-page, letter- and poster-sized sheets with a text reporting news, offering individual satire and other literary works—were a major feature of printed literature from the beginning of the printing press to the end of the 19th century. They were also a form of self-publication that has much in common with the zine, but zines are more than flyers, leaflets or posters. Two post-medieval phenomena in book printing involved large-scale self-publications calling to mind the zine: early Jewish printing and the English-language pamphleteering of the Reformation.

In *The Pursuit of The Millennium*, a magistral account of apocalyptic movements in Europe during the Middle Ages, Norman Cohn describes the impact of the printing press on the development of revolutionary ideas in Europe, which culminated in the Protestant Reformation and the 17th century English Revolution led by Oliver Cromwell.

The anarcho-communistic doctrines of the Ranters, the most extreme English radicals of the Cromwell era, greatly resembled those of their forerunners: the peasant rebels, religious reformers and other dissidents of the medieval period, particularly the Brethren of the Free Spirit. In addition, they anticipated in many ways the radical conceptions of anarchists in the 18th and 19th centuries and this century’s Dadaists, Situationists and punks.

But by contrast with the writings of the earlier radicals, we know a great deal about those of the Ranters. As Cohn observes, “Like those of their predecessors, the writings of the English adepts—who were known as Ranters—were ordered to be burnt. But it is much harder to destroy a whole edition of a printed work than a few manuscripts, and stray copies of the Rant tracts have survived.”

The European invention of moveable type by Johann Gutenberg, who printed his Bible in the late 1450s, enabled a series of developments that would completely change intellectual life in Europe. First, mass production of the Bible transformed the attitude toward religious participation of the North European masses. The notion that every Christian believer should have an opportunity to make his own decisions about religion, based on an individual reading of Scripture, laid the basis for the rise of Protestantism. This phenomenon could well be called *self-salvation.*

A second effect was a general increase in literacy, and therefore of self-cultivation. Most importantly, however, for the purposes we are discussing, the spread of printing presses around Europe allowed radical groups and other formerly marginal, unorthodox elements in society—including, notably, Jews—to diffuse their writings among a wider public. The result was the development of self-publication.

It has long been observed that the printing press transformed Jewish intellectual life. Most importantly,
exiled Spanish and Portuguese (Sephardic) Jews committed to moveable type many Aramaic and Hebrew texts that are among the finest examples of early printing. Hebrew printing had begun in Spain even before the expulsion of the Jews from that country in 1492; the settlement of exiled Sephardic Jewish typographers around the Mediterranean greatly contributed to the growth of the printing industry. Venice is especially famous for fine Jewish printing, but Sephardic Jewish bookworkers also founded presses at Istanbul and Fez in Morocco, producing the first printed volumes in the Turkish empire and in Africa.

It could be argued that Jewish printing also brought forth the earliest publishers; Christian printers in Venice were commissioned by Jews to print the Bible and other works.

But alongside this early attempt at monopoly, the great majority of Jewish printers in the Mediterranean operated independent print-shops, which allowed Jewish scholars to self-publish religious and mystical volumes.

It has also been noted that the English Revolution produced the first great outburst of self-publication—in which hundreds of isolated Christians, acting on the principles of individual religious choice and responsibility that were at the heart of the Reformation, put their conceptions of faith, church, and reason into print. The Ranter pamphlets were an important example of this genre of printing.

The Ranter as imagined by their contemporaries... this woodcut seems to show... smoking ranked alongside 'free love' as an expression of anomicism.

The Ranter pamphlets were authentic extremist rebels who attracted wide notice beginning in 1650. In London they numbered thousands of people. They were accused of preaching for the expropriation of the rich and collective ownership of property. They were also said to believe that a state of religious grace permitted a man to commit crimes including murder, if he was so motivated, and that women and men should practice free love whether married or not. They were observed cursing in public, smoking and drinking, even in jail, and when challenged to defend their "religion," they "were very rude, and sung, and whistled, and danced."

Cohn writes, "Four Ranter were known to have written books, and despite the best efforts of the authorities copies of most of these books survive." The main examples are the works of Abiezer Coppe (1619-72): Some Sweet Sips of Some Spiritual Wine, A Fiery Flying Roll and A Second Fiery Flying Roule.

Numerous self-published works appeared in England during the Puritan Revolution. Sources on the Ranter include a marvelously-titled survey of the dissident tendencies of the time: Thomas Edwards' Gangraena: or a Catalogue and Discovery of Many of the Errours, Heresies, Blasphemies and Pernicious Practices of the Sectaries of This Time, Vented and Acted in England in These Last Four Years, published in 1646.

Similar though smaller explosions of self-publication characterized other religious upheavals of the time, both in the Christian communities and among the Jews. In the latter case, the appearance of the "false messiah" Sabbatai Zvi in the late 17th century set off a new wave of Hebrew book and pamphlet production. But while the bourgeois society that emerged in Europe began in an orgy of self-publication, the later 17th century saw both a temporary decline of the revolutionary impulse and the widespread rise of booksellers, a class of traders who increasingly acted as publishers, commissioning printed works. Although access to both printers and distributors was open to anybody with money, the loss of a sense of religious immediacy—fostered by belief in an imminent apocalypse—dampened the urgency of pamphlet printing.

In succeeding decades self-publication was occasionally employed by poets and other writers. The period leading up to the French Revolution saw booksellers in a major role in intellectual life as distributors for radical social critics. The "clandestine literature" of that time has been brilliantly analyzed by the historian Robert Darnton, whose The Forbidden Best-Sellers of Pre-Revolutionary France appeared this year. However, the sexually and politically provocative works that became "underground best-sellers" were typically the merchandise of commercial printers rather than self-publishers: as Darnton shows, there was considerable money to be made in this traffic.

But as with contemporary zines, for true pamphleteers and self-publishers money was not the main object.

The great French Revolution saw a revival of self-publication. Pamphlets and self-published journals (for example, the extreme radical Hebert's Le Pere Duchesne and Marat's L'Ami du Peuple) once again streamed forth from the presses. A harbinger of this development had been seen during the American Revolution, in the form of Thomas Paine's Common Sense (January 1776), a pamphlet summary of American grievances against the British crown that became
the first non-religious best-seller in American history, reaching a press run in the hundreds of thousands.

But the greatest self-publisher of that time, greater than any American or French figure, was the man who could be called the patron saint of all self-publishers: the poet and engraver William Blake (1757-1827). Blake's books were all self-published, including his greatest works, *The Songs of Innocence* (1789), *The Marriage of Heaven and Hell* (1791) and *The Songs of Experience* (1794). As the French surrealist Philippe Soupault wrote of Blake, "No publisher ever sent him an order."

While political pamphleteering in France declined with the end of the revolution, the phenomenon of literary self-publication grew elsewhere during the 19th century. Self-publication soon became a dominant mode in California, where geographical remoteness from the rest of the country prevented the development of a large publishing industry. Indeed, self-publication remains the main form in which books appear on the West Coast.

An important California exemplar of self-publication was Burnette G. Haskell (1857-1907), a socialist agitator in San Francisco. Beginning in the 1880s, Haskell issued a newspaper, *Truth*, as a platform for a range of political activities. He helped found the Coast Seamen's Union, known as "the lookout of the West Coast labor movement," and launched an unsuccessful utopian colony, Kaweah. But a little-known member of Haskell's circle, the English anarchist William C. Owen (1854-1929), would come to participate in one of the most effective self-publishing enterprises after Blake: the journal *Regeneración* and related books and pamphlets issued in Los Angeles and other North American cities by the Mexican anarchist brothers Ricardo and Antonio Flores Magon. The Flores Magons and Owen, in their persistent self-publishing, may be well and truly credited with the political ferment that, inside Mexico, resulted in the outburst of the Revolution of 1910.

The period in which Haskell and Owen began self-publishing on the West Coast coincided with the career of Thomas Edison, inventor of the incandescent electric light and the phonograph, and a major contributor to the development of motion pictures. In addition to these achievements, which made possible the greater part of modern pop culture, Edison produced an invention without which the zine might never have emerged as it did: the mimeograph machine.

Edison created a stencil duplicating process adopted by the A.B. Dick Co., which introduced the first mimeograph machine in 1887. Though it was intended mainly for business use, the inexpensive printing technology of the mimeograph led directly to the phenomenon of zines.

But let us not run ahead of history. A "mimeo revolution" in literature did not occur until the 1950s, after the rise of the "little magazine" as a letterpress institution. "Little magazines," a form of self-publication close in spirit to the zine, first emerged as a major literary current in the years before World War I; classic models included *The Blast*, coedited by the writer and artist Wyndham Lewis and the poet Ezra Pound. *The Little Review* was founded in Chicago by Margaret Anderson and Jane Heap, whose names seem to have virtually disappeared, even from feminist historiography. *The Blast* was also the title of a periodical edited contemporaneously in San Francisco by the anarchist Alexander Berkman. The anarchists, with their individualist tendencies and emphasis on local initiatives, were the only political movement to seriously stimulate self-publication. Many other anarchist journals were zine-style operations, such as Emma Goldman's *Mother Earth and Man!* issued in San Francisco for many years by Marcus Graham.

The fabled Wobblies, who were decentralized, local and footloose, and had no qualms about declaring their mimeo machines to be (IWW) unionized printing facilities.

Anarchist individualism strongly influenced the art and literary circles in which the "little magazine" flourished after World War I. The Bohemian culture of Greenwich Village produced anarchist and socialist intellectuals such as the artist Man Ray and the journalist John Reed. Their works, along with those of the major poets of the day, appeared in such "littles" as *The Seven Arts*, *291*, *Broom*, *Contact* and a host of others.

Perhaps the greatest of the post-World War I "littles" was *Transition*. Issued in Paris by Eugene Jolas, it published major works by James Joyce, Ernest Hemingway, André Breton and other modernist icons.

The first art movement to base itself almost entirely on self-publication was Dada, with its acolytes producing journals in various European cities. Some of the Dada journals had the added cachet of publishing only one number and then expiring. Important Dada-related self-publication efforts included journals produced in Tbilisi, Georgia by the Zdanевич brothers.

Indeed, the Dada publications may properly be called the first proto-zines in that they were produced purely for the pleasure of their creators and provocation of readers, ignoring or satirizing all canons and standards of journalism. They were, like the zines of today, intended to be ephemeral. But the Surrealist movement that followed Dada was also dedicated to self-publication. The famous Paris colophon "Editions Surrealistes" did not indicate a publisher, bookseller, or other commercial enterprise; it meant only that the Surrealists had produced the writing and paid for the
printing. The successive surrealist journals, La Révolution Surrealiste, Le Surrealisme au Service de la Revolution, and even the luxurious Minotaure, were authentic zines. And one of the greatest modernist figures, discovered and praised by the Surrealists, was the fantastical writer Raymond Roussel, author of Impressions of Africa and Locus Solus—all of whose works were self-published.

The growth of the urban Bohemian classes—the increasing numbers of literary and artistic aspirants in the world’s great cities—brought a global expansion of the modernist audience in the 1930s. The same period saw the first “mimeograph revolution,” in politics rather than literature. Mimeo was a late acquisition for the Socialists and other leftists before World War I; their loyalty to print workers’ unions, as well as their centralized activity and wide audience, decreed that their literature should come from letterpress printshops with the union “bug” proudly displayed, although such was often prohibitively expensive for small radical groups. Mimeo was first used widely among leftists by the ultra-radical syndicalists of the Industrial Workers of the World—the fabled Wobblies, who were decentralized, local, and footloose and had no qualms about declaring their mimeo machines to be (IWW) unionized printing facilities.

But the sudden flooding of New York, San Francisco and other intellectual centers, with mimeo-produced leaflets, newsletters and journals during the great Depression had its main source in the international activities of the Soviet-controlled Communist Parties. At the same time, the most articulate critic of Soviet reality under Stalin, the exiled Leon Trotsky, expressed himself through a proto-zine: Byulleten Oppozitsii, or Bulletin of the Opposition, a Russian-language journal mainly issued in Paris.

During World War II mimeo played a yet more dramatic role, with production of hundreds of zine-like resistance bulletins aimed against the Axis occupation regimes in France and elsewhere. Leftist mimeo production often reflected, paradoxically, considerable financial resources when compared with those of many literary “little” magazines. Leftists used mimeo because of the practical simplicity of the technology, the ease of transferring machines from place to place, and to evade censorship.

But while their relative affluence and ideological aims distinguished their efforts from truer proto-zines, the leftists’ use of mimeo left a mark, particularly in the United States: the popularization of the mimeograph in the West was one of few positive effects of the Communist eruption into world politics. The era saw letterpress ex-“littles” like Partisan Review and another proto-zine, Politics, produced by Dwight Macdonald, gain notable influence. But letterpress was waning as a dissident medium in America. Mimeo was used in production of a number of important “little magazines” in the “beat” 1950s, such as Beatitude, and a whole subculture of “mimeo poets” was visible into the 1960s.

Most importantly, the 1950s saw inauguration of the true zine: the “fanzine” invented by science-fiction enthusiasts. The great advocate for this form of publication was Forrest J. Ackerman.

But the science-fiction fanzines, notwithstanding their typically crude production and limited circulation, were still mainly dedicated to publicizing favorite movies and writers, rather than giving vent to the pure intellectual venturings of the producers. In this regard, the zines of today, which typically focus on concepts, rumors, fads and similar phenomena rather than on commercial promotion, have more in common with the “little” magazines of the mimeo poetry scene.

Mimeo had limitations. It was a messy way to print, although some virtuosi produced well-crafted mimeo editions. Significantly, the most important single self-publishing effort of the ’50s and ’60s, the French journal Internationale Situationniste, eschewed mimeo for the highest standard of letterpress printing, along with expensive metallic paper covers. Like the Surrealists before them, the Situationists were anxious to show mastery of the print medium at the same time as they expressed their contempt for the commodity.

Xerox technology greatly augmented the aesthetic
possibilities available to self-publishers. Before entering into the present epoch of uncontrolled zine-mania, however, we should consider the role of **samizdat**—the most illustrious form of self-publication known in modern times.

**Samizdat** is a contraction of the Russian words for self-publication. As the Communist system approached breakdown in Europe, self-publication through the typewriter, and, very occasionally, xerox copying, proliferated; the most extensive **samizdat** productions were found in Russia, the former Czechoslovakia and Poland. The threat of **samizdat** was so disturbing for Communist rulers that, for example, dictator Nicolae Ceausescu forbade possession of unmonitored typewriters by Romanian citizens.

These countries also saw creation of some of the weightiest self-published journals in history, including religious organs published by Lithuanian, Ukrainian and Albanian Catholics. Although the power of the Catholic church ostensibly stood behind these efforts, they were typically issued in a manner closer to that of a zine than of established Catholic journals, by individuals lacking regular contact with Church authorities in Rome and, therefore, without church resources and independent of church guidelines. The **Albanian Catholic Bulletin/Buletini Katolik Shqiptar** for example, which kept alive North Albanian Catholic literary and religious traditions in the face of 45 years of Communist dictatorship, was issued by an exile in San Francisco, Gjon Sinishta, almost entirely on his own.

But mimeo self-publication also burst into the open in China during periods of temporary liberalization; for example, in the Democracy Wall movement of the late 1970s and early 1980s. A landmark account of imprisonment in the wake of that movement was written by Wei Jingsheng, founder of the mimeo journal **Exploration** and advocate of China’s “fifth modernization—democracy” (a phrase he coined). Wei’s prison memoir, “Q1: A 20th Century Bastille,” was first circulated in the West in a smudged English-language version produced on a mimeo by young Chinese anarchists in Hong Kong. As this article was written, Wei was reported facing trial anew in China, for “engaging in activities to overthrow the government.”

Similarly, the domination of Chinese literature by “Maoist language” was questioned by a group of young writers known as “misty” or “obscure” in a mimeographed magazine, **Today**. The best of the “misty” writers, Bei Dao, has since become a world-renowned figure.

Since much of this article depends on the Western history of printing, let us note that the history of the zine in Asia, beginning with Chinese block printing, and continuing through the individual “big-character posters” of the so-called “Cultural Revolution” of the 1960s, would require a distinct theoretical analysis.

Today zines constitute a massive counter-industry, spawning such journals as **Factsheet Five** to track them. There are now more poetry and other literary “little” magazines than ever before, most of them, along with such alternative media as FM radio, supported by government through the National Endowments for the Arts and Humanities and the Corporation for Public Broadcasting. It has become something of a cliché to say that experimental and otherwise nonconforming writers and artists must face the probable end of public funding, and therefore reassess the unsubsidized avant-garde movements of the past. But zines carry on the traditions of independent publishing.

---

The threat of **samizdat** was so disturbing for Communist rulers that, for example, dictator Nicolae Ceausescu forbade possession of unmonitored typewriters by Romanian citizens.

---

Another “virtual” cliché is the assertion that the modem-equipped home computer offers as many new advantages for the self-publisher as Gutenberg’s invention of movable type once did. Certainly, word processing and design programs have provided self-publishers with a long-sought access to better typography and makeup standards.

But what is the future of the zine on, for example, the World Wide Web, and other e-mail? While completing this text, I read, in an article on the WWW in *The New York Times* of November 20, 1995, “Anyone with a modem is potentially a global pamphleteer.” However, as shown by Norman Cohn, the beauty of print remains that its distribution is difficult to regulate by the state, corporations, or other hostile powers. Books and print journals still go many places computers and modems cannot; they don’t crash, and nobody can pull the plug on them.

Not everybody can afford access to the Web (but not everybody could afford a mimeograph in the 1950s.) Yet unlike the Web, zine production is easily a cash business, requiring no credit checks. Finally, in contrast with Web users, zine producers and other self-publishers do not necessarily seek the largest possible audience. Some aim at the “happy few,” readers capable of real comprehension.

What makes a zine? To repeat, a zine is more than a flyer, leaflet, poster, or newsletter. It reflects the unmediated obsessions of the individual producer, in which publicity in the normal sense and other commercial concerns are completely subordinate. Regardless of the particular concerns reflected in their pages, zines are purely libertarian. Zines forever! ✎
I intend to keep this zine small and personal. It will not be available by subscription, nor will it be on the newsstand. I'll send out a couple hundred copies of this first issue, but be warned, I'll be pruning the mailing list shortly, so if you're interested in staying on it better tell me so. And please, do not review this zine! Just let it be our little secret.

—Mike Gunderloy, founder of Factsheet Five, quoted in Jackpot Years #1

To design a new civilization, start with designing a new community. To design a new community, start with designing a new family. To design a new family, start with designing a new self. To design a new self, start with yourself. So that's where I start. I look inside myself and ask, “How can I be happy and free and not make other people unhappy and unfree?” —ibid

Ignorance is the only thing that should be made fun of.

—Idiot Nation #6 6678 Washington 3W, University City MO 63130

Whatever it is that we are creating: comix, zines, or maybe you are a doctor or you recycle wine bottles or something, you are keeping yourself alive. You are defending your soul.

—FREE TO FIGHT! an interactive self-defense project. c/o Candy-Ass Records, PO Box 42382, Portland OR 97242

Our voice is a weapon.—ibid

World peace is actually like this idea that we all strive for by the simple act of lifting or putting down the toilet seat to have some sort of compassion for the next person. Like if you pee on the seat a little bit, you wipe it up 'cause you're thinking, “Oh, I'm not the only one here.” —Stella Marrs, Chickfactor #7, 245 E. 19th St #12T, NYC 10003

If I don't care about the subject, I can't write about it. All I want is to work for and support myself doing something I like.—ibid

Consistency is highly overvalued. Don't be afraid to change your mind for fear of being branded an inconsistent hypocrite. If you think, your opinions will change.—Splattersples #3, POB 4061, St Paul MN 55104

Communication is necessary for any revolution.—ibid

I'm not really interested in creating positive images of women. I think that's bullshit . . . I'm going to create other ones, and I can't tell you if they're positive or negative because I don't know. I'm creating something that doesn't, to this point, exist. To me that's the challenge. —Kathleen Hanna of Bikini Kill quoted in off our backs, Feb 1993

We have to fight the powers that be no matter how fucked up we are ourselves. And I guess that's what this zine's about. We are trying to figure out how we can do these things, enact the revolution right here and right now, and still survive.

—Bikini Kill #2 c/o The Embassy, 3217 19th St NW, Washington D.C. 20010

I encourage girls everywhere to set forth their own revolutionary agendas from their own place in the world, in relation to their own scenes or whatever, rather than to simply think about ours.—ibid

The only way a person brought up GIRL can be "truly" cool is to assimilate into male culture through toughness. By claiming "dork" as cool we can confuse and disrupt this whole process . . . Dorks die when bullets hit them and dorks cry real tears. —ibid

It is not our responsibility to explain how boys/men are being sexist anymore than it is our responsibility to "prevent ourselves" from getting raped. It is their responsibility Not To Rape Us and it is their responsibility Not To Be Sexist.—ibid

It seems that in most conversations about sexism, men wanna immediately take the focus off of how sexism affects women and put it onto how feminism affects
them. And once again, men are placed in the middle of the action... The assumption that because someone is Pro-girl means that they are anti-male is stupid... Why is the emphasis always put on how a feminist feels about men, and not on how she feels about herself and other women?—ibid

A belief in instant revolution is just what The Powers That Be want. That way we won't realize that We Are The Revolution. It'll look so hard and far off, someday, someday, that we won't even try to enact it right now. —ibid

The music press really fucked Riot Grrrl over. But they didn't stop us. We're still here, and when they've self-destructed, along with all those other slow, dumb old institutions—we will still be here.
—GirlFrenzy #5, POB 148, HOVE BN3 3DO, UK

It's fun to create something out of nothing.—ibid

You can marginalize anyone by dismissing their ideas as eccentric. To some degree we are all odd. Rather than turn to political groups for reassurance and consolation, we should celebrate our eccentricity.—ibid

Emma Anarchist Center recognizes the need for oppressed groups to meet free of their oppressors and the queers have been doing just that. Every Tuesday night is Queer Space at Emma (supportive straights can show their support by staying home for this event).
—Verbslammed, 8/93, POB 1113, Portland OR 97207

If, for whatever reasons, you find that the content and opinions within DO NOT reflect your own, then by all means make a fanzine that best expresses yourself.
—Outpunk #3, POB 170501, San Francisco CA 94117

If someone gives me a forum to express myself, I will use it. If that means using “mainstream” channels to do it, then it's all for the better. If you really believe in what you're doing, then why not? By being too cool to publicly talk about these things, we only perpetuate the silence that already exists.—ibid

We are dying to fit in. We will give up our lives just to belong. Kids get AIDS, not because they don’t know what a condom is, but because they are so desperate to be wanted that they sacrifice everything just to have and be held.—ibid

What if I hadn't said I was fat? If I hadn't shown you the picture? What would I look like to you then? The problem is, a lot of fat girls would have probably pictured me thin. “Normal.”
—Adventures of Big Girl #2, 10006 Greenwood Ave, Seattle WA 98133

I'm angry when I watch television commercials and movies, and when I read literature that is anti-fat and anti-woman. Another term is certainly “fat phobia,” just like homophobia—it shows the disease is elsewhere. I am not diseased, the fear is the disease.—ibid

Factories in third world countries are run by teenage girls who work 18 hour days—they are forced to work overtime, are sexually harassed, and constantly threatened—all to bring us Americans delightful GAP, JCPenney and Eddie Bauer apparel. For every $20 shirt, they get 12 cents.—Girl Luv #1

Don't Look Don't Touch Don't Look Don't Touch
—Nerdy Grrrl Revolution #1

I want every girl to feel the safety that has never been felt, I want every girl to stare wide-eyed in the glory of her own power. I want us girl$ to use our strength and know it's ours to keep. I want every girl to have his choices. I don't want there to be a reason for our hate. I want every grrrl to love themselves and feed off their own wisdom. I want all us grrrlz to stand together smirking, eyes closed, for we are safe. I know we will stand basking in our own stunning light of girl unity. I know; I can feel it inside of me.
—Kathleen Hanna quoted in Smart Ass
Shea-la, 107 Lindley Av, N. Kingstown RI 02852

Learn to recognize mindfuck.
—Rebecca Bulldozer, POB 342, Oberlin OH 44074

The standards of “cool” are not being set by you or by anyone who has anything in common with you!—ibid

Because mass media is boring, false, and greedy. Because we can’t express ourselves by watching TV. Because we are always told to shut up and consume for the good of America. Because we are told that putting chemicals in our bodies is supposed to be fun. Because we think money should have nothing to do with the quality of life. Because humans are cut off from each other in too many ways already. Because real change is infinitely gradual. Because communication builds inspiration. Because getting mail is fun. Because zines are often under-appreciated in comparison to records. Because slick, glossy, computerized, sterile, is not what we value. Because glue sticks and scissors are the tools of the revolution. Because it's more than music, it's a life. These are all reasons why
we are involved in punk and hardcore, and more specifically, why we do zines, and why we started a zine-only mailorder distribution machine. We are small, we are human, we are cut-and-paste, we want revolution.—Irene, Rebecca, Josh, Junglegym mail order, POB 342, Oberlin OH 44074.

Over 100 million trees per year are used for junk mail. Plus when they are turned into paper pulp, tons of chlorine-bleach pollution is created. Also, marketing companies make money just from selling your name to big corporations . . . Here are some tips on how to deal with junk mail (mostly from Bethesda Co-op Newsletter)

1. Write to the DMA (Direct Marketing Association), Junk Mail Rejection Service, 6 East 43rd St, NYC 10017. Tell them your name, address, all possible misspellings, and tell them to put your name in a block file to stop companies from trading or selling your name.

2. If you subscribe to any big corporate magazines (hopefully you don't), tell them not to trade or sell your name. If you want to figure out who's been giving your name to whom, use different "apartment numbers" for each magazine you subscribe to, to track down the source.

3. If it has a postpaid envelope, mail it all back to them, perhaps with some very heavy objects to increase the rate of postage they will have to pay. Better yet, get a box, put bricks in it, and tape the envelope on the top.—ibid

EXCERPT From BULLDOZER:

Every morning and evening there is a great tide of people going to and from their offices. They all look the same, the men in suits and ties, the women in skirts and high heels. These are the masses of the professional class. I learned firsthand what it's like to be among their ranks when I took a corporate office job last summer vacation. I really didn't want a job in an office.

I would much rather have worked in a bookstore or something, but I couldn't find anything else, and I needed the money. It could have been worse, I thought. I could have been drawing diagrams of missiles for military manuals like a friend of mine was doing. I knew my job would be boring and tedious, but I hoped that I could learn something by seeing a different perspective on things, and maybe I could do a bit of monkey wrenching from the inside.

I worked for a consulting firm that dealt with issues of environmental health and occupational hazards. Basically they defend the big chemical companies whose poisoned workers try to sue them. They also provide risk assessment for companies that want to know how much shit they can get away with before they get fined for violating some health, safety, or environmental regulation. The firm's list of clients includes many of the most offensive exploiters of humanity and poisoners of the earth. Exxon, Dow Chemical, AMOCO, Bethlehem Steel, Asbestospray, General Motors, and Nabisco have all paid this firm lots of money to help them avoid regulatory fines and lawsuits, or to get around ones they were already dealing with. They don't want to know how to protect people from their toxins and hazards, because people don't matter. They don't want to lose a lawsuit, be fined by the Occupational Safety and Health Association (OSHA), or get any bad publicity. Here in the corporate world, priorities are upside-down. Money is the single top priority, and people are reduced to mere raw material, to be expended for the sake of profit.

My job was to do the shitwork for the marketing department. I did stuff like filing, copying, faxing, data entry, typing letters, and assembling the pamphlets and stuff that they send to prospective clients. I followed the orders of people whose careers revolved around trying to sell this firm's services. The marketing department was responsible for presenting the company to the public eye. It was a game of appearances, the way advertising always is. The director and her assistant agonized over every detail of the marketing material and whether or not it would give the firm a professional image, right down to the color of the logo. They were constantly stressed out, worrying about getting letters and packets of material out on time, whether the firm would be hired for a case, whether the quality of the printing for the articles they included with the marketing material was good enough, or whether they had enough folders of information left for the president of the firm to take with him on his trip. They spent so much energy turning the worries of the firm into their own worries, when really, their life had nothing to do with this at all. They had become slaves, and ceased to live. Sitting in a cubicle for eight hours a day is not living. I was surrounded by death and by people who had sacrificed themselves to their jobs. If the people in the firm and all the people I saw on the subway and walking around during lunch hour had ever fought against becoming slaves, they had given up and succumbed a long time ago. And how could I blame them? My own power was being diverted towards purposeless and unimportant work which was perpetuating the whole big system, a system in which chemical companies exist, and law suits exist, and firms like the one I worked for spring up wherever they can make a buck. During those two and a half months, it was the hardest struggle for me to keep up my constant fight to keep my brain active, thinking, and learning. I was afraid that if I didn't fight, I would end up like all the others, with nothing but a head full of useless shit.

I felt like I was from a different planet than everyone around me. I couldn't show my real self in
the office. I had to wear office clothes and leave my identity at home. So every morning I put on my disguise and boarded the subway, to join the flow of zombies who would spend their day taking orders from people who were taking orders from other people, executing instructions written on endless little yellow sticky pieces of paper or staring into a computer screen at words that mean nothing and have no relation to existence. All this so that they can take home their paychecks which allow them to become consumers. I was surrounded by an army of high-heeled, power-suited slaves who are trapped on the billionth floor of some sterile office building with nothing to look forward to but their next coffee break.

Patriarchy thrives in this climate. Just look at the uniforms for an example. While office clothes for men are designed to make them look dignified, office clothes for women subject them to pain and objectification. High heels may make your legs look sexy, but I thought the function of shoes was to protect your feet and facilitate walking. Heels do the opposite. The firm where I worked was run by a husband and wife team. But it was George, not Susan, whose name was on the letterhead. The men of the firm were prestigious and respected. The women were trying to live up to the superwoman image, with kids and high-powered careers, yet they were still expected to make the coffee and look pretty. It’s the same in offices everywhere. There are the men and then there are the girls, and the men say, “Oh, yeah, we’re not supposed to call you girls anymore, are we?” All over the city, all over the country, all over the world, the men are patronizing and the women water the plants.

In the office there is this intangible, creepy feeling of evil. When I was there, I felt infinitely small and weak. The power of this corporate behemoth is so extensive, and I felt like there was nothing I could do against it. I wanted to destroy the monster, but the only thing I could do was hate it with all my energy, and fight against having to help this corporate system spread its death and pestilence. This is a difficult thing to do. It might be easy to think you’re fighting when you’re at a show and everyone around you is fighting the same thing. It might be easy when you’re in your room listening to records and screaming the lyrics at the top of your lungs to the neighbors, or when there’s a can of spray paint in your hand and no security guards in sight. But it is so much harder to fight when you feel alone, and you’re up against the biggest, most powerful force you could ever imagine, way bigger and more powerful than any fascist school administration ever was.

The thing is, I’m really scared. The thought of being sucked into a career like that is really frightening. Yet ultimately, just by needing to eat and consume, everyone is part of the system, and everyone is controlled by it. “What are you going to do, become a hermit?” is the familiar response received when you tell anyone that you want no part in it. It’s like that Burn song, “Drown”: “I can’t break free, and I cannot be me. I don’t know what to do because there is no escape from your grasp...I’m trapped by my actions...I’m drowning.” Your only defense against drowning is hate. Hate will mentally separate you from it, even if physically you are a slave. But some days, the scariest days, I didn’t even have the energy to hate it anymore. It became easier just to cope, to save my energy for the weekends and evenings.

I held on and did my time, but by the end of the summer I had no solutions. Pilfering office supplies seemed so insignificant. Despite my resistance, I found that I really didn’t have the courage to do anything but endure, and comfort myself that at least the money they were paying me would mostly be diverted away from financing more corporate McCulture, and towards worthier things like records and zines. This system which I’ve been trying to describe has been reduced to so many clichés. It’s a “corporate monster” and a “machine.” It takes our money and spits back poison. It takes our energy and spits back bofedom. If you let it, it will take you and spit back a zombie. I think we are consumers, but really we are consumed.

I am just a tiny person, but this “machine” was created by tiny people, and it needs all of us to participate in order for it to function. My ultimate goal is to refuse to participate. Maybe I can’t change it, but I can refuse to let it feed off of me. Listening to records and reading zines and seeing that other people feel the same way as me gives me the inspiration to think and learn and create my own life instead of having it created for me.—Rebecca Bulldozer, POB 342, Oberlin OH 44074

Facts do not cease to exist because they are ignored.
—Billie Strain, Cross My Heart

Acting-out memory is a form of unconscious memory in which the forgotten incident is spontaneously acted out through some physical action. It involves either a verbal or bodily act in response to something that reminds one of the original episode...Physically acting out part of an abuse memory is a manifestation of this kind of memory. It can also occur under the influence of drugs or alcohol.
—Discharge #5/4

I only became political once I discovered the language to be so.—ibid

Riot Grrrl is not about hating boys. It’s about loving girls and loving myself. It should not be about the cool hip punk rock scene. It’s not a fashion statement. It’s not a haircut. It’s not lesbian/bisexual/straight. All it is is a group of females who are reclaiming their free-
dom, spitting on the status quo, and tired of being told that a man’s opinion is all that matters. Destroy the beauty myth. Live free now. Fuck shit up.
—Jane, “What is riot grrrl, anyway???” (Riot Grrrl, POB 1205, Olympia WA 98507)

hoyden: (hoi-den) n. a noisy, unrestrained girl; a tomboy. hoydenish adj. [origin unknown]—Ibid

Political Graffiti: It’s one of the best forms of art. We used to go around our neighborhood and spraypaint “HOMOSEX RULES” on the side of vans. If you write “QUEER” on a redneck’s 4x4 truck, it’s pretty much the most effective word you can use to offend him. It really affects his manhood.
—Kurt Cobain quoted in Ablaze! #10

I speak through my clothes.—Umberto Eco

Since youth dissent has been sold back to us over and over, the assertion that we may challenge society through our clothes clearly becomes laughable. There is no sartorial style that has not already been mass-marketed . . . We do not need explicit signs in order to recognize one another as revolutionaries, and the spheres in which we operate, often involving intimate contact with the enemy, require that we are sneaky and cunning.
—Girlspeak, manifesto of Girl Power
International (Ablaze #10)

Life in this society being, at best, an utter bore, and no aspect of society being at all relevant to women, there remains to all civic-minded, responsible, thrill-seeking females, only to overthrow the government, eliminate the money system, institute complete automation and destroy the male sex.—Valerie Solanas

Anger makes things happen, then the uncertain we’ve been trained in melts into confidence. Self-destruction turns into self-love, and our self-love is our power because we are alive and we’re going somewhere, whether we realize it or not.
—Riot Grrrl manifesto in Ablaze #10

We’re growing, we’re underground, and we’re denying their power by not talking to them [mainstream media].—Ibid

Married women have shorter life expectancy than unmarried women; conversely, married men tend to live longer than unmarried men.
—MADWOMAN #3

Anarchism: it’s not a form of statism. Anarchists don’t want to impose their value-system on anyone else. It’s not terrorism. The agent of the government—the cop who wears a gun to scare you into obeying him—is the terrorist. Governments threaten to punish any man or woman who defies state power, and therefore the state really amounts to an institution of terror.

Anarchism never relies on fear to accomplish anything because a person who is afraid is not free.

Here’s what Anarchists believe: 1) Government is an unnecessary evil. Human beings, when accustomed to taking responsibility for their own behavior, can cooperate on a basis of mutual trust and helpfulness. 2) No true reform is possible that leaves government intact. Appeals to a government for a redress of grievances, even when acted upon, only increase the supposed legitimacy of the government’s acts, and add therefore to its amassed power. 3) Government will be abolished when its subjects cease to grant it legitimacy. Government cannot exist without the tacit consent of the populace. This consent is maintained by keeping people in ignorance of their real power. Voting is not an expression of power, but an admission of powerlessness, since it cannot do otherwise than reaffirm the government’s supposed legitimacy. 4) Every person must have the right to make decisions about her or his own life. All moralistic meddling in the private affairs of freely-acting persons is unjustified. Behavior which does not affect uninvolved persons is nobody’s business but the participants’ . . .

All governments survive on theft and extortion, called taxation. All governments force their decrees on the people, and command obedience under threat of punishment. The principal outrages of history have been committed by governments, while every advancement of thought, every betterment in the human condition, has come about through the practices of voluntary cooperation and individual initiative. The principle of government, which is force, is opposed to the free exercise of our ability to think, act and cooperate.

Whenever government is established, it causes more harm than it forestalls. Under the guise of protecting populates from crime and violence, governments not only do not eradicate random, individual crime, but they institutionalize such varieties as censorship and war. All governments enlarge upon and extend their powers; under government, the rights of individuals constantly diminish.

Anarchism is in favor of a free society organized along lines of cooperation and mutual aid.
—Fred Woodworth (1975), The Match, POB 3488, Tucson AZ 85722

Excerpts from RIGHT NOW RIOT GRRRL: The Expansion of Punk Rock:
You know, it's said ("it's said")? hear me using their language of "objectivity"!) that there is no theoretical basis for feminism—that there is no social need for it. Fuck that. Feminism is punk rock to the schoolworld and the squareworld. Feminism rips up the foundations of our psychology, our history, our political system, our families, our friendships, our sexual lives. It's true, feminism is going for it and people who want things to continue as they are (legalized rape) will tell us we are wrong.

Well, we're not listening to those people anymore. Riot Grrrl. It's like a suggestion, it's like an order. The grrrl probably isn't one who's already been socialized too far down—she's been waiting for the opportunity, like all through history, and sometimes something comes along that makes space, that permits, like a group of women that somehow forms and somehow says, "Yeah, let's do these things we want to do. Fuck philosophy, Fuck punk rock history. GRRRLS ARE THE EXPANSION OF PUNK ROCK AND WE NEED NO JUSTIFICATION. The reasons are on the surface of the world. The reasons we have all-girl meetings are obvious.

This is what we do: we use music—playing things as a way of showing ourselves that we can do whatever we want to do. We use them as a way of denying history, of ignoring the messages in our upbringing telling us we can't do certain stuff. WE CAN DO ANY STUFF. Yeah—it's so obvious and it's so straightforward, it's hard to see why there's been all that mystique, why power's been held onto so tightly and knowledge withheld so meanly when it's this easy to claim it—we just use the magic word, and the word is POSSIBILITY.

DO STUFF. DO IT. DO IT—YOURSELF. The backlash is here already. "Ironic" sexism prevails in the music press, they think they've outwitted us because they're still selling papers to 50,000 kids every week. But only empty things happen fast. We're growing, we're underground, and we're denying their power by not talking to them. They need us, y'see. They need people who are doing things, so they can continue to make money by being seen to always exist at the center of things. But Riot Grrrl isn't centralized, it's not organized, we're no leaders, no spokeswomen, we're not geared up to exploit the press now because you always pay for that kind of stuff in the end. They mighta stopped us before but now we are too many for them.

Getting guitars; some girls have bits of equipment, and some of us have some money, and some of us can get things cheap—we'll figure out ways. And if all that fails, we get loud voices and we can always find things to hit, things that make good sounds. We can make tapes of our music and swap them, send them, lines of encouragement spinning round from town to town, blocking out boring boyrock, getting more and more ways of saying our thing that's been ignored for centuries.

Hiring venues, doing the sound, making our own shows, inviting who we want—it's our scene where we're not pushed around... We're armed with a knowledge of the past. Our voices are not to be diminished. Too many of us, too linked, too wise to it all... So much to say, so simply... We've got a lot of work to do—not to become media stars, but to fulfill our intentions. We've got a lot of things to define and sharpen.

(contact addresses [may be outdated]: Riot Grrrl, POB 782, Olympia WA 98507; Riot Grrrl Leeds, Box 14, 52 Call Lane, Leeds LS1 6DT, U.K.; Riot Grrrl London c/o Box XX, Ceased to Exist, 83 Clerkenwell Rd, London EC1.)

A vision of the necessity and practicality of removing oppression in every sphere becomes apparent. Once reunited with the gleeful spirit that has whispered obscurities into the ears of everyone you hate, you'll find there's a choice: to return to your previous position on the escalator of sickness, conformity, denial of responsibility for the universal battery farm you are helping to perpetuate... or to move from the middle ground of mindless euphoria to a position from which you fuck everything up—setting fire to the escalators, smashing down walls—creating escape routes for those with the imagination to run.—Girlspeak, the manifesto of Girl Power International

As women, we've been brainwashed into the sick belief that our surface appearance is the most essential facet of our beings and that we must express ourselves primarily through our shape, clothes, skin, hair, eyes, etc for an audience of judgmental males. Girl Power casts out the internalized stagnant eyeballs to free us into a state of uninhibited self-love in which we fulfill our dreams. Also, and importantly: as women, we are denied any legitimate means of protest about our position, and the adoption of a conspicuous uniform would surely invite assassination.—ibid

While men tend to gain societal prestige as they age, the opposite is true for women who are given little real power at any age, and are frequently viewed as one-dimensional sexual ornaments, thus losing our primary usefulness as we age.—ibid

Our fight is adrenaline-fueled and essentially fun, following no set program. This manifesto is a carrier of gifts/weaponry, only effective if ideas are stolen or
disputed, altered or refuted and spread throughout the network of brave people linked by a revulsion for authority. We are prepared to (ab)use philosophy, to put forward statements we know are untrue, in order to stir up stagnant ponds of thought into newly rushing fountains of debate... For our purposes authorship is a redundant concept... As we stole ideas from numberless sources, there's no copyright on this manifesto—steal any or all of it for your own subversive purposes.”—Girlspeak

The key to our vision is the deconstruction of gender divisions; not the destruction of any type of person.
—ibid

Easy Methods of Generating Girl Time: By denying the necessity of time spent taking drugs, having sex, explaining ourselves to boys, working (for anyone but ourselves), getting “educated” in patriarchal death camp schools, and the murderous rations of housework time and that oh-so-important Preparing To Be Watched By The World (make-up) time, we are freed to pursue pleasure and revolution (the two are essentially the same thing).—ibid

So I must wrest this language and its forms away from or out of “the majority,” to un-man it, to un-American it, even to un-white it, to inconvenience the majority language, to un-conventionalize it, even to shame it in an odd sort of way, to question privilege, my own too of course.—Lynn Tillman

Top 10 Riot Grrrl Favorite Books or Authors:
Beloved: Toni Morrison
Backlash: Susan Faludi
House of Spirits: Isabel Allende
Confessions of a Pretty Lady: Sarah Bernhard
House on Mango Street: Sandra Cisneros
Six of One: Rita Mae Brown
Their Eyes Were Watching God: Zora Neal Hurston
Oathbound, Oathbreakers: Mercedes Lackey
Strands of Starlight: Gail Bardens
Women of Brewster Place: Gloria Naylor
Outrageous Acts: Gloria Steinem
Braided Lives: Marge Piercy
Dykes to Watch Out For: Alison Bechdel
Cruelty/Killing Floor: Ai
Shock Treatment: Karen Finley
—Riot Grrrl, POB 11002, Washington DC 20008

Marginalized groups must take it upon themselves to educate each other and figure out how to survive in this planet run by pigs...—ibid

ROIT GRRRL IS...
BECAUSE we girls crave records and books and fanzines that speak to US, that WE feel included in and can understand in our own ways.
BECAUSE we wanna make it easier for girls to see/hear each other's work so that we can share strategies and criticize-applaud each other.
BECAUSE we must take over the means of production in order to create our own meanings.
BECAUSE viewing our work as being connected to our girlfriends-politics-real lives is essential if we are gonna figure out how what we are doing impacts, reflects, perpetuates, or DISRUPTS the status quo.
BECAUSE we recognize fantasies of instant Macho Gun Revolution as impractical lies meant to keep us simply dreaming instead of becoming our dreams AND THUS seek to create revolution in our lives every single day by envisioning and creating alternatives to the bullshit christian capitalist way of doing things.
BECAUSE we want and need to encourage and be encouraged, in the face of all our own insecurities, in the face of beergutboyrock that tells us we can't play our instruments, in the face of "authorities" who say our bands/zines/etc are the worst in the U.S. and who attribute any validation/success of our work to girl bandwagon hype.
BECAUSE we don't wanna assimilate to someone else's (Boy) standards of what is or isn't "good" music or punk rock or "good writing" AND THUS need to create forums where we can recreate, destroy and define our own visions.
BECAUSE we are unwilling to falter under claims that we are reactionary "reverse sexists" and not the truepunkrockoutsoucrusaders that WE KNOW we really are.
BECAUSE we know that life is much more than physical survival and are patently aware that the punk rock
“you can do anything” idea is crucial to the coming angry grrrl rock revolution which seeks to save the psychic and cultural lives of girls and women everywhere, according to their own terms, not ours.

BECAUSE we are interested in creating non-hierarchical ways of being AND making music, friends and scenes based on communication + understanding, instead of competition + good/bad categorizations.

BECAUSE doing/reading/seeing/hearing cool things that validate and challenge us can help us gain the strength and sense of community that we need in order to figure out how bullshit like racism, able-body-ism, age-ism, species-ism, classism, thinism, sexism, anti-semitism and heterosexism figures in our own lives.

BECAUSE we see fostering and supporting girl scenes and girl artists of all kinds as integral to this process.

BECAUSE we hate capitalism in all its forms and see our main goal as sharing information and staying alive, instead of making profits or being cool according to traditional standards.

BECAUSE we are angry at a society that tells us Girl = Dumb, Girl = Bad, Girl = Weak.

BECAUSE we are unwilling to let our real and valid anger be diffused and/or turned against us via the internalization of sexism as witnessed in girl/girl jealousies and self-defeating girl-type behaviors.

BECAUSE self-defeating behaviors (like fucking boys without condoms, drinking to excess, ignoring true-soul girlfriends, belittling ourselves and other girls, etc) would not be so easy if we lived in communities where we felt loved and wanted and valued.

BECAUSE I believe with my whole heartmindsight that girls constitute a revolutionary soul force that can, and will, change the world for real.

—from Bikini Kill #2

In a male supremacist society, the only obscenity law that will not be used against women is no law at all.


Go out and read these important essays and works:
Laura Kipnis, “(Male) Desire and (Female) Disgust: Reading Hustler” in Cultural Studies ‘92
Barbara Hobson: Uneasy Virtue: the Politics of Prostitution
Gail Pheterson: A Vindication of the Rights of Whores
Gayle Rubin: “Thinking Sex: Notes for a Radical Theory of the Politics of Sexuality,” in Pleasure and Danger: Exploring Female Sexuality

—Smile For Me o/a Ananda/Roberto La Vita, 149 Sullivan St #4C, NYC 10012

What does the lie of “femininity” feed off in a capitalist society? The same institutions that we support. Department stores, weight loss clinics, all female gyms, and thousands of boutiques and jewelry stores. Capitalism has permeated our very souls, turned us into commodity sponges, and by creating an unrealizable image, has assured itself that we will never stop buying it!—Heather, Order A New World #2, POB 10081, Olympia WA 98502

To fight pollution, fight capitalism!—Peace Factory, POB 7283, Alexandria VA 22307

RIOT GRRRL . . .
It's about saying “I CAN” when others are saying “you can’t.”
It's about insisting on being treated as an equal when it's not convenient for THEM to do so.
It's about daring to say the unspeakable: that WE are still not fully liberated, and we won't stand for anything less.
It's about defying the standards of what is “important” by saying that our personal feelings and experiences are in fact vital to acknowledge and share.
It's about close friendships with girls, without the jealousy and pettiness so common.
It's about deciding you've had just about enough of the shit that's been dished out to you since Day One, and suddenly your rage is realer than anything you've ever felt, and you can't bear to not do anything.
It's about not letting our differences (race, class, queer/straight/bi, punk/not punk, etc) divide us, and instead uniting on basis of our commonalities as girls.
It's about healing, and it's about helping each other realize that we all have an incredible strength.
It's about using that strength. We all can use that strength.—Sara, Out of the Vortex #6, POB 4619, Gaithersburg MD 20885

Cautious, careful people, always casting about to preserve their reputation and social standing, never can bring about a reform.—Susan B. Anthony

ZINE THEORY: I've been doing a lot of thinking about zines lately. Sometimes I will get a zine that is mostly phone sex ads with curses scribbled over them, and not a lot of substance, and I just don't like those as much as a really well thought-out, dense zine. It doesn't have to be thick, but I like to see some substance. But then I get to thinking, “What right have I to criticize someone else's method of self-expression?” If this particular girl feels very angry about the image of women presented by phone sex ads, and her way of dealing with that anger is to scribble “Fuck you” over them and photocopy this and mail it to me, who am I to disparage that? . . .

Everything that a person feels a personal need to put into a zine is valid. I've been thinking a lot lately about zines, especially but not exclusively girl zines, as political tools. The 1970s battle cry, “The personal is political,” means to me that our experiences are not isolat-
ed. Everything that happens to us is connected. Every day in the paper I read about a woman getting killed by her boyfriend husband father stepfather and I can’t believe it’s coincidental. We are hated by this society and need to connect with each other. “Eat meat, hate blacks, beat your fucking wife, it’s all the same thing.” My harassment, your rape, her murder—these aren’t separate instances, but we can only acknowledge this once we start to share our experiences. What outlets do we have for this purpose? Mainstream press, television, movies, the established “alternative” press? Of course not. Only by controlling the medium do we control the message. We are the medium; we are the message. For this reason zines are extraordinarily unique and powerful political tools.

In addition, zines are many people’s first contact with the idea of the do-it-yourself ethic. I know this was true for me. It’s quite staggering, the first time you truly digest the revolutionary concept that you don’t have to depend on other people to do the things you want to get done, you can have full power over that. For me, this zine was my first time being the final critic of my work before it was seen by the public. Always in my life I had handed in my writing to teachers, parents, older writer friends, to give me their opinions about what I’d done, then depended on editors of literary magazines and so on to get my work read by others. Suddenly all this seemed unnecessary. The confidence people gain from this tremendous self-sufficiency can carry over into all aspects of their lives. This is particularly important to kids, girls, minorities—anyone who is discouraged from taking charge in their lives.

So when I critique zines that I receive, I’m not questioning the validity or importance of what the zine-doer has to say. I’m only remarking to myself what about the presentation works or doesn’t work for me, so that I can make each issue of Out of the Vortex a piece of work I am satisfied with. Probably some people get our zine and don’t like it—that’s fine. Just so long as they can still appreciate the spirit behind our zine, and hundreds like it. We all need to break down our walls. And unless something better comes along, I will remain fully committed to the theory and practice of doing zines.—Sara, ibid

If you do not tell the truth about yourself you cannot tell it about other people.—Virginia Woolf

TEN THINGS MEN CAN DO TO FIGHT SEXISM:

1) Understand that your own attitudes and actions perpetuate sexism and violence, and work towards changing them. Some examples of sexist/abusive behavior: a) pressuring a woman to have sex . . . b) taunting or whistling at women, following women around, embarrassing women in public (sexual harassment). c) controlling women by using threatening gestures, by shoutouting women, by interrupting women, intimidation of any kind. d) verbally assaulting women by name-calling, mocking, ridiculing, criticizing, trivializing, and swearing (using the specific gendered terms to harass women); psychological abuse.

2) Confront sexist, racist, homophobia, and all other bigoted remarks or jokes. Say, “Rape isn’t funny,” or “You could be joking about my sister.” Boycott bands, shows, and comedians that verbally assault women.

3) Recognize and speak out against homophobia and gay-bashing. Discrimination and violence against lesbians, gays, and bisexuals is wrong in and of itself. It is also directly linked to sexism (e.g., men who speak out against sexism are often subject to homophobic abuse—one reason why so few men do).

4) Raise money for battered women’s shelters and rape crisis centers. If you belong to a fraternity, team, or another student organization, hold a fund-raiser (or collect needed supplies for the centers). Get involved.

5) Don’t fund sexism. Don’t purchase any magazine, rent any video, or buy any piece of music that degrades women, or portrays them in a sexually degrading or violent manner. Protest sexism in the media.

6) If you know a woman who is being abused, gently ask her if you can help. If you have a friend or relative who is abusing his partner or other women, talk to him . . . Don’t remain silent.

7) Read about yourself. Read articles, essays, books about the socially constructed role of masculinity. Examine gender inequality, and read about the root causes of sexual violence. Educate yourself and others about the connections between larger social forces and the conflicts between individual women and men.

8) Take courses on gender-related topics in school. Take a women’s studies class. Contact the women’s studies department or the African-American studies department for suggestions.

9) Organize or join a group of men in school, at your workplace, or among friends to work against sexism and violence.

10) Support feminists, who are at the forefront in working to end all forms of violence against children, women, and men. Commit yourself to ending oppression in all its forms.—Keen #2, $1 from Martha, POB 2817, Gaithersburg MD 20886

The dictionary defines “feminist” as a person who believes in equal rights for both men and women. I am a feminist. So is my dad. And he says so proudly. Don’t buy the crap that feminism is dead. Declare that you are one, too, because the more of us who refuse to accept the prescribed stigmas, the less the media and society can use them as tools of oppression.

—Kristin Thomson, Riot Grrrl #6

THE SMALLER THE FREEER: Support small zines because: 1) the larger the zine the more sponsorship it needs and the less freedom it has. 2) the capitalist sys-
tement destroys the flow of creative ideas. A.K.A. POWER = VOICE. 3) to express is to educate and liberate. The more voices there are the more people will understand.—Riot Grrrl New York #2

RIOT GRRRL IS... BECAUSE we girls want to create mediums that speak to us. We are tired of boy band after boy band, boy zine after boy zine, boy punk after boy punk after boy. BECAUSE I can’t smile when my girlfriends are dying inside. We are dying inside and we never even touch each other; we are supposed to hate each other. BECAUSE we need to talk to each other. Communication/inclusion is key. We will never know if we don’t break the code of silence.

BECAUSE we are being divided by our labels and philosophies, and we need to accept and support each other as girls; acknowledging our different approaches to life and accepting all of them as valid.

BECAUSE I need laughter and I need girl love. We need to build lines of communication so we can be more open and accessible to each other.

BECAUSE we need to acknowledge that our blood is being spilt; that right now a girl is being raped or battered and it might be me or you or your mom or the girl you sat next to on the bus last Tuesday, and she might be dead by the time you finish reading this. I am not making this up.

BECAUSE we will never meet the hierarchical BOY standards of talented, or cool, or smart. They are created to keep us out, and if we ever meet them they will change, or we will become tokens.

BECAUSE in every form of media I see us/myself slapped, decapitated, laughed at, objectified, raped, trivialized, pushed, ignored, stereotyped, kicked, scorned, molested, silenced, invalidated, knifed, shot, choked, and killed.

BECAUSE I am tired of these things happening to me; I’m not a fucktoy, I’m not a punching bag, I’m not a joke.

BECAUSE I am still fucked up, I am still dealing with internalized racism, sexism, classism, homophobia, etc, and I don’t want to do it alone.

BECAUSE I see the connectedness of all forms of oppression and I believe we need to fight them with this awareness.

BECAUSE a safe space needs to be created for girls where we can open our eyes and reach out to each other without being threatened by this sexist society and our day-to-day bullshit.

BECAUSE every time we pick up a pen, or an instrument, or get anything done, we are creating the revolution. WE ARE the revolution.—Erika Reinstein, Fantastic, 850 N. Edison St, Arlington VA 22205

To make the liberated voice, one must confront the issue of audience—we must know to whom we speak. When I began writing my first book, Ain't I a Woman: black women and feminism, the initial completed manuscript was excessively long and very repetitious. Reading it critically, I saw that I was trying not only to address each potential audience—black men, white women, white men, etc—but that my words were written to explain, to placate, to appease. They contained the fear of speaking that often characterizes the way those in a lower position within a hierarchy address those in a higher position of authority. Those passages where I was speaking most directly to black women contained the voice I felt to be most truly mine—it was then that my voice was daring, courageous. When I thought about audience—the way in which the language we choose to use declares who it is we place at the center of our discourse—I confronted my fear of placing myself and other black women at the speaking center. Writing this book was for me a radical gesture. It not only brought me face-to-face with this question of power, it forced me to resolve this question, to act, to find my voice, to become that subject who could place herself and those like her at the center of feminist discourse. I was transformed in consciousness and being.—bell hooks

I want to say it so perfect. I want to convince you that everything is going to be fine and that we will all survive this fucked-up world we had no part in creating. I want to take us out of it and not be mere products anymore. In our new world there are no priests no daddys no rapists no alleys you’re too scared to walk down alone whenever the fuck you feel like it...

—Mary, Discharge #3

From Bulldozer #1, P. O. Box 342, Oberlin, OH 44074
ZINES! Vol. One: Incendiary Interviews with Independent Publishers

In the past two decades a quiet revolution has gained force: over 50,000 “zines” (independent, not-for-profit self-publication) have emerged and spread—mostly through the mail, with little publicity. Flaunting off-beat interests, extreme personal revelations and social activism, zines directly counter the pseudo-communication and glossy lies of the mainstream media monopoly. These interviews with a dozen zine creators capture all the excitement associated with uncensored freedom of expression, while offering insight, inspiration and delight. Included are: Beer Frame, Crop Hound, Fat Girl, Thrift SCORE, Bunny Hop, OUTPUNK, Housewife Turned Assassin, Meat Hook, X-Ray, Mystery Date and more! 8½x11", 184 pp, over 200 illustrations, quotations, zine directory, index. ISBN 0-9650469-0-7 $18.99

"Another incredibly strange manual of subversion from the visionary who brought you Pranks!, Modern Primitives and Incredibly Strange Music."—Jello Biafra

"Interviews outstanding, unusual publishers of 'zines' like Beer Frame and Mystery Date... will inspire the most passive couch potato to turn off the TV and start actively communicating."—Last Gasp Newsletter

LOOK FOR ZINES! Vol. Two $15 postpaid special on orders received by Oct. 1, 1996 (save 35%)
#16: RE/Search Guide to Bodily Fluids by Paul Spinrad

Table of Contents: Mucus, Menstruation, Saliva, Sweat, Vomit, Urine, Feces, Earwax & more
This guide sparkles a radical rethinking of our relationship with our bodies and Nature, humorously (and seriously) spanning the gamut of everything you ever wanted to know about bodily functions and excreta. Each bodily function is discussed from a variety of viewpoints: scientific, anthropological, historical, mythological, sociological, and artistic. Trends include: constipation (such as its relationship to cornflakes and graham crackers!); the history and evolution of toilet paper; farting urine (including little known facts about urinalysis); earwax; smegma as well as many other engaging topics! 8/12x11", 148pp. $15.99

“A stunning new release ... The RE/Search Guide to Bodily Fluids is a must buy.” - BIKINI
“This is an important work that shouldn’t be ignored, packed with fascinating facts on excreta.” - LOADED MAGAZINE

#15: Incredibly Strange Music, Vol. Two

A continued exploration of the territory investigated in Volume I. Interviews include: Jello Biafra (spoken word activist), Yma Sumac (Inca princess-diva), Bebe Barron (creator of the Forbidden Planet soundtrack), Carlos Escuvel, Elisabeth Waldo (Realm of the Incas), and the mystic Korla Pandit, Rusty Warren, Ken Nordine (Word Jazz), Robert Moog, plus obsessive collectors such as the Reverend Warren Debenham (10,000 comedy records). Categories include: Outer Space, exotic speculate, Brazilian psychedelic, singing truckdrivers, yodeling, sitar-rock, abstract female vocals, religious venrelioquism, moog, theremin, harmonica, and much more! 8/12x11", 220pp, over 200 photos & illustrations. $17.99

“RE/Search advances the case for individual appropriation of this sonic diaspora where, in an uncharted space free from MTV pabulum, one can still toss some exotica on an 8-track, crank up the volume, and experience the eclectic sublime.” - SF BAY GUARDIAN

“Fans of ambient music, acid jazz, ethno-techno, even industrial rock, will find the leap back to these genres an easy one to make.” - ROLLING STONE

#14: Incredibly Strange Music, Vol. One

Incredibly Strange Music surveys the territory of neglected "garage sale" records (mostly from the '50s-70s), spotlighting genres, artists, and one-of-a-kind gems that will delight and surprise. Genres examined include: "easy listening," "exotica," and "celebrity" (massive categories in themselves) as well as more recordings by (singing) cops and (polka-playing) priests, undertakers, religious venrelioquists, astronauts, opera-singing parrots, beatnik and hippie records, and gospel by blind teenage girls with bountiful hairdos. Virtually every musical/lyrical boundary in the history of recorded sound has been breached; every sacred cow upturned. 8/12x11", 208pp, over 200 photos. $17.99

“This book will change your life.” - MIRABELLA

“Alfred Hitchcock’s Music to Be Murdered By is just the tip of the iceberg. Incredibly Strange Music, a catalog of the wackiest discs ever made, goes where few audiophiles have ever gone.” - ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY

“...incredibly amazing ... a must read for those interested in freeing themselves from contemporary artistic self-consciousness.” - HIGH PERFORMANCE

#13: Angry Women

16 cutting-edge performance artists discuss critical questions such as: How can revolutionary feminism encompass wild sex, humor, beauty, spirituality plus radical politics? How can a powerful movement for social change be inclusive? A wide range of topics is discussed passionately. Armed with contempt for dogma, stereotype & cliché, these creative visionaries probe deeply into our social foundation of taboos, beliefs and totalitarian linguistic contradictions from whence spring (as well as thwart) our theories, imaginings, behavior and dreams. 8/12x11", 240 pp, 135 illustrations. $18.99

Karen Finley • Annie Sprinkle • Diamanda Galas • bell hooks • Kathy Acker • Avital Ronell • Lydia Lunch • Sapphire • Susie Bright • Valie Export • and many more ...

“The view here is largely pro-sex, pro-porn, and pro-choice ... Art and activism are inseparable from life and being. This is the 13th step, beyond AA’s 12: a healing rage.” - THE VILLAGE VOICE

“This book is a Bible... it hails the dawn of a new era—the era of an inclusive, fun, sexy feminism... Every interview contains brilliant moments of wisdom.” - AMERICAN BOOK REVIEW

#12: Modern Primitives

An eye-opening, startling investigation of the undercovered world of body modifications: tattooing, piercing and scarification. Articles & interviews: Fakir Musafar (Silicon Valley ad executive who has practiced every known body modification); Genesis & Paula P-Orridge describing numerous ritual scarifications and symbolic tattoos; Ed Hardy (editor of Tattooine); Capt. Don Leslie; Jim Ward; Anton LaVey (founder of the Church of Satan); Lyle Tuttle; Roelyn Gallina (women’s piercer) & others talking about body practices that develop identity and philosophic awareness and explore sexual sensation. 22 interviews, 2 essays, quotations, sources/bibliography & index. 8/12x11", 212 pp, 279 photos and illustrations. $17.99

“All of the people interviewed are looking for something very simple: a way of fighting back at mass production consumer society that prizes standardization above all else. Through ‘primitive’ modifications, they are taking possession of the only thing that any of us will ever really own: our bodies.” - WHOLE EARTH REVIEW

“The photographs and illustrations are both explicit and astounding ... This is the ideal biker coffee table book, a conversation piece that provides fascinating food for thought.” - IRON HORSE
#11: Pranks!
A prank is a “trick, a mischievous act, a ludicrous act.” Although not regarded as poetic or artistic acts, pranks constitute an art form and genre in themselves. Here pranksters such as Timothy Leary, Abbie Hoffman, Monte Cazazza, Jello Biafra, Earth First!, Joe Coleman, Karen Finley, John Waters and Henry Rollins (and more) challenge the sovereign authority of words, images & behavioral convention. This iconoclastic compendium will dazzle and delight all lovers of humor, satire and irony. 8¼ x 11”, 240 pp. 164 photos & illustrations. $17.99

“The definitive treatment of the subject, offering extensive interviews with 36 contemporary tricksters...from the Underground’s answer to Studs Terkel.”—WASHINGTON POST

“Men never do evil so completely and cheerfully as when they do it from religious conviction.”—Pascal

#10: Incredibly Strange Films
Spotlighting unhauled directors—Herschell Gordon Lewis, Russ Meyer, Larry Cohen, Ray Dennis Steckler, Ted V. Mikels, Doris Wishman and others—who have been critically consigned to the ghettos of gore and sexexploitation films. In-depth interviews focus on philosophy, while anecdotes entertain as well as illuminate theory. 13 interviews, numerous essays, A-Z of film personalities, “Favorite Films” list, quotations, bibliography, filmography, film synopses, & index. 8¼ x 11”, 224 pp, 157 photos & illustrations. $17.99

“Flicks like these are subversive alternatives to the mind control propagated by the mainstream media.”—IRON HORSE

“Whether discussing the ethics of sex and violence on the screen, film censorship, or their personal motivations...the interviews are intelligent, enthusiastic and articulate.”—SMALL PRESS

#8/9: J. G. Ballard
A comprehensive special on this supremely relevant writer, now famous for Empire of the Sun and Day of Creation. W.S. Burroughs described Ballard’s novel Love & Napalm: Export U.S.A. (1972) as “profound and disquieting...This book stirs sexual depths untouched by the hardest-core illustrated porn.” 3 interviews, biography by David Pringle, fiction and non-fiction excerpts, essays, quotations, bibliography, sources, & index. 8¼ x 11”, 176 pp. 76 photos & illustrations by Ana Barrado, Ken Werner, Ed Ruscha, and others. $14.99

“The RE/Search to own if you must have just one...the most detailed, probing and comprehensive study of Ballard on the market.”—BOSTON PHOENIX

“Highly Recommended as both an introduction and a tribute to this remarkable writer.”—WASHINGTON POST

#6/7: Industrial Culture Handbook
Essential library reference guide to the deviant performance artists and musicians of the Industrial Culture movement: Survival Research Laboratories, Throbbing Gristle, Cabaret Voltaire, SPK, Non, Monte Cazazza, Johanna Went, Sordide Sentimental, R&N, and Z’ev. Some topics discussed: brain research, forbidden medical texts & films, creative crime & interesting criminals, modern warfare & weaponry, neglected gore films & their directors, psychotic lyrics in past pop songs, art brut, etc. 10 interviews, essays, quotations, chronologies, bibliographies, discographies, filmographies, sources, & index. 8¼ x 11”, 140 pp, 179 photos & illustrations. $13.99

“...focuses on post-punk ‘industrial’ performers whose work comprises a biting critique of contemporary culture...the book lists alone are worth the price of admission!”—SMALL PRESS

#4/5: W.S. Burroughs, Brion Gysin, Throbbing Gristle
Interviews, scarce fiction, essays: this is a manual of ideas and insights. Strikingly designed, with rare photos, bibliographies, discographies, chronologies & illustrations. 7 interviews, essays, chronologies, bibliographies, discographies, sources. 8¾ x 11”, 100 pp. 58 photos & illustrations. Topics discussed include self-defense, biological warfare, the possibility of Revolution, utopias, assassination, con men and politicians, lost inventions, turning points in history, the JFK killing, dreams, ideal education, Hassan I Sabbah, nuclear weaponry, cloning, the cut-up theory (and practice) for producing prophetic writing, Moroccan trance music, the Dream Machine, art forgeries, Manson, the media control process, prostitution, the possibilities of video, etc. $13.99

“Interviews with pioneering cut-up artists William S. Burroughs, Brion Gysin and Throbbing Gristle...proposes a ground-breaking, radical cultural agenda for the ’80s and ’90s.”—Jon Savage, LONDON OBSERVER
RE/Search Backlist

RE/Search #1, #2, #3—the shocking tabloid issues

Deep into the heart of the Control Process. Preoccupation: Creativity & Survival, past, present & future. These are the early tabloid issues, 11x17”, full of photos and innovative graphics.

- #1: J.G. Ballard
- Cabaret: Voltaire
- Julio Cortazar
- Octavio Paz
- Sun Ra
- The Slits
- Robert K. Brown (editor of Soldier of Fortune)
- Conspiracy Theory Guide
- Punk Prostitutes

- #2: DNA
- James Blood Ulmer
- Z'ev
- Aboriginal Music
- West African Music Guide
- Surveillance Technology
- Monte Cassaza on poisons
- Diane Di Prima
- Seda
- German Electronic Music Chart
- Isabelle Eberhardt

- #3: Fela
- New Brain Research
- The Rattlesnake Man
- Sordide Sentimental
- New Guinea
- Kathy Acker
- Sado-Masochism (interview with Pat Califia)
- Joe Dante
- Johanna Went
- SPK
- Flipper
- Physical Modification of Women (anticipated Modern Primitives)

$8 each, full set for $20 WHILE THEY LAST!!

The Atrocity Exhibition by J.G. Ballard

A large-format, illustrated edition of this long-out-of-print classic, widely regarded as Ballard's finest, most complex work. Withdrawn by E.P. Dutton after having been shredded by Doubleday, this outrageous work was finally printed in a small edition by Grove before lapsing out-of-print fifteen years ago. With four additional fiction pieces, extensive annotations (a book in themselves), disturbing photographs by Ana Barrado and dazzling, anatomically explicit medical illustrations by Phoebe Gloeckner. 8½x11”, 136 pp. $13.99

SIGNED HARDBOUND: Limited edition of 300 signed by the author on acid-free paper.—almost gone! $50.00

"The Atrocity Exhibition is remarkably fresh. One does not read these narratives as one does other fiction... one enters them as a kind of ritual..."—SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE

Freaks: We Who Are Not As Others by Daniel P. Mannix

Another long out-of-print classic book based on Mannix's personal acquaintance with sideshow stars such as the Alligator Man and the Monkey Woman. Read all about the notorious love affairs of midgets; the amazing story of the elephant boy; the unusual amours of Jolly Daisy, the fat woman; the famous pinhead who inspired Verdi's Rigoletto; the tragedy of Betty Lou Williams and her parasitic twin; the black midget, only 34 inches tall, who was happily married to a 264-pound wife; the human torso who could sew, crochet and type; and bizarre accounts of normal humans turned into freaks—either voluntarily or by evil design! 88 astounding photographs and additional material from the author's personal collection. 8½x11”, 124 pp. $13.99

"RE/Search has provided us with a moving glimpse at the rarified world of physical deformity; a glimpse that ultimately succeeds in its goal of humanizing the inhuman, revealing the beauty that often lies behind the grotesque and in dramatically illustrating the triumph of the human spirit in the face of overwhelming debility."—SPECTRUM WEEKLY

Wild Wives, a novel by Charles Willeford

A classic of hard-boiled fiction, Charles Willeford's Wild Wives is amoral, sexy, and brutal. Written in a sleazy San Francisco hotel in the early 1950's while on leave from the Army, Willeford creates a tale of deception featuring the crooked detective Jacob C. Blake and his nemesis—a beautiful, insane young woman who is the wife of a socially prominent San Francisco architect. Blake becomes entangled in a web of deceit, intrigue and multiple murders in this exciting period tale. 5x7", 108pp. $10.99

"Mr. Willeford never puts a foot wrong, and this is truly an entertainment to relish."—NEW YORKER

High Priest of California a novel & play by Charles Willeford

Russell Haxby is a ruthless used car salesman obsessed with manipulating and cavoring with a married woman. In this classic of hard-boiled fiction, Charles Willeford crafts a wry, sardonic tale of hypocrisy, intrigue and lust. Set in San Francisco in the early fifties—every sentence masks innuendo, every detail hides a clue, and every used car sale is an outrageous con job. 5x7", 148 pp. $10.99

"A tempo so relentless, words practically fly off the page."—VILLAGE VOICE

We must ever contradict ourselves; we must always welcome the opposite of our thought and scrutinize what worth this opposite may have... Every day you must make war against yourself."—Nietzsche
The Confessions of Wanda von Sacher-Masoch

Finally available in English: the racy and riveting *Confessions of Wanda von Sacher-Masoch*—married for ten years to Leopold von Sacher-Masoch (author of *Venus in Furs* and many other novels) whose whip-and-fur bedroom games spawned the term "masochism." In this feminist classic from 100 years ago, Wanda was forced to play "sadistic" roles in Leopold's fantasies to ensure the survival of herself and her 3 children—games which called into question who was the Master and who the Slave. Besides being a compelling story of a woman's search for her own identity, strength and ultimately, complete independence, this is a true-life adventure story—a journey through many lands peopled by amazing characters. Underneath its unforgettable poetic imagery and almost unbearable emotional cataclysms reigns a woman's consistent unblinking investigation of the limits of morality and the deepest meanings of love. Translated by Marian Phillips, Caroline Hébert & V.Vále. 8½x11", 136 pp, photo-illustrated. $13.99

"Extravagantly designed in an illustrated, oversized edition that is a pleasure to hold. It is also exquisitely written, engaging and literary and turns our preconceptions upside down."—LA READER

The Torture Garden by Octave Mirbeau

This book was once described as the "most sickening work of art of the nineteenth century!" Long out of print, Octave Mirbeau's macabre classic (1899) features a corrupt Frenchman and an insatiably cruel Englishwoman who meet and then frequent a fantastic 19th century Chinese garden where torture is practiced as an art form. The fascinating, horrific narrative slithers deep into the human spirit, uncovering murderous proclivities and demented desires. Lavish, loving detail of description. Introduction, biography & bibliography. 8½x11", 120 pp, 21 photos. $13.99

"...sadistic spectacle as apocalyptic celebration of human potential...A work as chilling as it is seductive."—THE DAILY CALIFORNIAN

"Here is a novel that is hot with the fever of ecstatic, prohibited joys, as cruel as a thumbscrew and as luxuriant as an Oriental tapestry. This exotic story of Clara and her insatiable desire for the perverse and the forbidden has been hailed by the critics."—Charles Hanson Towne

"...daydreams in which sexual images are mixed nightmarishly with images of horror."—Ed. Wilson

Bob Flanagan, Super-Masochist

Bob Flanagan, 1952-1996, was born in New York City, grew up with Cystic Fibrosis (a genetically inherited, nearly-always fatal disease) and lived longer than any other person with CF. The physical pain of his childhood suffering was principally alleviated by masturbation, wherein pain and pleasure became linked, resulting in his lifelong practice of extreme masochism. In deeply confessional interviews, Bob details his sexual practices and his relationship with long-term partner and Mistress, Sheree Rose. He tells how frequent near-death encounters modified his concepts of gratification and abstinence, reward and punishment, and intensified his masochistic drive. Through his insider's perspective on the Sadomasochistic community, we learn about branding, piercing, whipping, bondage and endurance trials. Includes photos by L.A. artist Sheree Rose. 8½x11", 128 pp, 125 photos & illustrations. $14.99

"...an eloquent tour through the psychic terrain of SM, discussing the most severe sexual diversions with the humorous detachment of a shy, clean living nerd. I came away from the book wanting to know this man."—DETAILS MAGAZINE

Special Offers

The Definitive S&M Library (Save $16!)


Incredibly Strange Music CDs and books! (Save $17)

Offer includes Incredibly Strange Music CDs Vol. One & Two and Incredibly Strange Music books Vol. One & Two.

Normally $75 with shipping and handling; NOW: all four items only $58 postpaid! (AIR Europe $79, AIR Australia/Japan $84)

"I am not interested in policing the boundaries between nature and culture—quite the opposite, I am edified by the traffic. Indeed, I have always preferred the prospect of pregnancy with the embryo of another species."

—Donna Haraway, *Primate Species* 178
Incredibly Strange Music, Vol. One (CD or cassette)

On this CD you will hear a rousing version of the "William Tell Overture" whistled by the blind virtuoso Fred Lowery; the '70s hit song "Up, Up and Away" played on an unbelievably out-of-tune sitar (with string arrangement); and a song off the LP from Couch to Consultation titled "The Will to Fail" (about the Freudian "failure complex"). Energizing instrumentals include a frenetic track performed on the xylophone ("Minute Merengue" by Harry Breuer) and a rapid-fire guitar version of "Flight of the Bumble Bee" by Buddy Merrill. Dean Elliott's "Lonesome Road" (everything including the kitchen sink) counterpoints Dave Harris's "Dinner Music for a Pack of Hungry Cannibals." The mind-boggling denouement is "A Cosmic Telephone Call," a 7-minute excursion into the trance-inducing world of Kali Bahu, a self-styled guru, complete with atmospheric sitar accompaniment. Cheap enlightenment!

CD $16; cassette $7 special—buy one for your car & one for a friend!

Incredibly Strange Music, Vol. Two (CD only)

This CD includes an array of dynamic, inspirational obscurities such as Lucia Pamela's barnyard frenzy "Walking on the Moon"; instructional tracks on "How to Speak Hip" by Del Close and John Brent; selections from Ken Nordine, the father of Word Jazz; a stirring sitar rendition of "The Letter"; an exceptionally eerie version of "Join the Gospel Express" by singing doll Little Mary C; a mile-a-minute vibraphone instrumental by swingin' vibemaster Harry Breuer; "Bumble Bee Bolero"; "Terror" as sung by the exotica vocalist Bas Sheva, who died suddenly and tragically (the arrangement is by Les Baxter); Billy Murry's vivacious virtuoso version of "Chopsticks Guitar"; "The Letter" by the Nirvana Star and String Group; "The Mummy" by Rod McKuen AKA Bob McFadden & Dor; and more! Comes with extensive booklet of liner notes and full-color reproductions of the original LP covers.

CD $16

The Essential Perrey & Kingsley (CD)

Two fantastic, classic LPs (The In Sound from Way Out and Kaleidoscopic Vibrations) combined on one hard-to-find, currently out-of-print CD available exclusively from RE/Search mail orders. This CD contains all the tracks recorded by the Perrey-Kingsley duo, including such masterpieces as "Unidentified Flying Object," "The Little Man from Mars," "Cosmic Ballad," "Swan's Splashdown," "Countdown at 6," the hilarious "Barnyard in Orbit" (featuring animal sounds), "Spooks in Space," "Girl from Venus," "Electronic Can-Can," "Jungle Blues from Jupiter," "Computer in Love," "Visa to the Stars," "The Savers," "Umbrellas of Cherbourg," "Strangers in the Night" (anti-sentimental rendition), "One Note Samba-Spanish Flea," "Lover's Concerto," "Third Man Theme," "Fallout," "Baroque Hoedown," "Winchester Cathedral," "Carousel of the Planets," "Toy Balloons," "Moon River," "Mas Que Nada," and "Flight of the Bumble Bee." All the tracks were painstakingly spliced together by hand in a labor of love which will never be repeated! CD $16

Ken Nordine Colors (CD)

V/Search is proud to distribute Ken Nordine's Colors: a kaleidoscope of riotous sound and imagery. This pioneer of "Word Jazz" delivers "good lines" which are as smooth as water, inviting the listener to embark upon a musical fantasy evoking ethereal images of every poetic hue. Timeless in his spirit, Nordine stands alone as a speaker, writer and conceptualist. An essential addition to the musical library of the hip connoisseur. Far out! CD $16

Eden Ahbez Eden's Island (CD)

The most recent addition to V/Search's musical offerings. Released in 1960 on Del-Fi records, it is a bizarre cross between exotica, '50's pop, and Beat-Era lyricism, whose genius was probably unintentional. In Incredibly Strange Music, Vol. I, Mickey McGowan calls Eden's Island "one of the truly strange masterpieces on record." This CD reissue contains additional tracks not on the original, rare LP. Limited edition. CD $16

The Complete V/Search CD Library! (Save $19)

Offer includes Incredibly Strange Music CDs Vol. One & Two; The Essential Perrey & Kingsley; Ken Nordine's Colors; and Eden Ahbez's Eden's Island.

IN SHORT—EVERYTHING ON THIS PAGE!! Normally $84 with shipping and handling; NOW: all CDs only $65 postpaid! ($75 postpaid Air Mail Overseas)
SEARCH & DESTROY

Incendiary interviews, passionate photographs, art brutal. Corrosive minimalist documentation of the only youth rebellion of the seventies: punk rock (1977-78). The philosophy and culture, BEFORE the mass media takeover and inevitable cloning. Crammed with information and inspiration.

◆ #2 Devo, Clash, Ramones, Iggy Pop, Weirdos, Patti Smith, Vivienne Westwood, Avengers, Dils.
◆ #3 Devo, Damned, Patti Smith, Avengers, Residents, TG, etc. OUT-OF-PRINT!
◆ #4 Iggy Pop, Dead Boys, Bobby Death, Jordan & the Ants, Mumps, Metal Urbain, Helen Wheels, Sham 69, Patti Smith.
◆ #5 Sex Pistols, Nico, Screamers, Crisis, Suicide, Crime, Talking Heads, etc.
◆ #6 Throbbing Gristle, Clash, Nico, Talking Heads, Pere Ubu, Nuns, UXA, Negative Trend, Mutants, Sleepers, Buzzcocks.
◆ #7 John Waters, Devo, DNA, Cabaret Voltaire, Roky Erickson, Clash, Amos Poe, Mick Farren, Offs, Vermillion & more.
◆ #8 Mutants, Dils, Cramps, Devo, Siouxsie, Chrome, Pere Ubu, Judy Nylon & Patti Palladin, Flesh eaters, Offs, Weirdos, etc.
◆ #9 Dead Kennedys, Rockabilly Rebels, X, Winston Tong, David Lynch, Television, Pere Ubu, DOA.
◆ #10 J. G. Ballard, William S. Burroughs, Feederz, Plugz, X, Russ Meyer, Steve Jones, etc. Reprinted by Demand!
◆ #11 The all-photo supplement. Black and White. $5 each. Incomplete set: 1-2, 4-11: $39.

Louder Faster Shorter
Punk Video by Mindaugas Bagdon

San Francisco, March 21, 1978. In the intense, original punk rock scene at the Mabuhay Gardens (the only club in town which would allow it), the AVENGERS, DILS, MUTANTS, SLEEPERS and UXA played a benefit for striking Kentucky coal miners ("Punks Against Oppression!"), raising $3,300. The check was actually mailed and received. One of the only surviving 16mm color documents of this short-lived era, LOUDER FASTER SHORTER captured the spirit and excitement of "punk rock" before revolt became mere style. The filmmaker was Mindaugas Bagdon, a member of Search & Destroy, the publication which chronicled and catalyzed the punk rock "youth culture" rebellion of the late '70s. "Exceptionally fine color photography, graphic design and editing" (S.F. International Film Festival review, 1980). 20 minute video in US NTSC VHS Format only. $15

Tattoo Time edited by Don Ed Hardy

◆ #1: NEW TRIBALISM This classic issue features the new tribal tattooing renaissance started by Cliff Raven, Ed Hardy, Leo Zulueta & others. $10
◆ #2: TATTOO MAGIC This issue examines all facets of Magic & the Occult. Tattooed charms, Sacred Calligraphy, Dragons, and Christian Tattoos. $10
◆ #3: MUSIC & SEA TATTOOS Deluxe double book issue with over 300 photos. Mermaids, pirates, fish, punk rock tattoos, etc. $15
◆ #4: LIFE & DEATH Deluxe double book issue with fantastic photos, examining trademarks, architectural and mechanical tattoos, the Eternal Spirit, a Tattoo Museum, plus the gamut of Death imagery. $15
◆ #5: ART FROM THE HEART All NEW issue that's bigger than ever before (128 pp) with hundreds of color photographs. Featuring in-depth articles on tattooers, contemporary tattooing in Samoa, a survey of the new weirdo monster tattoos, and much more! $20

Halloween
by Ken Werner

A classic photo book. Startling shots from the "Mardi Gras of the West," San Francisco's adult Halloween festivities in the Castro district. Beautiful 9x12" hardback bound in black boards. 72 pp. Black glossy paper stock. This shocking hardcover photo book is an absolute steal at this price; when stocks are exhausted that will be it! $11

Sidetripping
by Charles Gatewood

Unforgettable, deviant fringe photographs by Charles Gatewood. Deep focus commentary by William S. Burroughs. A classic photo book, long out of print. Available here in a limited offering, as-is condition. As intense as Larry Clark's Tulsa, and equally as rare. 9x12". Warning: perfume de molde. For persons possessing an iron constitution and a steel stomach. Only $10 while they last!
MORE SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

Just RE/Search Library: (Save $30!) All RE/Search serials

The Classic RE/Search Library: (Save $19!) All RE/Search classic reprints

The Complete Library: (Save $71!)
Includes all issues of RE/Search (both offers above), PLUS the first issue of V/Search AND all available issues of Search & Destroy (1-2, 4-11)

Incredibly Strange Library: (Save $11!)

Subscriptions to V/Search
You will receive the next three books published by V/Search, either our numbered interview format serials or WHATEVER! $40. Overseas/Canada: $50. Sorry no library or university subscriptions. Libraries and universities please place individual orders from this catalog. SUBSCRIPTIONS SENT SURFACE MAIL ONLY! NO AIRMAIL.

ORDERING INFORMATION

MAIL: V/SEARCH Publications
20 ROMOLO #B
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94133

OR Phone: Orders may be placed Monday through Friday: 10 AM to 6 PM PST
PH (415) 362-1465, FAX (415) 362 0742

Cash, Check or Money Order Payable to V/SEARCH Publications OR Charge to Credit Card: VISA or MASTERCARD Only

SHIPPING & HANDLING CHARGES
DOMESTIC CUSTOMERS: first item $4; add $1 per additional item; for priority mail add $1 per order.
INTERNATIONAL CUSTOMERS: SEAMAIL: first item $6; add $2 per each additional item; AIRMAIL: first item $15; add $12 per additional item.

PAYMENT IN U.S.DOLLARS ONLY

ATTENTION CANADIAN CUSTOMERS: We do not accept personal checks even from a U.S. dollar account! Send Cash or International Money Orders Only! (available from the post office)

SUBTOTAL

CA residents add 8¼% sales tax
Shipping and handling (see above)

TOTAL

DO YOU KNOW SOMEONE WHO WOULD LIKE TO RECEIVE OUR CATALOG?

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY, STATE, ZIP

VISA/MASTERCARD #:

EXP DATE:

SIGNATURE:

SEND SASE FOR CATALOG (or 4 IRCs for OVERSEAS)
Hey There, Barbie Girl!

"Our Barbies, Ourselves"

CENSORED!

Lawyers for the Mattel Corporation and the Matt Groening Corporation sent cease-and-desist letters to the above publications, citing copyright violations. Hey There, Barbie Girl! terminated, and the remaining copies of Bunnyhop #5 bearing a parody of Groening's "Binky" character were destroyed. Now you know who to boycott...
Incendiary Interviews with Independent Publishers:

Meat Hook  Housewife Turned Assassin
Crap Hound  Fat Girl  Beer Frame
Thrift SCORE  Mystery Date  Outpunk
AK Distribution  X-Ray  Bunnyhop

In the past two decades a quiet revolution has gained force: over 50,000 “zines” (independent, not-for-profit self-publications) have emerged and spread—mostly through the mail, with little publicity. Flaunting off-beat interests, extreme personal revelations and social activism, zines directly counter the pseudo-communication and glossy lies of the mainstream media monopoly. These interviews capture all the excitement associated with uncensored freedom of expression, while offering insight, inspiration and delight.

♦ “How to” tips to create a great zine without money!
♦ Better Living thru creative scams & pranks!
♦ Queerpunk, Riot Grrrl, Fat Girl—your friends.
♦ A history of pre-zine rebel publishing
♦ Thrift Store Shopping Confidential!

From V. Vale, former co-publisher of RE/Search